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CHILD ABUSE; WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
PREVENTION STRATEGIES

MONDAY. MARCH 12. 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington. DC
The selectcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William Lehman (chair-
man of the Prevention Strategies Task Force) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Lehman, Anthony, and Bliley.
Staff present: Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel; Ann

Rosewater, deputy staff director; Karabelle Pizzigati, professional
staff; Marcia Mabee, professional staff; Donald Kline, senior profes-
sional staff; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Mr. LEHMAN. The Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families Task Force hearing on prevention strategies on the sub-
ject of child abuse will now come to order.

I am pleased that all of you could join us for the first hearing in
1984 of the Task Force on Prevention Strategies of the select com-
mittee.

This morning we will focus our attention on what we have
learned about strategies to prevent the terrible tragedies of child
abuse and neglect.

Throughout the committee's first year, we heard a great deal
about the increasing problem of child abuse and its toll on child
victims, their families, and society at large. In our Washingtou and
regional hearings, witnesses told us about dramatic upswings in re-
ported and confirmed cases of physical and sexual abuse of chil-
dren in recent years. Many States have documented large in-
creases. and nationwide, reported abuse was up more than 100 per-
cent between 1979 and 1981. The number of child abuse related
deaths also rose nationally last year.

We are experiencing an epidemic, with more than one million
children suffering abuse every year and concomitant increases re-
ported in the severity of abuse. In my growing multicultural area
of Florida. 1 am hearing more and more about the problems and
the need for greater and more coordinated action.

Public awareness of these problems is growing rapidly too. But,
at the same time. declining resources have made it more difficult
for everyone to combat child abuse. In fact, there are in many
cases so few resources available that we can barely respond to and
treat crisis situations, much less engage in systematic approaches
to prevt nt abuseapproaches that could strengthen families in a
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variety of ways and be significantly more cost effective in the long
haul.

We, by no means, have all the answers. But there is fortunately
a growing base of experience and knowledge about effective ways
to help families prevent abuse and treat parents and children in
situations of identified abuse to prevent reoccurrence& The come
trAtee learned about some of these in our hearings last year.

Today we will continae our examination of a wide range of pre-
vention issues and strategies that must be considered in order to
confront the major publ*c health and social problems of child abuse
more effectively.

That concludes my statement, and Mr. Bliley, the ranking minor-
ity. may have a statement.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you particularly for scheduling this hearing. I

want to thank the panels of witnesses who appear before us
today. We are privileged to have with us many of the leaders of
this Nation's battle against child abuse. Indeed, if it weren't for
some of the people in this room, there might not be a battle against
child abuse in this country; or at least not much of one.

I am especially pleased to see with us several persons who have
worked very hard, and very successfully, at inspiring and mobiliz-
ing large numbers of volunteers, both professional and nonprofes-
sional, to join the fkfht against child abuse. The National Commit-
tee for the Prevention of Child Abuse, Parents Anonymous, and
Parents United are composed of thousands of volunteers, all dedi-
cated to improving the lives of children and their families.

Indeed, Parents Anonymous and Parents United seem to repre-
sent the ultimate in volunteer efforts. The self-help concept which
they employ has been the most successful in decreasing the inci-
dence of child abuse, and stopping its cycle. And the way that it
does this is one of most fascinating and inspiring accounts that I
have heard: it takes people whom the rest of society is ready to
give up on, and gives them the ability and the responsibility to
help each other and themselves.

The self-help concept recognizes that responsibility is part of hu-
manity and without it, no one can be fully human. By recognizing
and utilizing this very important truth about human nature,
groups such as Parents Anonymous and Parents United have saved
the lives of probably thousands of children; and not only of the
children, but of their parents as well.

I welcome here all of our very knowledgeable and dedicated wit-
nesses. I look forward to your testimony. In addition, I would also
like to welcome the many Parents Anonymous State coordinators
who, I have been told, are with us in the audience today. It is a
privilege to have you with us.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Bliley.
'Opening statement of Congressman George Miller follows:J

STATEMENT o 110N. IIIEORV. MO.I.ER. A REPRINENTATIVR IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE us' CALWORNIA. AND COMRMAN, SELECT COMMIWEK ON CIOLOREN, YOUTH,
AN FA M 11,11.1

I would like to command Mr. Lehman and Mr. Bliley for calling this hehring on
behalf of the Prevention Strategies Task Force. Certainly, as we begin out second
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year of hearings, one ot the most important areas for us to pursue is prevention
strategies for child abuse

We have been convinced by the dramatically increasing numbers of abused chil-
dren. particularly sexually abused children, to act now. Witnesses from Maine to
Utah. Michigan to Colorado. have detailed for the Committee the increased severity
and frequency of reported abuse cases, as well as the increases in actual numbers of
children involved. As a result, there is no disagreement on the importance of the
issue. and members of both the majority and minority are anxious to look at the
problem in greater depth.

Hopefully. we can build on some of the successful prevention and intervention
models already brought to our attention. As we noted in the Select Committee's
"Year-end Report":

"Fortunately. the Committee heard about, and learned a great deal from. many of
the successful prevention and intervention programs designed to address child abuse
in particular.

"ln Denver, a home visitor program for 25 high risk families saved over $1 milt
lion in medical costs for the treatment of severely abused children.

"In Connecticut. there are several successful prevention models using parent
aides, multidisciplinary child protective teams, and Parents Anonymous support
groups.

"ln Florida, multidisciplinary teams are used to investigate cases of child abuse.
The Tampa aren hosts an innovative foster home for young mothers at high risk of
abuse, and their children, who are cared for by foster grandparents.

"In Duluth. Minnesota. a sexual arouse awareness and treatment program pro-
vides support for children who are victims of sexual abuse, as well as a program for
elementary school children which helps them .liating'iish between 'good' and 'bad'
touching,

1 am looking forward to today's iredepth look at the causes of child abuse, to the
personal stories of those who have biruggled to come to grips with their own prob-
lems as abusing parents. and to learning much from responses of successful volun-
teer groups, hospitals. tnd health departments. We have much to lawn, and are ea-
gerly awaiting today's testimony. 1 believe every member of Congress is deeply con-
cerned with doing more to prevent child abuse, and I'm certain the record we create
today will be read and studied in the months ahead.

Mr. LEHMAN. Without objection, before your testimony, I would
like to insert in the record the statement of the ranking minority
member of the full committee, Mr. Marriott of Utah, who is unable
to be with us today.

[Open ing statement of Congressman Dan Marriott follows:]

011. Matt STATEMENT tor lioN. DAN MARRIOTT. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE or UTAH

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I want to express my personel thanks to our witnesses
for devoting their time and resources to be with us today.

My interest and my support for reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treattuent Act are well known to my colleagues on the Select Committee as
well :os on the floor of the House. I am proud of the fact that she House has passed
11.1i 190.1. 1 regret that the reauthorization of ,..he :ket has been so long delayed in
the Senate,

vorne of the witnesses we are to hear from today are pioneers in the field of child
abuse and neglect Dr Vincent Fontana was among the first to publish professional
article: tin the subject. Dr. Fontana's article on "The Maltreatment Syndrome in
Chtillr,to" :ippeared two &ades alto in the highly respected New England Journal

Alethrinr. lie was among the first physicians in the United States to bring the
problems of abused. neglected. and sexually maltreated children to the attention of
his colleagues, the Americon people and Congress.

One of his early articles to be submitted for the benefit of the hearing record was
published ten !ears before Congress palsied the Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention
mod Tralmeol Ac. The °Heine! Act WON posited by Congress in 1972, It has been
ten warp. since it Witt signed by the President to make it the law of the land.

Now. thirty years after the problem was first known to the medical profession and
is decade :slier the first notional legislation was enacted, we find ourselves still
trying to stem the rising tide of children who are known to be abused, neglected.
and sexually Tnaltreated each year
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In Dr Fentaniee 1903 article he cited a study done by Dr. C. Henry Kempe and
hie colleague', reporting the results of u nationwide survey of hospitals and law-en-
forcement agencies indicating the high incidence of "battered" children within a
one-year period. At that time a total of 749 children were maltreated. Of this
number 714 died and 114 suffered permanent brain damage.

We are all aware that it was not until over a decade later that we began to under
stand the true extent of the problem. Even today we are uncertain about the true
number of abused and neglected children because we know the problem is still sub-
stantially undeterred and unreported.

While we spend billions in the support of families with dependent children
(AFDC). programs to improve the housing of poor families and all forms of social,
health and educational programs we still have not supported programs that are
known to be successful in preventing the abuse and neglect of children. In short, we
are losing the battle. We still fail to prevent child abuse, neglect, and the sexual
exploitation and maltreatment of children. If we do not stop the ever increasing
abuse, neglect, seximi exploitation and maltreatment of children, the decadence that
has long been predicted by historians for self-governing people will certainly come
to pass.

It is clear that we still face a massive problem of abuse and neglect. The legisla-
tion we have posed has responded to the symptoms uf the problem rather than leg-
islation designed to seek out and eliminate the causes.

It is also clear that we have buried the National Center on Child Abuse and Ne-
glect so deeply in the administrative structure of the Department of Health and
Human Services it fails to enjoy the support and visibility required. Dr. rrederick
Green notes in his testimony that the program he heads, ". . . has been placed suffi-
ciently high in the hospital's administrative and management structure to ensure
that it has adequate purview to accomplish its mission." The National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect needs to be given a similar place in the Department of
Health and Human Services.

Today the Committee will also hear from others who are recognized as pioneers in
the field of abuse and neglect. Dr. Anne Cohn as well as Dr. Frederick Green and
Dr. Vincent Fontana are recognized not only nationally but also internationally as
experts in the field. Dr. Cohn has been among the leaders in the field of prevention
for well over a decade. Drs. Fontana and Green have also been involved in preven-
tion of this phenomenon even longer.

I would be remiss if I did not mention Lionar Lieber's qualifications to appear
before this Committee. Mr. Lieber has also been a pioneer in the field of prevention.
Ile has used very modest federal resources to leverage volunteer efforts worth mil-
lions of dollars each year to help those who have or fear they might abuse their
children. The Parents Anonymous program, using largely volunteers and self-help
has changed the lives of many parents who have harbored feelings of guilt, and fear
and provided them with a sense of self-worth, dignity, and productivity. We will be
hearing from some of the parents during the course of this hearing.

am proud to have played some small part in the passage of H.R. 1904 to reau-
thorize the Child Abuse Prevention aid Treatment Act, as amended. It fails to pro-
vide as much as I would have liked. fic...vever, it does continue to provide an essen-
tial national focus on the problem and contributes in a small way to the resources
made available through the states and to thousands of private volunteers who con-
mue in the battle to save our nation's most valued resource --our children.
It is my fond hope that our colleagues in the Senate will soon consider the com-

panion bill to H.R. 1904-8. 100:1 -so we an get on with the work remaining to be
done.

Mr. Chairman. 1 want to extend my personal greetings and best wishes to each of
our witnesses here today. I wish them every success in their work and I hope this is
one area where we will And unified support from our colleagues on both sides of the
aisle and in both the House and the Senate.

Mr. LEHMAN. Our first witness today is Dr. Anne Cohn. Would
you please come forward? We have a time problem today and your
statement without objection, will be included in its entirety in the
record, but it will be almost essential that you do summarize it.

t a
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STATEMENT OF ANNE COHN, D.P.H., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL COMMITTEE FOR PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE. CHI-
CAGO. IL

Ms. COHN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee.

My name ie Anne Cohn, executive director of the National Com-
mittee for Prevention of Child Abuse. I think it is particularly fit-
ting that you are holding this hearing today. Late last week, Th.. C.
Henry Kemp, regarded by all of us as a founding figure in the
movement to eradicate child abuse, passed away. Dr. Kemp, the
pioneer in the field, who coined the term "the battered child syn-
drome" and who initiated the first congressional hearing on child
abuse in 1973, truly has been an inspiration for all of us. He has
made his mark felt. I think this hearing is a great testimony to his
work. Two months ago, ABC aired a special made for television
movie called "Something About Amelia," which dealt with the
issue of incest. Following that movie the N itional Committee for
Prevention of Child Abuse received over 3,010 letters from people
touched by the problem of sexual abuse. I would like to share with
you the contents of just a few of these because I think that they
explain quite well why we are here today:

Something about Amelia brought tears to my eyes. I was molested when I was 10
and now I am 30 and 1 still can't deal with it. I have nightmares about it
Throughout my life I have all but forgotten about it. What my father did to me has
affected every relationship I have had with any man

To whom it may concern: I was molested as a child by my father, my brother and
my uncle. The only time my father did it is when he was drunk_ My brother and
uncle did it, I guess cause they *anted to.

Dear National Committee, I am a 28 year old male that still is induring the pain
of incest after 20 years. and the actual victim was not me, but one of In, step sle
ten. This occurred in a small rural community and my Dad was sent to the Mato
prison. Is it common for the brothers of the victim to live with shame, guilt, and low
self-esteem?

And finally:
Dear Friend. one night / was watching TV with my 15 year old daughter. She just

started crying. said: "what is wrong'?" She stared at me. 1 thought it was some-
thing 1 did. Finally she said: "Mom. I have something to tell you. You are not going
to believe me but everything I am about to ow is true."

said, "Go on, hon." She said: "Mom, Dad has been making me have sex with
him for four years."

We received over 3,000 such letters in the last few months. Many
years ago, 1976, when the National Committee first began a nation-
al public awareness campaign about child abuse, we received oom
parable letters about physical abuse and about emotional abuse.

Note. of these episodes need .o have occurred. Child abuse can be
prevented if we direct our efforts toward stopping it before it
occurs. As a nation we have been aware of the problem over the
last decade. In fact, today we know that over 90 percent of the
adult population is well aware of the problem, its causes, and its
consequences, and in the last decade we have been responding to
the problem. We have been responding in a very powerful and im
portant way, although our response has been largely after the fact.

We have do/eloped reporting hotlines, we have developed a ca-
pacity to investigate reports of child abuse, we have developed
treatment programs, some that are really quite exemplary, such as

10
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Parents Anonymous and other self-help efforts. We have made
progress but at the same time, child ebuse still appears to be on
the rise. As best we can tell, the figures increase year after year
despite our efforts to respond after the fact.

Obviously, there are a lot of reasons for this. Unemployment and
the prolonged recession have certainly taken their toll. I believe a
significant part of the reason is that we have done little to try and
stop the problem before the fact.

Why should we be concerned with prevention? We know that
over 1 million children each year are abused. We know that well
over 2,000 of those children die. Just the pain alone experienced by
those children should be enough to cause us to want to stop the
problem before it occurs.

But the costs are much greater than that. Each one of those
cases costs us, if we are talking about investigative and treatment
costs, over $2,000 initially, and the costs are greater later on if chil-
dren require institutionalization, as those abused childrenand
this happens to many of themmay grow up to be juvenile delin-
quents or teenage prostitutes, teenage drug addicts, or perhaps run
away from home. It appears that child abuse is really the linchpin
of many of our social problems. It appears that child abuse is some-
thing that we need to stop in order to save valuable lives as well as
valuable dollars.

Clan child abuse be prevented? We don't have scientific proof that
says it can. I personally believe that it can. The paucity of research
done to date doesn't give us the kind of evidence we might like, but
the few research studies that have been done point us in some di-
rections that appear to be promising. Our clinical experiences also
point us in some directions that appear to be promising.

What I would like to do is take a few minutes to just reflect on
wlat some of the underlying causes are of child abuse, and, there-
fore, what focus our preventive efforts should have, and then to
review what research has told us about those promising avenues of
prevention.

Based on what we know about the causes of child abuse, we
know that parents who abuse their children oftentimes have an in-
adequate understanding of child development, an inability to relate
to the demands of parenting or an inability to manage their chil-
dren in ways that appear to be positive. One approach to preven-
tion would be to increase parents' knowledge of child development
and their abilities to manage their children.

We know that poor bonds between parents and children are
often related to factors associated with child abuse. This is another
area in which we would like to intervene. Research has shown us
that parents have difficulty coping with infants, and particularly
children with special difficulties, infants with special needs, dis-
abled children, and handicapped children. This is another area of
focus for our preventive efforts.

The burden of child care, family isolation, lack of peer support
are also factors that our research have shown us are associated
with abuse. These are additional avenues that we ought to focus on
for prevention.

11
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Finally, we know that children themselves often have an inabil-
ity to protect themselves from abuse, and this is a final area that
our preventive efforts ought to focus on.

As I mentioned, our research to date has been fairly slim, very
few studies have been funded to look .tt the issues of prevention.
Those studies that have been funded have been relatively short
term. They usually have been inadequately funded and have not
been able to develop the kind of experimental control group situa-
tions that the scientific community would like to see in order to
know that the data they yield in fact are meaningful data.

However, there have been a few studies that have been done and
1 v.ould like to cite them to you:

The first is a ,4-udy that the National Committee for the Preven-
tion of Child Abube completed in the last year. It was a 3%-year
study of 11 different demonstration prevention programs funded by
the Federal Government. This study concluded the following: That
if one can provide different kinds of support to new parents, in
other words, help to new parents around the time of birth, and
around the first year after the birth of the child, that parents can
develop much better coping skills with their children, more positive
attitudes toward their children.

The study showed that parents that go to education classes, par-
ticularly new parents just after a child has been born, can develop
more positive attitudes and a better ability to negotiate with their
children and provide them with support.

The study showed that very caring people who may not have pro-
fessional training but are volunteers and want to help out can
make a positive difference. Our preventive efforts need not rely
strictly on professionally trained individuals.

A study in Denver looked at a homehealth-visitors program and
showed that that kind of a program which provides ongoinc sup-
port to parents after a child is born, regular visits to the family, to
provide the family with its various needs, can make a big differ-
ence in reducing the risk of child abuse.

A study in Nashville, TN, looked at improved birthing proce-
dures allowing rooming in and some other supports around the
time of birth and showed that when additional supports are provid-
ed to families around the time of birth, things can change and
abuse is less likely.

These are a few studies. They provide shreds of evidence about
how to approach prevention. They don't convince us of the exact
way go, but they do suggest some avenues.

tl...ik that the experiences that people in the field have had
provide much stronger support for the directions in which we
ought to go. There is a program called the Parent Linking Proieet
in New Jersey. This is a program that works with teenage parents
belore they become parents, as soon as their pregnancy is discov-
ered. The program works with them for a full year after their
babies are born, and helps them develop coping mechanisms and
skills so they can care for their children and also continue to live
their lives as teenagers.

Administrators of those programs report remarkablt changes in
the abilities of the teenagers to care for their children and we
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know teenage motnere are a much higher risk in abusing their
children than are older parents.

There is a program in San Antonio, TX.
Mr. Le }MAN. The teenager parents have more child abuse than

older parents?
Ms CORN. Research evidence supports that, yes.
There is a program in San Antonio, TX, called Project ABC

Any Baby. Canand that is a program for parents of children who
have special handicaps or disabilities. Those children just place ad-
ditional stress on parents and are mach harder to cope with, and in
that sense, are at much greater risk. The administrators of that
program showed, through their own experiences, that providing
that kind of special support to parents of handicapped childrek can
make a difference in those parents ability to cope and, therefore,
not become abusive parents.

There are a number of other examples. There is a program called
Bubbylonian Encounter, which is a play for children that teaches
children about different forms of touching, good touching, and bad
touching, and forced touching, and forced sexual touching. The ex-
periences of the people in Kansas who developed the play and have
taken it around to the schools and shown it to elementary school-
children is very , s : itive. They find that when children are exposed
to information a s ut different kinds of touching and how to protect,

themselves and say no to touching that appears to be inappropri-
ate, children can in fact protect themselves from different forms of
sexual abuse and perhaps other forma of child abuse as well.

Our experiences are growing. There are a lut of programs across
the country, like Parenting Linking, and Project AEC, and Bubbly-
Ionian Encounter. There are a lot of programs that are developing
now using volunteurs, using citizens in local communities working
with the schools and hospitals, that are expanding our experience
base for the directions in which we might go in order to prevent
child abuse.

A number of things are clear from these exper.ences and fro1n
our research. First, there is that there is no one approach that is
going to stop child abuse from occurring. There is no mtlic solu-
tion. Child abuse is a very complex problem. In fact it is many
problems under one heading. There ore many different causes of
the problem and in order to prevent child abuse, we really need to
direct our resources and our attention to many different thingsto
new parents, to parents of older children, to young children who
have been abused, to young adults who were abused when they
themselves were children.

Our efforts in prevention have to include various kinds of a. ap-
port programs for new parents to help them get off to a good start,
education for parents so they can develop better skills in dealing
with their children.

We need to think about providing better child care for parents,
better alternatives for child care so that parents who are burdened
by heavy, continuous, child-care responsibilities can get some res-
pite from that.

We need to concern ourselves with helping abused children, help-
ing to break that cycle of abuse so they don't grow up bearing the
scars of abuse which often lead them to become abusive parents

13
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themselves. We need to think about ways to help children devalop
skills so they can protect themselves from abuse and so when they
grow up they can be better parents themselves.

We need to look at various kinds of self-help strategies, such as
Parents Anonymous, but programs that are developed for parents
before they have abused their kids, so that they can help each
other develop better parenting skills and avoid abuse.

We need to make sure that we have available to all families a
variety of crisis hotlines and help lines, crisis nurseries, and other
rinds of emergency support so in the moment when a parent is
about ready to ;ash out there is a place to turn for help. So they
can get immediate support rather than lashing out at their kids.

We need to think about ways in which we can help prevent child
abuse through the woi kplace. Current research suggests that a tre-
mendous amount of what happens at the workplace affects an indi
vidual when they get home. We k .tow that if through the work-
place flexible working hours can be provided, child-care support
can be provided, people can be provided with a variety of other
kinds of counseling and fringe benefits, that these are ways to
strengthen the family through the workplace and thereby prevent
child abuse at home. .

Finally, in our efforts to prevent child abuse we need to look at
the media and look at ways in which what happens on television
and through radio help provide information to parents and to fami-
lies to prevent child abuse.

[Prepared statement of Anne Harris Cohn follows:]

PRIMARAD STATEMENT PP ANNA HARMS COHN, EXACUTIVA DIABCTOIL NATIONAL
COMMITTEE FOIt PRAVINTION OF CHILD ARAM CHICAGO, IL

As a result of the' January 9th, 1984 airing on ABC of the made for TV movie
about incest, Something about Amelia," the National Committee for Prevention of
Child Abuse received over 3000 letters from individuals poignantly and personally
touched by the problem of child sexual abuse. clothing has touched me more deeply
in my 12 years of working in the child abuse area than the pain and guilt and red-
ness and trauma conveyed in these letters. A few exerpts:

"Something About Amelia" brought tears to my eyes. I was molested when I was
111 and now I'm 30 and I still can t deal with it. I have nightmares about it . . .

Thoughout my life I have all but forgotten it. What my father did to me has affect
ed every relationship I have had with any man . . .

I was molested as a child by my father, my brother and my uncle. The only time
my father did it is when he was drunk. My brother and uncle did it, I guess cause
they wanted to.

I am a 2$ year old male that still is enduring the pain of incest after 20 years, and
the actual victim was not me, but one of my step sisters, . . . my dad was sent to
prison for it . . . be it common for brothers of a victim to live with shame, and low
sale esteem?

I am a 3i; year old wtman. Recently I've began to deal with being sexually molest-
ed as a child . . . by my older brother.

"Amelia" hrought up unpleasant memories. I was sexually molested by my adopt-
ed father from the earliest time I remember. it continued until my parents divorced
ia age 12. 'oil this day my mother does know about it and I am now 27. I was forced
to do the most degrading things. I was always told never tell mom! I carry about a
guilty feeling with me, wondering what would have happened if I told mom.

am one who caused sexual abuse within a family. I abused my stepdaughter over
a period of several years. My conscience grew until I finally voluntarily exposed my
problem and got eounitioling. Nut . the problem caused my wife to separate from
me. I live .done. 1 have some contact with my family, bat um in danger of losing it

. my fit. daughter Las not vet come to grips with what happened.
I have a lot of truth to tell about what occurred and du.naged my own childhood

to the point of my being sent to the' state prison 14 l.i years. 1 am not a bad man
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nor do 1 want anything from anyone except help for my mental disorder. Please
keep an open heart and a mental picture of my problems as a child and the abuse 41
later perpetrated) which got me placed behind bars.

In my opinion ptople who have incest with youngsters are sick. They for sure
need some kind of help . . . One night 1 was watching TV v th my 16 year old
daughter and she just started crying. 1 said Krystal what's *Tome Shit just starred
at me. I thought it was something 1 did. Finally she said mom, ; have something to
tell yogi. You're not going to believe me, but everything I'm about to say is true. I
said "go on honey." "Mom dad has been making me have sex with him for 4 years."

In 1976 when the NCPCA launched the first nation-wide public awareness cam-
paign on child abuse, we were similarly avalanched with letters from victims and
perpetrators of child abuse as well as concerned family members and friends. Most
of the letters at that time spoke of the horrors of physical abuse and neglect. Today
its sexual abuse. Regardless of the type of maltreatment, I deeply believe that none
of these stories had to become reelity. I firmly believe that child abusein ail
formscan be revented, can be halted before it ever wins.

As a nation ye have, over the past decade, become aware of the child abuse prob.
lem. With a small, but highly visible and active Federal program, under the aegis of
the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, and the vigorous activities of nu-
merous national, state and local organizations, such as NCPCA's ongohg national
public awareness campaign, the nation has been awaken. And we have responded.
But our response has been primarily after the fact. We 'save worked hard at identi-
fying cases of child abuse and getting them reported -0 the authorities. We have
expanded and improved our capacity to investigate reports of child abuse and to
treat parents who tire the abusers. livery Mee has a 24 hour capacity to receive
reports. Law enforcement and Children s Protective Service agencies across the
country have developed sounder policies and procedures for responding. Multidisci-
plinary teams have emerged in most of our communities to assist in triaging cases
and in treatment planning.

Parents. anonymous groupsshown to be one of the most effective approaches to
treatmenthave multiplied nationwide; the count is now well over 1000. Parent
aide and lay therapy programs to support abusive parents have proliferated as well.
While our success rates with treatment programs still remain lowat under 501fi
the foundation for a strong response and treatment system, implemented by a grow-
ing and increasingly solid knowledge base exists.

This is prow ess. But only partial progress. For, as a nation, we have all but ne-
glected what I regard as a much more pressing need. It's as if in our efforts to re-
spond to this tragic problem we've become so acutely aware of. we've forgotton to
consider how to stop it. Donna J. Stone, founder of the NCPCA, likes to describe her
washbasin theory of prevention. "Imagine a washbasin with the stopper down and
the hot and cold water running. As the basin overflows, people run to put pails
under the sink. Some use buckets to empty the sink. Prevention is stopping the
water." When I speak of prevention, which I would now like to do, 1 speak of stop-
ping the water flow.

Why should we be concerned with prevention? Because every year more than one
million children in the U.S. are seriously abused by their parents and over 2000 die
and our best informatics* says that these numbers are on the rise. The pain experi-
enced by any of those children should be enough to motivate us to stop abuse before
it occurs. But if this is not enough, consider what we know about the manifest and
latent effects abuse. Each identified case of child costs society dearlygenerally
$20110 or more just for en investigation and short term treatment. When a child
must be hospitalized or put in foster care or a parent incarcerated, the costs rise
significantly. Once the immediate crisis and response to the abuse has passed, there
are usually other costs. Abused children suffer a wide variety of developmental,
emotional and physical difficulties. Some need to be institutionalized. Others re-
quire special education. Some become juvenile delinquents. or teenage runaways, or
teenage drug addleN or teenage prostitutes. Each time this happens, society pays.
Not all but a good 'lumber of abused child have visible and costly difficulties as
adultsas abusive oarents themselves or even as hardened criminals. And society
pays No matter how )fou Ink at it, child abuse is a lynch pin of many of our other
society problems. problems which cost us dollars, and productivity and happiness.

arguments for stopping ithuse before the fact are, 1 believe compelling.
Can child abuse be prevented? Bet:twee as a nation Our awareness of child abuse

problem can still be characterized as fresh and because as a nation our response to
date has largely been after the fact, we do not yet have an adequate scientific
knowledge base which completely answers the question.
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Research effiirta in the child abuse urea hove been relatively meager. Few have
focused on prevention Thome which have, because of scant funding and short time
frames, have generally not been vigorous or control enough in their designs to
meet standards of the established research community. And because of the very
complexity of the child abuse problemit's really many problems with many causes
characterized as a single issueit is not clear to me that we will ever be able to
design and Implement prevenion research which will yield scientifically pure dell.

There have been and are efforts which help our understanding of the problem.
For examples. the NCPCA completed, in 1983, the first national evaluation co ild
abuse prevention demonstration programs, a 3 year study which analysed the im-
pacts of 11 diverse prevention strategies and sheds some light on how to prevent
abuse.

The study shows, for example. that programs which offer support to new parents,
especially around the time of birth, have been significant in diminishing the
chances of abuse. Supportive relationships with trained paraprofessionals during the
extended perinatal period resulted in a significant change from negative to positive
in high risk mothers attitudes towards their infants.

This is in marked contrast to mothers who did not receive this kind of support.
Parenting education was found to be helpful in dealing with specific cultural and
socioeconomic groups as well. Low-income mothers who completed a ten-month par-
enting curriculum. were more positive in their attitudes, mop willing and able to
negotiate social support for themselves in times of stress, and more hopeful about
the future thh.i were those of similar backgrounds who had not participated. And,
the study documented that nonprofessional, caring people can make a difference.

Other smaller studies provide some findings about prevention research related to
perinatal support and education programs and suggest that early contact between a
parent and a new baby improved birthing procedures such as rooming in the hospi-
tal and home health visitors programs do have beneficial effects In reducing factors
associated with abusive behavior. The findings from such studies are not consistent
however. Some are hotly debated such as findings related to bonding and attach-
ment, and they do not provide "proof' that child abuse will be prevented. Numerous
studies have looked at parenting education programs; while generally poorly de-
signed, the studies do suggest that parenting education programs can be helpful for
parents and children alike. And finally, a few studies have looked at the impact of
child-oriented proention programs; these rudimentary program evaluations show
that programs which provide information to children about sexual abuse, for exam-
ple, and how to protect themselves from it, are in fact effective in helping children
reach out for help to avoid abuse.

These and several other small federally funded research efforts are contributing
to our knowledge of prevention; as too have some state and local projects. In Illinois
for example the Ounce of Prevention Demonstration Program as currently under
scrutiny by university researchers. And several dozen community prevention pro-
grams are known to be conducting their own evaluations to assess the effectiveness
of their programs. (Most of these efforts have been analysed and cataloged in two
attached documents. An Approach to Preventing Child Abuse by_ Anne Cohn, at-
tachment A. and "What Have We Learned About Preventing Child Abuse?' by
Ellen Gray. attachment B. or in forthcoming NCPCA working paper by Michael
Wald and Ellen Gray entitled "What Do We Really Know From Research About
Preventing Child Abuse."

In addition, we have just begun to see a pr.liferation of local child House preven-
tion efforts which have resulted in extensive experience about the value or benefit
to EL,. i programs. Some of these are described in the attached "Innovative Ap-
proaches to Preventing Child Abuse"...ttachment C). One common experience
worth noting is that prevention programs based on visual or dramatic presentations
or t1.4.,e which is some way use the media, have clear and visible effects. For exam
plc. the TV movie "Something About Amelia" resulted in thousands of people
reaching out for help to eradicate tie scars of sexual abuse.

What's the bottom line? Do we really know how to prevent child abuse. Most dedi-
cated researchers would say that we do not have 'researched knowledge' about pre-
vention: they would point to a very few studies, which provide defensible kernels of
knowledge. But in settings outside the circle of disciplined researchers, most of us
working in the child abuse area would say, "Yes. we know a lot about how to pre-
vent child abuse. Our knowledge isn't perfect. Most of it conies from our experi-
ences, and common sense. But we do know a lot about what causes abuse and about
that kind of interventions or supports for families seem to alleviate or in some way
impact those causes, thtreby reducing the likeihood of abuse.
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!IOW run child Ilib Is' prevented? Bused on what we know, our best approach to
prevention would be one that iii multifuceted, which addresses the needs of parents,
et ildren und familieei at every phase of the family life cycle und which is communi-
1. -based or otherwise adapted to the specific vulue, norms, mores and resources of a
givee neighborhood or community or population group.

We've learned that there are many ways in which community resources need to
he' hi:reiesieed to prevent child abate. Because child abuse is a complex problem with
numerous causes it is necessary to implement programs that will address multiple
problems and needs and to coordinate these programs in a co' tprehensive, commu-
nity-based prevention strategy. Based on what studies have shown about who is at
risk und what causes abuse and with a concern for the child in the context of the
family, the goals of a compreh* isive approach to prevention should be to

Increase future parents knowledge of child development and the demands of par-
enting; Enhance parent-child bonding, emotional ties, and oommmunication; In-
crease parents' skills in coping with the dresses of infant and child care; Increase
parents' skills in coping with the stresses of caring for chidren with special needs;
Increase parents' knowledge about home and child management; Reduce the burden
of child care; Reduce family isolation and increase peer support; Increase access to
social and health services, part', ..ly crisis or emergency services, for all family
members; Reduce the long-term consequences of poor parenting and break the cycle
of abuse; and Increase children's abilities to protect themselves from abuse.

Based on what is known or believed to enhance an individual's ability to function
in a healthy way within a family, program areas that contribute to a strategy for
prevention can be identified. These program areas are:

Support programs for new parents;
Education for parents;
Early and regular child and family screening and treatment;
Child care opportunities;
Programs for ahusied children and young adults;
Life skills training for children and young adults;
Self-help groups and other neighborhood supports;
Family support services;
Support through the workplace; and
Public information and education on child abuse prevention.
These prop ire areas begin with the prenatal period, furnishing prospectivenm

ents with information and skills related to child care and child development.
continue with services and support programs for parents of infants and young chil-
dren. and include services for the child throughout the school years. The workplace
is included as a site to provide support to families. And they are supplemented with
eonimunitywide education. Although a community may choose not to offer services
in all program areas, as a group they respond to the needs of all family members.
More descriptions of these program areas follow:

SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR NEM PARENTS

The purpose of !import programs for new parents, such as perinatal support pro-
gram& is to prepare individuals for the Job of parenting. Such programs should in-
clude supports during both the pre- and postnatal periods. Prenatal programs can
build on existing medical programs and educate about-to-be parents in child devel-
opment. parent-child relutionships, and adult .elationships. Information on commu-
nity resources uvuiluble to new parents and to infants and children should be pro-
vided. in supelying information and in teaching skills for coping with the challenges
of being a parent. special emphasis should be placed on developing techniques useful
in communicating with the new baby. One focus of these services should be to devel-
op group activities that form a social network among new parents, thereby creating
peer relict ionic and peer support. Although such programs should be available to all
parents. special attention should be paid to first-time parents, teenage parents, and
single parents.

l'renatul and postnatul medical care is clearly important, particularly since low-
hirthweiglo babies and babies otherwise sick in infancy are at risk for being
Aimed. Many prospective parents now participate in prenatal care programs that
go beyond the medical needs of the pregnant mother and the growing fetus to in-
clude illumine's] to the. demands of parenting. All prenatal care programs should pro-
vide prospective parents with parenting education and other supports to ease the
difficultier associated with having a new infant in the home.'. A program such as
ABC: Any Baby Can +see attachment (!) offers invaluable support to parents of chil-
dren with special needsin this case handicapped children.
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Studies suggest that in families in which parentchild bonding is weak the child is
at greater risk for Meese Part of the function of perinatal support programs should,
thereliore. hi' to enlumee parent rltlld bonding. Childbirth procedures involving both
parents. roominin, and unlimited visiting privileges for parentte with their infants
are important. Minor changes in hospital procedures should facilitate opportunities
for families to get u' know their newest member, while enhancing the opportunities
for early and effective parent-child bonding. Many hospitals offer prospective par
ents the opportunity to participate in programs that enhance the bonding process.
All hospitals should offer such options. Programs such as the Parenting Linking
Projet or Caring Connection do a nice job of addressing these issues wee descrip-
tions In attelehment ('I.

gooeszioN vote PARKNIII

As o continuation of the prenatal program and as part of perinatal support pro-
grams. all new parents should have an opportunity to participate in a program to
inert their skills in caring for a new baby. The program should be directed
toward the creation of social networks, through newparent groups or by pairing
firsttime parents with experienced parents, and toward the continuation of Instruc-
tion in child care and child development.

Having a new infant in the home creates stress in any family. When, however,
the infant requires extra or special care, stress can be greatly increased, putting the
child at greater risk for abuse. To reduce the additional stresses created for parents
by infants with special problems following birthfor example, premature babies or
the. a' with illnesses. abnormalities, or defectsa special educational support pro-
gram should he available. The program should focus on group support from parents
with similar children, and it should edit( ate pan about the particular needs of
their child and how to deal with those needs in a family environ. ent, F at
tempt should be made to furnish supports that minimize distortion of the IA .ents'
perception of their new child. Separating newborns from their families to provide
intensive care can require special adjustments for parents, and they should receive
help that is sensitive to this unique stress,

Among the problems experienced by families with young children is isolation
from and lack of knowledge about health and social ectvices in the local community.
Coupled with a lack of knowledge of how to detect LA handle many childhood prob-
lems, this puts a family at risk for abuse. As an ongoing source of support and infor-
mation for parents, educational support programs should include home vi

i
sitor serv-

ices that consist of periodic visits to the home following chi:dbirth until the child
begins school.

Theo. visits should be made by a trained home health aide under the supt.rvision
of nuslical professionals. The aide should provide information and advice to parents
on child care, nutrition, and home management and should carry out routine health
checkups on young children. In addition, the aide should refer parents to needed
social and health services in the community. In some communities the services of
the home visitor con be effectively rendered through a local well-baby program. The
KIM' program in Buffalo, N.Y. (described in attachment Cl is a good example of an
effort to provide parenting education throughout the school system.

EMILY AND RSAIIIAR ('UH AND VAMILY SCRICKNIING AND TRKATURNT

Hee110140 abusive behavior is cyclic, many health Ind developriental problems in
childhood can lead to behavioral problems in adult mod, including abusive behavior.
For this reason detecting and treating health and ...velopmental problems early in
lift' is important. Early childhood screening and tie Lament programs should be seen
as a continuation of the preschool screening services, such as those offered by the
home visitor. The purpose of leach programs ah'uld be to detect problems children
may Is' having. including abuse and ne Meet. and to ensure that these children re.
cive the necessury healtlh, mental heailih, and other services that will beat protect
iheni from becoming abusive parents.

Semen* and treatment programs exist throughout the United States in pre-
schools and school : they should be available to all children. All screening programs,
however. need to he sensitive to the possihility that a child may be inappropriately
Libeled, with lung term negative consequences

null) t'ARK 009.01MINITIV.14

The winsome. at' child care or day can programs is to furnish parents with regular
or occasional oatof-home care for their children. While child care is a necessity in
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households in whirls all adults are employed, such services are also beneficial for
parents who do not *ark outside the home but who Lind continuous child care re-
sponsibilities very stressful. Child care programs also provide opportunities for chil-
dren to learn basic social skills. Head Start programs in particular provide a rich
mix of child care and child development services.

PROGRAMS FOR ARMED CHILDRIDI

It has been argued that prevention of abuse is in part tied to providing therapeu-
tic treatment to children or young people who have been abused or neglected. To
mini nice the longterm effects of abuse, ageappropriate treatment services should
be available to all maltreated children.

Treatment programs for abused children should include a thorough diagnosis of
physical and developmental (social. psychological, and emotional) problems. Compre-
hensive therapeutic services should be offered to alleviate identified problems. As-
sisters* should be rendered on the basis of an individual child's needs and should
include individual and group services as well as an enriched day care program. The
newly formed P.A. children s groupi are an excellent example of this approach (see
attachment Al.

LIFE smith; TRAINING FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS

The purposes of life skills training are first to equip children, adolescents, and
young adults with interpersonal skills and knowledge that are valuable in adult-
hood, especially in the parenting role; and second, to provide children with skills to
help them protect themselves from being abused. Knowledge and skills can be im-
parted in a variety of ways; irrespective of the specific techniques, educational class-
es or supports should be provided through the school system and through adult edu-
cation centers.

Skill and knowledge building should be stressed in areas of child development,
Wilily and life management, self-development, selfactualization, and methods of
seeking help. For adolescents in particular, education in sexuality, pregnancy pre-
vention, and iaie,s related to parenting should be provided. Programs in this area
have proliferated in the past 2 years. Two nice examples are: the play 'Bubbylonian
Encounter. a sexual abuse prevention play for elementary school children which
teaches them how to protect themselves from child abuse and 'Little Kids Bug Me,'
a curriculum for young children which helps them at an early age being to develop
parenting skills (both are dese.ibed in attachment C).

SELPHELP ORoUps AND OTHER NEIGHBORHOOD SUPPORTS

Social isolation, not having anyone to turn to in times of need, plagues most rami
lies who are at high risk for s. u.se and neglect. The purpose of self-help groups is to
reduce the isolation experienced by many parents through the development of peer
su pport ststeins.

Beginning with social networks created through parent groups in the prenatal
and perinatal programs, a variety of opportunities should be Offered for parents to
participate in group activities or to establish social contact. Examples include
parent groups stemming from local child care programs Foster Grandparent Pro-
grams. Parents Anonymoua, and comparable problem-oriented selfhelp or support
groups The mutual aid programs should also focus on the development or strength-
ening of neighborhood -based natural helping networks. Self-help groups for victims
of abuse appear to be particularly promising (see description of FACES in attach-
ment

PAMILV SUPPORT SERVICES

1.1lekstig anywhe.-0 .0 turn in time of crisis puts families at significantly greater
risk for abuse or neglect. To provide immediate asistance to parents in times of
stress. crisis care programs should be available on a 24-hour basis and should in-
elude the following services: telephone hot line, crisis caretakers, crisis baby-sitters,
erisix nurseries, and crisis counseling. Through these programs, parents facing im-
mediate problems could receive immediate support to alleviate the stresses of a par-
ticular situation. Help should be available over the phone or through in-person

The program should also offer parents the options of having someone come into
their homes on a temporary basis to assist with child and home care or of taking
the child to a crisis nursery. Because crisis care is temporary and short-term, such
programs should be equipped to refer parents to longterm services as needed.
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inieriaer Tintototti THK woattPLACE

Families can he strengthened land winikenedi by what huppens at the workplace;
this can in turn uffect the presence. of child ubuse in the home. A variety of family
support and child care opportunities can be, and are, offered in the work setting or
through the work setting. So, too, flexible working hours, cafeteria fringe benefits,
shared jobs and other innovative work policies can contribute to stronger families.
iThe attached papr. Strengthening Families Through the Workplace by Peter Cool-
sen, discusses this in depth, Attachment Di

poetic ocroaxtATIoN AND aDOCATIoN ON CHILD ASUSK PlUtVaNTION

Public awareness compaigns have two complementary purposes. The first is to
bring parents the message that being u parent is not easy, that all parents ex ri-
ence stress in the parenting role, and that it is all right to reach out for help.

pe
The

second purpose is to provide parents with information about where to turn for help.
particularly how to get in touch with local crisis care services.

Awareness on the part of professionals and volunteers is also essential to the ef-
fretiveness of a community's prevention programs. it is particularly important that
those who come into contact with fumilies, such us physicians and teachers, receive
truining in the dynamics of child abuse and information on the availability of pre-
vention programs in the community. The NCPCA's newest media campaign is an
excellent example of how the media can be a tool for preventing abuse. With the tag
line rake Time Out. Don't Take It Out on Your Kid" the campaign offers tips on
parenting through TV and radio spots, print ads and transit advertising.

CoNCLUstoN

Van we alford to let the paucity of our knowledge base stand in the way of efforts
to stop the flow of water, and stop child abuse? I think not and I hope not. We un-
witieingly spend well own. $2 billion u year responding to the problem after the
rail without having a solid base for knowing how to treat the problem. Surely, we
snood he owe to master a comparable effort on the prevention end. And, we must.
Child ahuse is on the rise in this country. It's growth will not be slowed with treat-
ment programs.

A constant concern. of course, is do we have to take scarce dollars away from
treatment in order to fund prevention. The answer is no, not always. One approach
to funding child ahuse prevention that is catching on rapidly is the Children's Trust
Fund In an era of diminishing governmental budgets for social services, this core
rept has emerged as an imaginative funding solution for abuse prevention pro-
gra nis. Beginning in loan, states °crass the country have established these public
funds to support preventive services. To date, 15 state Trust funds have been estab-
lished I,awmakers in other stutes are considering similar legislation.

Revenues to build the Children's Trust Funds are generated by surcharges on
marriage licenses, birth certificates, or divorce decrees, or by specially designated
refunds on the state income tax. Grants from the fund go to preventive programs
for Ail(' and fisiniiy abuse, und distribution of the grants is supervised by an adviso-
ry group of individuals with a demonstrated interest in preventing child abuse.

Preveritihn is the central focus of the Children's Trust Fund concept. The idea
wmi lira conceived by Kay K !teller, M.D., u pediatriciun widely recongized for his
pioneer work in the field of child abuse.

The MINA is making puhlie its commitment to reiluce the amount of child abuse
nationwide by 20r; by the end the decade. We do not expect to be able to precise-
ly measure the accomplishment of this goal. But we do believe that with a continw
me Kohler:it ion at a wide variety of community based prevention programs which
ulrport new is t rents, educate children ;.1 how to protect themselves form abuse and

who have hen victims of abuse, our Kind can be met.
Nlotertals re' to ;is attachments A. C, and h in the preceding testimony are

the following pu.,,a.lied ni.iteriais and working paper:
Cohn. A 11 An APponrch lu Preeenting Child Abuse, National Committee for the

Preteritem of Child Abuse. 19x:t
(*Arin. it Stn.nelherong Families Through the Workplace. Nutional Committee

tor the l'reverit ion of Child Abuse. WM
Mt/wattle Amma& to Preventing Child ithetsr: Yoh:Wren in Action. Wo.-king

roper al.;. Notional Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse.

Mr. LEHMAN, Thank you very much for your testimony.
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I have several questions I woald like to submit to you for the
record and just a couple of questions 1 would like to ask you per-
sonally. One is we have spent a lot of time on this subcommittee
talking about preventive strategies on prenatal and neonatal low
rate babies and those kinds of problems. I just wonder, if you have
tiny data on the correlation between those children with poor pre-
natal and poor neonatal care as it relates to that child's possibility
of being abused at a later time?

In other words, are the same forces at work among the parents
that are neglectful both before and right after the child is born',
Can you aln:.:a anticipate that same child may be more likely to
be abused and neglected later on?

Ms. CORN. I would be delighted to submit for the record some re-
search that looks at this. I think there are two different aspects to
the issue. One is that parents who receive no or poor prenatal care
are people who are not necessarily getting support from the
system. they are not connected up with other people, they are not
getting help in understanding what the demands of the new child
are going to be, ts:i therefore, they are at somewhat greater risk.

In addition, children who are low birth rate or otherwise sickly
around the time of birth pose that much greater stress for their
parents, because they are much more difficult to care for.

Mr. UNMAN. The other question, demographically, in the rural
areas, is there any difference in child abuse there or in the more
metropolitan high density areas? I once read that there was more
incest perhaps in rural families because boys didn't have anybody
but the family to relate to within 5 miles sometimes, or girls. I
wonder whether there are any demographic data on the instances
of child abuse, child negligence, in metropolitan areas versus those
in rural areas, and if you want, you can submit that for the record,
because I think it might give usor you can make a statement,
something to go in about resolving this problem.

Ms. CORN. As best we can tell, the instances of child abuse do not
vary according to rural or urban settings, and I think that whole
myth about sexual abuse occurring more in rural settings has been
exploded in the last couple of months. Just look at the letters we
received after "Something About Amelia," they are from every
kind of community across the country. I think as our knowledge
base grows, we have a better sense of this and I will ccrtainly
submit information for the record.

Mr. LicitsisN. You mentioned something about children that had
health problems, physical disabilities and so forth, that they were
tarised more than otherwise. I have a good friend that is a physical
therapist, and he sayshe makes house calls, and he told me one
of his biggest problems in his physical therapy practice is the phys-
ical abase that his patients receive from other members of their
families. Would that be a fairly acceptable statement based on your
experience?

IN) vou think that afflicted children have more abuse than nonaf-
flicteii children?

Ms. CotiN. There is evidence that suggests that, yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. And the last 4tuestionI don't want to have to

reinvent the 1A.heel, and there are other countries that 1 am sure
have the same problem.
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When I was on the Education Committee for the sheltered work-
shops, I went to Vienna and Frankfurt to see how they were han-
dling it, which was far superior to the way we are handling it as
far as dealing with the problem of retarded children. I saw people
doing things we haven't come close to doing.

In what other societies, even Third World or Japan or Western
Europe or whatever, even Communist countries, are there pro-
grams either sponsored by the government or in the private or
nonprofit section that we can look at or study that may give us
some help in dealing with the same problems in this country.
Many of those societies have been much more stable than ours and
have been deali.ig with these same kinds of problems at some level
over centuries. So I don't know if we ever have funds on this com-
mittee to go someplace to study this problem, but maybe we could
learn something from other countries and from other societies and
from other cultures.

Ms. COHN. Most of the European nations have flagged child
abuse as a signficant problem and have begun to do things in that
area and in many cases their activities are ahead of ours, and in
some instances behind. Great Britian has some excellent treatment
and preventive approaches to child abuse. In the Scandanavian
countries you see some wonderful examples of home health visitor
programs and providing child care opportunities for all parents
that seem to be helpful. However, I think the key really lies more
in the values and the mores and the ispc;a1 fabric, if you will, of a
nation. In China it is very rare to see children who are abused.

Mr. LEHMAN. Where?
Ms. COHN. In China it is very rare to see child abuse, and I think

it has to do with the values that that country and those people
have about their children. They value their children more, per-
haps. than anything else, and the notion of hitting a child, the
notion of somehow abusing a child is so abhorrent to them that it
doesn't happen very often.

Mr. LEHMAN. They have a reference in the old Chinese culture
through the generations.

Ms. COHN. So, 1 think there is a lot to learn from some nations
because of the values that those people have about children, and
there is a lot to learn from some other countries that have our
same problems and similar values and trying too to combat the
problem.

Mr. LEHMAN. If we had $50,000 to $100,000 to take members of
this committee on a trip someplace, not a junket, but a real trip, to
study what we could learn on child abuse from other countries,
where would you send us?

Ms. Calm. I would send you to Montreal next September because
there is going to be an international congress on child abuse and
neglect and there will be people from nations all over the world,
from both developed and undeveloped countries talking about what
it is that is going on in their country. So with one short trip you
could cover a lot of nations at one time.

Mr. LEHMAN. I think that would be good.
What is Montreal itself doing?
Ms. COHN. The Canadians have a variety of interesting programs

going on.

%I
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Mr. LEHMAN. Better than ours? Is the French Canadian different
than the i'ritish Canadian?

Ms. COHN. I don't know that I can really give you a good sense
of- --

Mr. LEHMAN. I don't like conferences.
I like to go right to see the school or the shelter workshop, or the

child abuse center, or the place where there are shelters for abused
mothers and children in operation. I can learn more from that
than I can from somebody reading a paper at a conference. I can
understand. Other than that where would you go? I want to see a
pro.-Tam working.

Ms. Cow. I am sort of biased. I would love to design a program
for you that keeps you right in this country because I think there
is phenominal things going on in New Jersey and New York and
across the country.

Mr. LEHMAN. I have no problems with that.
Ms. COHN. But if you really want to get a sense of how a society,

a whole society really cares for its children, so there is no child
abuse, I think I would brush up on my Chinese and go to China.

Mr. LEHMAN. That might not be a bad idea. OK, I yield to Mr.
Bliley.

Mr. BULLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
How many chapters of NCPCA are there in the United States?
Ms. COHN. We now have 46 chapters. Most of them are statewide

and some of them cover a region of a State.
Mr. BLILEv. Are there any overseas?
Ms. COHN. We have no formal activities outside of the United

States.
Mr. BULLY. How many volunteers are involved?
Ms. COHN. It is difficult to count. We know it represents many

thousands of volunteers. A given chapter may be working with sev-
eral hundred people through its public education activities or its
parenting classes and so oa, so we don't have an exact number, but
we know at least the membership tot our chapters collectively is
over 4,000.

Mr. BULLY. What percentage of child sexual abuse takes place
between family members?

Ms. COHN. Most.
Mr. Buixv. Of these, in what percentage of cases is the perpetra-

tor a stepfather or someone not naturally related to the child?
Ms. COHN. I don't think that I can give you a figure that would

necessarily be a true figure. It is a fairly high percent, but whether
it be the str: other, the father or an uncle, we know that those
three figuresa brother is the fourthare the key figures in most
cases of sexual abuse.

Mr. Bum. How much of child abuse do you consider to be as a
result of lack of knowledge on the part of parents?

Ms. COHN. I think all child abuse includes some lack of knowl-
edge or understanding on the part of parents, but there are all
kinds of other factors that are also relevant.

Mr. BLILEY. Would you say it is more a lack of knowledge or
more a result of a lack of emotional support?

Ms. COHN. I think both are equally important as are issues of
stress that happens to be going on in a person's family at that
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time. It may be unemployment, it may be financial difficulties, it
may be alcoholism and drug abuse, it may be other things.

Mr. BLIIXY. What has your experience beenI noted in your bro-
chure that you are involved with the advertising council in New
York and also an ad agency, Campbell Ewald.

Ms. COHN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BuLev. What has been your experience with the acceptance

of this by media across the country and the willingness to air these
public service announcements?

Ms. COHN. We have been overwhelmed with the reaction the
media has had. In fact, last year the child abuse campaign spon-
sored by the advertising council ranked third of all of their public
service campaigns.

You know, they do Smokey the Bear and 2 whole host of other
really well known and well utilized campaigns.

The value of our campaign last year in terms of donated dollars
was about $48 million. That is a very powerful advertising cam-
paign and it reflects the commitment, I believe, on the part of the
media to do something about this problem.

Mr. BLILEY. And the results after you did this, the response, the
callins, the reaction in the community?

Ms. COHN. I think our best measure of the response to the cam-
paign has to do with the public polls that we have been able to do
and have also had Louis Harris & Associates do, that give us a
measure of how aware the public is now of the problem. Clearly
there are a lot of things that have contributed to the public's
awareness. States and local groups have done some of their own
public awareness campaigns and there has been a lot in the press
and so on. But it is clear that since we started this continuous na-
tional campaign in 1976, awareness on the part of the public has
gone from maybe 1 out of every 10 adults recognizing something
called the battered child syndrome and over 90 percent of the adult
population not only being aware of the problem, but understanding
the different types of abuse and neglect, the connection to unem-
ployment and economic stress as well as various forms of criminal
or delinquent behavior.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Before we go to Mr. Anthony, Mr. Miller, chairman

of the select committee, has a statement for the record and without
objection, it will be inserted in the proper place in the record.

114r. ANTHONY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Cohn, you made a statement which I think we probably all

agree with. It is an ideal we will never reach but should always
strive for.

You said the solution was the moral fabric of a nation. We say
the United States is the most moralistic society in the world. We
talk about our freedom of speech, our freedom of movement, and
all the great things we have, yet we know we are spending billions
of dollars, as you noted in your testimony, after the fact of child
abuse.

I spent 10 years of my life dealing with child abuse cases similiar
to the ones you described, before I came to Congress. One case that
I recall concerns a gentleman who went to Vietnam and came back
a total nervous wreck. One of the neighbors brought his child into
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my office one day--1 was the local prosecuting attorneythe child
had what appeared to be cigarette burns on his right side, under
his tongue, between the index finger on both hands, and then like-
wise between the big toe and the next toe.

1 subpoenaed him and I asked him, "How did that occur?" He
said, that he was burning trash and it was all Pn accident.

It was obvious he was a gentleman under a great deal of stress
from a moral commitment that his country had asked him to live
up to; for example, serving in a war he probably didn't want to
fight in.

1 guess my real question, knowing that the total solution is not
going to be the moral fabric of our country, is where does Federal
involvement, State involvement, church involvement, and private
enterprise involvement all fit in?

We are a non legislative comm,ttee, yet we can make re its to
legislative committees about whether or not there needs to be more
Federal involvement.

You have mentioned several areas where you say prevention can
be identified. Quickly looking over them, they all appear to require
sonic money and/or some effort. Could you quickly summarize
where you think the Federal Government should be involved
versus involvement from other sources?

Ms. (:()HN. Let me mention one. I think there is a very clear role
for the Federal Government in encouraging States to do something
that would create the dollars that are necessary to accomplish
some of these prevention goals. There is a piece of legislation that
was introduced in Kansas a few years ago, and passed, and since
been passed in 13 other States called the "children's trust fund." In
about half of the States where that trust fund has passed, the law
actually adds some kind of surcharge or tax onto marriage licenses
or birth certificates$0 in some States, $10 in others. In the other
half of the States, instead of a special surcharge, citizens actually
have an opportunity on their income tax refund form to check of a
lox that will take $10 out of their refund or $5 and put it into a
pecial children's trust fund.
Now, in these 14 States those dollars are not a line item in the

State's budget but rather a special pot of money that is developed
through these special taxes or checkoffs, and those dollars are used
exclusively for local child abuse prevention or family violence pre.
vention activities. It has been a marvelous opportunity for those
few States to develop a new source of dollars without competing or
taking away dollars from the treatment end, and to provide oppor-
tunities for local groups to actually begin to develop prevention ac-
tivities.

So 1 think one important role for the Federal Government and
for your committee to play might be to develop ways to encourage
States across the country to develop s;milar legislation.

Mr. ANTHONY. Then you see the Federal rile as developing na-
tional policy: that is, more of a national spokesman rather than
getting involved with more ("gislation, or hrnropriating more dol-
lars to the States through block grants and/or appropriated pro-
grams?

Ms. COHN. 1 pm certainly not a person who is opposed to some
increased Federal support in these areas, but my belief is that at
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this moment that may b :4erondary to actually encourag;ng things
to happen at the State and local level. There is a public out there
that is so concerned about this problem and so anxious to do some-
thing, they need to know what to do.

There is a tremendous amount that can be accomplished through
volunteer efforts. When I think about Parents Anonymous and
what they have been able to accomplish, it gives a wonderful sense
of just how true that is. With the few dollars and with the right
people involved, and incentives for them to be involved, a lot can
be accomplished.

It is my feeling that right now we need to take advantage of that
concern on the part of the general public, the concern in communi-
ties to do something, and make sure that at least those minimal
dollars are available to those people so they can get started.

Mr. ANTHONY. Before I leave you, let me ask you to do 0 little
extra work on one of my pat peevesthe foster parent program.
Unfortunately when we had a suspieted child abuse case in my ju-
risdictionit was a fivecounty art that I represented in southern
Arkansaswe would go to the support areas. Many times that en-
tailed going to the juvenile court and trying to put the child into
some temporary safe custody, which was a foster parent type situa-
tion.

1 must admit I was not totally satisfied with the outcome in
many of the foster parent cases, where you had termination of nat-
urai parents' rights and sought adoptive procedures. Is there any-
thing that your association or group could do to advise us on that?
From 10 years of experience I can say that there is a breakdown in
this system and we need more State and local coordination. Thank
you.

Ms. CouN. Thank you. I concur.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Bliley.
Mr. BLILEY. No additional questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. The only questionI have one other questionone

is that you mentioned these trust fund moneys. There is a shortfall
in the hinds available, I assume, to provide for the needs that you
see, Is there a way that we could recommend to one of the other
committees, some kind of a Federal assistance to the States as a
form of leverage to increase these trust funds, that you see as a
badly needed asset to deal with these problems?

Ms. Cot mi. I think that is the very kind of incentive that a lot of
States will need to get that kind of legislation going. I think that is
an excellent idea.

Mr. LEHMAN. I have another question for the record for you here,
and we are not going to China because I think there are so many
other factors involved in that culture, bat I was trying to think of
someplace either in this country or in Western Europe that had
similar cultures that we could adjust to, not the culture but the
way tho deal with the problem. And of all the Western European
dies I have been to, I find that Glasgow, Scotland seems to spend

more and do more for their children in the form of health, educa-
tion, and welfare than any city that I have ever been to, especially
in relation to its economic problems. And if you could look into
that and see how it is either in this country or in Western Europe,
because it is hard for us to adjust to how they are dealing with
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children in China, how they might be dealing with children in
Dakar or even in South America. But we should be able to see how
programs are working in Scotland or programs are working in Rot-
terdam or some place like this. I think we have a lot to learn with-
out reinventing the wheel.

Thank you very much.
Ms. COHN. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. We have panel No. 1.
Before we do bring this panel forward, Ma. Fae Deaton, the social

worker, is accompanied by a parent from Virginia, that for reasons
of privacy, will have to featly without being recognized. So until he
Is able to come . ft and be behind the screen, I have no choice but to
respect his wish and ask that the room be cleared for just a couple
of minutes until we can reestablish this person behind the screen.
So, give me the courtesy and we will have you right back in here.

[Recess.]
Mr. LEHMAN. The first people that will be testifying on the panel

will be Leonard Lieber and Cheri Stevens. Are you hero?
Ms. STEVENS. Leonard Lieber is here.
Mr. LEHMAN. Ms. Stevens. I am glad to have the social workers

onboard. I think the social workers are perhaps the first ones to
identify this problem of any of the professionals that I have had
experience with. We would like to hear your statement. It is esgen-
tial that you summarize it.

Without objection, those statements in their entirety wel he in-
serted in the record, so we will take the two of you and User we
will do questions and answers before we move forward to the next
witness, so go ahead and summarize your statement and either one
of you can move first.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD LIEBER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PARENTS ANONYMOUS, SAN JOSE, CA

Mr. LIEBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will be as economical
with our time here as we are with our program.

We really appreciate the opportunity of being with you today to
make a few comments about things which we see around the
United States and beyond where we have our program. Although I
officially represent the Parents Anonymous national organization
for parents and children experiencing child abuse, my colleagues
from California and Virginia will direct their comments about the
PA program and its impact on families at risk of child abuse.

Mr. LIEBER. My name is Leonard Lieber. I am the executive di-
rector of the National Parents Anonymous organization. I was in-
volved with the development of the program as it began in south-
ern California some 15 years ago.

My brief comments are more general and concern the human
services field. I think I can make some comments on that issue be-
cause I believe I was one of the first protective services workers in
the United States when Los Angeles County received some Federal
funding in 1965-66 for protective services and we each hadfive of
us workerseach had a population area of I million people to
serve as a protective services worker, and I must say, w' probably
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had more fun in our work then because we knew less and people
didn't expect as much from us then--

Mr. LEHMAN. You said you had more fun or funds?
Mr. LIMPER. Pun. In a sense, we have learned how to have fun in

working with child abuse. There is a way of doing that, and, not
being facetious, it is a matter of feeling good about doing things
that are very productive for people.

You, as a factfinding committee, have heard much testimony in
the past several months about the decline in services to America's
children, in great part because of cutbacks in real dollars from
public funds to support certain basic children's needs. They include
minimal nutrition, housing, freedom of abuse and neglect and the
like.

These concerns are of merit and must be addressed for money
buys coordination of services and certain crucial life supporting
items, if nothing else. Yet, it is imperative for everyone to accept
the argument that human misery does not go away just because
you throw money at it. Many of us learned this lesson in the Great
Society era of the 1960's when billions of dollars seemingly bought
little for those for whom the money was originally intended.

I may sound extremely hardlmed and conservative. Perhaps
those are some of my Indiana roots showing. However, I have spent
most of my life in California which has helped put some creativity
into the pragmatism, that I learned early on in my first 12 years.

What people cannot purchase with someone else's money is pride
and self-worth unless they sense some control over their own lives.
We have learned much in efforts to establish a self-help program
for persons with child abuse problems. Our activities began in 1970
in southern California. Many of the people with whom we have
worked nationwide have received social services from heavily
funded public agencies and the trained staff within. Yet, the turna-
round in these families' lives came when they used the support and
guidance of each other and of volunteersprofessionals and lay
persons alikein a self-help setting in which virtually no money
changed hands. Our program now involve 8,000 such volunteers
who are doing laying on of hands in a very emotional way with
each other.

As an evimple, we quote the study of 11 federally funded child
abuse and neglect projects, completed in the late 1970's by Berke-
ley Planning Associates:

We found that parents who participated in Parents Anonymous. irrespective of
whatever other services they received, were significantly more likely to have their
problems remived than clients who did not participate in this service.

We have heard from human service personnel throughout the
United States and beyond who utilize self-help programs for every-
thing from child abuse treatment and prevention to mutual sup-
port for widows, open heart surgery patients and parents of chil-
/Iwo with terminal, illnesses. They find it ,ossible to function
better on the job because they have this access to auxiliary serv-
ices.

By augmenting ; .4er vices they offer to self-help programs, the
cost effectiveness Jur own case load increases, because they
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are freed up to serve additional persons referred from the commu-
nity.

Recent reports by the National Institute of Mental Health, the
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Leonard Borman and
his associates of the SelfHelp Center in Evanston, IL, Frank Reiss-
man at the SelfHelp Clearing House in New York and staff at the
National Clearinghouse on Family Violence within the Canadian
Government, all point to the unquestioned value of self-help for a
myriad of human problems.

It seems to a number of us that if more money is being requested
by child serving agencies, a requirement be mandated that perma
nent plans be formulated and carried out to build in self-help pro-
grams within these settings. And I am not talking about expensive,
one time only demonstration projects that disappear when the
money goes away. I am talking about establishing an agency phi-
losophy and policy which literally gives its consumer recipients the
responsibility and freedom to help themselves, apart from grants,
stipends or the like.

I know that getting people to change, especiall professionals, is
not easy. Yet we owe America's taxpayers the best return on their
dollars. We at Parents Anonymous have received public moneys for
some time and pride ourselves on trying to find the most cost effec-
tive means to empower people to improve their living circum-
stances, utilizing the power of professional expertise, volunteerism
and self-help, in the process. For every dollar in cash we have re-
ceived over the past decade, we have been able to leverage $10 in
donated time and service.

would have to mention that our children in the treatment pro-
gram began to receive assistance 2 years ago with help from the
Federal Government. We have leveraged that small amount of
money into 40 communities where the program is operating. We
have at this moment over 1,000 kids in the program. It is running
about $80 per child per service per year. This is a matter of getting
people involved and doing something for, out of a labor of love, not
just because they are getting paid to do it.

We challenge others to do the same or at least be more willing to
help develop and support a national policy on self-help in this
country, particularly in the area of children's services, which will
probably never have the kind of funding base which it so necessari-
ly deserves.

As you all know, H.R. 1904 recently passed by an overwhelming
majority. This legislation calls for continued support of the Nation-
al Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and other selected family vi
olence efforts. Amended language also gave support for self-help
programs.

It must be pointed out to you today that funding for the Parents
Anonymous National Program, the most successful and visible
ti Ingle child abuse program ever funded by the Federal Govern
mint, will lose its support from Washington in a year. II.R. 1904
(lid not specify ongoing support for Parents Anonymous.

To date, we have received the endorsement of four White House
administrations. many Members of past and present Congresses,
Time, Newsweek, U.S. News & World Report magazines, "60 Min.
utes." ABC's "Nightline," (nd the Amerizan public.
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In the spirit of Yankee pragmatism, wise investment planning
and a Benin of fair play, we ask your assistance in allowing 118 to
continue what we set out to do 15 years agogive a ch3d abusing
family the tools with which to heal itself.

Now it is my pleasure to introduce you to a very special person
from our program, Cheri Stevens, who is a Parents Anonymous
member and coordinator for the PA Parents and Children's Treat.
meat Program in Santa Clara County, CA.

[Prepared statement of Leonard Lieber follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEONARD Lima, LCSW. CO-POUNDER, ERICUTIVS
DIRICTOR, PARENTS ANONYMOUS, TORRANCN CA

Thank you for the opportunity to express our ideas and views today.
Although officially represent the ft'enU Anonymous national orb lion for

meats and children experiencing child abuse, my colleagues from ifornia and
Virginia will direct their comments about the PA program and its impact on fami-
lies at risk of child abuse.

My brief comments are more general and concern the human services field. They
are based upon by *emotion as someone who has had a personal experience of
%sorting in the public and private sectors during the pest 21) years.

You, as fact-finding committee, have hard much testimony in the pest sevseal
months about the decline in cervices to America's children, in great part because of

Theyin
real dollars from public Nods to support certain basic children's needs.

They include minimal nutrition, housing, freedom from abuse and neglect and the
like.

'These concerns are of merit and must be addressed for money buys coordination
of services and certain cnscial life supporting items, if mthing else.

Yet. it is imperative for everyone to accept the argument that human misery does
not go away just because you throw money at st. Many of us learned this lesson in
the Great Piety era of the 1980's when billions of dollars seemingly bought little
for those for whom the money was originally intended.

What people cannot purchase with someone ebe's money hi pride and self-worth
unless they sense some control over their own lives.

We have learned much in our efforts to establish a self-help for Pinions
with child abuse problems. Our activities began in 1970 in t California.
Many of the people with whom we have worked nationwide have received social
services from heavily funded public acies end the trained staff within.

Yet the turn-around in many of these families' lives came when they used the
support sad guidance of each other and of volusiteersprofessionals and lay persons

a self-help setting in which virtually no money changed !inside. As an ex-
am le. we quote the study of eleven federally handed child Muse and neglect
pro completed in the late 197We by Berkeley Planning Associates.

nd that parents who participated in Parents Anonymous, irrespective of
whatever other services they received, were significantly more 10* to have their
problems resolved than clients who did not participate in this service

We have heard from human service personnel throughout the United States and
beyond who utilise self-help for everything from child abuse treatment
and prevention to mutual sup* for widows, open heart surgery patients and par-
ents of children with terminal illnesses. it possible to function better on
the job because they have this ROOM to auxil services.

By augmenting the services they offer to self =help grog the cost effectiveness
within their own case load increase, because they Ire ff reed up to genre additional
persons referred from the community.

Recent reports by the National Institute of Mental Health, the NatWest Center
on Child Abuse and Neglect, Leonard Borman and his associates of the if Help
Center in Evanston, 1L Frank Riessman at the Self Help clearing House in New
York and staff at the National Clearinghouse on Family Violence within the Cana-
dian government all point to the unquestioned value of self-help for a myriad of
human problems.

It seems to a number of us that if snore money is being requested by child eenring
agencies, a requirement be mandated that permanent plans be formulated and car-
ried out to build in self-help programs within these settings. And I'm not talking
abc at expensive, one time only demonstration projects that disappear when the
money goes away. I'm talking about establishing an agency philosophy and policy
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which literally gives its consumer recipients the responsibility and freedom to help
themselves apart from grants, stipends or the like.

I know that getting people to change, especially professionals, is not easy. Yet we
owe America's taxpayers the best return on their dollars. We at Parents Anony-
MOUS have received public monies for some time and pride ourselves on trying to
find the most cost effective means to empower people to improve their living cir-
cumstances, utilizing the power of professional expertise, volunteerism and self-help,
in the process. For every dollar in cash we have received over the past decade, we
have been able to leverage $10 in donated time and serviee.

We challenge others to do the same or at least be more willing to help develop
and support a national policy on self-help in this country, particularly in the area of
children's services, whirl. will probably never have the kind of funding base which
it so necessarily deserves.

As you all know, HR 1904 recently passed by an overwhelming majority. This leg-
islation calls for continued support of the National Center on Child Abuse and Ne-
glect and other selected family violence efforts. Amended language also gave suport
for self help programs.

It must be pointed out to you today that funding for the Parents Anonymous na-
tional program, the malt successful and visible single child abuse program ever
funded by the federal government will lose its support from Washington in a year.
HR 1904 did not specify ongoing support for PA.

To date, we have received the endorsement of four White House administrations,
many members of past and present Congresses, Time, Newsweek and U.S. News and
World Report Magazines, "50 Minutes", ABC's "Nightline" and the American
public.

in the spirit of Yankee pragmatism, wise investment planning and a sense of fair
play, we ask your assistance in allowing us to continue what 'ye set out to do fifteen
years agogive a child Musing family the tools with which to heal itself.

I thank you for your time and for your thoughtful concern.
Now, it is my pleasure to introduce you to Cheri Stevens, Parents Anonymous

member and coordinator for the Parents Anonymous Parent's and Children's Treat-
ment Program in Santa Clara County, California,

STATEMENT OF CHERI STEVENS, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA COOR-
DINATOR FOR PARENTS ANONYMOUS AND THE CHILDREN'S
TREATMENT COORDINATOR, SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CA

Ms. STEVENS. Thank you.
Thank you, it is indeed a pleasure for me to be here with you

today. I am a bit nervous. It is the first time I have done this.
I am Cheri Stevens, and I am the northern California coordina-

tor for Parents Anonymous and the children's treatment coordina-
tor in Santa Clara County, CA.

We have been very successful in our county with Parents Anony-
mous. We have many volunteers who have donated their time,
services, and support to help abusive families in Santa Clara
County.

What I would like to talk to you about is how does a parent get
involved, what is the process, and what happens after it is all over?
We have a parent in our group who wanted her story told. This is
.in excellent opportunity to let you know how a parent starts out
being abusive.

This woman adopted 2 children 6 years ago. The night that she
came home with these two children she was abusing her youngest
daughter who at that time was 2 years old. The abuse continued
for many months. When she went to her family's pediatrician to
tell him that sometimes she spanked her kids hard enough to leave
marks on them he looked at her and he maid, "Hey, don't worry
about it. A lot of moms spank their kids. It is part of their growing
up."
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When she spoke to her husband about it, when he saw the
bruises, the marks, the tears, his response to her was, "Don't
worry, dear. Tomorrow will be a better day."

Tomorrow did not get better. It got a lot worse. When she tried
to speak to her own mother about it, her mother's excuse to her
was, "If you had been able to bear your own children, you would
not be abusing these children."

One night this mom had a particularly rough, abusive time with
her oldest daughter. She slapped her repeatedly across the face,
causing bruise marks, and at one point she threw her across the
room. The child hit her head. She passed out. She came to with the
mother standing over her screaming at her to get up, wanting des-
perately for this child not to be hurt but dill very, very angry that
this child would dare to pass out.

That night when the woman's husband came home he looked at
his daughter, asked tr what happened, she glanced at her mom,
looked back at her dad and said, "I was playing in my room and I
tripped and fell on my toys. That is how I hurt myself."

That happened in mid-November of 1978. For the next 6 weeks
that mother did not lay one hand on either one of her children.
She was deathly afraid of what might happen. She saw a program
one night on television, it was on a public television station. It was
titled "Raised in Anger." It was narrated by Ed Asner. It was an
hour-long, four segmented program about child abuse. In that Pro-
gram that mom saw herself in each one of the segments including
the last one where a father slapped his 7-month-old son across the
face and killed him because his ring hit the baby in the temple of
his head. That mom realized at that point just how close she came
to killing her own daughter.

The following day she got in touch with the Parental Stress Hot-
line in San Jose, CA, who put her in touch with Parents Anony-
mous. The following night that mom got started in a group. Her
husband did not want her to go. The adoption was not finalized. He
was afraid someone would find out and take these children. This
mom wanted her kids taken from her, but yet she did not want to
give up being a mom, either.

As this mom continued in the Parents Anonymous program, she
had to examine where she had been as a child, what was her life
like growing up, what had happened to her, wha. events led up to
her becoming an abusive parent. This mom finally had to admit
that her parents had been abusive. She had been physically, ver-
bally, and emotionally abused most of her growing up time. She
had also been sexually molested by her father and by two uncles
who had both tried to coerce her into incestuous relationships. At
23 years of age she was raped, and when she told her mother about
it the following day, her mother said, "Just put it out of your mind.
Nobody will believe that that is what really happened."

She went through two marriages where there was a great deal of
spousal abuse in both of them. At one point she almost lost her
own life. When she married again for the third time she thought
that this time this is going to be right, I have chosen the rirjht
person. And instead she chose a man who was emotionally abusive.

This mom had to finally come to grips with all of this. It was dif-
ficult to do. It was difficult to look back over the past. She had a
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lot of people in the PA program who were supportive, who were
there at any hour of the day or night so that she could call them
when those feelings of rage got to be at a point that was over-
whelming, where she was afraid she would hurt her children.

That mom has since gone on to volunteer a great deal of time to
Parents Anonymous. She became a chairperson of her local chap-
ter. She operated a 24-hour hotline. She has been on radio and tele-
vision. She does sensitivity training with the San Jose Police De-
partment, which hai a force of over 800 uniformed officers. She
worked with the juvenile and adult court systems.

Throughout all of this this mom has been growing and learning,
and her children are very safe and protected now. Her children are
now K and 10 years of age, If this mom did not have Parents Anon-
ymous to turn to 6 years ago, her oldest daughter would be dead.
That is a fact. That mom would be in jail or worse, she would have
ended up committing suicide herself. Instead that mom has been
given the opportunity to have her story told because she did get
help, because there were people there. That mom is very proud to
say that that mom is me and that I am here. I knew that my day
had finally come when my oldest daughter, a year-and-a-half after
I started in the group, came up to me one night as I was running
around getting ready for group. Jennie asked, "Mom, you going to
Parents Anonymous ton ight ?"

I said, "Yes, I am."
She said, "Do you have to go for yourself?"
I looked at this child whom I had almost killed. And I turned the

question back on her and asked her how she felt about it. She an-
swered "Well, Mom, you don't hit us anymore and you don't yell at
us."

She then asked, "Do you go to PA now so you can help other par-
ents so other kids don't get abuser'?"

And I said, "Yes, that is what I io."
And this little bitty girl came up to her 6-foot-tall mom and

wrapped her arms around my legs and said, "Mom, I am really
proud of you."

That is what it is all about. It is when our kids know that we
have gotten better.

Thank you very much.
Mr. LEHMAN. I am not trying to psychoanalyze you, but it is the

first time I have heard a professi,mal use the wort! "mom" instead
of "mother." I always think of "mom" as a term a child uses to
address her own mother. Apparently you were so emotionally in-
volved with this group of people and so familiar to them that you
spoke of them as that mom. I have never heard exactly the term
that way from just the standpoint. Do you use that word "mom"
when you talk in your day-to-clay life as a social worker instead of
using the word "mother"?

Ms. STEVENS. I certainly do, because even though we might be
professionals (I am now in a paraprofessional capacity), I am still a
mom but basically more than anything, I am a human being. I am
as person. That is what we all are. Mr. Lehman, to clarify for the
record my use of the word "Mom" in my previous testimony, I am
that "Mom" that I was speaking of. I am not a police officer, social
worker, probation officer, not a licensed therapist. I am considered
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a piiraprotessional expert in the Child Abuse and Family Violence
fields. However, my two daughters just cull me Mom.

Mr. LEHMAN. Whatever you call them. The one question I have is
in our area of south Florida, we have one council run by the Junior
1.4agu in combination with the Conference of Jewish Women, we
have others run by churches, various county organizations, local
government organizations, and State health and human services.
What role does Parents Anonymous play in bringing these nonprof-
it groups, church, and Government groups together in some form of
community network to take care of these problems as they appear?

Ms. STEVENS. In Santa Clara County we have a council on child
abuse. It is a county-run council that includes representatives from
each of the different agencies to coordinate their efforts to provide
service:4. We have a law that has been passed, SB-14, in California,
that I think is going to be very good once it gets off and running, in
that services must be provided for abusive parents.

Mr. LEHMAN. Does the Junior League, National Conference of
Jewish Women, are you involved with them out in Santa Clara?

Ms. STave.Ns. Yes, we are.
Mr. LEHMAN. You work with them as nonprofit as well as with

the local and State agencies?
MS. STEVENS. That is correct.
Mr. LEHMAN. ilOW do you bring them together?
M. STEVENS. Very difficultly at times.
Mr. LERMAN. Everybody wants their territory.
Ms. STEVENS. That is very true.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bliley.
Mr. BULKY. Thank you.
Mr. Lieber, in your testimony you say Parents Anonymous is the

most successful child abuse program ever funded by the Federal
Government. Could you please give us more particulars about the
SUCCORS of Parents Anonymous? The numbers of families served
and the cost of the program?

Mr. LIEBER. There have been about four separate research stud-
ies done on the PA program since we were federally funded in
197.1, The first one had to do with the effectiveness of the overall
program and some of the dynamics of the people who were in-
volved so we could find out who we were serving. That program,
that evaluation was done by an outside company in Tucson, AZ. It
was found that within 2 to 3 weeks of joining Parents Anonymous
groups back then most parents who had physical-abuse problems
stopped physically abusing their children. It is not that difficult to
stop physically abusing children if you have the right kind of sup-
port group. What is more difficult is emotional abuse and neglect
of children, because you can be literally miles away from your kids
and still abuse them emotionally and otherwise.

That study was followed by the Berkeley Planning Associates
evaluation, which was earlier mentioned, on 11 federally funded
Add abuse programs which used different kind of methods to deal
with child abuseindividual counseling, family counseling, self-
help. whatever. Again referring to that study, it was found that
perhaps the single most effective means of intervention with fami
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lies was the use of per group self-help, especially when it could be
augmented by other kinds of things.

Half of our members are involved with other forms of services
such as individual or family counseling. We certainly have always
encouraged people to use whatever services can be of benefit to
them, but the studies have indicated that when you are involved
with someone who knows how you feel and who have gone through
the experience that you have gone through, they have a very spe-
cial therapeutic quality on you, and help you to feel not alone, not
afraid, and capable for perhaps the first time in your life.

There was a study done by the Center for Governmental Re-
search in Rochester, NY for the State of New York to determine
the effect of confidentiality used by the Parents Anonymous system
in that State. It was found that virtually half the people who
became involved with the PA program in their study would have
never surfaced in any type of public or private services because
they were too unwilling and too afraid to own up to their problems
in any setting except that of a self-help program. It wastalso found
that the involvement which they had was beneficial in that their
experience helped them to reduce or stop child abuse.

The most current evaluation going on with the PA program has
to do with our currently funded children's treatment piogrem
where we have approximately 100 groups in 40 cities throughout
the United States serving about a thousand children right now.
The first information that came through, and I did bring some of it
with me, basically spoke to what kinds of problem the kids were
experiencing. What we are finding is that we have access perhaps
to as much information about the problem of child abuse with chil-
dren as anybody because our network is so large.

One of the most interesting statistics that we were able to pick
up was that virtually half the teenagers who were involved in our
program reported that they are alcoholic, which we had always
sort of suspected. But it was really dramatic to see that come out.
Some of the other information indicated that children as young as
2 and 3 and 4 were showing 5 and 6 and 7 and 8 different kinds of
very, very serious problems, from mistrust of authority to being
afraid of the dark.

The current evaluation that is going on has to do with the actual
effectiveness of the various programs in which our kids are in-
volved, whether they be teen mothers or whether they be infants,
whether they be, as you will hear with our Virginia program, teen-
agers who are helping other abused children as paraprofessionals.
So the evaluation is going on, showing that the program has made
a positive effect, is very, very inexpensive, and is capable of lever-
aging private support as well as helping our State and local organi-
zations obtain additional dollars that come through the Federal
services.

Mr. BULKY. Thank you very much. I have a couple other ques-
tions but I will submit them to you for the record.

And, Mr. Chairman, if it is in order, I would like to make a
unanimous-consent request that that information that you have
just mentioned be made a part of the record.

Mr. LCHMAN Without objection.
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Mr. BIALICY. MN. Stevens, in your opinion, what is the secret
behind the success of Parents Anonymous?

Ms. STEVENS- In my experience it is knowing that there are other
people who have the same problem that you do. That you are not
alone. That somebody has had a success in dealing with their
abuse, of knowing that there are people you can call at any time,
day or night, that will be there for you.

Mr. BLILEY. In your opinion and from your experience, which
would you say is the most damaging to children, physical abuse,
which you can often see, or the emotional abuse from name-calling
or neglect?

Ms. &rivals. In my opinion, short of killing a child through
physical child abuse, verbal and emotional abuse arts the worst
kinds of abuses. Those you cannot see. Those you cannot put a toic-
ture up on a TV screen and sensationalize it. Those do not lead to
any outside marks. It is all on the inside, and those are much more
difficult to deal with.

Mr. BULKY. I thank you. I have a couple more questions, but like
Mr. Lieber, I will give them to you and you can submit them for
the record.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information follows:]
Mr. Bum. Could you please explain the importance of non-professionals and vol.

unteer professionals to the success of Parents Anonymous?
Ms. Srzvass. The importance of volunteers in making Parents Anonymous a suc-

cess lies in the fact that sseither professional nor non-professional volunteers are
paid for their services. In this way, Parents Anonymous does not have to (nor have
they ever) charged for services rendered to abusive parents. Our organisation is
based on voluntarism thereby cutting coots and overhead prevalent in other organi-
zations. Volunteer professionals offer their "book learnini", which is very impor-
tant, and nonprofessionals, such as former abusive parents, can offer their expertise
in dealing with abusive families.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Anthony
Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Stevens, you indicated in your testimony very graphically

and in a heart-rendering way about your daughter grabbing you by
the leg. She obviously at that point had gained some confidence in
you and apparently you had gained some confidence in yourself. I
wonder if you would detail for the record what you consider to be
some of the factors and circumstances that evolved to create the
confidence in yourself which established that trust between you
and your child.

Ms. SriviNs. I think one of my first recollections that I felt I was
getting better was when I got very angry one evening, this was oh,
maybe a month after I had started in the Parents Anonymoub pro-
gram. Being very angry, I did not hit my daughter. Instead I
walked out of the room, and I slammed my fist against a door. It
hurt like anything. I realized that I could have very well stood
there and taken out my rage on this child. But when I hit that
door I realized how hard I was hitting because I hurt myself. And I
started laughing. I was so proud of myself. Whes. my ex-husband
came home from work that night I told him. I did not hit her. I hit
the door. He walked over to see if I had damaged the door. And
that was probably about the middle of the end. I cannot say it was
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the beginning of the end of our marriage, but about the middle of
it.

I knew that when I could sit on my hands and keep myself from
moving forward to my children to do something to take out my
anger, that I had gotten better. I knew that when I could keep my
mouth shut, and that was the hardest part to stop, the verbal
abuse, learning how to zip your lip is a lot harder than learning
how to sit on your hands and not use them on your child. Each
time, there were baby steps at first, and I would go five steps for-
ward and maybe two or three steps back. But I had already made a
forward progression. So I knew I was getting better. And when my
kids did not flinch if I raised my voice, I knew that they were
learning to trust me, as I was learning to trust myself.

Mr. ANTHONY. So I hear you saying that you really learned the
skill of control.

Ms. STEVENS. Control.
Mr. ANTHONY. You do not consider yourself cured, then?
Ms. STEVENS. No; I do not. I maintain that that feeling, that rage

is always going to be in there. There are a lot of things that have
happened and I have let go of many of them. But that feeling of
rage is there. What I do with it now is very different than what I
did with it fi years ago.

Mr. ANTHONY. So you had a program that brought you in for
some treatments. Through your own action with it, you feel like
you have gained the inner control, you need in order to gain your
family's trust?

Ms. STEVENS. That is correct.
Mr. ANTHONY. What skills have you learned from your personal

experience that you could now transfer as you try to work with
other parents and other abused family situations?

Ms. STEVENS. I think one of the best things I have learned is that
now that I am in the capacity that I am in with Parents Anony-
mous and dealing with many law enforcement agencies in the
county, that some of the newer parents tend to look at me as that
authority figure, and that I have heard it time and again, "You
could not possibly understand what I am going through." That is
when I tell them my story. Then we get on about the business of
changing their behavior patterns.

Like I said, we have set up a 24-hour hotline so that parents can
call other parents who have been through it, who are learning how
to stop. Just having that voice on the other end of the phone that
says really understand, I know what you are going through,'
that probably is more important than anything, of knowing that
that parent can call and say, "I put my kid in his room, I am
afraid to go in there. I am afraid of what I might do." And have
somebody else say, "Would you like me to come over?"

Just knowing that there is someone there that will lend that
hand that is needed, I have been able to learn those skills and been
able' to pass those skills on. It did not happen overnight. My abase
did not start overnight and end overnight. Where I came from was
3;)-some years ago.

Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you very much. I think you have made a
very valuable contribution to our record.

Ms. STEVENS. Thank you, Mr. Anthony.
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Mr. ANTHONY. What we are trying to establish today is trying to
seek solutions to this problem.

Ms. STEVENS. Thank you.
Mr. ANTHONY. I yield back to the chairman.
Mr. LSHMAN. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN, If there are no other questions, we will move on to

Fee Deaton. if you will summarize your statement, without objec-
tiln the entire statement will be submitted in its entirety for the
record.

STATEMENT OF FAH DEATON, LCSW, LPC, ACCOMPANIED BY
PARENT FROM VIRGINIA

Ms. DEATON. Mr. Chairman, honorable committee members, I am
Fae Deaton, I am a psychiatric social worker with Community
Mental Health Center in Norfolk, VA. 1 also have the honor to be
cocoordinator of the Virginia Beach Chapter of Parents United,
Daughters and Sons United, Adults Molested as Children United
chapter there, and am coordinator of Parents United of Virginia.
My focus is more on the local networking of what we do with our
Pare its United and treatment pieces, and since networking is the
issue, 1 also would like to mention that I am on the State board of
the Virginia chapter for the National Committee for the Preven-
tion of Child Abuse, Virginia Board of Parents Anonymous, the
Norfolk Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse, and the Vir-
ginia Beach Multidiscipline Team.

In these roles, I am able to observe the kinds of networking that
is necessary to provide the support services to bring treatment to
the various members of the community who have experienced child
sexual abuse, either as a child, and now an adult who was molested
as a child, or as the perpetrator who has molested that person's
own child, or as the spouse of the perpetrator and the parent of the
abused child.

In Virginia we are fortunate that we have eight chapters out of
the total 110 chapters that are established throughout the United
Stateswhich also does include two chapters of Parents United in
Canada. There are four chapters in the Tidewater, VA, area

Anne Cohn was mentioning the children's defense fund in the
State of Virginia. We have been aide to establish that under the
title of the family violence fund, and have recently received funds
through that and the State Department of Social Services to devel-
op a children's play, a musical, called "Hugs and Kisses," which is
going to be presented at the, I believe it is the third, national
sexual victimization conference, here in Washington in April.

There are many areas of our program that are very positive. One
of them is the fact that we have such a good linkage between the
different components that are needed to treat this problem. We
have a team we recommend be established in a variety of cities.
This includes social services and the police department who go out
to respond to the reports of child sexual abuse and investigate as a
joint component, and very quickly then the cases are referred to
therapy for evaluation and assessment, and an involvement with
the Parents United support program.
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As with hirents Anonymous, we have found it to be very valua-
ble to have family members who have experienced this problem
reach out to other individuals who are just coming into the system,
and experiencing the effects of the shame and the horror and real-
ization that occurs for the nonabusing parentand for ease of con-
versation, I am going to use 'lather' for the perpetrator, even
though we know now many more mothers are being discovered as
having molested their children alsobut we have felt such a
shame, I believe, in being unwilling to look at this as a national
program or problem, just as in saying, 1961, that there was an esti-
mation of 1 in 1 million child sexual abuse cases occurring. I have
over :JO such cases in my caseload who are adults now, who were
molested as children then, that is, 23 years ago. The national esti-
mate is that, supposedly, cases are being reported at 800 per mil-
lion. and are occurring, according to the national child abuse fig-
ures, in 10 percent of the population.

Well, if you figure 800 people in 1 million, and Tidewater, VA,
has a population of 1 million roughly, that means 99,200 people are
not receiving services, are still probably being molested or having
the effects of having been molested as a child.

So, as you ointed out, we have many, many areas in which we
need to proviac services. One is to be able to get the families to
come in for treatment. The Parents United program supports the
concept of the utilization of the court system and the police, be-
cause we have found in the past the families do not stay in treat-
ment unless you have some sort of structure to keep them there
long enough to be able to make the kinds of transitions and
changes in their functioning and their sense of themselves, and to
provide the kind of therapy that is necessary for the rehabilitation
of the perpetrator, the spouse, and the victims and siblings.

1 am not going to go into much more detail because I feel that
this special witness who has come with me as a parent from Vir-
ginia, who is a parent and a victim, will be able to tell the story so
much better because that person has lived the story.

[Prepared statement of Fee Deaton follows:J
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deeded. so voll teas sossarch :melt on tha length el time tomili toad to
cola in sowing tram dystwatiotal traiiy fuostiosilg level, to soca copies to
dlicy.

At with Ow taros' dorea, Posed& Voiced, log, io Soo Jobs, Colifocnio, which
bops wick etv mothers of Basest witch's meth* together for emotional support,
sloes with Nook end Anna Sicretto so cbs proesesioosta bock is 1111. tM Virgisia
B ooth Program basso with mall sue!ssuo of four basal toupla, is Shish the
lathes hod solecd cheit childssa. Dan Smalls had hien a s- ladr of Hist
(blued Scoop, which laces eh* first esi1id help support program In Vicglsia.
Is end t vows asked to be the Co-or4inotoc/Sposaoso of this group sod program,
and vonsally oleo become the Co-Directors ter Porous United of Vitglola. Inc.

The Clifocai program hat grown to over 300 debocs in ciao *Mo, end chore de
about 60 cheroots In California. S in Virginia. two Is Cooed. with the tesindet
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of chptc in rb Unird stets. Inking teal 01 over 110. Over $00 bees coos

tbrousb the Virgini, Saint Chapter. 1Y0 in Nortollt, 70 is the Chaspeks, Oortse..tb
Sabah (CPS) chapter. bout SO in Newport Nve/Romptoo chapter. end approximataly
forty individuals between the Sombe. Wachburs, foists% trdericheburs cbpter,
id cooly Laming Voodbridso grotto. Richmond is is the faience step, elan.

Ws hove boon pleed and honored to have anicipotd is the development of the
Malan. end thiiedlphie. rmmliwni, Telann. NouJoreo7.VilainStos And Dover.
Oalsvro. Monty/miry County, Olaryleod, cad Elisabeth City, North Caroline. Chapters,
es vs boos cakes venous menbtr of our speaker, bureau net to tell their story to
the publie end protiaal is these venous commuoiti. Neal end Anse ClreettO
end at end noisy. Perftte Molted umbers end 'Stapler dastopment chirperon Asa
bow. a guiding to es fond mottoes' support to us ell,

In rho Tidevatr ass, we ere particularly fortunate tors very sophisticated set of
invetigstion and trammel vaporise compomats is averse cities.

The Norfolk tastily Swivel Triune Tea was gists limbed wider Jovail Justice sent,
on4 conrinuotaiOy with the folic, a nowent ender tb divan.* of Lt. rater
Oirhrdson. sad the Deparemat of Soci Serena cam gager the direction of Child
foretll/Ate Services coordinator, Palls MOWrd. Ibis team hes Oared their model is
ono form at crining with other commoitiu. The Cbpake Sexual Abuse Tsar added

innovstion of lilies as Mae end reelect petition t the same time the chugs,
of the ',mai abuse are tiled, Mop both pasture under the urit/tell.** and **Pula
side et the Dipertment of Social Services should the case not have sufficient corrob
*ratios soldiers that would be acceptable is court, or it the age of the child me
tot obis to be tbiibed at a trditble witness. Asst. City Attorney John Oliver
developed this approach. Virseftia Rath has also gas to rho trauma teem mod*l, but

added the inftttgatiot of ail forme of child alma, met just child seams' abuse.

One of . major sorle of the support program. IfUtOSU/AMACU is to precast remoltet.
Ve have iOuOd that the warifte members cp' monitor each other to And out of the troupe,
cad are committed to the reporting of any romaltat eirnation in the group.
Psticulrly helpful i the use of the tours system in the early portion of n
tea invtisatioa. After the perpuraror is cootected, foIlowiss the intrvievims
o f the cacti*, std mother. the venous family osiers err toterrad to therapy, for
as valuation as to 'awl of emotional and yeychoisogicel functioning, level of
tommItimmt to troetment, and is tbe case of the perpetrator. whether or sot the abuser
is a dosser to society, os mods to be miateined is e bishly structured emiroweest.

le ome isolates, a time 1 epees is jail, ups the serest, it boil is sot sail,
aveileOl, or the metreta Frei* the perm* is mot able to be out at hi* oun sas-
Bena. is the Choespeabe yo4etam, *nemeses' motomod to same muss of tine.
It mep sehendo. a few mutt, ntath, me 'ter, oven if tha iadielduoi it oohing
good pot ea is the treatment ammoniate of therm, and PU. Surprisiosty, the per
plitrOteru eat that this ham e profound affect 411 their live, to help this rootlet
Met gm, mew dens. 04d to help thmeepptacato thot they hove received e second
chases or life. Rork totems Ve froommtly reed, in order tot the perpetrator to
40liti a to teetributa to the gowns of his family, sod pay taxa, etc. Is is alas
mere eeliy avaiiablo for tensioned therapy, imdividnally, so well ail is awriesi,
and evesluelly family Moroi", *t the decision of the Puente is to teatime the
N airn reieriaship. Iwoboo anwely-five Or coot f the tatilios, the' couple
Maass to toy together.

Stttingre hold with the arias t .tmeet sod teloalisen.rn rownonsal, to d-
fogging the oosolosoot of the tests, mod rate joint deciatane coved's' the boat

letff of the fealty offeRAE0. from/psi for the rfirpetr.tor le sad whets

el 1
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he pleads guilty, rather rhos torch's the child to tostity os the stead. No also
will octopi tell resposetbilirr for the abuse, dot blesiog the child, spouse, or
other lectors for hie problems. Where there is s grist doei of ender expressed
tousid the system end isdividuals sostoctod with this* systems, vs have saes the
teMplein (mein la lost Lunatics". It% s dossier sigma.

°twit isdicstors for success is moorland end rehabilitation is rhea the perpetrator
iovosts himselt ceoplotsly is the therapy, lookiss at widow* selareto 01 his person-
sits, sod sisirsdss, ale epos deesset bless the spouse's lack of moat isvoivomest
with his as juatiticstioa for the "'suet abyss. The tether viii oleo svpport the
mother la esiog to it that the children oleo porticipats is therapy sod the DIP
programs.

Ths spouse oleo influent's ths positive progoosis. mien she can protect the child
sod imports hot in tolling the troth, sot *armies the child to cheap the story,
or dosy ths chats's, is obis to look st her own role ins dystunctionel family sys-
tem

The child grows Aso ohs or he is able to oversee holies" toward the tabor over
abet has hopptned, on will as hear lb. spolegy iron the tothor) recovery can occur
viten ths mother belisves the child, sad Waists abet the child covert any hither
insiitsnts to bettor corrective actioa toward the tither.

Noce; thin ors tomato perpotrators, loss traquaatly /sported, but jwit OtinCOOt
weo vedstr011ort04 o gew pomrs elie. 00 hos the temsls perpetrator bcsa 4ador reported.

Tostifyiag sr rims. mey be nocessory ter the child. This can haws a therapsvtic
striper on the child it the issue of truth and juatics can be emphasised. Is semi
awareness rho reoritriog con odd looser ties is tiveatmont for the child, but it is
the lowor ot rue evils that the child/adolescent tastily, tither ths perpetrator,
patios Ott and tai child Wills at tisk let WOOOtOOt.

It is sod to hear, but se ''perpetrator is said to have cormosted, in erdor not to,
get coovictod el molest there's, oldest a child dive sad under; they dos't got
secopted so vitae's"' is court. This mskes the child doubly victimised, lobes the
pertotratei, has so 'aperients of just deseorts io being caught, nod the child
tools that it 1. the adult that can break the law, and pt away with it.

Mather sop. "aisle is the adjudicative of caste is Mich it is rata persot or
carstslier situatles, piste the walla are got coder seedets teas social **MOW to
tarry through is ttootoset tot the childless) that hes/have boom abused.

The child's etetrmseta say mot hold u, voter arose emmalastivo, allot/ring the rights
of the Perpetrator to take antedate, oiler the right. sad you-beim, of ths child,

A IOW SAP in *styles' oleo 0eiwe for isdividoala also hate too high es lateno level
have solicsid, and loch adoquots lorteaseo ovverags. The military aerates am-

ber also is at jeopardy store op tussle are set op for mousse of its perpetrator,
amd usually in hose este eqk be toe lialtod, or mot adequately torporod by
training.

It mould be estraisely beeptiCiol totter' ass.avaflabilityot treatment stetemasts
sore 'molly obtaisod tree tbe military. There see is the Ildevater arse a number
of public she private STOW ohs simclalise la isooet Outmost, Tie. cases can be
avidity riff/trod to trestaaat ammo,' sorest is brought to tea attesti.a of the A

social selvieos mod or pollee.
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Rumours have been hand to the effect chit some sititry Virectoc in the upper
chin ere advocating the cresting of all dpes.lnt and persona/1 having the
suit problem in the hospital, for shout a two week in-patient tin, and not

utilising soy community tratment programs.

In the past when liniment ties been sendted to he it the militry clinic, it
soon become Ispoibl to receive core is soy rsonbl time (roma. and the
uniform,d wnn* often ere overlooeed, or don't pi the priority core. A
shift thee occurs, sod the dependents ere thrown on to the local sorbet
eosin, but the treatment services may ben dried up in the mentise, placing children
and homilies it risk.

The ;itnt who bee thick Oils is often identified as trouble-sabot, ether
rhea recognising thtench (request visits to the clinic...kir cry for help, end

can be indicators of union form of ohne, end foully dysfunction.

fn order to hove preventive piece put in piece, local usdicl programs. end
trebling colonists could be developed to structure preventative stringing, and
ictucs. to cut down as the later Uties/it costo,by lisinting theta. If the
probin doesn't occur. then It oe4 sot be tweeted'.

To return to the Issue of levee nouns of Chosen foods being spent is *ergs
silicify communities. wither then hmmeniag the loci, we should view the large
numbers is the indiction that the problem of sexual Mouse is mars rampant then
we hove wonted to believe. Mors ere oleo trtuent programs that can rcive the

and be networhad iong to b.ve the best in rbhilicative services
veilble. fn the Tidewater area thesis a reliance beak listed in the Infonstion
Comer of Nimpien Roods. humorous Multidiscipline Toone provide the *cheap of
iefnmetion and reline*, smooth chi linage and attaining of services.
The Council of Agenci. Norfolk Committee lot the Prevention of Child Abuse,
Tidewater Allinc on nul Abuse, (TANA) link wick the Navy rosily Advocacy
program to aids is Movies the silicery offender in the service, Tether then Intros
many rear cost of tote lag sod sprit by discharging cite ediirery person.
thile wooly, the enlisted **soonest ere the levels that over hove $ good chance
is toying in, if their sorb record his been good. The Commissioned officer is
sot yet keeriosly Ono that option. and will be disined from the nitwit*.
Contender JIM Hooch his nid much effort to bring about the cooperative atone of
the bevy io resord to retaining their personnel otter such problem is revesled.

addition* foods or *ovena programs peed to he duelers.' to see to it that li
families and their amohers can have quality eeriest oboes tretsent. This is a
prenntioo men, to break the chain of ebuoliby tretnot.

The P11/111UOMACIJ nubere p out to speak to profession*, civic, sod community
groups to let people boos oboist the epctrum of the problem sad to be living at-
omi that people can be renbiliteted. This is ctteinly more cost *Unties
than bonitos s perpetrator is pion bar I envoi of time, sod rotund to the comp
malty laminated, and possibly espoble of =denies spin. The Creosoted easily
sequins vowing welfetsmoise.eseie pleeiog s burden en the citisn to pay
for the familio comsequele.

The Nonce United Camillo, end adolcot can provide viebl option es substitute
for foster cite plassoc, sod is a place for the perpetrator to stay when be
rem ii binelt from the hems woluoterily. This oleo Is cost effective.
Pending to support trinios of prolioni and pore -professienele to he Involved
is facilitating and leadership wcwid be well spent sat of funs. IR Vicgini
!ears nommen end tenets United hove looked at joint pyRpol. sad could
Wasik from funds earmarked for the privets sector. such //support groups its.
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It is critical that we work coupererively, not compatitively, in order to sasure
treatment delivery for ell individuals sod families, not just those tbar have
bigh option ineureact.

Often the adult scant seise to be bospitelised, incurring natty *sponse, not cover-
ed by rile SO2 l or lass) formals, frequently, the adolescent, or child only needs
the support of understanding, treined "sponsors" to provide the sole setting for
the child. The Support system of Parente United can provide this setting, when
properly trained, seer ouppott, at sscb see level is valued,.

In the area of tamllie well piing, when it comes to the care of the retired mill-
tory person end spouse, if tile illness is never, enough, skilled borne nursing care
con be justified end ass undet Champus, but an the individual begone, stabilised
and sty not require the level of cars previously needed, there Is no cotters,* for
an side, or for s nursing 100e to ear* for the spouse, isithoUgh the retired militetY
Poreom may ao to the VA hospital). Using able to Ara cars in the home, which
provides s familiar setting tot the individual struggling with senility, or Altabsi-
mere Deese.* may be the mots tbstspeutic istervemtiolt. The pursing home may 100 a
disorienting aperiene In in already confusing situation.

Should the said for Medicaid arise, the home end savings are ittOPerdived and say
be required to be turned oven to tbe State in tetutn for the core in s Nursing bone.
Nedicers is not available to the Notify potion.

Child abuse, and especielly child sonnet abuse can be stumped out in our lifetime.
It is definirely en "IOU VMOSB TINS SAS COM."

Thank you.

Pit
se Denton, LeSh. LPC

Children's Smite 4 Seaual
Abuse Treatment Teas

end Co-coordinator fur the Virginia Seacb Cbsprer of Parents United
Co- Director of Parents United of Virginia, Inc.

Member of the Stare Seerd of the Virginia Chapter of the National Committee for the
Prevention of Child Abuse.

Member of rbe State Soard of the Virginia Parente A.tonymous

Member of the Norfolk Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse

President elect, Tidewater Alliance of Usual Abuse (TAM)

Member. Vitt/lor Beach Department of Socia. Services Multi-Discipline Team.

4
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F ARENTS UNITED OBJECTIVE
Airll.I, Sala

'01411Cleir Pewee WWI fplopos

[Thiel Chapter shall be a non-profit organiza-
tion dedicated to the SeaftenCe of children,
pawns and others concerned with child sexual
abuse and related problems, in the spirit of seN-
help and mutual support for those whose lives
have been affectecd by these problems

In accordance with those purposes. we
seek to promote increased Public SWOreneag
education and prevention programs, coordi-
nated °darts by public and private agencies and
increased training and education of proles.
Wan& workers end law enforcement agencies
so as to ensure the future handling of child
molesiition In a humanistic manner.

IMml=1=1:01=1)
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PRIDE IN PAN/NTING

PARTICIPANT INFOANATION
June IS, 1903 to Februar 29, 1904

aullken: June IS, 1943 to Aug. 2, 11183

1. iihmtersville NiatiSersice Cotter
2. Little Creek Niati-Service Gator
3. Pert Plato NUM-Service Center

ine grandmother

TOTAL: &lir liptt Mira

matt

12

14
14

Fathers Matt
13

7

14

0
0
0

Session Ywo: September- November

1. Ahmed Services YMCA

ftL413 fathers,

1

Childrim

S S
2. Oakley 0161ti.Service Center S 0 6

3 Children's lesspital of the S 4 S

King's Daughters
4. Coronado School IIS 0 0
S. huntersville NUItiService Center S 0 $
6. Little Creek Multi-Service Center 7 2 6
7, Perk Place Multi-Service Center 8 0 10

Adolescent school-oge mothersPride in Parenting Menial incorporated
into their parenting curriculum

TOTAL: Picilrrs felers Children-17-
*25

Session three; NovemborJanuery POtherk Fathers Childro

1, Ilesa'sy MMIti -Service Center 10 0 10
2. Children's hospital of the 8 3 8

King's OeughterS
3. Nuntersville WO-Service Center 3 0 3

4, Little Crook Multi -Smirks Center 9 1 9
S. Norfolb Adolescent Pregnancy Pre.

vention Services
8 0 3

6. Norfolk Community Nospirs1 6 0 6

TOTAL: Maher' ;ethers ChildrenIso 4-- sa
Stsiton Four: Januery.Narch NotNers Fathers Ctilo

1. Norfolk Adolescent Pregnancy Proven-
tion Services

8 0

2. Norfolk Comunity Hospital 9 0 ?

3, Norfolk General dospitel 8 8 a
4. stint John's Luthern Church 16 I 30

TOTAL; mgt la pothers, Children-4mr

46



SESSION FOUR: Continued

TOTALS: IllpEs

42

Fathers hillm

GRAND TOTALS ( The numbers noted will represent the combined totals of
ell mothersaathers, and children fray each session)

gain NIP ORM
26 mothers included in the 190 total under mothers ere from the Coronado School

TOTAL POPULATION SERVED RON THE PER100 BEGINNING JUNE 16,1983 to February 29, rom:

This number will include ell others, fathers, end children served in the city
of Norfolk:

196 mothers
20 fathers

.:101dren
AB Total

The Pride in Parenting Program offered printing education, Infant stimulation,
end support activities to twenty (20) Navy families living in Norfolk.

TOTAL FAMILIES SERVED IN THE CITY OF NORFOLK FROM JUNI 15,1983 to February 29,1984:

3gg divided by 2 Nig' Feriltes
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Help 3oc Stray Abused Cfieldren And igrir 34milies

\444:rett PA4

11

1

I
I

P a nee :::: $ irsinio lienA, ritgesio 21450

"1"2"PARENTS MITED***wyv*

'.""D&UCUTVAS 4 SONS UNITLD4"""

v-4*'4ADULTS 0..;:.EST41) AS CHWPEN USITS0*****
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PARENTS UNITED

Parents United is% self-help, nom- profit corporation dedi-
oated t, the assistance of parents, children, and others
concerned with child sexual abuse.

Parente !'sited began under thi direction of Hank Ciarretto,
, in Santa Clara County, CA. It is the best known

litionwida organization representing the interests of sexu-
:lly AhlAt Aildren Ind their families.

mets of ?scents :nite4 end its corponent:, :)aughters and
.;ris Lnited (DSU) nal Adults NltIAd 4* Children (AnACU),
Ire or have been involved ia entrifamily sexual abuse.
nes, inzt.d o'fandars, waaes of '4:enders, children who
hav t*Ita -tolested, adult; molested as children and others
(4iattn;s, itep-7trents, spouses of )MAG's). Parents Uni-

1 .orkt .;:osely with the De;1rtment of Social Services,
.:%1:zial system, *ad other pr..fe.44:-..11 agencies to en-

eire hanAting ef chill mo zatation in a humanistic
AT414 involved.

?itents .-tted '..lan in Virginia in 1179 with eight members
snl tis surve4 r.er individlals whose 1:T*8 Nave been
a:ft:teal by sexual *leis,. The professiols1 staff consists
of votuatee:s wha '!zvote their time aad energy to fa-

cilitate growls and train sponsors. Professionals and
apnsors perforn aimtaistrative snd facilitator functions
and train professlonal4 along the East comet.

Pirents :United provides an opportunity fur individuals to
explore thd factors that might have contributed to the sex-
ual abuse and wick through the damage caused. It provides
a support that is not available elsewhere.

Parents United, the Department of Social Services, and
therapists work handin-hand so that families can remain
together whenever possible. Sy informing the public of the
existence of Parents United, we can extend a helping hand
to anyone who has experienced this trauma.

.1
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ERECTS

Immediate effetts are (village of fear, shies, helpless-
ness, betrayal, confusion, and depression. The child dis-
plays dramatic changes in personality. School attendance
and grades may suddenly change. The child may see herself
as a witting participant, leading to feelings of guilt.

Tautly members usually feet rage, hostility, guilt, embar-
rassment, and helplessness. Sometimes the child is not
believed, or say be blamed for the incest. Sometimes the
family system will "close" in efforts to protect what ap-
pears as family togetherness. The family is in crisis.

Long -term effects may include difficulty in forming
sate relationships, low self-esteem, predisposition to be-
coming repeatedly victimized, marital, sexual, and identity
problems, antisocial behavior such as drug/alcohol abuse,
proeiscuity, delinquency, running away, and suicide
attempts.

PACTS

1. Current reports indicate that over SOX of sexually

abused children are female.
2. The average age of the victim is 6 tc It years of age

when the incest begins.
3. A large majoritv of prostitutes and incarcerated

persons have been victims of incest or other sexual
abuse.

4. Daughters often blame the mother for not protecting her
even though the mother may be unaware of the problem.

5. Over 502 of offenders were sexually abused as children.
6. Offenders often rationalise the abuse as "showing love"

or "teaching" a child about sex.
7. Offenders and victims may feel powerful and become man-

ipulative - using blackmail, bribes, or "favors" to get
and keep control.

S. Sexual abuse is treatable and controllable - not cura-
ble.

50
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ADULTS HOLISM AS MID= IMMO

Adults Molested as Children United (AMACU) are men and
women who were sexually abused as children by those in
authority over them such as parents, grandparents, aunts,
uncles, teachers, older siblings, and/or others. Many have
spent years in therapy or in institutions. Many have not
had the opportunity to have access to therapy. Often they
have difficulty in maintaining lasting relationships and
holding jobs.

AMAC's, like younger OSU members, often think they are
alone, that no one knows what they have been through.

Finding others with whom they can share their feelings and .

experiences eases the burden they have carried, often for
many years.

Contact with AMAC's presents an opportunity for parents,
including offenders, to see the long range effects of un-
treated child sexual abuse. These include feelings of
pain, anger, fear, abandonment, shame, isolation, and be-
trayal. This helps victims as well as other adults (such
as step-parents) who are parenting sexually abused chil-
dren.

Parents United also provides an opportunity for AMAC's to
confront mother/father figures in groups.-directly or in
role-playing. Dead., separation, or fear sly prohibit an
AMC from confronting their abuser directly. They say con-
front their abuser by writing to them or they may use role-
playing to release their feelings.

AMAC's also participate in speaking engagements. They help
open cl'set doors and let people know that *child sexual
abuse does exist and that there is a place where people can
gat help. They reach out to other victims to let them know
they are not alone.

Professionals ere able to redirect negative feelings and
behaviors toward positive and constructive activities.

AMAC's learn to be independent and assertive which leads to
personal growth and helps in everyday life and in their

Career,. This enables the victim of child sexual abuse to
help themselves and others become "survivors".

51
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MAT, WO, SOW

Child sexual abuse is any sexual activity between an adult
and a child. It ranges from touching, fondling, and inde
cent exposure to sexual intercourse. The line can usually
be drawn between affectionate intilacy and inappropriate
sexual conduct when it is felt that the contact has to be
kept secret. It is considered to be a psychological ill-
ness which, with proper treatment, can be controlled, but
is not curable.

Victims ere children. They live with parents, relatives,
in foster hones, group homes and shelters. They go to
school, work, read, laugh, dance, and play sports. They
a.: children who differ in that they have been sexually
abused. In the large majority of reported cases, the vic
time are girls - the offender more often reported is the
father or "father figura". Although we usually refer to
the victim as "she" and the offender as "he", there are

;

many victims who are boys and many women offenders.

Adults who become sexually involved with their children
are usually "basically good people". They are often under
stress, feel isolated, have t-lo self-esteem, and poor ils
pulse control. They need help and want help, but are
ashaied and don't know how to feel with what is happening.
Sexual abuse occurs in all sotial, economic, racial, cul-

t tural, and religious groups.

Sexual abise often evolves slowly within families and is
likely to versist over many years. It usually begins with
the eldest daughter and continues with g4sequent female
children. It often begins so subtly that the child isn't
aware that the behavior is abnormal. Sometimes the child
is manipulated by the promise of reward, and sometimes
with threats of punishment if she does not cooperate, or
if she tells. The child may also feel sexual pleasure
which later leads to feelings of guilt and role confusion,

! which may affect them the rest of their lives.
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DAUGNTSIS i SONS UHITID

Daughters and Sons United (DSO) is a component of Parents
United. It is a community of young people who provide
member-to-member support, understanding, caring, and help
to others through times of crisis and readjusteent.

DSO members find that they are not alone. They find

others who have similar experiences and feelings. They

Hail a safe place to open ue, knowing they will be accep-
ted and understood. They support each other, listen and
learn from each other, and are better able to understand
themselves and their families.

Members meet regularly under the leadership of profession-
als who lead discussions of issues relevant to their phys-
ical and emotional health and well being. They deal with
feeling of guilt, hurt, anger, love, confusion, resent-
;tent, happiness, and pain. They help members talk about
these feelings and the thongs. that are happening in them -
salves and their families. Professionals also educate
young people in areas of social behavior, identity, sexual
relationships, venereal disease, birth control, and
respect for themselves and others.

They eay participate in speaking e -elements to educate
the public and to encourage an understanding of families
troubled by child sexual abuse. They give information
about OSU and themselves by sherine as such personal in-
formation as they feel comfortable with. They hope their
efforts will make it easier for children and parents to
seek help and stop further abuse.

Coals deal with enhancing self-esteem and self- determina-
tion. This leads to independence which helps prevent
reoCeurreneell and future problems with emotional and sexu-
al relationships.
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sumo $IQPS

1. Child insists on going everywhere with mother.
2. Child becomes withdrawn, cries easily, or becomes pro-

eiscueus.

3.. Child becomes self- conscious of body. Hygiene deter-
iorates or excessive bathing. Possible genital irri-
tation or infection.

4. Child acquires "adult-like" behaviors.
5. Child becomes controlling and/or demanding with:a fam-

ily.

6. Offender becomes overprotective of child4 pays over-
reslous attention, controlling all aspects of child's
life.

Y. 0::-nder becomes too familiar with child's body.
e. Offender stands money on or gives money to child.
4. 0:fe:Oar has secretive conversation with child -iisap-

pei.2 u4en child disappeats.
0:!,nd2r constantly seeks approval of self as "o.k."

Any, some or all of these signs may be observed.

MAT CAN I DOI BOW CAN I HILO

Many parents believe their children will be safe it they
in't talk to strangers, but the usual offender is a mem-
ber of the household, a neighbor or friend of the family,
ar s v:ien wit'a whom the child has frequent contact.

can :each our children how to say "no" to anyone who
;vises :hem to feel uncooi4rtable, ant not fote them into
physical contact when they don't want it like kissing
Grandpa goodnight. He can begin to discuss sexual abuse
openly with each other and our children. HO can talk to
school officials about developing programs to include in-
tonation on sexual abuse and prevention, integrating it
into a general curriculum of sex education. Programs
should begin in grade school.

if a child tells you she is being sexually abused, MUM
CHILD. Assure the child that it is not her fair, and

that she was right to tell you about it. Tell the child
you are sorry this has happened. Assure that the child is
no longer in danger and WORT the abuse immediaceti. if

Ye even suspect that a child ie has.. h
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REPORTING

when

vont cal repast known or suspected abuse by calling any of

# following numhers. You need not give your na me

fling. All reports are kept confidential.

PAATMENT Of SOCIAL StIVICSS

esapealto - 543-9211

:4p:on - :22-7931

woort New - 24;-2303

rfolk - 563-4331

ortsmesth

offek - 539-0216

iri:nii iolch 4j6-:124

AM:LY JEXUAL TIAN& TUN .::.)::: k) - :67-.4S2

NTACT TrotUATE/ - 428-22i1

riltACT - 481-2628

VY FAMILY sitavms CENTER - 444-NAVY

Ella ABUSE 11011thl (Richmond) - 1-300-55:;.)?6

hesapeake Sexual Abuse Trauma Team 543-9211

irginia Beach Sexual Abuse Team 486-7223

HAPTER SPONSORS/COOROINATORS PU DSU AMICU Tidewater .4ea*****

MESAPIAKE-PORTSMOUTH-SUFFOLK - Martha Nodge 1-5)9-0216

TON-NEWPORT NEWS 4. Mason Price - l-59564435

OWLS - Luella Howard - 627-4061

?!RGINIA BEACH - Fee Deatm- 446-7410/446-$067

1
Carol Jackson - 1-5)9-0231
Dan Sandlin - 481-229R

IP

rowed bys Virginia Beach Chapter of Parents United
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Sequel Victineleir of Child's, within the Vomit Alesstsont Approach

Wee A. Denton, LtAI,NIIVal.PC Cosemoity Vestal health Center
end Associates

Virginia Basch, Virginia
Dan L. Pandits* MONAChho Dominion Psychiatric Assosiotes

Virginia beach, Virginia

Presested at

The First World Congress on Victinelogy
August 21,22,23, 1910
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VICTIMOLOCT Or egammga Mom Till mkt
A TOZATANT ArlokOACN

The effect of iatrfamllial child genera abuse is profound sad

trumetir. The priastY victim is the child but the "victimisation

syndrome," unfortunately extends much further, with deveatating

effects on the foully as well, but moves extensively to other erase

touching upon professionals with', legal and service providing *genies

in adversive and paleful ways. de would like to address these ivret

of victimisation of the child, the racily. and the mere subtle and under-

current effects as experienced by professionals io the fields of motel

health, social welfare programs. cad legal systems. We will also present

comprelensiva treatment approach, which minimises the traumas, difficulties.

and frustrations of both famtiie and involved orefessiemals alike.

Tilg VICTIMIZATION OP ?NZ CHILD

le the past few years, there has been increasing literature describing

the processes of tetra-familial child sexual abuse, causation theorise, short

tars end long-term effect* of the esos* MMOStellOto In incestuous caste,

Present data indicates that the must prevalent damaging situations attar

between father and daughter or stepfather amd stepdaughter. Most recant le"

formatine indicates that the @nasal victiodstiom erode children if more

prevalent than earlier data provided.

In teama of swum' ievelvement, the most common reaction of the suellY

otxleited child is that of "passive resistance" of being "persuasively coerced".

in which the child pertiripate through a conditioned process. which include,
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the elements of over-el...noes and intimacy progressing to the setts/ out of

send lasteeiss, impulse'. sod urge" by the permit. with chars:Autistic' of

stimulation, alfieuiry. CO111{104014 sad feet on the pert of the child. Some

children are passive out of fear of and punialment by the went. This

bikbly troubling 'iris:Irian, wherein the child has positive ['clime for the

parent, but negative feelines for the provotetiva aroma ievesione and rale -

tioaeblps, lead' to a severs state of embibeleace end contribute' in parr to the

child's ilesereien into 'tete of "disturbing allenee," with reluctance eat re -

sisteoco to report what is sesuelli occurring to bet or him. The child may

also fear that diselosurs of the incest will totally destroy the family unit.

The child may vent to protect family sabots, particularly the soo-abusioe

parent, from the anguish end pain of the sestet maltreatmeet. while wondering.

"Why le this happening to net"

Becitionally, the child often experiences guilt. anxiety. shams. [st. re

pulsioa, nd inhibited rage. Frew our elision experiemces. we have beard

victimired children and adolescents and adults molested as children give the

following dcscriptionst "1 still feel tarnished and dirty." "lr vas ugly and

floe memories a just an ugly and dlegustimg." "l feel helpless and scaled

whet could I dut" "It was depressing and l.get depressed now just talking about

it - l just don't know how to handle it."

Without therapeutic intervention. and unfortunately even with such inter

veotione in eeme eases, the long-term effects of istralemilial child mutual

share can be devastating. In some. probably most. csees. incidents of child

sexual abuse influence the "emotional world" and behavior of the victim for the

rest of his or her life. Possible long-term enacts include the ',petition of

self-desrructive behavior patterns, such .s drug end alcohol abuse. runausys.
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suicidal arts. and senUel dystmactioe.

The child/victim continues to esperience severe difficulties sad a

dittereat hied of abuse. an abuse by the envieemmental systems. Vlithin the

demily..tke victim may be "sesPegaated" by tastily .Sr..mbe !be victimised

child is often the really member who is rehouse'. placed in a taster hens,

er3sis home, a regional group hem, a hospital. Mmtertuaately. little ettem

ties is give to the further trauma that the child or adolescent espitionces

when required to testily in the court system. the child is also viCtimieed

When she or be is Pressured by the parent or parents to change or modify vital

intormetlon 'elated to the inceetweee relationship; this matter occurs more often

thieve would like to believe.

Tilt VICUNIZAVION or TM& VICTIMI210t

In a broad settee, the perpetrator is victimised by his or her own psycho-

logical pathology. We have witmeseed may of the penotfi offenders describe

their own "loss of control hell." tooling drives by frightening impala*. sad

urges. They destrihe feelings of soli-hotrod and eeltdiegust. It is mot

unusual for these parents re aspartame a sense of relied whoa the incest is*

*noosed. the abusers themselves are also victimised by insensitive and lahensme

social, lead. and mental health systems. (It is important for me to idemtivy

these offenders as those persons who ere motivated and Capable of rehabilitet100,

n ut the smaller percentage of perpetrators who are entrestsble. such as the

psychopathic personality, and definitely require removal tram satiety.) these

offenders, identified as treatable. ere oleo victimised whom slimiest serviette are

non- onistent or inadequate. when professionals ere not eutticioatly trebled to

work effectively with this particular population. Victimisation *eats when the

lack ut public funding prohibits specialised treatment for the *treaders who are

e ither poor or who have no insurance to cover therapeutic ilMOI,Oliti00.f f
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INS VICTIMS/MOO Or TWO MUSS

The spouse. smelly ths mother, Imo sweat' cipectien feseetees and free

*Opiates' saperisoCes. is also victimised is the trauma of ibteet. Them

is s teeditionien ',Mesas that occurs in the family dyesmies, wherein the wilt

is somewhat of as "outsidecoe terCeiSIT during the peeled that ehe else" en'

pietistic's eaters' The colfehlethar often foots "doubtly betrayed" whoa the ie

coast is eoPesad. Some of the method meimUcee that we have heard car; is

*wide tangs of feelings aid mpecisocrA guilt. Amor. hostility, confusion.

desist. outrage. fear. depressies, despait. Guilt is inherent in questives

like "What toad t have doss co ptotret on child?" "Met was wrong that my

daughter could not have come to pee With these spouses. it is not uncommon

that demon' neurotic militate arias, resettles in some degree of emothieest

disturbance. requiting iadepth psychotherapy. This spouse may be toes be-

tween loyalties tu both her husband and child. Creation a deep eel disabling

mass of ambivalence. She is cites vadat seven atiticiss from Emily sorbets.

soisbbeco. friends, if she cheess to ramie with het husband with the attempt

to resolve the family problem. Is 'assets, she is "ecepageotad" by sirifiesnt

persons in bet life if she metes certain choices, which adds to her sun some

of rootioest isoletiee, pain, and self - perception of being a failure se e wife

and mother.

VICTINITATIoM Of 'MB FAMILY mons

Whether the iatratums behavior is espied to the 'thee holly =oboes or

not, they certainly *flatted by the &russet* Course of events. Importantly.

they ars a put of the dysfunctional family Gomm itself. Imo oboe the

parents attempt co keep ths incestuous @Lewdes secretive, the siblings of the
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vietbm coatis. 'bet somothins is seriously wages. They witness s chronically

distraught. imp's. mother and s depressed, frightened feast; they stn cOnfor$4

wham sigisse their loth.' or 'taloa suddealy leaves rho bow. Mon they *re told

of the seismal Aim. they see ovegwhelmod with s wide oilstone of emotions sod

eactions: sneer, depression, feat, asbestos. distgusl. rossatmont. We hove

waked with siststs of the victim, who kayo espcessed feat and terror that they

too will become victims. di have oleo beam aware of MS of *f(*odied porootee

who have gained the question, "Viii 1 do that if 1 hove chadors." These (salty

@ isobars see definitely victimised by the bottayal within the Unity thaousb

tweet and name rho consequences of s family in cemoil.

Tilt VICTIMIZATION OP TN* PROVI.NSIONALS

Professionals, encompassing legal syslowe. sOclel service simnel's. moots'

Wesith facilities, low onto/comsat programs. are isobilised and often suffer the

*Wen -not syn4goms," in ottimptisg to work proficiestly with incestuous victims.

petportastors. ant the worts*s family mashers. These professionals often

cm, overly-large assatoddr, and lack speclellsed training and @digestion. Coe*

pstitiveness between Mgofessionais le clinicst services. particmlsety foctclionts

who cos pay or who horn insurance, can Wotan' with the comptebensive treatment

tog all victims and their families. Professionals. without specialistd 'rein's&

oe orientation to incest cases, Sr. also toned to handle these cases. Others

'mist on winking with chose families out of their own meads to be sees as *Asti-

lied to yogi' with "All kinds of cease." Unfortunately, those wocksgs may den?

their own discomfort and assistance is workins with incestuous families. Ulti-

mately. Pao the worhega and the families will suffer.
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Tilt TSSA1NSIITAPPROACS Allp moms

lb' psychological 'midmost as implemooted in this model is meitifeested

and begins as soon Si possible after the istre-familY @stool abuse has been

reported. The families involved in incest ere so troubled end dysfunctional

tbst a traditisoel approach to therapy or competing would usually be ioadegaste.

Therefore, an organised ispleemotation of various services will be described.

This' services iocludat (1) @ Sexual Abu, Treatesot Team. toosisting of pro

feenionals represootiog the public and private factors, ix the fields of social

services end 'motel health. Case staffing', program design, informatiem sharing,

and collaboration of clinical goals ore examples of duties of this teen effort.

An important Welton of this tea* is to provide an ongoing opportunity for the

professionsle involved to continually explore 'bottom feelimge and reactions

to the whelp phenomenon of incest and its turbulaint effects on the (swill. Iv.

cameo of the suture of the deep emotionality involved in incest cases, we take

the position that we, es professionals, need to repeatedly process our own MU

tudes and responses for further Wotan and davelopmont in this field, end to be

helpful and supportive to each other in the learning process. (2) An Atha@ ry

Council on Incest has been established, which includes judges, Moneys, social

workers, therapist,. detectives, end cornett.* field personnel. This seinen.

which meets on a quarterly basis. serves as an excellent Vehicle for ceopmnieation.

collaboration, outdid goal-setting, opd problem- solving. The (0110Wq quastiOno.

as raisrd in this council, glee examples of topics that Or, discuseed and explored.

for productive solutions! Nov can caeca be quickly expedited within the court

system. rather than drenches on fur months? Now can the child be @Pored the
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resume of cover preemedieg is much ee possible. eemeiderieg rho promo' pro-

seduces 'maladies testimayt Cis thee. procedures be cheesed fed the wmigsam

of the child? Now een snake& services be provided or ilassinono Parente

who era is jail or fotleee? Whet is the role of the social worker, of the rheum

Pier is courts's°, toati00071 blear is rbe function of the guerdien ed UMW

(3) A Samuel Abuse Wile-Liao h.s bees iairieted end serves rho peers* public,

wirb counselors available ro accept relsPhone cells at 22nat bone during the 4140

sad evenieg. or coshes shave, gaped message is .Imitable. 'Imelda. salvias

victims, family members, iscluding rho perpetrator or Potential PrPetrstore sod

panic. esouillly opieered es 'Midges, Mee goy-Lime counselors ere else enabled

ro impart general ieformation remedies letrefsmily sexual abuse to prefessieeele

e nd teroreered aldose.. (4) Payebotkerepy is provided by therapist, is both

primers end public sectors, and they work cooperatively with the lomat Abuse

Treatment Teem. nova ',loggia of cases tog trestmemt. therepiere have the respea

e ibillry ru see she families is quickly as possible, preferably within 24 hears.

The 'therapist should be skillful ie crisis ioterveariem techniques in emir' to

effectively deal with emergency eituerione, which ere afros the ease with these

(mollies is the aftermath of the incest empower.. The treatment accusily begins

wish the utilisation of she telephone call by the victim, perpetrator, or ether

family member. The modalities of treeless' is this program are described at

follows:

ledieideol Toeeleeat. The vied., offender, sad aso»sbusins permit of the victim

usually aos4 individual treeless' ou loartsta basis. We Off more ead more

wogs of the wed of individual Witmer for other emahers of ths family. such

. 5 eibliege of the victim, depierieg the reality that every family member is

immolated by the problem of ingest. %Vestment with blade of .be Viola. this
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terse! ttestuaat site* lotuses on the bonding of the mOthetdeughtes teletienship

in payehothetspy. Aaothes dyad of steatmeet nay be aimed at weskit% with

the victim and the albedo!: One of the most isportaat dyads is the nether-

tether .selationship to couple these's,. *ethos the parents attempt to keep

the merits! weletiosebip intact or tobetbet they make the choice of sepstation,

therapeutic work with husband and wits to often esoosselY. Croup thececv,"t

Parents end site for the children has proven spice effective' for out model,

the use of the group approach is weed with the aelt.help components, Patents

United and Daughters and lone United, and will be addressed spestataly is this

paper. Penile Thermo, is another sodality which say be utilised 'electively is

ihtvel cues, wherein the therapist say work with the 'elite family or subgroups

of lb. tinily. Usually, family therapy is utilised in latest cease sties in

dlviudel and couple therapy Wow been implemeoted.

Patents United - Sell-Nab Groot

A chaplet of Potent' United was developed in Jely of 1070, trots tbeespy

grime of dour couples whose kvebends have bites involved is intretamity sexual

abuse with their daughters. follow's, the gesmital breast of the Giessen*

program in Seats Clore County, contends, the group has grown to an wetsgs

attendance of 40 individuals, including the victimises, apogee ( siesta or mottled),

sad adults who had been involved in incest as children, but are not now oxperleacing

incest in their lives. As of August 1980, 114 iadividuals bed COOS to the oestiag,

recently, the program is being includes in the court ordered attendance package.

The groups include On orientation getlp tot couple. or individuals new to

the prows, a wemea's end a men's group, and a group tor me*, sod One tot arses,

who had been molested as children. About fitly per cent of the eictiotosto end

spouses have been molested as children.

Mete is use a sub-component for tht binighters and Sons to have their own

groups.
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The parents' act es sponsors to nett Owiliss et individuals astatine the

yellows systems involved with the TePertitte of the inttsfamily swivel obese. The

sponsets model prow behavior and attitudes, and estatest isepPeeeriste neherier

end attitudes, as well as providing emotional support and an oppettusity fog

tension release lot the new individuals. Sy halpias ethers, the patents take

pelt in their own thetapoutic stereos and booties.

All of the Parents United groups ere fecilitsted by prolessional social

workers and other thetapiste, assisted by reports Veiled Nisbet. lobo tithe the

sponsorship, leaderahip, and slumbers' bureau training. There are various *rinds

for the parents to be able to be a sotto( the tteining, sod on going supetvisien is

provided for the parents as well se the prelessionals. there is no eherss for

attending the 'mints United groups. A umbel of the parcels have spoken beiges

professional and porn-prolea.ional groups. another piece in eke beeline process.

A live of a Child Protective Setvico_thti's &must AltusiLteete

A study was developed in early 19110 to atomise the eases in ths Child

Protective Serviees (CPS) Unit of a Virginia Department of Social Services. A

family functioning task easement tool was utilised. eveluaties ten steps Kith

possible levels tensing from 1 to 5, with thee, considered as the normal level

of functioning. The instrument used was the Family Task Assesimest Seale. develop,

by s feenity st Norfolk State University in collaboration with the University of

Tennessee birth Defects evaluation Centet. Neliebility has bees established tot

all task levels at the .75 level se above. All ceding wag computed by the tee

stretcher, which introduces a bios, but it was eetteldered 10 he of more vele* re

know the families end be able to complete en eeeutete assessment.
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Pifty-one cases were in the CPS unit at the time the cases wore "elected.

Initially. the coses were alphabetised and assigned soquamtial embers. A

total.of ton eases vets then randomly eeleceed (reseals that bed been grouped

over the years 119111 1980. The cases drawn by thin method did not proved. *sough

caws with sufficisat time testate provide compariseas ever a mot. Twenty -five

cams that had bern reported from January 1 and April 15, 1990. wers in the ease

Need of the two social workers specialising in 'musk abuse investigation, 25 cases

fres 1979. and three from 1978. Other comps are ksous to babe bests friOefOrrO4

to foster care and family stabilisatim baits, but were mot included is the CPS

study.

Ton cases had Mae drawn originally, and an N of 19 cases wee achieved by the

selection of cases the' would allow Sesotho or a year's comeriam.

An elimination of these cased indicated on improvement in functioning 10

. even out of the ten areas by 502 Or morn of the families by an improvement

of .5 or better. The areas examined wore* Doily Nanagosest, Socialioiee.

Self Control end Oiseipline, Problem Solving. *motional Support. Tension blew.

tetra rosily. Demarco Development. Nealth Case, and Intellectual Develommt.

The first seven areas listed were the ones in which the improvesint woe made as

described above. The three reminins, did not show an improvement. In times

o reits N3S or more of the families made no improvement.

Eleven cases provided sis month's dots for comparison purposes. and eight

cases, for the year's comparison. The cases wore reviewed et the point of

e ntry, els months. end one year end the Inflames computed. The difference

between six months and one year woo also computed.
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Although we vice 'rocking with . limited flambe, of cape", * auabet of

inteceeties pieces of letormetlos did *wet. gees afoot pile of the owe

being open, although the functioning level, increased, no family had t..ched a

thee,. level et that time. The mean functioning level at "nut point woe 1.46,

at .is moneke, 1.74, and at one yeses 1.93. bigheet .cots at one yew ma,

2.$0. end the tweet, 1.20. A dowels* in functlonins level was noted is two

'dallier. Lack of involvement with the covet and Potence Vetted woe noted is

this two cages.

0; the votive eases. when the aboset we not involved in the covet peace'',

at failed to become involved in intent. Waited, ot deemed out of Peewits Vetted,

a lowee level of functioning wee Sift in son. cases the tombless 'accessed and /ot

Weans Winne. It is also noticed that thew teethe. Cininit be sewed is s piety

hey secuice plan, but crevice 'specialised piecee over pommibly a two poet pitied.

It say be, too, that additional piece, peed co be developed to seeiet fastilb. is

temmitee development, iteelth cute and intellectuel development. Thie could mesa

vocation,' and educational telcsbiliestion and tounselias, lot the adult. and

adolescent,. Aseistance in funding teestment coete, and health cats would epeeist

needed.

The leek of there level at one yeee would indicate the need for the ceee

to terrain memo foe begot petiole of time, and involve longterm, mote ineenelee

comma than °thee foci' of child Anne eight need. It would *leo collate the

'social weave to have levet cases due eu the comities seneitIve novae of the

ruble's. Can a social wart cunt levelly be called upon to go out and isueetigace

new child /wawa abuse tepees, and continuo to mealtot and provide service, to the

family at the saw time? CettainlY without the additional etaff to await in

the casein:Id, quality ',tyke 'geese unteesanable. This socket 'ask be coercing

ease at the investigative load de well a. ongoing ease week, ot coke on the en-
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Selo' service, and leave the levetigtive work to individuals who would peist'

in the initil phse of intense work with the pew cesehemilie, particularly

traumatic time for all involved, worker end (sully like. Spcilised COSS

workets ere needed during this time. Atwater may &leo be f' solved io advocacy

and individual and family casework on an intensive basis, se well se belting the

family involved in & ample schedule of therapy.

The utilistion of the soli group assists greatly In several of the

leek rose' improvemeot, in particular, emetleeel support and tousles release,

and socialisation. An improvement in the stress from extra family events and

tecilitl is also aided by the support sad isvolvemset of sell-help sponsor.

es they share an uedeteteding of the effects eed process of the social Services

and coot eyeless, and ere able to Provide eppropeite models toe working with thee,

systems. Setiulitotine role issues, end ell.coatcol and discipline are oleo sided

hers.

Although thole oto many hisses is this study, it in telt that many of the

implications drawn from the Melted liedlog see valid for 'shift teteeeeedetieee

for continuing the cesevock that is now provide& and expending the present model

to cootie** the Present pattern of heyteeeseet achieved by meet oei the doilies.
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thenas in lewd Abuse Cans Assenionet Average: IntrIA_ILliee.. 1 Yr.

Cam Ranked on Welty Point Asesonment Avers., ot tetras of Areas

AVIMA(411MALS 01,066011026 MUM TOTALS

1 11 111 A $ C

1.90 2.25 2.50 .35 .40 .23

1.79 1.95 2.40 .20 .63 .4$

1.60 1.60 0

14. -

!.w 1.50 0

1.50 -

1.50 -
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Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
Before we go to the next witness, I would just like to say, my

own personal feeling is that I am a little bit troubled about testi-
many from an anonymous witness. I have been with a number of
committees, and subcommittees since I have been in the House,
and I have never had this happen before. Everybody has usually
come forward and been able to assume who they are, and the pre-
sumption has been they would tell the truth. the whole truth, and
n othing but the truth. But I certainly appreciate the courage of our
n ext witness, who I. willing to come forward to tell his story. It is
unfortunate that in our society some individuals who have gone
through experiences such as our next witness, have been unable to
identify themselves in a forthright way without being personally
stigmatized and their families and themselves diminished by
coming. Well, let's say out of the closet.

I feel that this gentleman's statement would have had a great
impact if it had been identifiable, but I certainly agree with the re-
quest. I cannot speak for others on the committee, but I think I
would not be honest in my own feelings if I would not put my per-
sonal caveat in there that I think that such testimony from an
anonymous witness to me would not carry the same weight as it
would have it if had come from a witness that was fully identifia-
ble.

Ms. DSAION. I think the issue is that in the Tidewater network
we have the cable network and since we are being covered by
cable-- -

Mr. LEHMAN. I understand, but I think the needs outweigh my
own troubles about including in congressional testimony anony-
mous testimony. We will ht ar from the gentleman from the Tide-
water. Would the anonymous gentleman begin to make his state-
ment for the record as sour as the microphones are moved to that
area.

Ms. DeivroN. I would like to add that I have submitted some ad-
ditional materials for your perusal.
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Mr. lixtimaN. 11 will be without objection, submitted in full for
the record.

Mr. Bum. Mr. Chairman, 1 have some questions for Ms.
Heaton, but I will submit those for the record, and she can respond
to them.

Mr. LEHMAN. 1 do, too, but I will wait. Then we will have ques-
tions and answers both of them together, if you would like to ask
them then.

Mr. Biiucv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Ready?

STATEMENT OF A WITNESS, A PARENT PROM VIRGINIA

The WITNESS. 1 am very honored to be here. There are feelings of
being nervous, shameful, a lot of stigmatism attached to my past.
But I will continue with my story.

1 was raised in a Christian home. There was a feeling of lack of
being a part of the unit. I don't know why that is there. I am
trying to still dig into that.

1 was molested in my midteens by a friend of the family that was
10, 12 years older than myself. There had been a lot of trust factors
involved. 1 put up with that for a period of months. Got married
and started raising a family. There seemed to be a lot of need to
control the situation.

1 molested my daughter for a period of 8 years. My case came out
in 1980. There was some time of denial, maybe 12 hours of it before
I was broken down by a very professional social worker that cared
about stopping child abuse. As soon as I started admitting when I
had done it, I felt like the weight of the world was off of my shoul-
ders. 1 was very ashamed of what I was doing, but there was no
implementation of self-control there.

Within 3 days I had been involved in my first therapy session,
my first meeting at Parents United, and 1 had been involved in the
legal system in the booking and so forth. I signed a confession to-
tally accepting responsibility for what I had done. 1 found that
being in Parents United, my first meeting was very scary. 1 felt
like I was the only person in the world that did such a horrible
thing. Yet when I walked in, Parents United had bee,' formed on
the east coast here maybe for about 6 months, and there were
about 30 or 40 members.

After several meetings, my wife started attending, There were
some victims present in our midst, adults molested as children. Lis-
tening to their stories helped me get in touch with possibly what
my daughter was going through, my wife, and my son.

1 guess I first started having to admit to myself I had a problem
before 1 could even work on it. Accopting total responsibility for
what had happened. There were many times, that mentally I would
try to come up with excuses. But being in therapy, when I left the
therapist's office, I didn't just leave him there. When started
DS'ing myself and starting coming up with excuses, my therapist's
voice would kind of click inside like a tape recording and say:
"What are you feeling inside? What are you doing'?" And I would
finally get in touch with what was happening then.
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To me the hardest question 'piked by my therapist was: "What
are you feeling right now." and I couldn't answer him. There was a
lack of awareness of what was being stimulated, what was inside of
me, what makes me up. So since then I have been able to build
those tiwarenesses to where I try to stay aware of what I am feel-
ing 24 hours a day, at least during my waking hours.

I have consistently tried to work on my problems, and I see them
as growing the rest of my life. I see them as attitude changes. I
haven't taken something completely out of my life. I still have
times of self-centeredness, times of irresponsibility, times of imma-
turity. But I think, for me, trying to find the center of the road is
where I am at with my life. There was a large time there when I
was trying to find the why. Why did I commit incest. I found that
that was a stumbling block in my growth. It was just something
else that stopped me working on my problems.

The system that I was in had me charged with a felony. It was
kept in a lower court system and reduced to a misdemeanor of con-
tributing to the deliquency of a minor. I was sentenced to 2 years
in prison, suspended, on Ow condition I continue therapy with Par-
ents United until the professionals say that I don't have to attend
any more.

Involvement for the whole family is a need in therapy. My wife
and daughter were i..volved, my wife still is. My son never was. He
is still a victim of incest. The attention I didn't give him has been
detrimental to his gi with as a mature person. I relinquished all
my control and responsibilities of telling the children what to do in
the house which laid a larger responsibility on my wife. But that is
where I was. I had told them so many things for so rawly years
that were lies. "I love you," but turn around and abuse them
again. So I had to start a new vocabulary, also.

Earlier one of the witnesses mentioned about the sound bringing
awareness to her. One night my son had been drunk, and I went
in. And 1 was very angry and I picked up and dropped him °a
the floor. He was about 16 at the time. He was passed out drunk.
The sound of him hitting the floor sparked something inside of me
as to what do I want my children to hear from me? I have been so
intimidating to them all of their lives. Do I really want them to
know I really care for them as human beings? Just what do I
want?

So I started having to work on my facial features, volume of my
voice, my hands. What am I telling them versus what do I really
want them to feel for me? So, since 1980, my children have been
able to see som changes in my life. There have started to be some
trust factors rebuilt, and it is a neat feeling. It is a large responsi-
bility I feel on my part, which I never felt before, to have some
one's trust and not use it.

I guess right now it is a time where I am always confronting
myself. Am I being honest with me? Am I being honest with my
therapist?

And I feel it will be a lifetime of growth and continuing to con-
front myself. 1 don't feel that incest is curable. I feel it is controls-
ble. I don't feel that it isI feel that it is generational. If I can
help my children in building some awareness and self-control, and
building their maturity and consciousness of somebody else's right,
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seeing children as human beings with their own rights, there is a
possibility they can grow up to not be perpetrators, also. Thank
you.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you.
I would like to yield at this time to Mr. Bliley.
Mr. Buutv. You said that you had failed your son. He is how old

now?
The WITNESS. He will be 21 in August.
Mr. Bum. I tee. You have not been able to involve him in the

therapy?
The WITNESS. At the time, like 1 said, I had relinquished all con-

trol and responsibility. There were times he went to a therapist
twice, but he was acting out with pot, and the two times he did go,
he was still coming down of a high, and he wasn't honest. He
didn't want to go. It was a reluctance in going.

He still has an attitude that he doesn't have any poblems. Now,
when he does have problems in his married life, then he talks
about going to there: y. But, of course, when things get better, then
there is no need and he doesn't see his problems.

I think for me being in therapy, being confronted in Parents
United has heaped me understand that other people can see things
that I not twessarily can see In .my own self. And I need that con-
frontation. He needs that confrontation he can't see it either.

Mr. BLILEY. Is your daughter still at home and your family still
together?

The WITNESS. My wife and 1 are divorced. My daughter just
turned 18. She is living with a friend that is a friend of my ex-
wife's. She has started to build some maturity, some responsibility.
And that is where she is at with that right now.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Anthony.
Mr. ANTHONY. I have no questions.
Mr. LEHMAN. I have a few questions for Ms. Deacon I will submit

for the record. But I would just like to recall two statements that
the gentleman made. One was you said the problem was genera-
tional. Does that mean that you would think that it moves from
generation to generation by people, each generation observing what
happens to them or do you think there is a genetic factor involved,
and a predisposition to incest?

I would like to ask the anonymous gentleman that. Did you hear
what I said? I will repeat the question.

The WITNESS. OK.
Mr. LEHMAN. You mentioned the word "generational." I wanted

to know whether that means that it was generational in the sense
that one generation picks up incest from observation, or being part
of the act, and passes it on to the next generation, or do you mean
that there is a genetic predisposition in the person that is inherited
that would lead them to these incestuous practices.

The WITNESS. OK. One thing I didn't bring out was that 8
months after my case came out, we found out that my dad had also
molested both my kids. All right.

After digging into his problems for the first time in all of my life,
I found out that his dad molested him. 1 wasn't aware of any of
that.
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I can use a lot of things excuses. It is generational. I did it
because my dad was molested. But, for me. I don't feel that it is
anything except my own responsibility in what happens. There was
a lot of low self-esteem. I acted out in a sexual way. For me it is
not a sexual problem. I am not stimulated sexually with kids. I do
have problems with fantasy. I do have problems with stress. I
didn't act out with alcohol or drugs. I did act out in extramarital
affairs. I didn't act out in physical abuse, but there were times
when I did physically abuse them, OK, but I chose incest to act out
in. For me I guess that is the generational thing that I see.

Mr. LEHMAN. What I hear then is that you perceive something
genetically, that it is possibly genetic that you have inherited and
your rather inherited, and that it is programmed into your central
nervous system or whatever to this effect?

The WITNESS. OK, but there are other cases where children were
molested by parents that were molested and don't grow up

Mr. LEHMAN. Works both ways.
The Wyman. And don't grow up to molest their own.
Mr. LICHMAN. So you go back to your original statement. It is

something, from inception or whatever, which causes us, which I
would think tat some of the people here that are able to do any-
thing on this would certainly look into this as a form of being able
to gather some data on this problem.

I am not an anthropologist, but I have read some anthropology.
If there is one thing that cuts across every culture in the world
from the most primitive to the most modern, it is the antiincestu-
ous statement. That somehow or another the natural proclivity is
not to incest. The natural proclivity in every society is, I guess, ge-
netically programmed against incest. But there must be some ex-
ceptions.

The other question I would like to ask you, you mentioned that
you came from a Christian home. I don't know what that has
really to do with it. I happen to be Jewish, but I assume a Chris-
tian home means one that is in your interpretation one that prob-
ably was rather rigid, one that had no alcohol, did not use profani-
ty, one that had a rather structured program of church observance,
and had rather tight boundaries of behavior, You threw that in as
sort of a throwaway line so to speak. But I look beyond the throw-
away lines as to why you included that in, and whether you think,
either consciously or subconsciously, this Christian home was a
factor that kept you so tightly structured that you overreacted per-
haps against some of the mores of what would be certainly Chris-
tian behavior.

The WaTNess. OK, I guess I brought that out to ma be help un-
ilerstand that there are no barriers to incest, OK? Even though
there was, I say. a Christian home, we did have the rigid Christian
beliefs, no drinking, no alcohol, no dirty language, so forth. There
wasn't any family structure that I fit as a part of. So there is
something in there that was missing.

During my life and adulthood I also got involved to the Christian
belief to the point I was a Sunday School superintendent, Sunday
School teacher, gospel singer. Yet I was acting out in an inappro-
priate manner. And so faith not necessarily teaches everything we
need to know.
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1 never heard in the Christian areas of my own responsibility in
my decisions: "Lord, I am having a problem with this," and pray
about it. and that takes care of it. And that is not the answer. That
is the way I see a crutch or something to where I can relinquish
my adult responsibilities.

Mr. LoimsN Just to show you I am not in any way pirjudiced,
we actually had a rabbi once in my hometown in Alabama. We lost
him because he followed a small child into a swimming pool. So
you can be a very religious person in any religion and still not be
able to control yourself when it comes to children.

The WITNESS. Right.
Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. Chairman, I have a couple of followup ques-

tions. As I understand your testimony, you say you are divorced.
Your 18-year-old daughter lives not even with the natural mother,
but with a friend of the natural mother?

The WITNESS. Yes.
Mr. ANTHONY. Your son is away from the home and is married?
The WITNINS. Yes.
Mr. ANTHONY. With or without children?
The WITNESS. Without so far.
Mr. ANTHONY. What I am curious about is whether or not at the

present time there is a sufficient amount of regaining the self-
esteem on your own part, a comprehensive understanding of what
the problems are. You state that the problem is not curable but
controllable. I would like to set up a hypothetical situation and
then go back and be your therapist and ask you how you feel
today.

The WITNESS. OK.
Mr. ANTHONY. Your 18-year-old daughter falls in love, gets mar-

ried, and has children. You become a grandparent. Your son has
children. You become a grandparent again. You are suddenly with-
out the structure of the normalized Parents Anonymous or Parents
United. You don't have that therapy session to attend. You state
now for the record that although you didn't know, you now have
found out that your grandfather and father were both child molest-
ers. Do you feel you have established that inner control, and self-
estoem? Has that been carried over into trust to Parents United
and to both your son and your daughter to the extent that you feel
like you could have a healthy, normal relationship with your
grandchildren?

You could add to that. You appear to be a fairly young individ-
ualpossibly a new wife and a new family.

The WITNESS. OK, hypothetically I would rather not deal with
that, but in real life my daughter is pregnant. The father, he has a
lot of my old traits. She has decided not to marry.

There has been a trust factor to where she tells me she feels
comfortable in me babysitting that child. For me that stimulates
some fear. fear of my past doing, OK. But also it creates someit
creates some good feelings inside to realize that for myself I have
changed is lot of my lifestyle, my attitudes. Looking at myself and
checking and confronting myself and trying to help .my therapist
and other people confront me as to what they are seeing, is it real.
Vor me when I finally draw my last breath on my deathbed and I
an look back and I can reflect that I haven't molested and I
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haven't done things that were destructive, that I have been a pro-
ductive person, I can say it was for real. If I take it away from my
therapy or if I haven't, that is still my responsibility from my
growth. I try to grow every day, from books I read, from movies,
that I perceive something maybe the producer has put in there for
someone's growth. I can become and continue to be a very produc-
tive person.

We have in Parents United what we call a sponsorship training
which is special training once a month for people that have met
certain criteria and growth. One of those exercises that we do is
write down what you would like on your epitaph. For me, I want
my children to write of their Dad as a Jolting Dad that was produc-
tive in my life.

There was a time during the judicial system in the process that I
was very suicidal, and that I had my pistol in my mouth three
times. And I see this is as a very low, irresponsible way of life. For
some reason I didn't pull the trigger. For some reason something
came inside of me and says, you have victimized your family all
these years and here you are going to do the ultimate to them. Is
that what you want your kids to remember you as? No. I love my
kids. I want them to have good memories. No matter how much
time I have on this Earth or to be with them, I will try to use it
constructively and productively for them and for myself. And socie-
ty.

I regret this screen, OK. There have been times when I was full
face on TV. and it was in an area and in a situation where they
didn't make prints. Where it wouldn't be in the media and just to
let the person know and the society what a perpetrator looks like.
It is not the dirty old man that I remember being told about, with
a trench coil and the bag of candy. It is somebody that you may be
satin* next to in church, in here, or wherever, on the bus. It
doesn t matter. We don't know that much about each other. My
exwife, if she had known what was going to happen, she would
have never stayed with me even though she was a victim, too.

Mr. ANTHONY. When you say she was a victim, you are saying
she was molested as a child?

The WITNESS. She was molested by her cousin.
Mr. ANTHONY. Was she aware of the circumstances in the home

prior to it being made public?
The Wrrmos. No, I was too good at that. I had been trained and

conditioned as a child growing up that I used to lie to my Mom be-
cause of the fear of what she might do if she found out and it
seemed like she believed and it conditioned me into being a little
better. I was secretive about what I did because I was ashamed of it
because there was lack of self-control. There wasn't enough shame
and enough motivation to stop it.

Mr. ANTHONY. What is the legal status of your case at the
present time?

The WITNESS. I have been out from under the legal system for 2
years.

Mr. ANTHONY. No problem since?
The WITNP:s4S. No.
Mr. ANTHONY. Gainfully employed?
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The WITNESS. Yess. The legal system helped me realize the detri-
ment that l bed done. Parents United and therapy helped me real-
ize the depth of my problem. The legal system implemented a lot of
areas where I used to say that person runs a red light, he ought to
go to jail, where I gave myself reasoning as to why I am late. It is
OK for me, I have abided by the same rules everyone else does, and
it has given me a motivation to put control in my life, whether it is
speeding, going through a red light, or physically attacking some-
one. The laws I live under and the people I am involved with.

Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you.
I yield back.
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, and my hesitancy at the first part

about the validity of this testimony has been certainly removed. At
this point I really think that your testimony should have the same
weight as any other testimony, and I think you have made a re-
markable witness, that you are a sensitive human being and are a
very bright human being, and you have made a real contribution to
this committee and I thank you for being here.

The WITNESS. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. Now, we will clear the room for about 5 minutes so

our witness can go back to work. Then we will resume our last
panel.

IA short recess was taken.
Mr. LEHMAN. Panel number II is Vincent Fontana, Johanna

Schuchert, Frederick Green, and J.M. Whitworth.
Please come to the witness table.

am going to have to excuse myself for a few minutes. I am
going to turn the hearing over until I am able to return, to Mr.
Anthony. As with other witnesses, if you would summarize your
statements, without objection, your-full statements will be Included
in the hearing record.

The first witness will be Mr. Fontana.

STATEMENTS OF VINCENT FONTANA. M.D.. MEDICAL DIRECTOR
AND PEDIATRICIAN IN CHID', NEW YORK FOUNDLING HOSPI.
TAI.. CENTER FOR PARENT ANI) CHILD DEVgLOPMENT, PRO-
FESSOR OF CLINICAL PEDIATRICS, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, CHAIRMAN 010 MAYOR'S TASK FORCE
ON ABUSE ANI) NEGLECT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Dr. FONTANA. 1 want to thank the chairman and committee for

inviting me to testify at this hearing. I will read off my formal
statement and then I will be happy to answer any questions that
might be posed.

As a pediatrician who has been involved with the issues of child
abuse and neglect for the last two decades. I can attest to the fact
that we have had little help in dealing with the problems of child
protection in this country. It has been difficult getting our legisla-
tures and the community at large to understand and accept the re-
ality of child maltreatment. The incidence of child abuse and ne-
glect has been met with general disbelief as people sought ways of
denying the existence of child maltreatment.

The process of awareness and acceptance has been a very slow
process. Today in l9 -1, child maltreatment is recognized by the
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professionals as our of the most important social medical problems
confronting our society. More than 1 million children a year are
maltreated in the United States. Official national reports have in-
creased by 125 percent between the years 1976 and 1982. In New
York City alone, we average 55,000 reports of child abuse and ne-
glect in any 1 year. For every child that is reported as being
abused or neglected, I feel there are probably five or more children
who are going unreported, undetected, and unprotected.

We are losing the battle against child abuse because of the gov-
ernmental and community indifference. We feel that our endan-
gered children are not endangered and we fail themnot by a lack
of our knowledge but a failure to act on what we know.

Child maltreatment encompasses physical abuse, emotional
abuse, sexual abuse, medical negligence, psychological neglect, and
physical neglect. In all these cases, inadequate parenting is the
major issue. Considering then the maltreatment of children in the
context of these various signs of abuse and neglect, one can state
that today in the 1980's child maltreatment is a major problem
confronting a large number of parents caught in the web of a mul
tiproblem family unit. It is estimated that between 84 and 97 per-
cent of all parents subject their (gulch.. to some type of punish-
ment, physical or otherwise.

Child abuse and neglect is increasing at the rate of 15 th.teent
every year throughout the United States in spite of all the positive
advances and efforts that have been made in the field of recogni-
tion, prevention, and treatment. The problem of sexual abuse of
children also continues to increase and the probability of a nation-
al incidence larger than the reported incidence of physical abuse of
children is staggering,

The problem of children and families in crisis is rising. When
children and families are subjected to a continuum of abuses and
indifferences by society, we give rise to their fear, their neglect,
their abuse, their isolation, and their despair. Complacence about
this maltreatment of children is complacence about violence. If we
do not recognize the one, we cannot conquer the other.

Within a troubled society, children in the welfare system who
are seriously disadvantaged are particularly vulnerable to abuse
and neglect. In the midst of family conflicts, economic and spiritual
poverty, alcohol and drug abuse, a child's future growth and devel-
opment is threatened. Unfortunately, the a ',use and neglect among
these children is unrelenting and life-threatening, with profound
consequences to the child, family, and se. lay,

Child aLuse kills in three ways: the child, the family, and euciety,
As a result, we are faced with the prospect of thousands of children
growing up unhappy, maltreated, and clt.prived. The teenage

i
delin-

quents, alcoholics, drug addicts, and prostitutes we see in our
streets have for the most part been products of a multiproblem vio-
lent home in which they have seffered abuse and neglect. These
are the children that assault, rob, murder, and commit su: 1/41e.
These are the throwaway and the runaway children.

There are thousands of such troubled, emotionally damaged
youth that are growing up finding it difficult to live with or with-
out parents. These are the children that have been abandoned ut
home, have developed hostility and have declared open war on sod-
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s.ty and their parents. During these times, the lines of communic
lion between parnt's end child are nonexistent, replaced by harsh
words and unfair punishment which intensifies and perpetuates a
vicious cycle of violence breeding violence within the family unit.

The cyclical nature of family violence results in violent behavior
passed from one generation to another. It is definitely known that
children born violent behavior from their parents. The statistics
show that children who groW up in a violent home are more likely
to be violent than those reared in nonviolent homes. We cannot
undo their existence and we cannot permit them to continue on
their present course and tell ourselves we should have done some-
thing to prevent this unnecessary destruction of our children.
There are remedies and there are ways of diminishing this nation-
al and social neglect of our children.

Although we need to continue our efforts to improve the quality
of child protective services, we must also recognise the limitations
inherent in reporting and reactive intervention. Our current ap-
proach to protecting children from abuse and neglect centers on re
porting, which is dependent upon someone noticing that a child
shows signs of possible maltreatment, and investigation, which is
dependent upon someone reporting what they have noticed. Al-
though official reports have increased enormously, in the last
decade. w' are stilt not reaching all of the children who need helr,
the continued deaths of children is evidence of this failure.

Four thousand children die in the United States every year as a
result of abase and neglect. Two children a week die in New York
City of abuse and neglect. We must confront the fact that even the
most perfect reporting and investigation system possible may never
be able to reach all of the children who need protection. What we
are seeing is the upper part of a submerged iceberg. Some children
will never be detected in time because parents can hide the reality
of child maltreatment. Parents can learn how to avoid detection
and the system through experience with it. This happens in all sys-
tems, and there is no reason to doubt that it is happening with the
child protection t:rstem. But this should not make us helpless.
There are ways and a wealth of knowledge and experience that can
and should be put to work.

In the field of child maltreatment, treatment and preventive pro-
grains based on our current understanding of the psychod_ ynamics
of this pediatric problem have been found to he effective. The need
for these treatment programs is glowing and with this growth,
there is also the urgent need of a professional and community con-
cerned awareness that child abuse is everybody's business. '1%e es-
tnhlishment of a systemic process for identifying all "high risk"
families and children from birth in coordinative: with area hospi-
tals, pediatric groups, public health, and family practitioners pro-
vides a vital link for early identification an primary prevention.

Another way is the encouragement of parental self-help. The key
to true prevention of child abuse and neglect is to encourage par-
ents to seek help voluntarily before a child is harmed or killed. Ex-
perience with various experimental treatment programs has shown
that parents will seek help if properly encouraged and offered gen-
uine nonpunit:ie help. This approach builds on the internal moti-
vation many abusing parents have to find a way out from the hurt-
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WI cycle of maltreatment. If these parents are reached, we can
begin to close the gap in Ow protection obtained through the re-
porting-investigating system currentl/ in place.

Parents who are not reported can, in effect, learn to report them-
selves for help if the fear of punishment and retribution is lessened
through supportive help designed to maintain the family.

Parents under stress which may lead to abuse frequently seek
help indirectly to avoid the stigma associated with abusing and ne-
glecting parents. They ask for help without disclosing the true
nature of their problem or their anxiety for the safety of their chil-
dren. They seek help silently because they care about their chil-
dren, they know a cry of pain when they he r it, they are afraid of
their own impulses to harm their children, and they dimly recog-
nize that they need outside help,

Such parents frequently turn ti. hospitals. Their request for help
is hidden in a seemingly meaningless action. They take a healthy
child to a hospital claiming the child is sick and should be admit-
ted for treatment, but the examining physician finds no health
pniblnis to warrant hospitalization. In the past, such parents
would leave the child at a hospital, disappear for a*few days and
then return to pick up the child. In effect, these parents are asking
the hospital to take the child off their hands during a crisis be-
cause they fear they may harm the child. Unfortunately, these
pleas fur help are frequently not understood, or if they are, there is
no procedure that allows the sought help to be given.

Indeed, under the hospital utilization procedures in effect to con-
trol medicaid expenditures, admitting such a child may no longer
be possible. Hospitals in the past would retain patients, especially
children, for social rather than medical reasons, but this practice is
now discouraged if not forbidden. When a child is deemed to have
been kept in a hospital without a medical cause, medicaid reim-
bursement is either denied or the daily rate is reduced. Hospitals,
understandably, see themselves as losing money in such circum-
stances. Efforts must be made to find solutions to this hospital re-
imbursement problem which impedes lifesaving rescue operations
for children in jeopardy.

In October 1981, the mayor's task force of the city of New York,
proposed to Mayor Koch the establishment of the "islands of
safety" program to prevent child abuse and neglect. This would be
an operation which would provide safety for the child and a "bail-
out" for the parents. This program consisted of three components:
A series of crisis nurseries located in various hospitals throughout
the city; volunteer crisis information and referral centers located
in the schools; and it citywide mass media campaign to encourage
parents to seek help voluntarily before abuse occurs or worsens.

Mayor Km' -esponded by establishing one pilot crisis nursery,
located at the New York Foundling Hospital, and five school based
programs, located in one school district in each of the boroughs of
the city. The major picked the site for the demonstration crisis
nursery after the Health and Hospitals Corporation raised objec-
tions to instituting nurseries in the regular acute care hospitals
under its jurisdiction. The type of reimbursement for utilization of
hospital beds was also questioned.
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Th. pilot crisis nursery at the New York Foundling Hospital was
inaugurated, by the mayor and the city council president, in early
April 1982. The program provides a 24-hour capability of offering
short-term relief to highly stressed parents in crisis situations and
links the parents to larger systems of social programs for concrete
services and long term counseling within their communities. The
program is now 2 years old and has proven that parents will use its
services if they know about them. Six hundred and four children
were admitted to the crisis nursery from March 1982 to January
19144. An additional 251 children received services but were not /ad-
mitted to the nursery. The crisis nursery parent helplineand we
use the words "parent helpline" because using the words child
abuse obviously is not going to get anyone to calland so we have
instituted the term "parent helpline" and we have received over
5,45ii calls since its inception. A total of N& children and 477 fami-
lies have been served (Firing this short period.

The basic operating assumption of the crisis nursery is the expec-
tation that parents in stress or crisis may need immediate relief to
prevent child abuse or neglect. This assumption derives from the
stress model or child maltreatment, which explains the causation of
many child abuse and neglect cases as a result of parental frustra-
tion, extreme tension, depression, and even despair. In some cases,
the stress itself may stem from issues that are not directly related
to the child. The presenting problems of the parents who have
turned to the crisis nursery f q. help are in accord with this basic
program assumption. Many us. the parents that i-.ave come volun-
tarily to the crisis nursery were not known to the network of child
protection within the city.

Slightly more than 34 percent of the cases involved parental
fears of being unable to maintain self-control toward the child.
Slightly more than one-fourth of the parents experienced difficulty
in controlling a child; most of these parents were trying to cope
with hyperactive or suing out children, including several whose
children were setting fires. In almost one-fifth of the cases the
parent was distressed over spanking or hitting a child because such
a response was atypical or stronger then customary.

Perhaps as part of a developing national problem, approximately
onerifth of the cases involved families who were undomiciled, a
number of whose parents had refused to go to a shelter because of
the low reputation of actual conditions in the shelter. For admis-
sion. into the nursery there had to be an indication that a child
could be endangered because of parental stress or crisis.

Various forms of interpersonal conflict were among the present-
ing problems of the families who came to the crisis nursery. In
almost on -fifth of the cases, family violence was a problem. Most
of this violence was between the parents or a parent and a boy
friend. In several cases. however, it was between a perent and a
grandparent. In another large group of cases there was a signifi-
cant family conflict or fighting that had not, at least yet, reached
the level of overt violence.

Although the crisis nursery was designed to operate with an
awareness that parents can be deterred from seeking help because
of fears that their children would be taken away from them, we
were surprised to discover that 15 percent of the parents came to
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the crisis nursery twinee . they were actively seeking to have their
children placed. Most had applied for placement of their child but
had been rejected.

Most of the chip; yen served by the program, however were not
placed. A placement occurred in only 28 percent of the cases.
About three-fourths of the cases received services other than place-
ment. Among the most frequent referrals were counseling or ther-
apy; day care; rehousing; welfare; shelter or temporary living sr-
rangements; parent education programs; homemaker services; and
employment or vocational services.

The experience of the crisis nursery during its 2 years in oper-
ation has demonstrated that the basic colcept for the nursery as
an "island of safety" is a practical and reql.istic approach to the
prevention of child maltreatment, arid that it can work in a large
city such as New York. It has proven that parents can be encour-
aged to seek help on their own, that parents will use such a pro-
gram when they know about it, and that meaningful help can be
provided to them in a nonthreatening caring environment.

Another st..tistic is that 75 percent of the families that have
been referred to it community program have followed through after
having been followed for a period of 1 year.

Our experience in New York City, coupled with the experiences
of other programs throughout the United States, have demonstrat-
ed that child abuse can be prevented, that parents can be reached
before seriously harming their children. We have laid the founda-
tion for developing a new approach to protecting children from
abuse and neglect.

Ail programs that promote parental self-help, including crisis
nurseries, drop in centers, crisis intervention services, and Parents
Anonymous, can help us reach parents who are not being identified
b' the existing reporting and investigation system. The parent self-
help approach is the best means we have of closing the gaps in this
System. and reaching those parents that are practicing child abuse
behind closed doors and shuttered windows, parents who know a
cry of pain when they hear it. They hate themselves for what they
are doing, they want help but are afraid to ask for ?t because of the
stigma of child abuse and the fear of having their children re-
moved from them.

Crisis nurseries and islands of safety are approaches which can
rill a crying need for thousands of children and families entrapped
in the web of child maltreatment. We have found ways of prevent-
ing child abuse and neglect. The issue before us is putti gdollars
into developing and supporting these effective programs. ograms
such as crisis nursery concept offers maximum opportunity at min-
imum expense to combat the increasing problem of child abuse and
needless death of infant children.

The bottom line I believe is whether we truly care about making
things better in this country for children and families or whether
we will continue to brag about being a child oriented society while
providing less and less dollars for our children'b health and wel-
fare.

have great concern about an administration with double stand-
ards, one that professes strong commitment to the rights of life and
handicapped children while cutting expenses for their treatment
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services. In addition, I also have great concern about ignoring the
rights of life of the 4,000 or more normal children that die of abuse
or neglect in this country every year while not providing the neces-
sary amounts of money to protect them and give them the type of
future that we should be giving to this country's most Important
natural resource, namely our children.

Thank you.
'Fontana, V.J., Donovan, D. and Wong. R.J. The "Maltreatment

Syndrome" in children. New England Journal of Medicine, 1963,
26W 1389-1394,j

'Prepared statement of Vincent J. Fontana follows:)
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ROWANS) STAMM' or VINOINT J. FONTANA. M.D.. MeDICAL MUMS AND Perna-
yeicsamamklitier, New You FOLINDUNO HOSPITAL. Conroe roe PANDIT AND Crow
DIITtlaPalet4T, PlIOPMISOS Or CLINICAL PlIDIATIOCII, New You Utuningey Common
or Memdrtme, CHAIRMAN or MAYOR'S TASK Poses ON CHILD Amuse AND MCGLIN or
The ern or New You

As a pediatrician who hal been involved with the issues of child Ow*

and neglect for the last two decades. I can attest to the fact that we have

had little help in dealing with the problems of child Protection in this

country. It has been difficult getting our legislatures. and the community-

at-large to understand and audit the reality of child maltreatment. The

Incidence of chat abuse and neglect has beat met with general di she' ief-

as people sought ways of denying the "Jetsam of child maltreatment, The

Process of awareness and acceptance, has been a very slam process. Today in

1964. chiltoeltreatmet it recognized by the professionals as one of the

most important tocialosedicat problems confronting our society. More than

one million children a year are maltreated In the gaited States. In New York

City alone, special servica for children projects that ore than 55,000

children will be reported as abused or neglected In 1984.

Child maltreatment is not a new pbenoenow. It has existed since the

beginning of time. However. it wasn't until 1962 that the topic of child abuse

actually gained medical attention Wien Or. C. Hoary Hope and his associates

in an article in the Journal of the American Nedcal Association coined the

term *betterad.chf id syndrome and proposed that such abuse was a frequent

but unsuspected cause of permanent injury or death to these children. I read

4.
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Or. tain'est piper on the bettered child and was appalled by to oaten,

Ie making rounds et the Nee fork Foundling depitel, it soon became aSeerset that

although some had been brought in .'ter bovine all attired. a greet maJerity

$801.04signs of insidious neglettv tailors to thrive, ashetritios. OOOr shin

hyciaha, irritability, repressive herfeeallaY6 retardation *Wrenn and ass.

gal abuse. In coming to grimi with the whole Picture Of neglect and abuse

of children, L was nth to see a elation veryies from the *pronto of

food and clothing, sinner en fennel love to intense is shin children

were 9461011y abused and mistreated by an adult with resultiag 076101

trues sad °fustian dues. Is ISO, I published NW. 91111 Itsltrueent

Syndrome in Children* OM attechunt 1) hi the li ft/1M &owl of Mien

ant Penne es 07-em.niatelh. description of chile Ono est neglect an

est the bittern-child plinamen is in fut the last plisse of the

saitrostmeNt spectral.

Cent entreatment, therefore, as defined today span o side spectrum of

commissions and attains by parents and gerdiens. bU esconter notionl or

verbal ann. physics) and sewn abuse. She breed tow %glut' Uses son

to include notion neglect or olOGrOol &privatise. physical Neglect, mat -

nutrition. lienropirate notitife. lack of uperrielons. went segleat.

educnionel neglect and ebenotaset.

le ell these cotes. imededuate parenting is the mejer Issue. CoeSideriag

then she ooltromoont of children in the context of t grins sign of
Gem and neglect, one can nets that sedgy in 01 liltbr$ ChM oll1MOIOSot

is s icier problen confrentino a line MOW Of Welt& caught lm the web

of a multinvolem family felt. It is estimated tan be 14 and 97 percent
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of all Velvets sunOct their children to some type of PJN1IINInnt, physical or

Otharwite.

Child spun and nopISC .a incrtaaing at the rata of 131 "Hwy year

throughout the United States in spite of all the positive sesames and efforts

that have Nen nada IN till field of recognition. Prevention and treatment.

The probes/ of soul souse of children else tonneau to *wean 401 the

probability of a notional *Widens loner than the reported landau of P11331

cal abuse of children is staggering. Thos problem of children and families in

crisis is Hain. Mien children and families are subjected to a matiomm of

same sat indifferences by society. we give mu to their fear, their neglect,

their Ouse. their ineletlew ant their despair. 10101easte stout this mal

treatment of children is 011101440111**11.1wah viol.:... If we do not recognise

the en we meet torquer the mtlese.,t.

hithin a trembled akin*. dtildree hr the unfits system who are

seriously disadvantaged are Mirticulerly mlnerable to abuse and neglect. to

the midst of family conflicts, economic and spirituel poverty, alcohol and

VW ohm. e child's future pew* and *veiniest is threatened. gofer-

CanatePs. the abuse and neglect mew these children it unrelenting sad life-

threatening pith profound COISMINCIIII to II* child. folly and society test

are both *mediate and tong term. he a result we are faced with the prospect

of thousands of children growing up unhappy. entreated one deprived. ale

teen-age delinquents. alcoholics. drug addicts sod prostitutes we see in our

stmets, have for tee nest part boon eroded* of a neltiproblem violent home

in which they have suffered shuts and neglect. These ore the children that

assult, rob, murder and commit Ortide. These are tea throat's), and the
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runway children. there are %Mos nee of such troubled, emotionally denell

Youth that are growing uP finding it difficult to live with or withOot

TheSe are the children that have been abandoned et hone, have dovnlabothPtillitY
and have *petered open war 04 Satiety and their points. (luring these times.

She linos of communication between Parents and child are 440-UiStent masted

by harsh nerdi and wesirPenilheentsditeh intensifies aildPerPeCuete I

vicious cychHeviolenCe brooding within the family unit. The cyclical nature

of fiddly violence results in violent behavior Wised frOM one generation to

Slither. Children learn violent tviheViOr free their parents the statistics

show that children who Pm up sir violent hoer are more likely to be

violent then those Mare* Sc wee-vieient how We cannot undo their existence

and we cannot permit than to continuo on :Heir prom t course and tell ourselves

we should. have does something to praline this onnecossers deetnceloo of our

childree. There are reedits mot thire yews of diminlehine this national

and social neelect of our children.

Although we used to continue our efforts to heron the *Wily of child 4

Protective services, we met else recognise the limitations inherent in reporting

and reactive intertenttee. Our anent operate to protecting Child's* from

abuse and Welt centers on reporting, which is de/Modem' upon someone Retitle,

that a child shows signs of possible voltreateent, and Investigation, which Is

dependent upon someone reporting Iona, they have noticed. Altheagh official reports

have increased enennousiy In the last decide, we ere still not reaching all of

the children who used NON the continued deaths of children is evidence of this

failure.

We oust confront the foss Snit even the emit perfect reporting end investigatic
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glue Possible may Over bs able to reach all of the childree who neet protection.

Sone children will never bs detected in time because parse* Can hide the reality
of child maltreatment. Parents can learn has he avoid *tome and the system

througn megrims with its this happens In alt systoles lad there Is ao reason

to doubt that It is happening with the corn Protection MOP, tut this does
not rake us notPless. *era are on«

In the field of child entreatment, treethent and Preventive progress

Mod on our current understanding of the psycho-dynamics of this pediatric

Prongs have ton found to be effective. The need for these Vestment Protein

is 9rce/ing and with this growth there is also the urgent Ned of a profession

eat coon ty sonar rist ahervase that child dew it everybody's WOO*.

the establisloot of a systemic process for identifying all '4110 HIV fem.

it fee and Oltsfreir from birth. hi coordlettiem with ova hasp /tile. pediatric

roues. public hot and teeny Praititloort provides a vital link ?Or

early identification and priory prevention.

Mother way Is the acouragoot of WOW Self -help. The key to true

prevotioo of child abase and meat Is to encourage parent to** help

voluntarily bevy a &Mt is hamemt irretlaireble or killed. Ceperience with

varied experimental treason programs hes shoo that Parents will seek help

if properly encouraged end_offered Mains non.ounitive help. This approach

WOO on Oa lateen"' motivrtion many.ableing parents hosts finds way

out from the hurtful cycle of mettreitiont. If these points are reached. we

can begin to close the gap In the protection Obtained through the rePOrdioil-

Investigating system currently in Mace. Parents who ars not retorted can.

In effect. tom to report therniataell for bete 0 if the for of Outshoot and
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retribution is lessened through supportive help designed to ealnteln the fully.

Parents under stress which may 1e6d to abuse frequently seek help indirectly

to avoid the stigne associated with abusing end neglecting parents. They ask

for 4elo without disciosfwg tue true neture If their wawa oreeefreeei.ey

for the safety of their children. They seek help silently because they sere

Mot their children, they knew e cry of pain when they hear It. they are afraid

of'Sh046.0101 00011OS to hems their children. end they dimly recognise that

they need outside help.

Sven Parents frequently turn to hesOltels. Their request for help is

MUSS In 6 seemingly meaningless action. They take 6 healthy child to 6 hospltel

cialedniithe child Is sick and should be admitted for treaties*. but the ex«

aeleing physician fhotsnoheattirprobleettsmarreethespitelitatioe. in the

Oast. such parents would leave the chtldatahospitel, disappear fore few

galtalpmataeo rMure Os Pick OP ttlIchltd. In Week, tease parents are asking

tne hospital to tete the child one their hands during 6 crisis because they

fur they may hare the Child. Unfortunately. these Olen for help are frequently

net understood. or, if they ere, bare is no procedure abet allows the sought

help to b given.

indeed. undertherhosoltal utAllistiorprocedures in effect to control

fiediceld ehhoodlturele edolttiag such a child say no longer be Possible. Mospltel

used to retain patients, eseeclally children. for "social' rather than medical

reasons, but this Practice is now discouraged if net forbidden. Mime 6 child

is eeemet to have been kept in 6 hospital ulthouta medical CSOSO. Medicaid

reimbursement is either denied or the daily 'Pete is reduced from the hospital

rate of shout 1200 nor day to a boarder rats of Am* S40 per day. MosPitels.

vederttandeblY, see themselves as 'losing' money In such circumstances. gffOrtS
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'list be made to fine solutions to this hospital relmbursetent problem unit,'

Impedes life saving rescue operations for children in jewel".

Iles York City's Islands of Safety Fromm

In mow Iggi, tap meyor's Task fore Proposes to NSW gigh 06 66 -

tablishment of on "Islands of Safety" program to Prevent child abuse and

neglect. This program, consisted of theft cements:

a serfs* of clots Parser* limited in verities hot-
Melo throughout ea City

volunteer crisis information and referral centers lo-
cated In the schools

00

OtYwid cos t aledio wee*, to 4nCOurbfe esteem
to seek help wolvaesrtly Wore dun OCFPE or worsens

layer Nook reeendee br estolinolting one Pilot crisis notary, loaded

at Omega dos Foundling Nospital, and five school.bosedINOWIMS, locoed

to one school district lir sack of tie twoolki of the City. The Meyer picket

thrt alts for the doonstroMen crisis OVUM after the Neelth sod %spittle

Corporation raised ciliation to instituting nurseries in the reeler acute

Gore hOOplbals oar its jerisdictlen. The type of releisesseint for the

utilisation of hospital beds nn also 41401610C

gm 'fork rambling Crisis NurtarY - °W and of kfital

The Pilot crisis morsery at the lime 'fort foundling liesoiatl was Inegurated.

by Lib Mayor and the City Council President, in early *11 1903. Ihe program

is nowt years old mend has preen that parents will use its .servias If they

know about thins. . 367 adieu. were admitted to the

Crisis Nursery during its first year in operation* an additional 78 children

received services but were not adoittad. The Crisis Nursery's Parent NelplIne

has received over 4,000 calls since its inception.
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A *sic operating assumption of the Crisis Nursery is the expectation

mat parents in stress or crisis any need relief to prevent child abuse or

aotlect, this assumption derives from the 'stress model' of child aeltreatmont,

which explains the *auntie/ of ow4,4414 Ouse and nosiest CAW Is s result

of parental frustration, extreme tension, depression and OW OSSpalr. to

use cases. the stress itself sly stem from issues test ere not directly

related to the child. tie proton:ins problems of she perms weo have cure-
ad to this Crisis Nurser/ for help are to *Card with this basic program assume-

Mon.

$lIgetly are then 30 of the cum involved perentel fears of Mine

eels to *Intel. self-control towards the child. Slightly WS thin sae.

fourth itlig of the parents **oriented difficiE.y In controlling a chlIA

most o f the mote sore trying twig* with !overactive or sotingext children,

including several chose thildrow vori settial fine. stoat ens fifth (la)
of the cases, the parent one distressed WV winking or hitting a child be-

cause such a Panne Iris atypical or strew leap *steer'.

14,11405 as pert of a developing nativist problem, appraial:sly On fifth

(leS) of the ceies 'reeved Amities vile ors odemiciled, s enter of whose

parents hid refesed to go to a shelter because of the low reputation or Wag

conditions in the shalt' For *nisei*, there het to be is indication that

a child could be endangered hem* of parental stress or crisis.

Variedly,* of intirlior$00.1 COlifilit were asap the intestine problem

of the twill* tee area to the Crisis Amity. In 'lent ens fifth (1110

of the eases, family violence was a problem. NM of this violence was bet**

the parents or a per,* end a boyfriend. In severe cases, liannwr, it ors

between a parent and a gesed7parent. In soother large group of woos (23$),
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Mins ws a ligniticsat tally conflict or fighting Shot hid net, SA least yet.

rolChed the level of overt violence,

Although Cho Crisis Nursery was 110$1,00d to merits with en aWArenels

that DorentA ley be aterfed fro, seeking help because of veers that tiele

children hoop Oe toile say fres thee. Wien surprised to discover tint

15% of the parents uma to lie Crisis Nursery thaw they were actively seekieg

to have their children "laced. Nose had Wise for placement but had been

?edicts..

Mast of the children served by the program Afteeer0 Wee net Placed.

A filecasot occurred in only US of the cases. About three fourths of the cons

received terrine other Oa 'leonine. fang the most *aunt referrela weft:

counselling or therapy (515)a day card (205)a Mousing (leg); welters (13$)s

shelter or taperer, living arrangements (115): parentrananaprogren (l4)1

isms agor salvias (15)t, sat aalossmot or vocitfenet services (S).

The athriene of the Crisis Nursery. during its two pan in oareaos

has demonstrated Chet the bastc concept of the foolery se on "Island of Safety"

is s practical and realistic apnoea I. the nannies of child olitrosoost

and that it can eve work it a Inge City nth as New fork. It has proven that

pirate an leb encouraged tm seek hell On liner an. that parson will UN

such e program when they knew about it, seed that meaningful OOP can be provided

to On In e no-threatenial caring en virsnsmnt.

Conclusion,

Our 'Writ= in Ilse Turk City, 0:01,1111.04 with the meanness of other

progress throughout the United Stites. have dmonstreted that child those the

be prevented, tilt Persists can he MUMMA before seriously harelip their children,

we here laid the foundation for developing a new approach to protecting children
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front abuse and neglect. All Programs that Promote parental self-help. sad-0310N

crisis nurseries. dreP-in-canters.crisis intervention services, and Parents

Monroe:mu can help us reach parents who ara not being identified by tne ex-

isting reporting and Investigation system. The parent self -help approach is the

but means we My* of closing the gaps in this system, led reaching those

parents that are practicing child abuse behind closed doors and shuttered

windpipe parents wine Imo* a cry of pain Oise they Mar it. They hats them-

selves for what that' are doing, they wad! help but are afraid to ask for

it because of the stigma of child abase and the fear of having their children

removed from thee. Crisis Nurseries and islands of safety are approaches

which our fill a crying rand for thousands of children and families entrapped

in the web of child siltreatment.
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CRISIS NURSERIES A PREVENTIVE APPROACH TO CH11.0 MALTREATMENT

' Vincent J. Fontana, M.D.

New York Foundling Hospital

Center for Parent and Child Development

Reports of child abuse and neglect have risen dramatically throughout

the United States in the Past decade due in part to a greater professional

and Public awareness of the problem. There are other factors that must be

considered in the escalation of child abuse, namely unemployment, the state

of the economy and the *ease of the extended family. The despair and frus-

tration experienced by a parent who is unemployed or having fiscal Problems

Can result in child maltreatment. The relationship between poverty, unem-

Ployment and greater risk for child maltreatment is an important considera-

tion since many parents are finding it increasingly more difficult to cop.

with the emends and responsibilities of child rearing. In New York City

between July 1981 and June 1962 alone, reports increased by 269 as compared

with i temperable period the year before. 46,000 city children were in-

volved In the child abuse and neglect reports to the State's Central Re-

gistry. The annual New York State total has more than doubled from 29,912

reports in 1974 to 64,421 in 198r.

Medical Director and Pediatrician-inChief, New York Foundling Hospital
Center for Parent and Child Development.

Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, New York University School of Medicine.

Chairman of the Mayor's Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect of the

City of New York,
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Most abusive parents are overwhelmed by the demands of parenting

due to a variety of situational and personal stresses. In csneral.

abusive parents have very few lifelines, suf/arinp from social Isola-

tion. low self esteem, depression and Poor self control. During a time

of diminished caPacity to cone. especially when wider situational stresses

such as financial worries, alcoholism. drug addiction, teen-age pregnancies,

illness, death of a loved one, divorce or separation. children are at the

greatest risk for serious abuse or neglect at the hands of their parents.

In response to these realities. the concept of crisis nurseries as

"islands of safety" was conceived and developed. The crisis nursery can

serve as an "Island of Safety" for the child and parents by providing a

frustrated and distraught parent a "cooling off" period and human support-

ive services that can help prevent future Child maltreatment. The concept

of a crisis nursery -- "Island of Safety" -- provides, therefore, a safe

environment for the child and a non-threatening resource for the troubled

parent. it if meant for the many Parents who do not wont to harm their

children but may because they are on the brink of violent acting out be-

havior. A Program of this type seeks to offer parents in crisis an al-

ternative to child abuse or neglect and a path to finding help.

in November of 1981. the Human Resources Administration of the City

of New York responded to the Mayor's Task Force on Child Abuse's prOposal

for establishing an "Island of Safety" program in New York City.

A pilot crisis nursery was established at the New York .oundling

Mosoital Center for Parent and Child Development maintaining a twenty-four

hour capability of responding to calls for assistance to distressed par-

ents. 8y offering crisis intervention to highly stressed parents and

linking the aarent to the larger system of social services within the

community, the ootentlaI for abuse /neglect is immediately diminished. It
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may not be the answer to every case of child abuse or neglect but has

already proven to be helpful to those parents and children who have been

afraid to ask for help because of the stigma of child abuse and the fear

of having their child removed from their care.

The populations served by the crisis nursery are parents or bonafide

caretakers of children six years cf age or under who are at risk of being

abused or neglected. The services Provided for the children admitted to

the crisis nursery include: Physical examination and routine medical care;

shelter and sleeping accomodations; meals; supervised play periods; be-

havioral assessment by the child care staff; and Protective custody of a

child is warranted. For the Parents: temporary relief or a "cooling off*

period from their child care nrwonsibilitiek psycho - social assessment and

evaluation; counseling; concrete assistance; referral supportive services;

and emergency assistance if necessary for transportation. food and shelter.

The program is more than Just a nursery where parents can leave their chil-

dren for one or two days. but also offers a range of supportive community

services to the parents even if the children are not kept overnight.

Children are admitted overnight only when professional Judgment indicates

that their admission is necessary for their safety.

The crisis nurser, is a residential care facility which provides

short.term 24 to 72 hours, care to children who are potential victims of

abuse or neglect. The services of the New York Foundling's crisis nursery

are available to 'areas of children 6 years or younger throughout the

five boroughs of the city, exceptions being made to the age limitation

based on census and clinical Judgment. A Parent helPline number publi-

cized by means of a public awareness campaign indicated the availability

of an "Island of Safety" for troubled Parents, Because abs and ne-
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glecsful parents frequently do not have transportation, every effort is

mode by staff to arrange for parents' arrival to the crisis nursery in

a convenient and easy meaner. This nursery accepts referrals frt. all

private and public agencies and from the parents themselves.

It is important for the success of a crisis nursery that a working

relationship be developed with the local child protective units in order

to coordinate and expedite the necessary supportive services for the par

ent and provide protection of the child whenever necessary. It is essen-

tial that the reporting and investigation by social services be done in

such a way that the parents view this intervention as help and not an

intrusion in an effort to remove the child from the family unit.

RESULTS.

Wring the first 11 moots 367 children from 117 families were ad-

mitted to the crisis nursery. An additional 78 children from 44 families

received in- person services without being admitted to the nursery. During

this time, the parent helplinu received 1,997 calls. The volume of service

activity on cases receiving program services include: (1) 626 in - person

interviews or counseling sessions with parents and other involved rela-

tives; (2) 1,914 telephone conversations with parents and other family

members: (3) 1415 collateral telephone conversations with various agen-

cies: and (4) 945 calls to or from components of the New York City Special

Services for Children Agency,

176 case records on families involving 340 children that received

Services from the Crisis Nursery at the New York Foundling Hospital be-

tween March 29, 1982 and March 31, 1983 ware received and the data is
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highly rmormsertative of the cases that hive been served by the Crisis

Nursery. The tabulations are based on hand counts and consist of fre-

quency distributions. No computer facilities were available to perform

more elaborate analysis of the date collected. The report is Mat to

be a preliminary evaluation of the type of twines that were serviced

in the Crisis Nursery during the first year of its operation.

The age of the mothers known to the Crisis Nursery ranged from 15

to 45 years old, with an average age of 27.3. Almost 11% of the mothers

were under 20 years old, and 15% wre over 35 years old. Although the

teenage mother is generally considered to be a higher risk for possible

child maltreatment, about two thirds of the mothers who came to the

Crisis Nursery were between 20 and 301 years old.

As can be expected, the age of the mothers at the time of the birth

of their first child, as reported to the Crisis Nursery, is lower than

the average age at time of contact with the nursery. The average age at

which the mothers gave birth to the first child, they informed the Crisis

Nursery, is 21. Almost hell' of these mothers (46%) first gave birth during

their teenage years. Approximately 8% were between 13 and IS and 38% were

between 16 and 19 years zld. Seven percent were 30 or older when they

gave b'rh to their first child.

Although IS% of the case records did not include data on the number

of fathers, information available indicated that 6% of the cases involved

three fathers; 57% Involved only one father, and another 21% involved two

fathers. ..t

It is possible, of course, that the mothers did not accurately report

the true number of fathers of their children, but there is little reason
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to arcaPt this explanation because of the sensitive and personal nature

of other informition they did report to the staff. The 'aortae issue

is not the total number of fathers but the presence or absence of the

fathers, which is a measure of the extent to which the mothers are bear-

ing the full responsibility of child care.

In over three fourths of the cases (77.3%), no father was in tree

home. The father was in the home only 16% of the cases, This means,

of course, that the others often bear the full weight of the burden of

raising their children. This is reinforced by the fact that more than

60% of the mothers were not living with other relatives or friends and

even among those who were, there was frequently conflict; thus, the living

arrangements were not a source of $400ort and most of the mothers were

living in social isolation. In 6% of the cases, the records were not

clear about whether or not a father was in the how.

The average number of child. en per family was 1.9 which is about the

same as the average number of children in families reported for suspected

child abuse or neglect (1.7 in New York City in 1960). Almost half of the

families (44%) had one child and almost another third (32%) had two chil-

dren. Only 2.4% of the families had six or more children. One family

was the classically large family of nine children.

A total of 340 children in 176 families were seen of which 254 or 75%

were admitted to the Crisis Nursery. Approximately one fourth (24%) of

the families had three or more children when interviewed. The Waller

stze of these families, as well as the families reported for suspected

child abuse and neglect. may well reflect the general decreasing size of
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American families and that large families are not necessarily more likely

to be at risk for child maltreatment.

Cher ninety percent (93%) of the mothers who camp to the Crisis Nursery

were from minority croups: black (67%), hispanic (32%) and one oriental

mother. Only 7% were white, including Russian and Eastern European. 'his

data was not obtained In seven cases that consisted of an anonymous tele-

phore contact. The ethnicity of the fathers does not necessarily corre-

spond to the mother's. For example, the father of the oriental mother's

child was hispanic but this data was less frequently known because of the

limited contact with most of the fathers.

The majority of the families (59%) are on welfare; two of these families

were receiving public assistance in another state at the time of their con-

tact with the Crisis Nursery. Another 6% of the families had recently been

cut off welfare and 3.9% were trying to get on it. Ten percent were re-

ceiviri Supplemental Security 'name. disability or Social Security benefits

or unemployment insurance. Twenty-three percent were hot on welfare or re-

ceiving other benefits end in 1% of U. cases, the mothers were evasive

about their income. This data was not available on 3% of the cases.

Over one fourth of the families (271) had related a history of sub-

stance abuse, involving the parents or grandparents. Nerd drugs accounted

for 13% of this total while alcohol accounted for 9S of this total. Al-

most five percent involved both drug and alcohol abuse.

It h entirely possible that these data underestimate the history of

drug abuse within the families that came to the Crisis Nursery. Parents

may have been reluCtant to discuss possible criminal violations that are

torrent; most of the reported drug addiction was described as in the past

le as involving an absent Parent.
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almost one third (Mil of the p-rents who cam* to the Cr!sis Nursery

indicated that they had been abused or neglected as children. It is pos

sibIe that a long-term treatment relationshiP, rather than the crisis in-

tervention service of the nursery. sight reveal that more of the parents

were maltreated as children. in at least 6% of the cases one parent had

been Placed as a child.

Almost half of the 176 families came to the Crisis Nursery through

two ways: 23% were parents who came to the New York Foundling because of

the Foundling's general rvm'tatlon; either they or a lrierd had heard of

it or had previous contact with the Foundling Hospital. 18% responded

to posters that the Human Resources Administration designed and placed in

Income Maintenance Centers, Medicaid Offices, Bay Care Centers, and Public

Housing lobbies. Another VON of the parenti were referred by other agen-

cies ur hospitals. thirteen percent were referred by the public child

Protective welfare agency (Special Services for Children), and 66 were

referred through a centralized parent helPline established by NRA during

the second six months of the program's existence. Four pe,cent responded

to special notices mailed with public assistance checks, and mother 4%

came on the recommendation of other Crisis Nursery clients. Eleven per-

cent heard of the Program because of radio and television programs or

articles ir newsPapers and magazines.

A basic operating assumption of the Crisis Nursery is the expectation

that parents in stress or crisis may need relief to Prevent child abuse

or neglect. This assumption derives from the "stress model" of child mal-

treatment, which explains the causation of many child abuse and neglect

cases as a result of frustration, extreme tension and even despair that is
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displaced from the crisis situation to the child. In some Cetett the

stress ltalf may stem from issues that are not directly related to the

child. The presenting problems of the parents who have turned to the

Crisis Nursery for help are in accordance with this basis program as-

somPtion.

Most of the parents who have come to the Crisis Nursery had more than

one Presenting problem. For them to receive help from the Crisis Nursery,

however, the infttel assessment must disclose a connection between the

presenting problem and the safety or well-being of a child in the care of

the parent. These are the Problems that were noted at the time of the

initial assessment and opening of a case. The customary experience in social

services, that additional problems surface later on, is also true for the

Crisis Nursery.

Slightly more than one-third of the cases (345) included parental fears

Of being unable to maintain self-control toward.the child. Slightly more

than one-fourth (26%) of the parents reported difficulty in Controlling a

child's behavior. hest of these parents were attempting to cope with hy-

Peractive or acting out children, including several whose children were

setting fires. In only ore of these cases was it clear to the staf/ that

the child was not a behavior problem, but that the parent had a highly

distorted view of the child's behavior. In almost one fifth (165) of

the Vises, the parent ve'balized distress over spanking or hitting a

child because such a response was atypical or much stronger than customary

disciplinary measures.

Approximately one-fifth of the cases (18S) involved families that

were undomiciled a number of whose parents had refused to go'to e shelter
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because of the reputation or actual conditions in the shelter. The mere

fact of undomocility AS not sufficiet to admit a child into th crisis

nursery. For admission, there had to be an indication that the child could

be endangered because of parental stress or crisis. The data presented in

Table 14 concern only cases that were accepted or opened for services.

Other housing problems included impending eviction which was reported In

22% of the cases.

Various forms of inter-personal conflict were among the presenting

problems of the families who have came to the Crisis Nursery. In almost

one-fifth (18%) of the cases, family violence was a current problem. Most

of this violence involved the parents or a mother and a boyfriend. In

several cases, however, it was between a parent and a grandparent. In one

such case. the maternal grandmother had pulled a knife on the mother during

a heated argument and threatened her family. In another large group of

cases (23%), there was significant family conflict that had not reached

the level of overt violence.

Other presenting problems that occurred in a significant proportion of

the cases were: Psychiatric problems including institutionalization (7%);

recent desertion or separation of a parent (12%); disputes with an Income

Maintenance Center, usually over the closing of a case for failure to keep

appointments (I6t); Parents seeking placement of their children (15 %),

health oroblems of a parent, child or close relative (15t); depression

(4%). About IS% of the children had overt signs of Wing abused or ne-

glected when seen during the intake interview.

The Crisis nursery is designed and operated with an awareness that.

parents may be deterred from seeking help because of fears that their
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children would be than limy from the. Thus it was 14teresting to find

that almost 15%.of the parents came to the Crisis Nursery because they

were actively seeking to have their children Placed. Most had applied for

Placement of their children into foster are but had been rejected. A

mailer reported that they were told by the City's Special Services for

Children Agency workers that their children could not be placed because

they had not been abused or neglected. This phenomena may reflect the im-

plementation of the Child Welfare Reform Act which seeks to keep children

out of Placement.

254 children from the 174 families whose use records were read were

admitted to the Crisis Nursery for at least one day. This represents 7S%

of all the children living with the parents in these cases. Thus, in a

number of cases, all of the children in the family were not admitted. Some-

times, only one child was, a possible reflection of the accuracy of the

"target child" concept in the battered child syndrome. The average number

of children admitted per case was slightly more than 1.4 per case. Forty-

one children were admitted during a repeat crisis episode.

. Almost two-thirds (63%) of the cases the Crisis Nursery served were

not reported to the State Central Register for suspected child abuse or

neglect as a result of involvement with the program. More than one-third

(371), however. were reported by the crisis nursery to the Central Registry.

Most children who were reported as abused or neglected were not placed

In foster care; approximately 20% of the children that were indicated

cases of abuse or neglect were placed. Thirty-three percent of the chil-

dren discharged from the Cisis Nursery after an initial or repeat crisis

episode were Placed in foster cares this includes both children reported
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as well as children whose parents were seeking placement. At least seven

of the children..4r 15.5% of the placed children were put in the Cart Af

other relatives, including a different parent. The Placement rate of the

cnildren per family is 28%.

Three-fourths cf tite cases known to the Crisis Nursery. and included

in the study sample. received services other than placement. Among the

most frequent referrals were: counseling or therapy (510; day care (20%):

rehousing (140; welfare (134); stslter or temporary.living arrangements

(:1S); parent eoucation programs (14'0; homemaker services (5%); employ-

ment or vocational services (4%).

Follow-up Results

The authors attempted to obtain follow -up information on each of the

families which has received any type of service from the program. In

90% of the cases, such information was available from the parents or an

Agency to which they were referred. These follow-up inquires were Per-

formed at thirty and sixty day intervals following the program's last

service coats( with the family. In slightly more than half the caseu

the services to which they were referred had been provided and completed.

in about one-fourth of the cases, the family had not followed through on

the referrals or proved to be "unamenable to them. In seven percent of

the cases, the family was either on a waiting list or an initial appoint-

ment was scheduled. Five percent were partially engaged in the referral

Services.

In 49 of the 176 cases, one or more children in the family were placed

in foster care through the Crisis Nursery. Follow-up data was available

in 48 of these cases. In 33 'or 691), the placement was still in effect.
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In 13 Or 27%) the plicommet had been terminated through return of the

child to the Parents or other relatives. In one case, a child was on a trial

discharge to the parents, and in two cases. arrangements were being aide for

the children's adoption.

The Crisis Nursery consists of three major program elements; a parent

helpline that is available 24 hours a 4:ay for armilenty contact with the

staff; the housing facility Mich is designed to accommodate up to 10

child-en who are admitted to the nursery and counseling supportive services

for families whose children are not admitted.

Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you.
I think with Mr. Bliley's permission, what we will do is take tes-

timony from all four members of the panel, then we will direct our
questions to the panel as a whole.

24TATEMENT OP JOHANNA SCIIIICHERT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PARENTS ANONYMOUS 01? VIRGINIA, RICHMOND

Ms. SCHLICHNItT. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my
name is Johanna Schuchert. I am executive director of Parents
Anonymous in Virginia. As you have heard from other members of
this panel child abuse and neglect is a major national concern
which we mw.t come to terms with if our society is to survive in a
less violent manner than now exists. Historically, we are just now
learning how our behavior effects our children. We have identified
basic physical and emotional needs which all human beings have
at birth which must be met if they are to grow and develop into
mature. responsible, caring adults. When many of the child's needs
are not met over a period of time, he or she develops physical or
behavioral symptoms which we now refer to as abuse or neglect.
Parents Anonymous recognizes six forms: Physical abuse, physical
neglect, emotionl abuse, emotional neglect, verbal abuse, and
sexual abuse.

Much of the acting out behavior children exhibit carries clear
messages or unmet physical and/or emotional needs. Examples are:
Truancy or underachievement in school, juvenile delinquency, emo-
tional problems, such as depression or multiple personalities, run-
ning away. Suicide, psychological autopsies of suicide victims in
California indicate emotional abuse or neglect prevalent in the
families involved; drug and alcohol abuse; Parade magazine March
.1. UN& shinsl that strong supportive families help children over-
come peer pressure to try drugs and alcohol and the example of the
fat her was the strongest deterrent.
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Teenage promiscuity and pregnancy sexually promiscuous teen-
agers are AM Viet Or 141,xual abuse. We often hear teenage girls
say they become sexually active because they need to feel loved.
Sometimes pregnancy occurs accidental'y because of lack of infor-
mation. Sometimes girls want a baby so they will have someone to
love them. Crimean LEA study in 1979 showed than rJ3 permit of
the people serving time in the prisons they studied had been
ahused or neglected in some way as children. Virtually all the rap-
ists they interviewed had been sexually abused.

Too often, adults react to the behavior, rather than the message
it carries, which causes children to demonstrate louder messages
through their behavior. If no one intervenes, or listens our children
often grow up physically but not emotionally and find themselves
still trying to get their own needs met and unable to meet their
children's needs when they become parents.

Add to th;s the dissolution of the extended finally as a support
system and the added stress of the economy and societal pressures
to he a perfect parent who should know all the answers about child
rearing and we Ift several million families wh.) are hurting. And
so the cycle eons MLA's. The parents we shake our heads about and
point our lingers at; the people who commit crimes and develop
mental disorders; those who abuse their spouses; those who can't
hold a steady jo or get ilong with others, are very often grow up
abused children. They cat. be found in all segments of our society.
When they are ng, we tend to feel sorry for them. When they
grow up we ridicule and judge them or lock them up and put them
down.

flow can we respond to one another in a more supportive away
and break the vele of abuse?

As you have heard. Parents Anonymow, is one organization
whose philosophy is helping parents and children learn to help
themselves. We helive in responding to parents who find them-
selves challenged and unable to parent the way they wish, in a
nonjudgmental. supportive, caring manner. Remember, we are
dealing with people who have low self-esteem, much guilt, no
coping or parenting skills, little information about child develop-
mnt, and therefore, unrealistic expectations of their children, very
low trust levels, many stresses in their lives, nuiny unmet emotion-
al needs. and are isolated both emotionally and physically from
support systems.

Parents Anonymous has responded to these parents anti children
in a number of ways. The programs which have been developed
:Ind continue to he developed are based on what lamilitbs say they
need, not on what someone else thinks they need.

We try to reach parents heron' any serious problems occur, al-
though Many CHOW to us as socill service, private agency or court
referrals. The chapter, which is a mutual support, guided selfhelp
and parent education group is the traditional model we have used
since the of Omit concept was develeped Bringing together people
who have common needs and concerns, helps break their isolation.
They OIV at,cepted and respected as people vinch
helps them learn to like thetwelve: in turn, helps devekip
ro.a
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Parents develop at new sense of themselves; they learn skills to
cope with stress; members and their sponsors establish a telephone
support system which additionally aids in breaking their isolation;
they learn how their children develop emotionally and ways to re-
spond to their behavior that won't hurt anyone; they experience
the feeling of being understood; parents experience a growth proc-
ess which takes time, so they generally stay in a chapter for 1 to 3
years.

Volunteers are used as sponsors who guide the group's growth
and development. They work closely with a parent leader called a
chairperson. Parents are never charged a fee for joining a chapter.
Empowering people to take responsibility for their own growth and
change has proven to be a successful method of serving them.

We have long recognized the need to work with children in a
structured way, while their parents are learning new skills. Early
on, Parents Anonymous offered child care as a companion service
but many chapters saw the potential of formalizing their child
care. Our national organzation was also aware of the need to devel-
op a naticial network of children's programs. Thirty sites were se.
lected initially and given seed money to begin program develop-
ment. Since then 15 additional sites have been fundeci. Richmond
and Norfolk were selected in Virginia. Today, we have three suc-
cessful programs in those areas, with, three others in Charlottes-
ville, Manassas. and the Eastern Shore. Two are therapeutic play
programs for children under 12 whose parents are in chapters. The
third is a teen support group for children 12 to 18. This group is
open to children from the community, with parental permission, as
well as those whose parents participate in Parents Anonymous.

Goals of these programs are to help children develop positive
self esteem; trust adult authority figures; learn to identify their
feelings and express them in appropriate ways; learn to communi
cute with their peers. parents, and other adults; develop feelings of
competency based on their age and developmental levels; learn to
identify and use support systems which are available and develop
social and coping skills.

We have tried a unique experiment for the last 11/2 years with
our Richmond play therapy program. We have a residential place-
ment called the Methodist Children's Home, for children ages 7 to
1$ who have been removed from their homes for reasons relating
to child abuse and neglect. A cottage of eight boys 15 t< 17 reached
a personal growth level where they wanted to do some volunteer
work in the community. When we became aware of their need we
felt there was special potential for a mutually beneficial relation
ship between older abused children and younger ones.

We saw the older boys as having a unique sensitivity toward
younger children who were having similar problems. We saw the
chance to help the boys learn to nurture, to improve their self-
esteem by being role models to younger children; and to demon-
strate appropriate behavior control in this setting. We also felt the
boys cmild help us learn more about the children we serve. Many
of the children in this particular program come ram single parent
families and had no positive male role models in their lives. Many
had difficulty trusting adults but might learn to trust a teenager.
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The project has been a huge success. The feedback from counsel-
ors at the home has been overwhelmingly positive. Our program
coordinatot has been pleased as well. Two weeks ago, we began
working with a second cottage of II boys. We have learned that ev-
eryme has onwthing special to offer others if given the chance.

In May 198I, Parents Anonymous was made aware of the unique
need.: or the incarcerated mothers at the Virginia Correctional
Center for Women in Gooch land, VA. Inmates were concerned
411)0lit the long separations from their children; they . anted to es-
tablish it support system within the institution to aid them in deal-
ing with Mitirta INSUP14 involving themselves and their families; and
they wanted to learn parenting skills to assist them when they
went home.

Parents Anonymous was contacted by the prison chaplain as an
organization with national recognition, whose philosophy is sup-
portive to parent:4 and the self-help concept which might be inter-
ested in developing a program to meet their needs. Our awareness
of the fact that most &them were abused or neglected in some way
and probably had problems parenting before incarceration, regard-
less of their offense, prompted us to view this as a pre' ntion ex-
periment in a setting which may not be accepting of the self-help
concept

After many meetings with a core group of 12 inmates and after
contacting every other female correctional institution in the coun-
try, we idiintified a team of professionals in various disciplines who
/weed to volunteer their time to assist with the development of
two of the seven program components now known as MILK (Moth-
ers/Men Inside Loving Kids].

Other volunteers have been located to assist with the implemen-
tation of the other components. The MILK program consists of:

One, a series of child development classes.
Two a series of parent education classes.
Three, ongoing support groups.
Four, extended visits with their children at the institution.
Five, a guardian support program.
Six, ways and means project:, at the institution.
Seven, connection to Parents Anonymous chapters or other FLIP-

port systenis when they return to their families.
We have an inmate board of directors which makes all policy de-

cisions for the program. I, as the outside sponsor, and the chaplain,
as the 'amide sponsor, guide the group and have equal votes as
member- of the Issird. Since 1981 when we started we have begun
live MILK groups, serving a total of 132 women. Approximately 95
have returned tG their Ilanilies, 7 have dropped out of the program
and ate are currently members. Five have returned to the institu-
tion with other ()ilium's. This recidivism rate is considerably lovier
than the 30 percent experienced by the general population at the
institution.

Wt. 44re currently helping Brunswick Correctitm *1 ('enter start
the first Men 1»side Loving Kids program in Ltiwrei.ceville, VA.

We have learned that the same self-help concepts used in the
community can work within the corre..etionsil system and meet
many of till' emotional needs of incarcerated parents. In addition,
WI* have allowed as few women who are not parents yet, to partici-
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pate in the program to prepare them for the job before they have
children.

We have identified additional program components which are
needtbd to further meet the needs of our women. They are classes
in self-esteem, assertiveness training, stress management and iede-
pendent living skills. It costs approximately $5,000 per year to
maintain' the MILK program but to enlarge the scope of the pro-
gram, and give technical assistance to other institutions requesting
it, more funding is needed.

We base the succcbsoi of the program on the unique relationship
that exists among four groups of people: Parents Anonymous, the
institutional administration, the inmates and the volunteers in the
communities all ever Virginia who support the program. Another
program is offered women in the work release center in Richmond
which consists of more intense parenting classes which are offered
in the spring and fall.

Two men's institutions are interested in starting Parents Anony-
mous chapters for their inmates.

In Virginia, these services are coordinated by a State organiza-
tion consisting of a board of directors, a part time executive direc-
tor. a; part time secretary and many dedicated volunteers. The or-
ganization exi,:ts on a very low but' t, 8. ing r nines for aporoxi-
ntatibly $75 a year.

The most important lesson I have learned from working with
families for 91/ years is this: if people are to become productive
citizens and capable parents they must be able to do the following:
Like themselves, have the ability to trust, feel secure, experience
environmental stimulation by other people, and experience the
freedom to be unique individuals, not extensions of someone else.

Prevention programs initially must be geared toward the individ-
ual and helping him/her meet the above stated emotions needs. AU
parenting classes in the world seem to fall on deaf ears if a person
doesn't have a positive image of who he is, fin- One a per:v1
the younger the betterfeels OK about himselt, then skills build-
ing to prepare l'or parenting is appropriate.

Many or 4114 in different ways are trying to respond to the needs
of laniilies in various ways. Generally, we see a lack of coordina
tion of services to families in many of our communities. Many
times a family may be receiving services from several age' les,
none of which are aware of what the othr is doing. Each may be
telling the fiimily something different wl h, of course, is counter-
prod net ive.

In Virgina, 7ti communities have est ished multidisciplinary
teams for child abuse and neglect. These are made up of all the dis-
ciplines involved in the identification, treatment or prevention of
child ,abus, These t ,sins ti to assess community netbds and re-
spond to them :IA well as help social services staff' eases and share
information about what each agency is doing.

In addition, our Governor appointed an advisory committee on
child abuse and iabglect which suggests State policy and takes a
part in appropriate statewide activities.

:;'nee a National Child Abuse Prevention observance was pro-
claimd in 1982 we have formed the Virginia Coalition for Child
Abuse Prevention which plans activities for the State and assists
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Localities with technical assistance and materials.' Nine organiza-
tions are now members with more wishing to join next year. Joe
Theisman has agreed to be our honorary chairman this year.

Networking is the only way we will have a coordinated positive
impact on hurting families. The National Committee for Preven-
tion of Child Abuse and Parents United are two organizations with
whom we work very closely in many areas.

In Virginia, Parents Anonymour and the Virginia chapter of
NCPCA are preparing to share office space, a statewide hot line,
materials and a secretary if we can fond funding. We feel this effort
will maximize our efforts and effectiveness and minimize our over-
lap,

We have made great strides in a relatively short period of time
in Virginia, considering we were one of the last States to adopt any
laws protecting children. However, gaps exist which must be dis-
cussed if we are to develop strategies to fill them.

When o' it most recent child abuse and neglect law was passed in
1975, the Department of Social Services was mandated to investi-
gate reports of abuse and neglect. They were also mandated to set
up a statewide hot line and central registry. All this had to be put
in place in about 4 months time. Social workers had no formal
training in child protective services in college or on the job prior to
the law. Before 1975, less than 400 cases per year were reported
statewide, During the first year after the law was passed, 1%000 re-
ports were received. Workers were totally overwhelmed and had
few services to offer families.

Needless to say many families have been underserved and mis-
handled due tG the lack of training and resources. The Virginia De-
partment of Social Services was aware of the problem early on.
After a :1 year search for funding an experimental training pro-
gram was created which is superior. Training has begun for the 600
workers statewide who need it. Another major concern for qualified
workers is the elimination of a social work degree as a criterion for
employment in a social rvice agency. We have history majors in-
vestigating child abuse and neglect cases in some areas while
MSWs are unemployed.

This may differ from college to college, but many schools of
social work do not have undergraduate or gradaute classes in child
abuse investigation, treatment or prevention. Agencies should be
ahl to share information regarding training needs with local uni-
versities which should then develop classroom training which is
relevant.

Another major concern is the placement of abused and neglected
children in foster care and adoptive homes. They are formally clas-
sified as t4pcial needs children but the families in whose care they
are committed receive no special training to help them deal with
many problems brought with them. Families are at a loss when
trying to deal with some of the behavior problems which exist. The
children get no special counseling and there is no after care for
anyone, once a child is adopted.

We :Av treated ninny parents in Parents Anonymous who, as
children, were abused or neglected in foster homes or moved each
time they acted up. They have grown up to find themselves hardly
able to parent their own children. Parents Anonymous of Virginia



was asked to develop and present a workshop for foster and adop-
tive families at their national conference on this topic. I was
amazed to find many parents echo desperately wanted training to
help them deal with their special needs children. Some local foster
parent associations are just now starting support groups, training
sessions and counseling groups for their children. Small amounts of
funding are needed to help this effort. I see Parents Anonymous as
being capable of lend' g assistance.

With all the cutbacks in agency funding we have seen caseloads
go as high as 80 per worker because of staff cutbacks. If prevention
programs were available, they were the first to go. Federal funding
streams tend to be categorical in nature. Services such as Aid to
Dependent Children, foster care and adult services end up receiv.
ing the largest allocations. Prevention programs are at the bottom
of the priot ity list. Could the Government not develop guidelines
which encourage States to prioritize prevention programs different-
ly?

In view of staff and service cutbacks, I see community resources
such as Parents Anonymous being underused by local agencies. In
some cases professionals seem threatened by the idea of self-help.
In others, turfism exists; in still others workers simply don't think
to use Parents Anonymous as part of their initial treatment plan;
only as a last resort. A staff person from the State Department of
Social Services and I have developed a half day workshop for local
agencies to help deal with various barriers which may exist toward
using Parents Anonymous for a client. We also offer training on
how to effectively refer a parent by developing liaisons with their
local Parents Anonymous chapters and using them in the referral
process.

We see several cultural barriers for parents who need help.
Many minority groups feel their destructive behavior toward their
children is justified and acceptable. We need to educate parents
more about appropriate parenting techniques and the effects of
severe discipline, et cetera. We have noticed that social workers
don't receive adequate training for serving minority families. We
need to make stronger efforts to reach and understand our minori-
ty populations.

We are also not reaching middle class parents who are hurting.
Our society expects us to somehow know all the answers to parent-
ing our children when we physically have them and tends to look
down on those who have difficulty. Therefore, families go to great
lengths to cover up their problems for fear of losing their children,
social position or respect in their communities. The higher the
socio-economic level of a family, the more means they have of cov-
ering up the problem.

We need It 'tell) people feel mote comfortable about accepting
the fact that do, t have all the answers and that it is accepta-
ble and even responsible to ask fur help with this every challenging
job. An of us must gear some of our literature and public aware-
ti sty information to this fact. One of the best pieces of literature
produced by I lealth and Ilumon Services was a comic book for par-
ents featuring 1)ennis the Menace. It dealt with this issue beauti-
fully. They printed a million copis which were gone within a few
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mo.,ths, They need motley to print more. We miss having them to
give. to parents.

We :ee a gap in services available for sexually abusive families.
We are just experiencing an awakening to this form of abuse as a
widspreld problem. One in tour women in the United States by
the age IS has been sexually abused in some way. As a result of
television programs and magazine articles recently, victims are
coming Inward for help and many of our communities simply
haven't any available. We are developing sexual abuse trauma
teams to investigate cases and begin working with families immedi-
tely. We have structured family therapy, individual therapy, and
Parents United. All are part of a total support system for parents.
Ilowever, the tidewater area of our State an3 Roanoke are the only
tines in which all the above types of service exist. Parents Anony-
mous serves sexually abusive families where no other resources
exist. In fact, the spouses of perpetrators do very well in Parents
Anonymous chapters and their children are being served through
our kids programs. However, support groups for young adult vic-
tims of sexual, as well as other forms of abuse, are still needed.
Community professionals need educating about the effectiveness of
these resources and encouragement to support their development.

We See little coordination of service development for families
among the major agencies such as social services, memll health
mid corrections. All receive State and Federal funding to operate
but all seem to have different priorities even though they all may
be serving the same families. The boards of these agencies might
try some mirdinat ion of priorities, goals and program strategies, in
the form of prescription teams.

Corrections in Virginia are experiencing major budget cutbacks.
Prevention and treatment programs were the first to go. There are
staff cutbacks taking place whici are putting enormous pressure
on remaining staff and inmates. The Stage penitentiary in Rich-
mond, [or example, has just lost four counselors, leaving six to
handle 900 prisoners. I see the potential of many community agen-
cies offering volunteer services to restore some of what has been
lost, but the prisons don't have volunteer coordinators. Therefore,
no mechanism exists to utilize what I suspect to be a variety of
services to prisoners.

We see lox service in our communities for the families of pris-
oners. The children of prisoners are often ostracized, lonely, and
isolated. We see them continue the cycle of crime in part because
we are' nut responding to their needs for acceptance and emotional
support. I see schools as being an integral part of the support
:-;sleiii here as well as the' juvenile.just ice system if they (children)
are in t rouble. Parents Anonymous is looking at the possibility of
setting up community peer-support groups for adolescents whose
parents ore incarcerated.

Schools maid he' playing a much larger part in child-abuse pre-
vention by offering Ninily-life education and child-development
classes in high school students. In Virginia, our Department of
Education feels very uncorniOrtable with this role, confusing it with
sex education and teaching morals. Many of us involved in this
field supported the bill in oui. general assenihly this year asking
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that familylire education he mandated in high schools. It was con-
tinued until next year.

We also see teachers who have not been trained to work with
abused and neglected children in the classroom. Many of them act
out frequently. Instead, teachers often overrespond to the negative
behavior, adding to the child's pain. Some schools do have inservice
training in this area but more needs to be done on the college level
in preparing teachers to deal effectively with specialneeds chil-
dren. Parents Anonymous has found that starlings with school per-
sonnel regarding children whose parents are in Parents Anony-
mous have been helpful. With the parents permission we are able
to suggest ways of dealing with a particular child in the classroom
that we have found successful in our kids program. We can also act
as parent advocates and interpreters if parents and teachers have
difficulty communicating without feeling angry or threatened.

Last, we see a lack of funding on the State and national levels
for programs which are proven effective. We find ourselves con-
stantly writing grant proposals with a new twist to catch someone's
eye when we could be developing and coordinating our programs
whieh serve families. I believe moneys should be set aside for credi-
ble, effective programs as well as funding for new ideas. Programs
like Parents Anonymous are so cost effective we don't need large
amounts of money, but we do need a more solid funding base both
on our State and national levels.

Networking, cooperating, and sharing are the keys to our suc-
cess. The collection and dissemination of information about organi
nations, agencies, and program help us assess family, and communi-
ty npeds, and keeps us informed about what is being done to ad-
dress them. It is my hope that the Government can take an active
role in filling a gap being created by the dismantling of our Region-
al Resource Centers for Children, Youth, and Families. They have
been major conduits for the flow of information and have brought
many of us together who have common goals.

Our center helped us develop a regional Parents Anonymous con-
sortium which has greatly enhanced our networking ability. The
center also created a consortium for all the Social Service Commis-
sioners. The two groups are planning a joint conference at the end
of May which will deal with compliance to Public Law 96-272.
When the centers dose, all the resources materials which we now
borrow will be absorbed by the universities where the centers are
located. Please be aware of the effect of your decision regarding the
centers and look at the possibilities of maintaining and sharing in-
formation and resources through the National Center for Child
Abuse and Neglect.

In dosing, 1 believe we have learned and continue to learn much
about how to prevent child abuse and neglect. Our challenge is to
learn how to use the resources we have and creatively, collectively
mobilize additional ones to more successfully meet family needs.

I Prepared statetnent of Johanna Schuchert follows:I

PurARRI) STATE)A6wr 1W JolIANNA SelltwIIRRT, EXPet1TIVK DOW(*TOR, PARIINTI4
ANONYMOI ()V VIRGINIA

Mr Chairman. members of the committee, as you have heard from other mem
hers ()I t N. iumel Auld abuse and neglect is a major national cuneern which we
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moat coroe to terms with d our society is to survive in a lees violent manner than
now exists. Historically. we are just now learning how our behavior effects our chil-
dren. We h rye identified basic physical and emotional needs which all human
beings hate at birth which must be met if they are to grow and develop into
mature, nstponsible, caring adults. When many of a child's needs are not met over a
period of time he/she develops physical and or behavioral symptoms which we now
refer te. its :dame or .ieglevt. Parents Anonymous recognizes 6 forms. Physical abuse.
'Mystical neglect, emotional abuse, emotional neglect, verbal abuse, and sexual
abuse.

Much of the acting out behavior children exhibit c. tries clear messages of unmet
physical and/or emotional needs. Raumples are: truancy or underachievement in
school, juvenile delinquency, emotional problems, such as depression or multiple
personalities, 11) out of la adults suffer from multiple personalities were sexually
abuse-11, running away 170% of the runaways in this country are running from some
form af abuse; over half are running from sexual abuse.); Suicide 'psychological au-
topsies of suicide victims in California indicate emotional abuse or neglect prevalent
in the families involved); drug and aleo1,91 abuse tParade magazine March 5, 1984,
:stated that strong supuortive families help children overcome neer pressure to try
drugs and alcohol and the example of the father was the strongest deterrent.); Teen-
age promiscuity and pregnancy asexually promiscuous teenagers are often victims of
sexual abuse. We often hear teenage girls say they become sexually active because
they need to feel loved. Sometimes pregnancy occurs accidentally because of lack of
information Sometimes girls want a baby so they will have someone to love them.(;
crime An I,EAA study in 1979 showed that 93% of the people serving time in the
prisons they studied had been abused or neglected in some way as children. Virtual-
ly all the rapists they interviewed had been sexually abused).

Too often. adults react to the behavior, rather than the message it carries, which
causes children to demonstrate, louder messages through their behavior. If no one
intervenes, or listens our children often grow up physically but not emotionally and
rind themselves still trying to get their own needs met and unable to meet their
children's needs when they become parents. Add to this the dissolution of the ex-
tended Madly as a support system and the added stress of the economy and societal
pressures to be a "perfect" parent who should know all the answers about child
rearing and we get several million families who are hurting. And so the cycle con.
tinues. The parents we shake our heals about and point our fingers at; the people
who commit crimes and develop mental disorders; those who abuse their spouses;
those who can't hold a steady job or get along with others, are very often grown up
abused children. They can be found in segments of our society. When they are
young, we tend to feel sorry for them. Whey they grow up we ridicule and judge
them or lock them up and "put them down".

How can we respond to one another in a more supportive way and break the cycle
of athlete?

As you have heard, Parents Anonymous is one organization whose philosophy is
helping parents and children learn to help themselves. We believe in responding to
parents who find themselves challenged an unable to parent the way they wish. in a
non-judgmental, supportive, caring manner. Remember, we are dealing with people
a ho halm low self-esteem, much guilt, no coping or parenting :skills, little informa-
tion about child development, and therefore, unrealistic expectations of their chil-
dren. very low trust levels, many stresses in their lives, many unmet emotional
needs. who are isolated both emotionally and physically from supportive systems.

Parents Anonymous has responded to these parents and children in a number of
ways. The programs which have been developed and continue to be developed are
based on what f dies say they need, not on what someone else thinks they need.

We try to reach parents before any serious problems occur, although many come
to us as serial service. private a, ency or court referred, The Chapter, which Is a
motal support. guided self-help and parent education group is the traditional model
we have used since the original concept was developed. Bringing together people
who have ilmirnon needs and concern.% helps break their isolation. They are uncon-
ditionally aweepied and respected as people which helps them learn to like them-
wives :mil in torn helps develop trust Parents develop a new sense of themselves;
they learn to cope with stress; members and their sponsor estahlish a tele-
phone support system which additionally aids in hreaking their isolation; they learn
how their children develop emotionally and ways to respond to their behavior that
won't hurt %OW: they experience the feeling of being understixxl: parents experi-
ence a growl h process which takes time. so they generally stay in a Chapter from
one to thrts. years
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Volunteers are weed as sponsors who guide the group's growth and development.
They work closely with Je parrot leader called a Chairperson. Parents are never
charged a fee for joining a Chapter Kmpowering people to take responsibility for
their own growth and change has proven to he a successful method of serving them.

We have long recognized the need to work with children in a structured way.
while their parents are learning new skills. Early on. Parents Anonymous offered
child care as a companion service but many Chapters saw the potential of formaliz-
ing their child care. Our national organization was also aware of the need to better
serve children amt, therefore initiated a 2-year project aimed at developing a natior
al network of children's programs. :10 sites were selected initially and given seed
monies to begin program development Since then 1t additional sites have been
funded. Kiel mond and Noll() lk were selected in Virginia. Today, we have :I success-
ful programs in those areas, with three others in Charlottesville. Manassas. Ind the
eastern Shore. Two are therapeutic play programs for children under 12 whose par
ents are is Chapters. The third is a teen suppott group for children 12-114. This
group is open to children from the community, with parental permission. us wer. as
those whose parents participate in RA. coals of these programs are to help children
develop positive self-esteem; trust adult authority figures; learn to identify their

lengs oad eXprerdi them in appropriate ways; learn to communicate with their
peels. parents and other adults; develop feelings of competency based on their age
and developmental L-vels; learn to identify and use support systems which are avail-
able; and develop social and coping skills.

We have tried a unique experiment for the last 18.2 years with our Richmond play
therapy program We have a residential placement called the Methodist Children s
Mime. har children age's 7-18 who have been removed from their homes for reasons
relating to child ahuse and neglect A cottage of eight boys ages 15-17 reached a
personal growth level where they wanted to do some volunteer work in the commu-
nity When we' became aware of their need we felt there was special potential for a
mutually beneficial relationship between older abused children and younger ones.
We saw the older boys as having a unique sensitivity toward younger children who
were having similar problems. We saw the chance to help the boys learn to nurture;
A s impre.ve their self-esteein by being role models to younger children; and to dem
onstrate appropriate behavior control in this setting. We also felt the boys could
help us learn more about the children we serve. Many of the children in this par-
ticular program come from single _parent families and had no positive mule role
models in their lives Many had difficulty trusting adults but might learn to trust a
teenager

The' project has been a huge success. The feedback from counselors at the home
has hem overwhelmingly positive. Our program coordinator has been pleased as
well Two weeks ago, we began working with a second cottage of 11 boys. We have
learned that everyone has something special to offer others if given the chance.

In May. 11041. Parents Anonymous was made aware of the unique needs of the
incarcerated mothers at the Virginia Correctional Center for Women in floochland.
Verging*

Inm..tes were concerned about the long separations from their children; they
wanted to establish a support system within the institution to aid them in dealing
with painful issues involving themselves and their families; and they wanted to
learn parenting skills to assist them when they went home.

Parents Anonymous was contacted by the prison Chaplain as an organization
with national recognition, whose' philosophy is supportive to parents and the self
help concept which might be interested in developing a program to meet the it
newts our ;moveless of the fact that most of them were abused or neglected in
some wa> and probably had prohlems parenting before incarceration. regardless of
their offense.. prompted us to view this as a prevention experiment in a silting
which may nut he accepting of the selfhelp concept. After many meetings with a
core group of 12 inmates and after contacting every other female correctional insti-
iution in the country. we identified a team of professionals in various disciplines
who agreed to volunteer i heir time to assist with Ghee deveiopment of two of the
seven program coinpooents now known as MILK. Mother/Men Inside Loving
Kids Other volunteers have. been located to assist with ti., implementation of the
oilier components The. M 1.1 .K program consists of 1. a series 4 child development
classes. ;! a series of parent educat:on classes. :1 on-going support groups. 3. ex
tended vmts with shear children :It the' institution. a guardian support program.
ti way, and mean% projects at the mast it sown and 7. connect son to Parents Anony-
mous Chapter% or usher support system% when they return to their filth I leS. We
have. an inmate hoard of directors which makes all policy decisions for the program.
I. as the oupodo sponsor and the chaplain, as the nisi& sponsor. guide the group
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and have equal votes am meridiem of the board. Since 1981, when we started (13 of
whom joined the original l2) we hove begun f, M.1.L.K. groups, serving a total of 132
women. Approximately 95 have returned to their families. 7 have dropped out of the
program and 30 are currently members. 5 have returned to the institution with
other offenses. This recidivism rate is considerably lower than the 0)* experienced
by tne general population at the institution.

WE Aire currently helping Brunswick Correctional Center start the first Men
Inside laving Kids program in Lawrenceville, Virigint.

We have learned that the same self-help concepts usod in the community can
work within the correctional system and meet many of the emotional needs of incar-
cerated parents. In addition we have allowed a few women who are not parents yet,
to participate in the program to prepare them for the job before they have children.

We have identified additional program components which are needed to further
meet the needs of our women. They are classes in: self-estee.n, assertiveness train-
sig. stress management and independent living skills. It costs approximately $5,000
per year to maintain the MILK program but to enlarge the scope of the program
and give technical assistance to other institutions requesting it more fuading is
needed.

We base the success of the program or the unique relationship that exists among
four groups of people: Parents Anonymo is, the institutional administration, the in-
mates and the volunteers in the communities all over Virginia who support the pro.
gram Another program is offered women in the work release center in Richmond
which consists of more intense parenting classes which are offered in the spring and
fall

Two men's institutions are interested in starting P.A. Chapters for their inmates.
In Virginia, these services are coordinated by a state organization consisting of a

Hoard of directors, a part-time executive director, a part-time secretary and many
dedicated volunteers. The organization exists on a very low budget, serving families
for approximately $7 per year.

Our national office in California provides many support services to our state and
local organization.4 and is the glue which keeps us connected nationwide. We have
deep concerns about the possibility of our national office not remaining open due to
funding ruts. The credibility of being part of a national organization is real. The
services and products they offer us enhance what we offer families and the leader-
ship of national staff guides us in providing the services just described.

The roost important lesson I have learned from working with families for 9%
years is this: if people are to become productive citizens and capable parents they
must be ahle to do the following: like themselves, have the ability to trust, feel
secure. experience environmental stimulation lby other people) and experience the
freedom to he unique idividuals not extensions of someone else.

Prevention programs initially must be geared toward the individual and helping
him/her meet the above stated emotional needs. All the parenting classes in the
mold seem to fail on deaf ears if a person doesn't have a positive image of who he
is. first. Once a person (the younger, the better) feels okay about himself, then skills
building to prepare for parenting are appropriate.

Many of us in different ways are trying to respond to the needs of families in van
ous ways. Generilly, we see a lack of coordination of services to families in many of
our coniniunitieti Many times a family may be receiving services from several agen-
cies. none of which ore aware of what the other is doing. Each may be telling the
family something different which. of course is counterproductive.

In Virginia, 76 communities have established Multidisciplinary Teams fi ti Child
Abuse and Neglect. These are made up of all the disciplines involved in the identifi-
cation, treatment or prevention of child abuse. These teams try to assess community
needs and respond to them as well as helping social services staff cases and sharing
information about what each agency is doing.

In addition our governor appointed an advisory committee on child abuse and ne-
glect which suggests state policy and takes a part in appropriate statewide activi
ties.

Since is National ('hild Abuse Prevention observance was proclaimed in 1982 we
have formed the 1'irgiimi Coalition for Child Abuse Prevention which plans activi-
ties lOr the state and :assists localities with technical assistance and materials. Nine
orgamtations now :ire members with more wishing to join next year. Joe Theisman
has agreed to be our honorary chairman this year.

Networking is the only way we will have a coordinated positive impact on hurting
imbibes. The National Committee for the Prevention of ('hild Abuse and Parents
Cnited are two organisations with whom we work very closely in many areas.
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In Virginia*, Parents Anonymous and the Virginia Chapter of NCPCA are prepar-
mit to share office space, a statewide hut line, materials and a secretary if we can
find funding We feel this effort will maximize our efforts and effeetiveaess and
niinimire our overlup.

We have mude greut strides in a relatively short period of time in Virginia, con
sidering we were one of the last states to adopt any laws protecting children. How
ever. gaps exist which must be discussed if we are to develop strategies to fill them.

When our most recent child abuse and neglect law was passed in 1975, the De-
partment of Sociul Stn ..ices was mandated to investigate reports of abuse and ne-
glect They were ills° as ndated to set up a statewide hotline and central registry.
All this had to be put 1,1 place in about four months titre. Social workers had no
formal training in child Frotective services in college or on the job prior to the law.
Before 1975, less thun 4011 cases per year were reported statewide. During the first
year utter the law wile ;Jawed. 10,000 reports were received. Workers were totally
overwhelmed and had few services to offer families. Needless to say many families
have been underserved and mishandled due to lack of training and resources. The
Virginia Department of Social Sorvices was aware of the problem early on. After a
ti-year search for funding an experimental training program was created which is
superior. Training has begun for the 600 workers statewide who need it. Another
major concern for qualified workers is the elimination of a social work degree as a
criterion for employent in a social seeviee agency. We have history majors investi-
gating child abuse and neglect cases ir. some areas while MSW's are unemployed.

This may differ from college to college b .1 man), schools of social work do not
have undergraduate or graduate classes in child abuse investigation, treatment or
prevention. Agencies should be able to share information regarding training needs
with local universities which should then develop classroom training which is rele-
vant.

Anuthe major concern is the placement of abused and neglected children in
foster care and adoptive homes. They are formally classified as "special needs" chil-
dren but the families in whose care they are committed receive no special training
to help them deal with the many problems brought with them. Families are at a
kiss when trying to deal with some of the behavior problems which exist. The chil-
dren get no spcial counseling and there is no after care for anyone, once a child is
adopted. We have treated many parents in P.A. who, as children, were abused or
neglected in foster homes or moved each time they acted out. They have grown up
to find themselves hardly able to parent their own children. Parents Anonymous of
Virginia was asked to develop and present a workshop for foster and adoptive fami-
lies at their national conference on this topic. I was amazed to find many parents
who dosperately wonted training to help them deal with their "special needs" chi',
dren. Some local Foster Parent Associations are just now starting support groups,
training sessions and couseling groups for their children. Small amounts of funding
ure needed to help this effort. I see Parents Anonymous as being capable of lending
assistance.

With all the eutbacks in agency funding we have seen case loads go as high as 80
per worker becuuse of staff cutbacks. If prevention programs were available, they
were the first to go. Federal funding streams tend to be categorical in nature. Serv-
ices such as Aid to Dependent Children. foster care and adult services end up receiv-
ing the largest allocations. Prevention programs are at the bottom of the priority
list. Could the government not develop guidelines which encourage states to priori.
tine prevention programs differently.

In view of staff and service cutbacks, I see community resources such as Parents
Anonymous being underused by local agencies. In some cases ,,,rofessitmais seem
threatened by the idea of self-help. In others, turfism exists; in still others workers
simply don't think to use P.A. as part of their initial treatment plan: only as a last
resort. A stuff person from the State Department of Social Services and I have de
veloped a 12 day workshop for local agencies to help deal with various barriers
which may exist toward using P.A. for a client. We also offer training on how to
effectively refer a parent by developling buttons with their local P.A. Chapters and
using them in the referral process.

m'. see several cultural barriers for parents who need help. Many minority groups
feel their destructive behuvior toward their children is justified and acceptable. We
need to educate parents more about appropriate parenting techniques end the ef-
leo% of severe discipline, etc. We have noticed that social workers don't receive ade-
1111111e training for serving minority families. We need to make stronger efforts to
reach and understand our minority populations.

Many cities in our state have become the new homes for Asian refugees. Some of
their child rearing practices, according to our laws, are inappropriete. They also
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find theinselvea under enormous stress, related to language barriers, financial and
job related ooncenis and isolation. Support systems are being formed, but our serve
ice ogencies who lessone. involved with thew filmilies, often find themselves forc:ng
our cultural values on people who have no frame, of reference, to understand.

We have the mountain people in Southwest Virginia who still feel that severe
ithysical punishment is appropriate discipline and become very angry and defensive
when the community tries to intervene. Social workers are sometimes met by dad
holding a shotgun

Our migrants and fishermen on the Eastern Shore are two other groups who have
unique lift. styles. Legally, some of their parenting practices are regarded as neglect.

We have MHO had to deal with the parenting practices of religious cults which are
sometimes seer: as abusive or neglectful.

Our black populations, both inner city and rural, sometimes have values which
contradict the law and/or community values. An example involves a black male
inmate who I wortwd with in a group last year, who is from one of our cities. We
were talking abot.t appropriate discipline. He believed that a responsible way to
teach his son to be more respectful to his mother, was to point a gun at him and
threaten "to blow his head off", if he didn't straighten up. The father had used this
method many times

According to statistics, 22 percent of our population are black, lift percent are
white and 2 percent are other. Last year, 33 percent of the reported cases of abuse
and neglect in Virginia were black: 1'1 ercent were white, and 2 percent were
other

These figures indicate that we must try to heti( r understand ,.+1.11- minority popula-
(tons and find ways of protecting their children without threatening their cultural
values.

We can. in fact, learn much from them. Many of our minority groups for example,
still have the extended family as a support system.

It iss my belief that white families are not reported as often as minority families,
for .thuse and neglect, so the above statistics may not be a valid indicator of propor-
tionate child mareatment.

I feel that more interaction on social, education and service levels among all cetr
populations may serve to bridge the gap. Training of service providers for minority
groups may also assist the process of learning to respect and protect all ,NItures
represented in our communities.

We ore also not reaching middle class parents who are hurting, Our society ex-
ports us to somehow know all the answers to parenting our children when we phys-
ically have them and tends to look down on those who have difficulty. Therefore,
families go to great lengths to cover up their problems for fear of losing their Chil-
dren, social position or respect in their communities. The higher the socio-economic
level of a family the more means they have of covering up the problem. We need to
help people feel more comfortable about accepting the fact that they don't have all
the answers and that it is acceptable and even responsible to ask fo, help with this
very challenging job. All of us must gear some of our literature and public aware-
ness information to this fact. One of the best pieces of literature produced by Health
and Human Services was se comic book for parents featuring Dennis the Menace. It
dealt with this issue beautifully. They printed a million copies which ware gone
within a few months. They need money to print more. We miss having them to give
to parents.

Ws. See a gap in services available for sexually abusive families. We are just expe-
riencing an awakening to this form of abuse as a wide-spread problem. One in four
women in the U.S. by the age of IX has been sexually abused in some way. As a
result of television programs and magazine articles recently, victims are coming for-
ward for help and many of our communities simply haven't any available. We are
dovelaping sexual abuse trauma teams to investigate cases and begin working with
lamilie immediately We have structured family therapy, individual therapy, and
l'areni, United All an. part of a total support system for parents. However, the
Tidewater area it our state. and Roanoke are the only ones in which all the above
types of service exist Parents Anonymous Serves sexually abusive families where no
other resources exist In fact, the spouses of perpetrators do very well in P.A. Chap -
ti'. I heir children are being served through our kids programs. However, sup-
port groups for young adult victims of sexual, as weal ors other forms of abuse are
-dill needed Community profetationolie need educating about the effectiveness of
these resources and encouraged to support their development.

We see little coordination of service development for families among the major
agencies such as social services, mental health oral corrections. All receive state and
federal funding to operate but all scent to hnve different priorities even though they
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all may be serving the same families. The boards of these agencies might try some
coordination %. oriewitiese, goals and program strategies, in the form of prescription
teams.

Corrections in Virginia are experiencing major budget cutbacks. Prevention and
treatment programs were the first to go. There are staff cutbacks taking place
which are putting enormous pressure on remaining staff and inmates. The state
penitentiary in Richmond, for example, has just lost 4 counselors, leaving 6 to
handle 900 prisoners. I see the potential of many community agencies offering vol.
unteer services to restore some of what has been lost, but the prisons don't have
volunteer coordinators. Therefore, no mechanism exista to utilize, what I suspect to
be, a variety of services to prisoners.

We see few services in our communi!les for the families of prisoners. The children
of prisoners are often ostracized, lonely, and isolated. We see them continue the
cycle of crime inpart because we are not responding to their needs for acceptance
and emotional support. I see schools as being an integral part of the support system
here as well as the juvenile justice system if they are in trouble. Parents Anony-
mous is looking at the possibility of setting up community peer support groups for
adolescents whose parents are incarcerated.

Schools could be playing a much larger part in child abuse prevention by offering
family life education and child development classes, to high school students. In Vir-
ginia, our Department of Education feels very uncomfortable with this role, confus-
ing it with sex education, and teaching morals. Many of us involved in this field
supported a bill in our general assembly this year asking that family life education
be mandated in high scnoola. It was continued until next year.

We also see teachers who have not been trained to work with abused and neglect-
ed children in the classroom, many of whom act out frequently. Instead, they often
over-respond to the negative behavior, adding to the child's pain. Some schools do
have inservice training in this area but more needs to be done on the college level
in preparing teachers to deal effectively with special needs children. Parents Anony-
mom has found that staffings with school personnel regarding problem children
whosee parents are in P.A., have been helpful. With the parents 'permission we are
able to suggest ways of dealing with a particular child in the classroom that we
have found successful in our kid's program. We can also act as parent advocates and
interpreters if parents and teachers have difficulty communicating without feeling
angry or threatened.

Lastly. we see it lack of funding on the state and national levels for programs
which are provet effective. We find ourselves constantly writing grant proposals
with a new twist to catch someone's eye when we could be developing and coordinat-
ing our programs which serve families. I believe monies should be set aside for creel
ible. effective programs as well as funding for new ideas. Programs like Parents
Anonymous are so cost-effective we don't need large amounts of money, but we do
need a more solid funding base both on our state and national levels.

Networking. cooperating and sharing are the keys to our success, The collection
and dissemination of information about organisations, agencies and p ms help
us assess family and community needs and keeps us up with what is being done to
address them. It is my hope that the government can take an active role in Riling a
gap being created by the dismantling of our Regional Resource Centers for Children,
Youth. and Famiii..s. They have been major conduits for the flow of information and
have brought ninny of us together who have common goals. Our center helped us
developed a regional Parents Anonymous consortium which has greatly enhanced
our networking ability. The center ale' created a consortium for all the Social Serv-
ice Commissioners. The two groups are planning a joint confe«ence at the end of
May. which will deal with compliance to PL 96-272. When the centers close, an the
resource materials which we now borrow will be absorbed by the universities where
the centers are located. Please be aware of the effect of your decision regarding the
centers and look at the possibilities of maintaining and sharing information and re-
sources through the National Center for Child Abase and Neglect.

In closing. I believe we have learned and continue to learn much about how to
prevent child abuse and neglect Our challenge is to learn how to use the resources
we have and creatively, collectively mobilize ndditional one o more successfully
meet family needs.

Mr. ANTHONY. Mr. Ire', t.
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ant:MI.:NT Ole 141141/14111(% (1. 4:11ligN, M.D., A8140CIATI: NW-
TOIL ('IIII.1)11FINN HOSPITAL NATIONAL MICDICAL CHNTICIL
WASHINGTON, Ile

Dr. (ham I vill take the time alloted to me to highlight the sa-
lient points of my testimony. My testimony will focus primarily on
hospital-based chili! abuse programs and look specifically at three
such programs at the Children's Hospital National Medical Center
ICIINMCI here in Washington, DC.

I am Dr. Frederick Green. I um a pediatrician and associate di-
rector of CHNMC. I am also the director of the hospital's Office of
Child Health Advocacy, a professor of child health and develop-
ment at George Washington University, and vice president of the
National Committee To Prevent Child Abuse and Neglect.

Hospitals have been called gatekeepers for the identification of
child abuse and neglect. That is, sooner or later, child victims usu-
ally are brought to a hospitalto an emergency room if their con-
dition is acute, or to some department if their problem is less im-
mediately threatening to life or limb. When this happens, specially
trained and highly skilled health professionals will be able to diag-
nose the clinical symptoms and initiate appropriate interventions.
This is a vital aspect of hospital services, but it is by no means the
only service hospitals can provide for children at risk of maltreat-
ment. Hospitals can also be gatekeepers for the prevention of child
ahuse and neglect.

At CIINMC, preventive efforts are focused in the Office of Child
Health Advocacy. This office was established in 1973 as a concrete
expression of the hospital's commitment to meeting the needs of
the whole child by going beyond the walls of the institution, to join
forces with the community we serve. As further reflection of this
commitment, OCHA has been placed sufficiently high in the hospi-
tal's administrative and management structure to ensure that it
has adequate purview to accomplish its mission.

Primary prevention is the principal mission of OCHA's largest
out arm, the Comprehensive Health Care Program. Through
this program's two neighborhood clinics, we have been able to offer
thousands of the District of Columbia's neediest children the pri-
mary, preventive health care that is their due and their entitle-
ment. This care is essential in ,nsuring the early identification of
children and families at-risk for abuse or neglect. It also provides
US with continuing opportunities for educational interaecions with
parents, helping them understand normal child development and
develop realistic expectations for their children's capabilities and
behavior.

()('I IA also has carried its prevention efforts into the District of
Columbia public schools. The :school health project, established in
1981. involves medical students from George Washington Universi-
ty in educational outreach with District junior and senior high
school students. Over 100 medical students and .500 schoolchildren
have how participated in the program, which has the goals of pro-
viding young issiple with the information they need to make in-
fornusl decisions about their owa health and well-being and that of
their children or future children, and providing physicians-in-train-
ing with community health knowledge, skills, and experience.
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The common denominator of all these programs, as well as
others under the OCIIA umbrella, is prevention tailored to commu-
nity needs.

Our efforts specifically on behalf of abused and neglec.ed chil-
dren provide a classic illustration of advocacy in action to protect
child health. These efforts began in the late sixties, and, by Mai,
we were successful in obtaining funds from the National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect 'to estahlish a national demonstration
project which we called the Child Protection Center. This effort
was expanded in 1978 whet, the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration granted us funds for a special unit to care for child
victims of sexual abuse.

A reorganization of these programs in 1982 brought both staffs
together into a single administrative unit called the Division of
Child Protection. The original grant funds have long since expired,
and the division is currently struggling to maintain its tiscal bal-
ance with a precarious combination of medicaid and other third
party reimbursements, hospital support, and a patchwork of rela-
tively small public and private grants and contracts.

In 1983, the Division's clinical teams managed over 1,000 cases of
child maltreatment. Over 90 percent of the caseload is black, most
reside in the city, and at least 60 percent are lowincome. The aver
age age of child victims of 'v.ysical abuse or neglect is 3 to 5 years,
while the average age of ually victimized children is 8 to 9
years. There is a span from nonths through 18 years.

The fundamental mission of the Division is to protect individual
child victims from reabusesecondary preventionand to protect
potential victims from harmprimary prevention. The critical
path ..,ay to secondary prevention isof coursethe treatment pro-
vided to the abused child and his or her family.

In cases of battering or neglect, treatment goals may include
helping the parent to gain a cognitive understanding of what hap-
pened in relation to the abusive incident and what the potenital or
actual consequences may be; reinforcing the parents' positive or
adaptive parenting skills; enhancing the parents' ability to recog-
nize and confront stress constructively, et cetera.

The central concern is to maintain the family unit if at all possi-
ble and to strengthen it so as to assure the future health and well-
being of the child.

The success of the Division's treatment approach in halting the
abusive cycle hw been amply demonstrated. Recidivism; this is, re-
pealed incidents of abuse of a child, occurs in less than $ percent of
va 1 idated cases.

This is a striking finding when one considers recidivism is about
50 percent in cases of child abuse in which no intervention is made.

In addition to its extensive case management responsibilities, the
division also carries out research, organizes and implements a wide
variety of professional and community education programs, and
provides legal support services, such as court accompaniment. With
specific reference to prevention programs, three division inifiativts
stand out. and I would like to describe each briefly.

The Division's Parenting Skills loducation Program provides the
District with a valuable resource that meets the needs both of par-
ents t.nd of other providers of child abuse and neglect services. The
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purpose of the program is to offer specific instructions to modify
abusive parenting behavior. The objectives of the program are: (1)
to acquaint parents with the normal growth and development pat-
terns of children, (2) to identify alternative disciplinary approaches
and techniques necessary for healthy childrearing, and (3) to facili-
tate management of specific common childrearing issues.

The program is entirely voluntary. Any parent is eligible to par-
ticipate. Referrals are accepted from court social services, protec-
tive services, foster care, legal aid, and a number of other agencies.
In addition to knowledge gained, the classes also have therapeutic
value. Parents receive group support when they engage in class ac-
tivities, an especially important benefit for abusive parents who
tend to be isolated and to lack informal support networks.

Another of our programs I would like to share with you is the
school-based sexual abuse prevention program. In spite of the prev-
alence and seriousness of child sexual abuse, most children receive
little or no information about this hazard and are not taught effec-
tive techniques for protecting themselves. A child may receive
vague warnings about not talking to strangers, but the reason for
this prohibition is usually left clouded. Moreover, most children
who are sexually victimized are abused by someone they know.
Often, the offender is a member of the child's family or a close as-
sociate of a family member. There is perhaps no other actual or po-
tential danger faced by children that is so completely obscured by
parents, educators, health professionals, and our society as a whole.

The Division's school-based sexual abuse prevention program is
designed to address this issue. Its purpose Is to help children under-
stand what is meant by sexual abuse, teach them ways to protect
themselves from being abused, and acquaint them with sources of
help if they are being abused have been abused, or are abused in
the future.

It is also intended to educate parents about the nature and
extent of sexual abuse, ways in which they can protect their chil-
dren, and where they can get help if abuse occurs. Finally, the pro-
gram iF designed to train school personnel in the identification and
reporting of abuse, as well as in getting assistance for abused chil-
dren who come to their attention. The program is now in its 3d
year, working with third and fourth grade students, parents, and
educators in four District elementary schools.

Our Juvenile Abuser Treatment Program is the final ,,rogram 1
would like to discuss today. I have been a serious student of child
maltreatment over the years. At the present time, I know of no evi-
dence to suggest a genetic basis for child maltreatment. While, the
two program components discussed above are directed toward pri-
mary prevention, the division also stresses secondary prevention as
is exemplified in the Juvenile Abuser Treatment Program. This
program, initiated in 1981 with grant funds from the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, provides both short- and long-
term outpatient treatment for adolescents who sexually molest
younger children. The program functions as both a pre- and post-
adjudication diversionary placement fir the juvenile justice sys-
tems in the District of Columbia and surrounding jurisdictions.

The JATI' was established as a result of the growing awareness
on the part of division staff ilbout the magnitude of the problem of
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sexual abuse by adolescents. Ot the 1,600 cases of sexual abuse
known to the division, 47 percent involved juvenile offenders, with
over :12 percent of these involving family members.

Regardless of the offender's familial relationship to the victim,
these abusive incidents usually have negative psychological and
social consequences for the victimized child, the adolescent abuser,
and the family members of both the victim and offender. Moreover,
current researcl findings indicate that most adult sexual offenders
begin their sexually assaultive behavior during adolescence, usual-
ly victimizing younger children. Quite simply, current research and
treatment findings suggest that the adolescent sexual abuser of
today, if entreated, is likely to be the adult sexual offender of to-
morrow, Yet, despite the prevalence and seriousness of this prob-
lem, little is known about its etiology or the most efficacious treat
ment of juvenile sexual abusers and their families.

JATP seeks to develop, evaluate, and ultimately disseminate a
specialized model for effective intervention and treatment of the ju-
venile sexual abuser. This treatment model is designed to: (1) en-
hance family stability by reducing the frequency with which either
juvenile abusers or their victims are removed or .xpelled from the
home; (2) demonstrate success in cognitive restructuring and behav-
ioral modification of juvenile abusers in areas related to their abu-
sive behavior; i:li provide sufficient flexibility and comprehensive-
ness to be accessible to the majority of juvenile offenders; and 44)
be cost-effective when compared to alternative approaches.

Although it is too early to speak of conclusive findings, prelimi-
nary program data and clinical observations are encouraging. To
date, there has been no identified recidivism by the adolescents
who have entered treatment. The proportion of clients who have
terminated treatment against the caseworker's advice is remark-
ably low, far less than 15 percent. In fact, half of the juveniles
either have entered or remained in treatment with no coercive
court order.

To a great extent, the success of all of our efforts at CHNMC de-
pends on the degree to which we are able to tailor our interven-
tions to the needs of °lir community. Any assessment of a family in
which abuse has occurred must include simultaneous examination
of the professional, institutional, and community resources and re-
sponses that impact on that family. It is not sufficient to look
simply at "intrufamily" functioning in cases of child maltreatment.
Rather, it is imperative to examine the ecology of the family's
living, environment and the impact of external stressors upon the
family s viability.

Most of the families served by the division of child protection,
due to their low socioeconomic and minority status, experience
multiple problems. Thus, the crisis of child maltreatment is often
intertwined with other "ritical issues such as unemployment, poor
hoesing. severe familial medical problems, and internal family con-
flicts. Treatment of the multiproblem family represents a distinct
challenge to the clinical worker and requires some unique exten-
sions of traditional therapeutic practices.

li'or example. wild. one traditional goal of intervention with an
abusive parent is to assist in the development of skills for handling
stress, with multiproblem families. it is also necessary to provide
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practical assistance to help solve some of the famil:,'s immediate
Survival problems, such us assisting in obtaining appropriate bdne-
fits from various entitlement programs.

Similarly, flexibility in scheduling appointments is often indicat-
ci. A client's late arrival or failure to keep an appointment should
not be assumed to be an indication of "resistance to therapy," but
should be seen in light of other factors, such as lack of transporta-
tion or difficulty in arranging for child care.

It is most important that the worker indicate that he or she one
understands the pressures that the client must contend with and is
willing to meet the client halfway; and two, cares about the client's
total well - being.

A second critical area is that of cultural and ethnic value sys-
tems, an area which inevitably has important implications for as-
sessment and treatment. This is a highly complex topic but a few
main points can be made. The value system of the clinician is
shaped by his or her own experiences. Thus, a clinician is likely to
have difficulty accepting a cuitural perspective which does not "fit"
his or her own. Similarly, he or she will have to work to gain an
adequate understanding of the impact of personal or institutional
racism as contributing ecologic catalysts in abuse cases. We recom-
mend that the clinician consciously articulate any discrepancy in
value orientation between himself/herself and the client.

The clinician should actively seek the familial and cultural
strengths that are presented by the family, rather than dwelling on
the perceived familial or community deficits. An extended kinship
system or a strong church affiliation, for example, should be recog
nized as very important external supports that can and should be
incorporated into the plan for addressing the targeted clinical prob-
lem.

I could provide a number of other examples of the work being
carried out at CHNMC to prevent child abuse and neglectinitia-
tives in our Child Life Program, our newborn intensive care nurs-
ery, our outpatient department, our department of social work, and
many more. 1 hope, however, that the examples I have already out-
lined will serve to illustrate the multifaceted role hospitals can and
should play in prevention. The keys, I believe, are:

One, to establish a core of expertise, such as we have developed
through our division of child protection; two, to integrate preven-
tive strategies into the full range of other hospital servicesfor ex-
ample, teaching parenting skills during routine well child visits,
training staff to recognize and manage early indications of families
at risk; three, to conduct planned and structured outreach efforts
to raise public awareness about the problem, how to prevent it and
where and how help can be obtained; and four, to plan for and
carry out all services and intervention K SO that they are sensitive
and responsive to the needs, values, and culture of the communi-
ties served.

In these ways, hospitals can truly serve as gatekeepers for the
prevention of child abuse and neglectas long as they remember
always to keep the gate open with communications flowing both
ways.

Parenthetically, I see this committee as having a very important
role OS a focal point in Congress for identifying targets of opportu-
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nity li,r Federal legislation, Federal initiatives, and support of ap-
propriations needed to make the lives of all children itich better.
Through your investigations and hearings such as these, you will
give a far greater insight into the appropriate Federal role in
behalf of vulnerable children. I do hope your committee will contin-
ue to avail itself of this opportunity.

Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you very much, Dr. Green.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Frederick Green follows:]

PREPARKU STATEMENT or FEEUEEICE C. Gam, M.D., ASSOCIATE Daiterok,
Conuatias's flosPITAL NATIONAL MEDIcAl. CENTER, WASHINGTON. DC

HoSETAL-HASED INITIATIVES FOR THE PREVENTION cm CHILD AEGsK AND NEGLECT

Good morning. I am Dr. Frederick Green, Associate Director of Children's Hospi-
tal National Medical ('enter (CHNMC) in Washington, D.C. 1 also serve as Chair-
man of the hospital's Department of Ambulatory Medicine and Director of its Office
of Child Heolth Advocacy. I am pleased and honored to have this opportunity to
testify before the Select Committee on Children, Youth. and Families about a sub
ject that has deeply concerned me throughout my professional careerpreventing
the wastage of children that is caused by abuse and neglect.

Hompitille have been called "gatekeepers" for the identification of child abuse and
neglect. That is, sooner or later, child victims usually are brought to a hospitalto
an emergency room if their condition is acute, or to some other department if their
problem is less immediately threatening to life or limb. When this happens. special-
ly trained and highly skilled health professionals will be able to diagnose the clini-
cal symptoms and initiate appropriate interventions. This is a vital aspect of hospi-
tal services, but it is by no means the only services hospitals can provide for chil-
dren at-risk of maltreatment: Hospitals can also be gatekeepers for the prevention
of child abuse and neglect.

At CIINMC, preventive efforts are (wooed in the Office of Child Health Advocacy
tOCHAI. This orrice was established in 1973 as a concrete expression of the hospi-
tal's commitment to meeting the needs of the "whole child" by going beyond the
walls of the institution to join forces with the community we serve. As further re-
flection of this commitment. OCHA has been placed sufficiently high in the hospi-
tal's administrative and management structure to ensure that it has adequate pur-
view to accomplish its mission.

In the hroadelit sense, child health advocacy, as practiced by OCHA, is a discipline
that recognize* and seeks to compensate for the fundamental vulnerabhity and pow-
erlessness of children. It is o series of planned and systematic "interventions on
behalf of children in relation to those services ant' institutions that impinge on their
lives" iKahn. 19731.

As a working philosophy. OCHA's efforts are based on the premise that children
have a right to good health. In practical terns, this orientation translates into advo-
cacy initiatives directed toward ensuring that there are sufficient available and ac-
cessible services to prevent the onset of health and developmental problems pre
awry preventioni or, failing that, to prevent the p ion of problems and mini-
mize their ill effects (Le.. secondary prevention I. Ourr°0: tools are outreach, educe-
non. coalition building. information sharing, and. of et.arse, analysis, research. and
evaluotion.

Over the past decade. OCHA has put advocacy to work for children with substan-
tial success in ii number of oreas. Through the efforts of our Committee for Lead
Elimination Action. a city-wide, lead poisoning prevention consortium coordinated
by 4N 11A. the rate of lead toxicity in our city has declined from 32 percent in 1973
to less than one percent today. Through our Sudden intim: Death Syndrome Infon
mat ion and Education Project. we are working to prevent the devastation that so
frequently afflicts families when a SMS death occurs. Through our Women. Infants,
and Children Supplemental Foods Proram, we are helping to prevent infant death
and disability among low income community famines.

Primary prevention is the principal mission of 0(7/1A 's largest outreach arm. the
Comprehensive Width Care Program. Through this program's two neighborhood
clinics, we have been able to offer thousands of the District of coiumbia's neediest
children the primary. preventive health care thot is their due and their entitlement.
This can. is essential in ensuring the early identification of children and families at
risk for abuse or neglect. It iilso provides us with continuing opportunities for educe.
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Uwail interactions with parents. helping them understand normal child develop-
ntent and develop realistic. expectations for their ehildren's capabilities and behay.
it it

O('IIA also has curried its prevention efforts into the D.C. Public Schools. The
School Health Project, established in 1981. involves medical students from George
Washiintton University in educational outreach with District junior and senior high
school students. Over I00 medical students and :AO school children have now panic-
pates' at the program, which has the goals of:

Providing young people with the inlbrmation they need to make informed deci-
sions about their own health and wellbeing and that of their children or future
children: and providing physicians-in-training wit% community health knowledge,
skills, and experienee..

The common denominator of all these programs. as well as others under the
O(1IA umbrella. is prevention tailored to community needs.

Our efforts specifically on behalf of abused and neglected children provide a clas-
si illustration of advocacy in action to protect child health. These efforts began in
the eiirly 19711x when an informal, multidisciplinary group of clinicians undertook
supervision of the treatment of most of the battered and neglected children who pre.
wilted for care at the hospital. In addition to developing specialized skills in the
management of these cases, the group also began working locally and nationally to
hring the needs of this vulnerable population to the attention of other service pro-
viders and hose in policy making positions.

By 1975. we were successful in obtaining funds from the National Center on Child
Abuse and Neglect to establish a national demonstration project which we called
the Child Protection Center. This effort was expanded in 1978 when the Law En-
l'orcement Assistance Administration granted us funds for a Special Unit to care for
child victims of sexual abuse. A reorganization or these programs in 1982 brought
built staffs together into a single administrative unit called the Division of Child
Protection The original grant funds have long since expired, and the Division is
currently struggling to maintain its fiscal balance with a precarious combination of
Medicaid and other third party reimbursements, hospital support, and a patchwork
to relatively small public and private grants and contracts.

Still. axlay the multidisciplinary staff of 16 includes social workers, clinical psy
rhologists, nurse clinicians, and physicians, as well as several consulting psychia-
trait who are involved in the day-tesday delivery or care. The Division has main-
tained a clinical approach based on two separate treatment teams, since there are
considerable differences in the kinds of interventions needed in case or physical
abuse or neglect and those required in cases of sexual abuse. The teams provide 24-
hour, on-call coverage in the Emergency Room and deliver a full range of crisis
intervention. therapeutic. consultative, and rehabilitative services. A variety of
treattnent modes are available to the victimized child and family, including psychi-
atri and psychological evaluation, individual therapy for parents, individual coun
while andior play therapy for the child, group counseling, and social service assist
Ma*.

In 11043. the Divisions' clinical teams managed over 1,000 cases or child maltreat-
ment, Over 90 percent of the caseload is Black, most reside in the city; and at least
lin percent are low income. The average age of child victims of physical abuse or
neglect is three to five 'cum, while the average age of sexually victimized children
is eight to nine years.

The fundametnal mission of the Division is to protect individual child victims
from malise. (secondary preventioni and to protect potential victims from harm
iprimary prevention;. The critical pathway to secondary prevention is, of course, the
treatment provided to the Aimed child and his or her family. In cases of battering
I sr neglect, trentrnew goals may include helping the parent to gain a cognitive un-
lerstanding of what happened in relation to the abusive incident and what the po-

tal sr actual consequences may be; reinforcing the parents* positive or adaptive
parenting skills, enhancing the parents ability to recognize and confront stress eon
struetively. etc The central concern is to maintain the family unit if at all possible
awl to strengthen it so as to assure the future health and wellbeing of the child.

The success of the Division's treatment approach in halting the abusive cycle has
been amply demonstrated. Recidivism, i.e., repeated incidents of abuse of a child,

enn. in less that, eight percent of validated cases. This is a striking finding when
one considers this' the research literature reports recidivism in about 50 percent of
cases of child abuse in which no intervention is mink..

In uddit eta to its extensive case management responsibilities, the Division also
arms out research, organizes and implements a wide variety of' professional and

ersminuitity roluralson pilgrims. and provides legal suoport services. such as court
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accompaniment Willi seeitic referenee to prevention programer, three Division ini-
tiatives stand Mt, Hod I would like to ilemcribe such briefly.

PARENTING SKILLS EDUCATIDN eitotatate

The Division's Parenting Skills Education Program provides the District with a
valuable resource thut meets the needs both of parents and of other providers of
child abuse nod nettled services. The purpose of the program is to offer specific in-
struct Ion to modify abusive parenting behavior. The program is an adjunct to thera-
peutic services and is not intended as a substitute for psychotherapy or individual
counseling. However, by acquiring new information about child development and
parenting techniques rind by reassessing attitudes, parents are often able to replace
ineffective and abusive practices with healthier childrearing approaches. The objec-
tives of the program ure:

To acquuint parents with the normal growth and development patterns of chil-
dren; To identify alternative disciplinary approaches and techniques necessary for
healthy childrearing; and To facilitate management of specific, common childrear-
ing issues.

The program is entirely voluntary, and any parent who is having difficulty man-
aging his or her child is eligible to participate. Referrals are accepted from court
social services, protective services, foster care, legal aid, volunteer attorney services,
and a number of private agencies.

The eightweek series of classes comprises ten hours of instruction, which concen-
trote on the years from infancy to age six. Equal emphasis is placed on material
concerning growth and development and that addressing behavioral management of
children. Instructiunal methods include lectures, films handouts, small group discus-
sions, homework assignments, role modeling, and demonstrations.

In addition to knowledge gain 'which is measured through a pre-test/post-test
design', the CittSeleS also have therapeutic value. Parents receive group support when
they enguge in class activities, an especially important benefit for abusive parents
who tend tu be isolated and to lack informal support networks. Over 75 parents
have taken the course. earning Certificates of Completion which provide concrete
evidence and reinforcement of their achievement.

SCHOOLRASEO sUU AL ASIA% PREVENTION PROGRAM

In spite of the prevalence and seriousness of child sexual abuse, most children re-
(live little or no information about this hazard and are not taught effective tech-
niques for protecting themselves. A child may receive vague warnings about not
talking to strangers. but the reason for this prohibition is usually left clouded.
Moreover, most children who are sexually victimized are abused by someone they
know. Often the offender is a mem' er of the child's family or a close associate of a
family member. There is perhaps no other actual or potential danger faced by chil-
dren that is so completely obscured by parents, educators, health professionals and
our society as a whole.

The Division's SchoolBased Sexual Abuse Prevention Program is designed to ad-
dress this issue. Its purpose is to help children understand what is meant by sexual
abuse, teach them ways to protect themselves from being abused. and acquaint
them with sources of help if they are being abused, have been abused, or are abused
in the future

It is &lila) intended to educate parents about the nature and extent of sexual abuse,
ways in which they can protect their children, and where they can get help if abuse
occurs. Finally, the program is designed to train school personnel in the identifica-
tion and reporting of abuse, as well as in getting assistance for abused children who
come in their attention.

The program is now in its third year, working with third and fourth grade ate-
den.,, parents. and educators in four District elementary schools. The curriculum
for the program is currently being refined and evaluated, with the goal of dissemi-
nating it as a model for replication in other urban school systems.

atvENILK ARUSER TREATMENT PROGRAM

While the two program components discussed above are directed toward primary
prevention. the Division also stresses secondary prevention as is exemplified in the
Juvenile Abuser Treatment Progrum. This program, initiated in 1981 with grant
funds from the National ('enter on Child Abuse and Neglect. provides both Short-
and long-term outpatient treatment for ndolescents who sexually molest younger
children The program functions as both a pre- and postadjudication diversionary
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placement for the pivemle Justin. systema in the District of Columbia and surround.
ing jeirisdietuens It IS the only speemhzed treatment program for juvenile sexual of-
fenders in the Washington Metropolitan Area. and, to our kricwiedge, one of only a
handful of such programs nationwide.

The .JATP was established as a result of the growing awareness on the part of
hision staff about the magnitude of the problem of sexual abuse by adolescents. Of

the 1 ii01) cases of such abuse known to the Division. 47 percent involved juvenile
'Menden, with over 32 percent of these involving family members.

Regardless of the offender's familial relationship to the victim, these abusive inci-
dents usually have negative psychological and social consequences for the victimized
Add. the mlidescent abuser. and the family members of both the victim and offend-
er. Moreewer, current research finding* indicate that must adult sexual offenders
begin their sexually assaultive behavior during adolescence, usually victimizing
younger children. Quite simply, current research and t rent n nt findings suggest
that the adolescent sexual abuser of today. if untreated, is likely to be the adult
viand offender of tomorrow. Yet. despite the prevalence and seriousness of this
problem. little is known about its etilogy or the must efficacious treatment of juve.
Mk sexual Anvers mid their families.

4ATP seeks to develop, evaluate and ultimately disseminate a specialized model
for effective intervention and treatment of the juvenile sexual abuser. This treat-
ment model is designed to:

Enhance stability by reducing the fretluency with which either juvenile
abusers or their victims are removed or expelled trom the home:

Iheomistride success in cognitive restructuring and behavioral modification of ju-
vende abusers in areas related to their abusive behavior;

Provide sufficient flexibility and comprehensiveness to be accessible to the majori.
ey of juvenile offenders; and

He costeffective when compared to alternative approaches incarceration, in-
oitVIdual tradltiamel psychoanalytic psychotherapy. etc.)

The 4ATP model consists of a diversionary process which allows juvenile abusers
to enter treatment as soon as possible following disclosure. even while legal proceed.
Ines are continuing. Treatment consists of individual psychotherapy for the abuser;
and, in interfamily cases,individual counseling for the parents and the child victim,
and family therapy for the family unit as a whole.

Although it is too early to speak of conclusive findings, preliminary program data
and clinical observations are encouraging. To date, there has been no identified re-
cidivism by the adolescents who have entered treatment. The proportion of clients
who have terminated treatment against the caseworker's advice is remarkably low.
far less than l e percent. In fact, half of the ..tveniles either hive entered or re-
maims' to treatment with no coercive court ord

We believe the .IATP is of critical local ar i national significance. Locally, it
..eres as the only existing diversionary and treatment resource for the District of
Voltimhia and for adjacent jurbedictinns of Maryland and Virginia. Nationally, it
holds the promise of providing a model for treatment and intervention in an area
that virtually has been ignored in the past.

To a great extent, the success of all of our efforts at CIINMC depends on the
degree to which we are able to tailor our interventions to the needs of our communi-
ty Any assessment of a family in which abuse has occurred must include simultane-
ow. examination of the professional. institutional, and community resources and re-
poises that impact on that family. It is not sufficient to look simply at "intra-
lasnely in cases of child maltreatment. Rather, it is imperative to ex-
amin the ecology of the family's living environment and the impact of external
.4ire..sors u,Ion the homily's viability.

Nicol of thee families served by the Division of Child Protection, due to their low
.41103 economic and minority status, experience' multiple problems. Thus. the crisis
of child maltreatment is often intertwined with other critical issues, such as unem
He% went. poor housing. severe familial medical problems, and internal family con.
rhos Treatment of the multi-problem family represents a distinct challenge to the
clinical worker and requires some unique extensions of traditional therapeutic prac-
tices

For example, while one traditional goal of intervention with an abusive parent is
to assist in the development skills for handling stress with multi-problem fami
hes. it I. also necessary to primate priest loaf assistance to help solve some of the ram.
11) immdeine survival problems, such as assisting in ohtaining appropriate bene-
fit. Iron various entielement programs.

`41tatlarly flexibility in scheduling appoint merits is often indicated. A client's late
,irrival ur Wore to keep an appointment should not Ise assumed to be an indication
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tsf "resisiance to therapy." hot shoolil 1w seen in light of the other factors. such as
lack of traosioortatien or difficulty in wronging for child care.

It is most important that the worker indicate that he or she I I1 understands the
pressures that the client must contend with und is willing to meet the client half
way, and i'21 cares about the client's total wellbeing

A second critical area is thut of cultural and ethnic value systems, an area which
inevitably has important implications for assessment and treatment. This is a
highly complex topic. but. rather, a few main points can be made. The value system
of the clinician is shaped by his or her own experiences. Thus, a clinician is likely to
have difficalty accepting a cultural perspective which does not "lit" his or her own.
Similarly. he or she will have to work to gain an adequate understandinic of the
impact of wrsonal or insiitutionul racism as contributing ecologic catalysts an abuse
cases. We recommend that the clinician couseiouitly articulate any discrepancy in
value orientation between himself/herrielf und the client. Further. it is important
for the clinician to practice reversing roles in an attempt to gain better understand.
mg of the value issues that arise in a given clinical :situation and their potential
iMplict on the treatment approach.

The clinican should actively seek the familial and cultural strengths that are pre-
sented by the family, rather than dwelling on the perceived familial or community
deficits. An extended kinship system or a strong church affiliation. for exumple.
should be recognized as very import int external supports that can and should be
ineorporated into the plan for addressing the targeted clinical problem.

Finally. the utilization of multidisciplinary and interracial team reviews of treat-
ment plans is one of the best wort of assuring appropriate and effective interven
tioas Peer review and supervision are critical vehicles for identifying missed cues.
inappropriate interpretations, or countertransferences.

I could provide a number of other examples of the work being carried out at
CIINMC to prveni child abuse und negiectinitiatives in our Child Life Program,
our Newborn Inieloave ('are Nursery. our Outpatient Department, our Department
of Social Work. and many inure. I hope, however, Out the examples I have already
outlined will serve to illustrate the multifaceted role hospitals can and should play
in prevention The keys. I believe, are

1 To establish a core of expertise. such as we have developed through our Divi
sem of Child I'rote'ction.

To integrate preventive strategies into the full range of other hospital services
se g . teaching parenting skills during routine wellehild visits, training staff to rec.
New and manage the early indications of families at risk of abuse).

3 To voided planned and structured outreach efforts to raise public awareness
about the problem. how to prevent it, and where and how help can be obtained.

I To plan and carry out all services and interventions so that they are sensitive
;mil responsive to I he needs. values, and culture of the community served.

In thew ways. hospitals can truly serve as gatekeepers for the prevention of child
abuse and neglect as long as they remember always to keep the gate open, with
1141111111111111t itIns flowing both ways.

Mr. ANTtioN Dr. Whitworth.

STATEMENT (II.' .1.11, WHITWORTH, M.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
()le' FEDI,TRICS :S CHILD AllUsE AND NEGLECT. rNIVERSITY
(H.' FLORIDA, EXECUTIVE MEDICAL DIRKCTOR, CHILDREN'S
CRISIS CENTER, CONSULTANT TO FLORIDA STATE DKPART-
MENT ()M' HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SKRVIC104 IN CHILD
ARNE AND NEG1,1:CT

Dr. WHITWORTH. I will he extremely brief.
Mr. ANTnosY. It looks like you are running for President with

all those microphones.
Dr. Witcrwoicra. I don't think so yet. The committee has detailed

statistics as to materials I am going to be presenting. I will refer
you to those and will abstract as much as I can as I go along.

My nalne Whitworth. M.D. 1 associate professor of pe-
diatrics in child abuse and neglect the University of Florida and
consultant at the Florida State Department of Health and Rehabil-
itative Services in Child Abuse and Neglect. My purpose is to brier
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ly summarize liar you what is going on in prevention of child abuse
in the State of Horida.

Initially 1 had intended to build an argument that child abuse
was a major problem in the United States, and also in the State of
Florida. Hut other speakers before me have done that very effec-
tively, and I will not repeat that data except to say that one of the
Inctors that 1 believe was highly responsible for passage of recent
legislation in the State of Florida were statistics that related to the
relationship between juvenile delinquency and the history of child
abuse in the family. At least 50 percent of families reported for
abuse or neglect had at least one child later :.taken to court as de-
linquent or ungovernable. Among these delinquents they were 5S
times more likely to commit rape than their control counterparts.

As has been mentioned before, in sexual abuse, sexually active
and promiscuous teenage girls gave a history of sexual victimiza-
tion in at least SO percent of the cases studied. Flor;da has a histo-
ry of having developed an effective statewide network of child-pro-
tection teams which are multidisciplinary teams, primarily operat-
ing after the fact. And therefore, subsequently an attempt was
made to develop legislation which would address the issue of pre-
vention directly.

This legislation Willi introduced by Representative John L. Mills;
a companion bill was introduced by Senator Robert McKnight and
became law in the State of Florida on March 20, 19142, becoming
chapter $2 -12, Laws of Florida. This bill, then law, introduced the
concept or a statewide Task Force for Child Abuse Prevention, as
well as creating district task forces in each of the HRS districts
within the State. These task forces were given certain mandates.
Statewide activities of the task force included a program to provide
instruction to all school personnel on a statewide bases.

The second major emphasis was on education of all law enforce-
meta personnel on a statewide basis. The third was statewide in-
volvement in an extensive ongoing public awareness program con-
ducted jointly by the public information, office of the secretary,
and also the child protection Teams throughout the State. All three
of these components are now in place and are now active in the
State of Florida.

There are a total of 26 individual projects which have been se-
lted by district task forces to be implemented throughout the
State. Those are summarized in the materials that have been pro-
vided to you. I will not detail them individually except to talk in
terms of generalities as Car as types of programs. One type of pro-
eram is a prenatal-and perinatal-support-services program, very
similar to some of those which you have heard described to you
today, and :also in previous testimony. Within the prenatal services
cemponent. tip, program will4 made available to all prenatal clinics
.11 the district in which it was implemented, This particular compo-
nent was primarily an educational component as well as identify-
me these high-risk individuals coming into prenatal clinics who
ilnald retvive certain supportive activity such as grouletherapy ses-
,-iials. specific educational sessions as liar :is parentnig is concerned,
then in eater into a perituitalsrvices component in which we pro-
vide labor cote his item a cadre of %.olutiteers.
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Subsequent to that the individuals go into our postnatal pro-
gram, which provides home health visitors who actively are in-
veived in neonatal and perinatal stimulation of the infants as well
aa the general education program and group activities for the
adults involved.

This particular program has increased significantly parental
knowledge about the needs of children in developmental stages, has
decreased family isolation and increased peer support. Has in-
creased an appropriate utilization of social and health services and
also increased parental knowledge about household management.
We have been particularly concerned about sexual-abuse preven-
tion activities in the State of Florida, as has been mentioned to
you, at least parenthetically, sexual abuse has always been thought
to be preventable by talking in terms of the dirty old man or the
individual riding in the car asking the child to get in. As we know,
we are talking in terms of possibly as much as 20 percent of sexual
abuse when we try to prevent it by talking to our children in those
terms; 80 percent, on the other hand, is committed by individuals
who are very well known to the child, and therefore would be total-
ly left out from any program that approached it in that way.
Therefore, we are currently in school systems in several districts in
the State of Florida providing a good-touch-bad-touch progrnm for
children in kindergarten through second grade. This has, again as
was noted by previous individuals, been very effective in changing
concepts children have of their ability to say no and their ability to
protect themselves against what they then perceive as bad touch.

The concept of a crisis nursery has been very adequately spoken
to in previous testimony. There are three crisis nurseries currently
in place in the State of Florida, and are working very effectively as
a place where a parent can find respite when it is needed. Until
recently the entire approach of funding the problem of child abuse
was spent in identifying, diagnosing, and treating after the fact.

I hope it is riot confusing to the committee or anyone else who
hears testimony on prevention of child abuse in that there seem to
be a variety of ways that are effective. That in fact is true. There is
no one single answer. Those of us who have worked in the field and
are involved in the field become more and more acutely aware of
the fact that it is necessary to fund a variety of kinds of programs
because they all have some direct effect on family function and
therefore have some direct effect on child abuse as a problem.

First, we would suggest from the standpoint of potential legisla-
tion and funding would be one to reserve funding primarily for
service programs which provide direct service to the largest popula-
tions passible such as perinatal, prenatal, and postnatal programs.

Second, fund services with heavy emphasi; utillzation of
trained volunteers fur the service provision as this has been shown
to be extraordinarily effective with abusive families.

Third, preferential funding fur programs which reach a large
population on a longitudinal basis, that is pat enting programs in
schools, newborn, and pediatric agencies.

Fourth, fund programs which provide evaluation systems for
measurable effectiveness in changing attitudes and behavior and
measurement of educational object 11:(9.1.
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Mout importiintly, we would suggest an absoute commitment to
the health and safety of our children by fostering any effort which
would elevate them to first priority status.

[Prepared statement of Dr. J. M. Whitworth follows:I

Pumas,' STATEMENT OP J. M, WHITWORTH, M.D.. AMOCIATE PROFESSOR OP PEDIAT.
rim.n Aims ANO NIRILECT, UNIVERSITY OP FLORIDA. EXECUTIVE MEDICAL Ds-

esirroa, enitieutes Cams CENTER, INC.. CoNSULTANT, STATEWIDE CHILD PROTEC-
THIN TRAMS PISS:RAM. CHII OREN'S MEDICAL. SERVICRS. JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

MILD ABUSR PREVENTION IN THE STATE OP PU3RIDA

introluetion
According to national child welfare stutistia. It is estimated that over one million

children are physically abused. sexually abused. neglected or emotionally maltreat-
ed each year in the United States, with an estimated two thousand children dying
each year from abuse and neglect. The problem outranks any disease as a prime
killer of children. Mot-talk,' statistics are not only highly significant, but also fright-
ening. If morbidity statistics are added, he ,.,agnitude of the problem as a public
health issue is this country is brought into perspective. Those who survive abuse are
estimated to have at least a 30 percent chance of permanent physical or phychologi-
ce. sequelae.

Chilli obuse rates ure increasing nationwide. In a fifty state survey completed by
the National Committee on Prevention of Child Abuse in November 1983, forty-five
states indicated that reports of child abuse increased. Thirty-eight states said that
the types of cases being reported were becoming more serious. A similar survey
completed by the National center earlier in 1988 showed the number of deaths due
to child abuse increasing by an average of forty-four percent in over half the states
reporting

If health issues are not enough to speak to the need for child abuse preventi in
progrurns, we can look to statistics which relate the problem to a variety of other
:serious sescial prohlems. In the Source Book of Criminal Justice Statistics, published
in 1981, it was noted in a study by Welch that ninety-seven percent of hard-core
delinquents experienced a history of severe physical punishment and assault in
their home. In another study, it was noted by the New York State Assembly Select
Committee en Child Abuse in 1978 that My percent of families reported for abuse
or neglect hod at least one child later taken to court as delinquent or ungovernable.
It was noted among other fiAings that these delinquents were fifty-eight timed
more likely to commit rape thun their control counter-parts. As a footnote it should
1w mentioned that in 149 the Federal Government spent $398 million dollars in
correctioi.t1 costa in addition ti the $300 million spent by states for this purpose. It
should be oted that in the same study in one-third of all New York homicides a
history of childhood abuse in the perpetrator's background is present. Others have
noted that. two-thirds of prisoners convicted of first degree murder report previous
childhood histories of physical brutality. In the study done by Benward Denson-
Gurbe an 1975, it was noted that female teenage prostitutes gave a history of sexual
victimization as younger children in eighty percent of the cases studied.

Physical abuse or neglect is a significant cause of lo..1-tarm mental retardation
.0e1 tievelopmentul delay in a multitude of studies done in the past several years
mid also in a prominent cause of cerebral palsy developing suesequent to the new-
born period. Knowing the tremendous costs of institutionalization and special educa-
tion for the groups mentioned above. .ne should have no grasst difficulty in making
a significant case for prevention of child abuse from the humeri standpoint, as well
lei the potentially tremendous savings in the costs treatment or institutionalization.

When child abuse reporting laws were written across the country, the emphasis
was initially on developing systems for crisis intervention for abed and neglected
children. Although this intervention system was much needed, it was only a very
short time until those involved in the field were very much aware of the fact that
these programs in general offered no prevention component and continuously oper-
13h "after the fact". At best, there was prevention of reabuee in a single family.
There emerged the realization of a tremendous need to develop prever.tion programs
which tould benefit n Inrger pr pulotion at risk In studies done tlelfer and others
to attempt to identity the populaton at risk, it became qui'. iarent that pre-
vention programs should educate the populution as a whs., iaximally effec-
tive area to pro% ide the greatest possibility of change in N..1 :4 attitude towtad
children and their place in society.
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Deeelopment of chile; abase networlang In the Mate of Honda
The State of Florida has enacted legislation dealing with child abuse beginning in

1901 and additionally in 1923, 1966, 1971, 1974, and 11175. The legislation in 1975,
which is currently Chapter 827 Florida Statutes, provided for mandatory reporting
of suspected child abuse and delineated responsibilities for public agencies including
establishing a statewide abuse registry and providing for confidentiality of reports
and records. This Statute has been amended on a number of occasions since that
time

Florida already had a record of successful statewide networking in the develop-
ment of the Child Protection Teams program. (See Appendix A.)

In 1)ecember of 19$1, a Hill was filed in the Florida House of Representatives as
House Bill 296 by Representative Jon L. Mills (Democrat Gainesville;, an act relat-
ing to the prevention of child abuse and neglect. House Bill 296 required the Florida
Deportment of Health and Rehabilitative Services to develop a comprehensive state
plan for the prevention of child abuse and .neglect to be submitted to the Governor,
the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House on January 1, 1983. The
Hill created an Interprogram Task Force which required participation by the De-
pertinent of Education and local agencies and organizations, as well as provided for
specific duties of the Task Force. The Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services and the Department of Education were additionally mandated to develop
methods of instruction for public school personnel in the detection of child abuse
and neglect and to develop curricula on child abuse and neglect. The bill required
the Florida Deportmetit of Law Fnforcement and the Department of Health and Re-
habilitative Services to jointly develop ways of informing and instructing appropri-
ate law enforcement personnel in the detection of child abuse and neglect, and the
appropriate method.- of handling suspected cases. The Department of H.R.S. was
further required to eduente the general public regarding child abuse and neglect.
Each district of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, which come
prises eleven districts geographically distributed throughout the State, was reit:ndat-
ed to develop a district plan and to establish a District Task Force. The format for
district plans was provided for in the Bill. An appropriation of one million one hun-
dred thousand dollars was initially included for the implementation of the act. The
Hill further provided that all future appropriations for child abuse and neglect pre-
vention efforts be based on the State plan. A Companion Bill, Senate Bill 737. was
filed by tienatro Robert McKnight (DemocratMiami; for consideration In the
Senate. Both Bills 'mused without amendment on March 9, 1982. and the Bill was
signed into law by Governor Bob Graham on March 20. 1982, and became Chapter
)42-62 Laws of Florida.

The State Tusk Force was convened subsequent to the passer of the Bill and pub-
lished as state plan for comprehensive "proach to the prevention of child abuse and
neglect in Florida in December 1982 with provisions this plan be updated every two
years. In the report, guidelines for creation of District Task Forces were clearly de-
lineated. These Task Forces were made up of a broad representation of the commu-
nity representing all agencies who had direct or indirect contact with abused and
neglected children, and who might have the capability of providing expert input as
to development of prevention programs in the area. These District Task Forces,
through a series of meetings, were able to identify a variety of local needs, and at
the culmination of needs assessment, requested proposals from vendors for alloca-
tin of funds Allocations were subsequently made and programs implemented.
These programs have been in operation for varying but limited lengths of time, and
therefore, definitive results as to direct effectiveness have not yet been assessed.
Ilowe7er. there is at least available anecdotal data for each program.

/h.scripeion of repremenhaire prreentian programs
Three statewide activities were described in the goals and objectives of the State

Task Force on Child Ahuse and Prevention. As of June 1, 1983, all had been begun
and were well on the way to meeting the requirements of the statute.

The first of these was a program to provide instruction to all school personnel
statewide. The Task Force developed the three year time table for such training to
occur, and by June 1. 1953, the staff or the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services and the Child Protection Teams System were able to provide relevant
trainitig to elementary pies.iso iiertiontiel. The plan included providing similar train-
ing to middle school periumnel in the second year (currently in process), and during
the third year. high school personnel are to Is trained under a curriculum already
developed.

The second major emphasis was on education of low enforcement personnel. In-
structional objectives and curricula for a two hour presentation on the topic were
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developed mid were Pistmotteel to all training centers by the' Florida Department of
Law Enforcement Thee varriceilenti has Imam included in an eight hour block of In
struction on "crinies against persons" and in general, has been provided by the
Child Protection Team personnel in each district. In addition, the same training pro-
vided on videotapc is offered to new employees and periodically used for in-service
training.

The third area of statewide involvement was an extensive on-going public aware.
nem campaign conducted jointly by the Public Information Office of the Secretary of
Health :end Rehabilitotive Services and also the Child Protection Teams throughout
the State. This campaign included t. levision spots, and printed pamphlets for pro
fessionals and lay individuals. Thew continue to be utilized in an on-going effort to
keep statewide awareness at it very high level. It should be noted that many of the
District Task Forces have identified this as a priority item and have utilized local
funds for this purpose.

in the interest of hrevity, I have 'selected three programs which demonstrate
many Components whi..h are common to all prevention programs in the various dis-
tricts in the State. A brief description of all other programs in the State is provided
as Appendix R.

Prenatal and perinatal support services
The contention of this project is that by early identification and a program of

intervention, risk rectors can be decreased or even minimized for a more nearly op-
tima bonding process, resulting in a decrease in nialadaptive behaviors including
elidel abuse The importance of a continuum of services cannot be overemphasized
since constancy of input with specialized services at key times seems absolutely nec-
4.bsary for a positive effeet. This pre gram brings together the existing knowledge in
improvement of family systems by a variety of mechanisms and agencies to help at
vierious times during the prenatal. perinatal and postnatal period with primary
firers on the motherinfunt died, but with real and measurable effects on the total
family unit.

The program is operated by the Children's Crisis Center. Inc. which is physically
Welded at University Hospital of Jacksonville. As an independent nonprofit agency
pri arily operating with state funds which are provided through the Children's
Method Services system, it was possible for the purposes of this project to affiliate
with the Division of Neonatology of the Department of Pediatrics at University Hos-
pital. the Ikportment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and the Public ;.-with Depart-
ment which provide the services of the nurse-midwife foim in peen .1 and perina-
tal oire on a district wide basis. The Neonatology Division is responsible for overall
care of the Neonatal Nurseries in every major hospital in Jacksonville, and there.
fore, has accosts to a referral population which is truly communitywide. The mar-
r 14,9- of these groups provided access to the preterm patient, providing potential for
continuity throughout the delivery and postdelivery period through clinics snd hos-
pital visas, and then provided expertise in the area of child abuse and neglect allow-
ing a unique potential for longitudinal contact with and impact on high risk par-
ents. These groups and University Hospital provide nearly all of the indigent care
in the immediate area and are in contact with the highest risk population present
in the geographicn1 area. Thine fact provided a unique opportunity to develop a pro-
gram which could specifically address the needs of high risk parent longitudinally
liegieming us early ns posseihie before delivery and continuing as long as needed. It
also provided the opportunity to coordinate the many already existent medical and
pam.medieid programs which could be effectively utilized to assist these parents. All
participants in this prograni heel already addressed the prevention issue to a certain
exteet. but all were unahle ti, increase the intensity of that commitment because of
binding and personnel limitations. On the other hand. h ince some coasting capabill
ties were present. 9 relatively modest increase in funding resulted in a much broad
er effect on the population served. It is strongly felt that in the population we serve
there is II need to nut only effectively coordinate programs dealing with parenting.
but mire speifirally to address hroader concepts of family systems. Family systems
inlude all ()I' those activities which have a direct relationship to the interaction be-
Nem, the infant rind iserent onother, surrogate mother and father figure. and also
an e,vrriiq uoderstmuling of the multiple processs which takes place surrounding
the birth of the lathy mid the concomitant esperiencea which can he anticipated.
This is a much more. (simplex hear thou tuirenting Wile. W4' envisioned the begin-
tong of ,he continuum as an educatimial process utilized in prenatal clinics. and in
additmei, In rebind from the various owners in the community which deal with
high risk parents
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The servos.% provided for the Prenatal and Pi'riiuitiil Support Services to High
Risk Families and Children I PPM) are' tinder the direction of a Program Director
and Family Systems Coordinator with assistance by elrieal and volunteer staff. The
services provided are in three basic categories:

I Prenatal Services Component The program identified all existing prenatal
serviees being provided through the Perinatology Program and Nurseidwifery
Program based at University Hospital. as well as the Public Health Department.
The program made availahle to all prenatal clinics printed material which described
the prognons available to parents, the importance of family life activities and im-
provement or parenting skills. These written materiuls made it possible for clients
to access the program directly without re'fe'rral, if desired. In addition, a video-tape
presentation was presented u waiting areas at various selected prenatal clinics
throughout the community. The presentation utilized a discussion format regarding
questions or parent mg, the perintital period in general, the phenomenon of bonding.
and addressed some' of the feelings common to parents facing that period and the
support systems needed by them. In addition, during the prenatal period, a high
risk cheek list was completed hy professionnls seeing patients in prenatal clinics and
refernd to the' program was made of those "at risk" individuals for more intensive
involvement Parent support groups wore developed during the prenatal period to
provide a forum for individuals to discuss problems of common concern and to begin
to prepare for the stresses of delivery and immediate post-delivery adjustment. Co-
ordination and development of these services required that the Family Systems Co-
ordinator make visits to many of the prenatal clinics to describe the program and
also to facililide the process of initial intuke. Intuke was also facilitated from other
programs providing services to prenatal clients which may include literature being
availahle at Food Stamp Offices and other public welfare agency offices.

2 Nre natal sr/vices component Individuals entering this component are those
who have already hem' identified and eatiehlished as high risk individuals and also
intake' 44 clients who haw had no prenatal rare, but who are felt, at the time of
admission to the hospital, to potentially derive significant benefit from input by the
program These include individuals who are known to be of high risk because of the
assessment tool or also a significant number who are defined as high risk simply
because. they had no prenatal care. Those services offered during this period of time
are the assistance of a labor coach from a cadre of volunteers. These individuals are
I raines1 in techniques of parental i.upport during the labor period, enhancement of
Minding and foIlowip cure during the immediate postpartum period. Individuals
who are espeviall eligible for the labor coach program are those who have no sig.
inficient other person to help support them through this period. Intermediate post.
portion period parent chow% are offered to improve immediate parenting skills, as
well as facilitate the bonding process on a group basis. All participants in the pro-
gram ane visited periodically hy the Family Systems Coordinator to assist in identi

both immediate and future. needs.
:1 Postaatoi services component Those clients desiring continued contact are en-

vouraged :o im into the postnntol progroto which includes such services as the Home
Ileolth Visiten, developed from a cadre of volunteers and trained by the program.
These individuals are trained as facilitators for continued bonding activity, as well
as a very practical day to cloy support in the needs of high risk parents v th signifi-
cant fiiiatiend difficulties. Support is offered in areas of child development. nutri-
tion, litidgeting and other similar areas hy the Home Health Visitor. As is we'll
known m this community, the Visiting Nurses Associution provides a very effective
Homemaker Program which provides support tar parents not only at the post-
partum period, but also Liter for more specific parental role problem:4. This portion
of the program is ietended to expand the role rather than supplant it. Trained Vis-
am Nurses Assoeiation Homemakers are a logical training and supervision re-
source leer Home Health Visitors and fluty lx' also a logical source of support logisti-
eally for the entire lime I lealth V:sitor Component. Coordination continues nt this
peon with other agencies in the community, and if the' client is appropriate. for ex-
ample, referral to an existing parenting program or parroting education group
takes pines at that time Other referrals such as to Children 8 Medical Services
ics for specific medical prolio.ais. other psychological services such ns the Child
Guidance Chow tend farilion,m, or entry into community dny care at the appropri-
at time takes pimp during this period Self support groups of parents continues in
i he post portion period for similar purposes as the groups develop' d in a prenatal
penis' It is hoped Chat adecputte continuity will 1w generated so that 'he' population
motioning en group: aught be' very similar to the population in groupie the prena
tail period continuing to :it as a support system for each other
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The previously desctilesi service's were implemented from April 1. 1983. to June
3n. 19e3. under the direction of Progriea Diretior, Family Systems Coordinator.
clerical stall and trained volunteer lats./ coaches and flume Health Visitors. Serv-
ices are provided on it referral acceptance basis on Monday through Fric!ay, eight
hour work day system to coinci with other agencies open at those times such as
the City health Clinics, pediate 4 perinatal clinics.

The outcome of the services proesded by this program will be III an increase in
parental knowledge about the needs of a child and developmental stages; 121 a reduce
lion of fancily isolation and increase in peer support; t3, an increase in appropriate
utilitation of social and health services: and NI an increase in parental knowledge
iitxtut household management.

We assume that the ntost significant evaluation of the effectiveness of the pro-
gram would be to compare those individuals who have participated in the program
with a sitnliar group of patients who had not pa' icipated in the program using as
the criterion any evidence of referral of the infau for evaluation of abuse and ne-
glect. This could he .4complished by identifying participants end cross referencing
mimes with referrals to the Child Abuse Registry and both the study group and a
like control group with comparison of an attack rate for reporting. Evaluation
would also be accomplished by periodic feedback on a formal basis from all clients
served utilizing a form designed for that purpose by a consultant independent of the
program. Client assessment of the value of the programs individually would be
sought and an independent critique carved out. Programmatic adjustment would be
made accordingly

To evaluate specific ohjectives as listed, we will utilize pre and post testing instru-
ments to evaluate parents' knowledge of needs of a child and developmental stages.
Family isolation and peer support will be measured by contact records of various
program competent* and peer support will be measured by contact records of vari-
ous program eonimments and peer support systems provided. Social and health sere
ie contact records will be kept and household managrnent skills will be evaluated
by none Health Visitors as part of routine reports submitted to the Family Sys-
tems Cs.ardinntor

Since the inception of this program. 204 families have been served with referrals
incwasing each month. Although definative datn as to outcome have not been
granted, there is very significant feedback from participants as to the effectiveness
of the various components. and "satisfied" clients have begun to refer their friends
far services.

In recent year we have developed a much more clear understanding of' the magni-
tude of the prohiem of child molestation. It is estimated that some kind of incestu-
ous behavior exists in one in twenty households, roughly one household per residen-
tial block blustice and Justice. 191141. It is further estimated that before the age of
eighteen, at least one in five female children will be victimized by sexual assault or
an inestuous relationship. (loud statistical information is not yet available on the
involvement of male children. us reporting of such instances has not k up with
the tremendous increase :n reporting for females. One must assume there is a sig-
nificant population of boys who are similary victimized. On a yearly basis, we,
therefore. know that at least one million children are sexually abused in this coun-
try If one deals with the victims of sexual assualt or incest, one very quickly real-
les' the psychological devastation for the victim immediately after the incident.
This extends to a large nionber of individuals who require long-term or even a life
time of psychiatric or psychological counseling to allow them to develop at least as-
seinbience of ticirnial interpersonal relationships.

It was once felt adequate to warn our children that they might be hurt by strang
ers offering candy or a ride in a car, but more recently we have become very acutely
aware that HI least eighty percent of sexual assaults are perpetrated by individuals
who the children know well and who may be close relatives or trusted adults. There-
fore. a different system of prevention had to be developed to take into consideration
the need for children to protect themselves from sexual assault from any adult. The
-good touch-had touch" approach makes it possible for a child to overcome feelings
of threat of harm or getting into trouble if he/she is confronted with a potentially
sexual euounter It also makes it possible for the child to overcome his highly de-
eloped trust in the authority of an adult who is manipulating the :hild to make
than ace essable to be molested

Such it program is being utilited in several areas in the State of Florida is cen-
tered around a film which is usually shown to kindergarten, first or second ',traders
called "Speak lip! Soy Ni produced by Krause House. The filmstrip's main char-
acter is a mouse Penelope Peabody,
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For older elnleiren, a more age appropririe film is used culled Who Do You
Tell'' ", prealueed by MIi Teleprogranis, Pic The second film not only addresses
sexual assault. iota also a somewhat more br aid area of problem solving. Presenta-
tions are made by trained volunteers in the sellout itself, and it should be empha-
sized that the presentation is not couched in sexual terms. Excerpts from the script
pnivided by volunteers follows:

"I'll het most of you have been told by sour mother or father or teacher that you
4110:111 net talk to strangers or get in a cur with a stranger or to take candy from a
stranger Why do you think that is?

Wield answers and respond appropriately.
The mum reason is that someone who wants you to do something that seems

funny to you or that your parents have told you not to do, may be trying to hart
you.

Sometime* the person who is trying to get you to do something you feel is not
right. may be a friend or someone your parents already know, Like a coach or a
neighbor or your friend's father or a cub scout leader.

In the film, do you remember who the person was who tried to get Penelope to do
things she did not want to da?

Thlit's right her Uncle Sid --sometimes the people who might give us a bad
touch are related to us or even live with us. What did he try to get Penelope to do?

That's right to take her clothes off, and to get her to look at pictures that were
not very nice'.

That was a not okay touch or a bad touch?
's talk a minute about good touches and bad touches.

Had touches can happen to any part of our bodyour terns and legs, our face, and
our private parts By private parts, I n.ean those areas of the body that are covered
by your hat long suits.

What a Mar bohysitter asked you to undress so that you could play a special
game with biro that would he is secret?

Answer. "No, I don't feel like it."
'After your mom and dad get home, he sure to tea them what the sitter :midi
What if someone touches a private part and asks you not to tell because it is a

sperm, secret"
Answer. "I would to sl another grown-up that 1 trusted."
We've talked about people that we know giving us bad touches and what to do.
Remember you have the right to say no to someone touching your body in a way

that feels wrong to you. There is always another grown-up who can help. Some-
times. when I have talked to other schools there are some boys and girls who have
already had a bad touch from someone they trusted. I tell them to let their teacher
or sciaiol counselor know. If anyone here feels funny about something that hap-
's-tied to you, your teacher know.: how to help you.

Remember what Penelope said? Speak up! Say no!
It was of purl uvular interest to us that a group of children who received this train-

ing very early in the' program were pre-tested and posttested for behavior under a
given set of circumstances. In is group of kindergarten children when asked the
question prior to the training process "What would you do if a stranger offered you
a rule to ,allool"" response from the' pretest group was that eighty percent would
accept such a ride Utilizing that same group as is control population, the training

wa given by different volunteers in different !ovations and two weeks after
the training session, the children were' main asked the question. At second contact,
..eventy.eight pereent of the children who were asked indicated they would not
accept a ride from a stranger to school and responses to other questions indicated a
..ignificantly he !htened awareness of "bad touch- and a need of ..eporting any inci-
dem to their ie.. eni ea. teacher.

We feel that this training approach is not only highly betters:WI, hit also in the
long rim will reap highly significant Ismefits in reducing the incidence- of both in.
tralanolial amd extralimuluil sexual abuse' and assault.

A proiert in the Miami area has been developed around a "crisis nursery". The
t Havels 1-...imple If parents in distress have a place to bring their children where
re vie rate can he given and ensis counseling received, stress will be reduced and
the hkeithod child ahoy- will Is' less The program allows self-referral and also
.1c. opt, as referral for short term supportive servires. Programs go well beyond
those oval 'able if. regular day ran. awl dearly focuses on therapeutic intervention
and -hurt term I rammg in alternatives coping skills. The project alai: incorporates a
hot line for Otesmed parents and children who feet they are in danver. Referral to
more ham term facilo in the city and 10110w-up are provided.
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statewide network of medically directed and oriented multidisciplinary Child
Protection 'reams has town established and funded by the Florida Legislature. The
concept of a multulisciplinury leant approach to deal with the problem uf child
abuse and neglect is nut new. and in fact, many metropolitan areas uf the United
States have established such teams. Only Florida. however. has established a state-
wide network of such teams, funded by the state and coordinated through a state
mige'acy

NAmmeouND

The Florida State Department of health and Rehabilitative Services tHR81, is the
designated state agency dealing with all ithuse cases. IIRS has nine divisions Ipro-
gram office's which provide social and health care services to all eligible citizens in
the state. Two of these program uffices provide services to children and families in-
volved in child ithuse. The first is Children, Yuuth, and Families Program Office
WY& and the second is Children's Medical Services Program Office !CM&

Within the ('Y &F Program Office are single Intake workers who investigate the
initial report of child abuse. They may remove the child from the home, immediate.
ly if newest:am and seek a court order fur extended out of home placement. If the
child is placeel in foster care, a foster care worker from CY&F receives the case from
the single intake worker and supervises the child's care in placement. If the child is
returned to his own home with protective supervision, a protective services worker
receives the case from the single intake worker and supervises the child's care. All
three of these workerssingle intake, foster care, and protective serviceshave pri-
mary responsibility for all reported cases of child abuse, from the initial investiga-
tion through the fitted disposition.

Over a period of time it became evident that these workers especially single
intake, were toeing required to make decisions regarding the abused child which
they were not qualified to make. Often, in order to perform a complete investigation
of a report of child Aura'. a medical and /or psychological evaluation is necessary.
These resources were unavailable or re piked inordinate delays to the CY&F work-
ere, and they were required to make a decision alone even though untrained to do
so

In an attempt to improve services provided to abused and nefflected children by
the lame, the Florida Legislature allocated funds to the Children s Medical Services
Program Office to begin the first Child Protection Team. The Team began providing
services in September 197$. Due to the success of this pilot project, the CMS Child
Protection 'ream Program has been expanded each year and currently one Team is
in place in every major metropolitan area in Florida. Each Team is responsible for
providing service's to a specific number of counties and now every one of Florida's fl7
enmities is receiving se'rvic'es from a Child Protection Team. The State Legislature
allocated $3 x million for the operation of this Program for fiscal year 1983$4.

,!UCKAM INEMIMAT1ON

Rae Team functions under the supervision of a pediatric medical director and
includes physicians, som ial workers, nurses, psychologists, psychiatrists, attorneys,
and law enforcement lim.isons

Services provided by each Team include.: (le Medical diagnosis, evaluation, and
.hurt -terns billow up treatment; (2) Psychological diagnosis, evaluation and short.
term comp-ellen:, 1:t1 Expert court testimony; Coordination of all community sev
ice% provided to the victim and his, her family; Co Coordinated treatment plans from
interdisciplinary community service stuffings; and till Professional training and corn
moody education.

These teams have 'moaned Florida communitiet in a variety of ways including:
ad%acating development of new services; development of new service's; improving
-er% ices provided 1)y existing agencies; and increasing agency and community aware-
ness of the problem New lurrizons are being specifically designed to meet increasing
need The. following lerograms have been estahlished within existing resources and
pro% ide costellect o'rysres to nand if% at risk or identified pr.:Allem families.

/ Mdsral limier cure The Teams in 'Jacksonville' mind St. Petersburg have estab-
lished medical l'uste'r care homes Children placed in the homes hove been ahused or
oeglecied to the' point of needing hospitalization for medical or surgical treatment.
When they no longer require hospitalization but do not have a sale environment to
starts tie. and in addition twill continuing specialized health (ire. they may Is.
itl.tred in a medical foster home The luster parent Is a nurse. or has received special-
IPA meth training it meet the health needs of the child placed in her earl'. (1111
dren a all oih 're' medical problems have'. in the past. become the lesponsihility
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of the medical community This responsibility included not only treatment of the
medical problem, but provision of day to day living space for the child. The medical
treatment was provided at the expense of institutionalizing a child through ex-
tended hospitalization due to the luck of appropriate placement homes. Such institu-
tionalization often retarded the social, emotional. and physical development of the
(had. The medical foster care program offers a positive alternative to this form of
institutional exploitation of the abused child. Between July 1, 1980 and June 1981,
medical foster homes saved $297,000 in hospitalization costs. This is enough money
to fund a complete multidisciplinary Child Protection Team for the same period of
time.

2. Preschool for sexually abused axid/trs. The Orlando Child Protection Team
has developed a preschool for sexually abused toddlers named The Orange Play.
house. The purpose of the program is to develop a positive self-image and to aid the
personal and social adjustment of each child. The director of the Orange House is a
Child Development Specialist, and a psychologist. A child psychiatrist provides con-
sultation to the stall and does pre and post testing with the children, as well as
sexual :Abuse treatment and prevention program for all abuse. Currently, Children
hetweea the ages of two and live are transported to the preschool three mornings a
week. All of the children are presently in foster care settings. The foster parents are
provided support. education and training to help them in working with the children
at home since consistency in expectations and behavior management techniques
both at home and at school are important for the child.

Several important areas of institutional exploitation are being avoided through
the' services provided bye this program.

Viral. all of the child s needs are being dealt with in an environment natural for a
child in the preschool nge range. The child's social, cognitive, emotional and physi-
cid developmental needs are being met in a preschool setting with special attention
to deficits occurring us a result of the sexual abuse. The environment is secure from
intrusion hy guests or visitors. The children are allowed to talk about the abuse
they have suffered. Art work frequently depicts male genitals as well as violent feel-
ings. The work is accepted, understood and displayed. The children often engage in
agresesive behavior. use sexually explicit language and openly masturbate. The staff
understands the reasons for such behaviors and work with the children to resolve
the underlying conflicts. In a "regular" preschool with staff untrained in dealing
with sexual abuse, this understanding and acceptance would not be possible.

Second, the staff works closely with the foster parents caring for the children.
Consistent behavior management techniques are used at school and at home. The
foster parents have an increased understanding of the causes of the behaviors dice
played hy the children and also feel effective in dealing with these behaviors. As a
result. several of the foster parents are requesting to have only sexually abused chil-
dren placed in their homes. A cadre of well trained surrogate parents are becoming
available to work with this special group of children and again further institutional
ahuse of the' child has been avoided.

.1. intrafarmly sexual abuse treatment nrogram.The Jacksonville and Daytona
Reach Teams have each developed lntra...mily Sexual Abuse Treatment Programs
for the purpose of rehabilitating the offender offering treatment to the victim and
supporting the entire family in order to keep the family anit together if appropri-
ate These programs offer the Mowing services: tra Individual counseling for moth.
f fris, and abusers: ibi Victim play therapy; tat Vre.adolescent and adolescent
victim support groups: ale Family therapy; let Group therapy; and tit Marital e.siun-
%lit;

The Intralamily Sexual Abuse Treatment "rograms provide an alternative to jail-
ing the' offender iusually the father). and disrupting the family unit. often to the
point of total family disintegration.

I Preefeet Threes. The Tampa Child Protection Team has a program called
Project Thrme which oilers services to habit's dingitosed as nonorganic failure to
thrive.. To prevent repeated hospitalization of these babies when they fail to gain
weight at home. the Team has enlisted the aid of social work graduate students
from the local university. The stuck .nts make we'e'kly visits to the home and offer
support. education and modeling of parenting and feeding skit's. To date, Project
Thrive has served over fifty babies and their families. The average stay in the
Protect was '1;, months. all gained weight appropriately. and no haby is known to
have been re hospitalized for l'ailure to thrive Project Thrive offers a viahle and
positive alternative to the cetmme>it scenario of repeated hospitalizations and fandly
disruptions ocrasioned by lack ()I' appropriate intervention on l'ailtire to thrive cases.
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THAININi; SSW Val,CATSIst

From the iiitt'ptio.' of Die progiam. all Trains have organized their efforts to he
..une that all school alai professional personnel in their districts ore offensi training.

Koch district met w th their Superintendent of Relocation and Prawns', and re-
ceived approval to timid. training for all teachers on teacher training days. The
Jaksmiville Team nice ea thirty minute video-tape which was shown to 5,000 teach-
er daring a mandated training session in October Welt, over the local educational
'I' V station name hook.ups to the trainers on the video-tape were available for a
imestion answer session following the viewing In addition, a resource teacher in
each school received four hours of in-depth training and will act as the school liai-
son between I he teachers Hail the local Single Intake Staff and the ('MS Child Pro.
t vet tun Team Staff This training sehedule is repeated each two years. Each aro-
nued pmfessional orgailinit Ion dealing with children has been contacted for an ow
site t raining session as well.

The 1.6tropa Team has received approval to conduct on-site training for district
teachers during an upcoming teacher planning, day. They have developed training
imitenals about child abuse and neglect which the teachers may use in the class-
room with their students In this way, all school teachers and prolionalii in Flori-
da will have received training regarding the dynamics of child abuse and neglect,
reporting requirm»ents, and how to access services currently available in their com-
munities By training to he alert to signs of abuse and neglect and to respond by
wagoning to the appropriate agency, vita) referral resources are being educated and
the ongoing exploitation of a child by his caregivers can be stopped.

04.er :Wino iii.ople have attended presentations provided by the Teams during the
1:4..1 nine mouths

NNW 111Ria'Ti()S1S

With the rumple-non col the statewide network and the consolidation of the diag-
nostic and treatment eomponents. the Innis of the ('MS Child Protection Team Pro-
gram is expanding lies/era, of the Teams are seeking funds for research projects in
the areas of foster parent training, failure to thrive and bonding hurries, as well as
sexual :those treatment and prevention programs lily all abuse.

Florida has recently addressed the need for not only coordination of Child Protec-
tion Teams. but also a svrteni of statewide continuing training for these Teams. This
has helm atTorapiiShmi by appointment or a full-time medical consultant from the
State University System tc some in those capacities, but who is also responsible. for
coordinating efforts of Child Protection Teams and Regional Perinatal intensive
Care Centers hit pre've'ntion programs De also is developing curricula for all Inures-
%tonal sclam I% In the state in child abuse and neglect, and networking of data my
tem. to provide material fur future remireh and study.

Thirty Apple II imenwomputers with videodisc interface have been purchased and
will Is' usesl to develop computer assisted training packages for stuff training and
for educational presentations.

Finally. the Florida la.gislature bus passed the Mills/McKnight Bill which re-
inured the development of is statewide plan for the prevention of child abuse and
neglect by January I. 1958 To implement prevention programs which are identified
11v the statewide plan, $2 2 minion was set aside by the Legislature.

These prevention prniects are now functional in each district and will provide a
wale bounty of data for analysis and future direction in prevention of child abuse
alai neglect

Florida is leading the way and setting the pace for taatewille prevention. interven-
tion. treatment. anti ethic:Memel effort: in the field of child abti-e and neglect

For more information contact .1 M Whitworth, M.D . Associate Professor of timb-
al ries. I 'Iniersiti. 'if Flarida, 6.1.-: West sth St.yet. dliwksonville. FL

'%% '%% Auslion. %t I/. Program Staff Director. Department of 1 IRS. CMS; nodding
."1. Kowa 129. 1:117 Witiewood lintilevard, Talbiliamer. FL
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APPENDIX B

CHILD ABUSE PPEVILITICH =WA=
1983-64

PLAN C:tirRACKIR

The DiStriet 1 task force identified the
need for greater coordination between
organizations who serve children and
their families. The district is
contracting for two coordinators, One
specializing in education) to provide
training and to coordinate existing
resources. The contract also provides for
liaisons One for each county in the
district) to wait with volunteer groups
to help educate professionals and to
begin Implementation of pecquarairop
identified by the task force as gaps in the
prevention continua. These programs
include perinatal support, adolescent
parenting and crisis care.

The west Florida Pediatric
Foundation, Inc.

2 The District 2 task force identified the O'Neal and Associates,
need for greater coordination between . Limited
organizations who serve calcite,. and their
families. Due to the large geographical
area of ...ne district (fourteen couLties)

five coordinators, 3 full time and 2 part
time, were contracted to preside the
follows services: training for
professionals in all consunitios an child
amuse and negiec. identification and
reporting; assis.ing comounity organizations
in the development of treatment and therapy
programs such as teenage pregnancy programs,
single parent support groups, parents
arson mouse, etc.; the organization and
implementation of parenting education groups
in asp:unity colleges, health centers, and
other local sources; emphasis placed an the
develop:ant of volunteer supported services
to families particularly in rural communities
where funds for professionally staffed
F,3grams are sevarly limited; assisting tn
tne uspIementation of the training to all
school personnel in grades R-12.

al
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District 3 has ow:acted for L service
director and 18 half -time county service
coordinators. The service coordinators
are responsible for coordinating public
awareness, Education of Professionals,
Cur:iculum for children aged 0-18,
Parenting Education, Support Services, and
Expanded Prevention Programs in the
health services.

University of Plortda
Department of Pediatrics

4 t. Prenatal and Perinatal support services
to high risk ;Otani. This program
will identify high risk faallie* in
hospitals and health clinics and
provide a variety of educational
and supp3rt services for these
famiLtes, including referral to
Other paventla oriented services.

:n-nrns preventive srevices
hcreserer services) to

sign :Loa fanulies referred by
P:ematal and Perinatal Prevention
pec'ects and 335.

ZAT-insitn of Parent Educaticn
o 1s :'SS 'amigies

zeft::ed cy Pttear-al and
Perlhatal. P:evestion in-x4ae
34:v1ces and EPS.

Children's Crisis Center,
Inc. (District 41)

Childbirth and Parenting
Educaticti Asocciaticn,
tris. (St. Jaw)

Madre& S Crisis TOSIS of
Volusia and Plagler
Counties (WAmsia)

Visiting Nurse Asscciatictl

3uviance CliniC, Inc.

:mmintry and 7a:ant; Educaticnal
s' Awazaness ziopaign.

.:anclnity and ?atent: Educational

snd =Tour,

=arts: Se:vt2ea Cent:
T:ne.1.1241)

You%h and rami:y
Alteratives (72103)

3. Pi:en:a:. St:en Sotiine. Alta:mauve M=an Services
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ONTPACfOR

Sun- district 6A; Parent Education and
and support services for Pregnant
Adolescent% and /macerated
mothers oi preschool children, which
represent a large segment of the high
risk population.

2. Soo-district 613; Parent Resource
Center. This center provides at
at least eight services such as a
parent Stress Hotline and Parent
Education. Information and referral
services communication awareness
projects.

Hillsborough County Rental
Health Canter
(Hil lsborough and Manatee
Counties)

Peace River Rental. Health

7 The District 7 task force =ducted foc Orange Regime. Medical
four coordinators. The specific tasks Center
of these people is to identify available
services for target populations, assess
the need for additional service*. The Green Souse roily
identify and establish parent education Counseling Center
program for District 7. and to provide
LA-Se:ViCe training for professionals
4.4., teachers). Also the District 7 Osceola County Mental
task force created a child abuse Health Services
preqent:on fund. This fund is used
tc purcnase materials directly related
to child abuse prevention (e.g.. public
awareness materials). Also the
coordinators for FT 1983-64 are
reorting voittnteers to wore with hush --

:ts4 fselt:es, proncting and eszablishLng
parenta anonymous groups, prarotIng
pArtnr education programs. the
zoc:tinators are also eszahlishing
up e: VOWS for young :raldren on =use
and rtes' e:

2isz:tot 7 task force has cont:acted
for f= prLtery ;mention prop:axis.

Ttnte 2qt for Mothers. This program is
Tir poverty level mothers who do not
Tialtfy for day cart tut ace in a
tson :is* group. To get this full time
our service (habysizting) the parent
MCSII agree to az:end parent education
olasses and cant:Aute toward providing
tine out for other 'mothers.

rime Out for Mothers

Parent Hotline. Telephone parent stress Pazenr Hotline
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7

(Cont.)
Perinatal Program for Pica Time
Teenage Motets. This IS a vaunteee
Support SAd training program. The
volunteer woks with the mother during
the last few months of pregnancy and
6-9 months after the child is ban.

Parent Sumooct Outreach. This outreach
program is .oc any high risk patent. It
is a volunteer support program !CC
parents who need supportive services
and parent education but who would
not otherwise avail themselves of
the services.

Perinatal Prop for
First Time Tee 494
Sothers

Parent Support Outreach

I 1. Sub-district WO

7;:anspactattat services or De Soto

County ceSidentS.

parent Aide Program which
involves volunteers providing
sntensive services,

Parents Arcnrcus.

Soo-district 613)

3:val.:at:on of chtld 'base and

ne;lart pcc;e:t in sot-dist:tot
3-C.

Sex Ah-Jse vIztLa treatment
prwrat.

Trett'lnt proorse for victiam
of tra:d aae and =triunity
awareness.

'" :ea merit program for victims

of child souse or neglect ma!
ccnnonity awareness.

Treatment ;:ogram for victims
of :gild aouse or neglect and
=meaty awareness.

Sarasota County Guidance
Clinic

Comeunity Coalition

Coreaunity Coalitiat

Les Csluray mental Beath

?zote=t1cri

Dr. Zoe White
(C1-af-otte County)

'evid taws-Ace Mental.
Health :nc.
(Collier County)

Dr. 3oe White
fidendri/Glades County)
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9 The District 9 task force contracted for Children's Orme Society of
an outrlach vagram to serve high tisk Florida
families. Services prrvided as pact of
:MS pro) art include:

I. SZMMIINCI AND ITENTIFMATD24 Cr 61=-
1:11t TAM= through the development

an easily-administered dock-list
for use by professionals and para-
professional.; who cone into =tact
with families and children (e.g.,
public health workers, day-care
providers, nurses, social service
agencies);

2. URGY ZNIMMUIRCZNIMTTE 111411-RiSit

MIC...1:S. through (a) provisicn of
xunselino and referral. swims; (b)
inptcoeperent-hotper/parent-trainer
services provided Jai trained family

:ranagement specialists: and to)
`friendly visitor' services provided
'dy :rained volunteers to new Dams=
during the critical period of rather-
Infant bonding after birth;

3. zompgrlor or Tat CCATINTLI-AT-t?. RCE

AND EDU:=1,4 Cr PIOTS3Xtikt3 MID
PISA -PR3F2V.i0ALS in the dynamics and
indicators of child abuse and neglect,
high-risk factors, reporting pro:educes,
and available rescues for referral:

4. Maging CRISIS CrANSELING mf Lsa.
thrown a 24 noun -a-day tdepnone
sFstem and providing INER=MtAND
REsFITT C.aE _or children tnroupn the
usit of emerpency faster honest

MT-a:ZS:17RO PA? ENT soma: %COPS AND
27'0=4 St,POIC attr.MS ;Including
ledinc mpooards of oaby scripment,
infat's and cnildren tlotning, and
housencld items): and,

4. PADV:Z7NO eASEDCINGITOCATNR through
'31 widespread distribution of brochilfes

and pumph:ets about parent::
ass; .emily-lifes (b) Jar

name parent-helper/parent-trainer
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services provided by tmtined family
cant.) esnaeement.ePecialists; (el therapeutic

"play - groups" for mothers and
children; and (d) parenting classes.

10 One prevention coordinator to integrate Childten's Censortium
ail services in Browad County.
meaty Education and Training,

Therapeutic day care prtgr41. Kids in Distress

L. During TY 02-13, as site of the
Crisis Nursery was being funded
through Children's Medical Services
as 1 special project cd the Child
Prot. -tiara Team. This funding was
it for FT 6-64, therefore both

sites of he Crisis Nursery (one to
service clients north of LW. 36th
Street. and one to service clients
south of N.W. 36th Street) as well
as tit Crisis Beeline are funded
tnrough the Child Abuse and Neglect.
2revention AlIceatien. This program
provides respite care for children
wnose parents are under stress, and a
hotline for 2$9 by children and patents
woo feel they are in danger.

:. Bose liottor,Varent IdocatieniChili
Acv ate. This program offers
peri.lo home visits, parent
education to high risk families and
sn ol'audsman to ensure aL1 availazIs
services are offered to ismalies,

tzie =Ft:_act was awszled
to :cnew.ity Mental Bea Ith Center of
tot Lame: Keys, Due to Wee intev.al
proolems, this Agency was defunded
oy the Mental Swath Beard and was
dissolved. During the period necessary
to let an ?PP, an CM contract in the
sem= of $2.10C was entered into
wttn the Child Abose Specialist
originally ecsloyed by Coneunity
Mental Bealtn, The contract was
awarded to Flocide Kepi Memorial
Bospital in Septecoer, 1993. The Child

Parent Resource Center

Son.tw County
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A bill to be entitled An act "elating to the prevention of child iihuse and neglect;
creating S 027.074.4 Florida Statutes; providing legislative intent; requiring a state
plan for a comprehensive approach to the prevention of child abuse and neglect;
providing for Mate and local coordination; providing for district plans; providing
that funding for child abuse and neglect prevention efforts be based upon the
stale illait; requiring hienninl revisions of the Mate plan; providing for distribution
of funds; providing an effective date

Whereas, in calendar year 19M0 there were 70'22 children involved in reported
eases of :dame and neglect representing a 192 percent increase of the reported
number in fiscal war 1974-1975. and

Whereas, of a!1 abuse and neglect cases disposed over the last 2% calendar years
only 111 to «1 percent were required either voluntarily or involuntarily to receive
counselling or services and only 9 percent of the cases were judicially handled, and

Whereas, in 1979 the number of reported cases of sexual assault on children in
Florida increased by 000 percent and national studies indicate that 1 in 10 females
will be victims of sexual assault by relatives during childhood, and

Whereas, 70 percent or more of itli vex offenders have themselves been the victims
of a sexual assault or have experienced ii sexual trauma during their childhood, and

Whereas. sonic studies on prison population- have indicated that as many as KU to
90 percent of the' inmates had been abused hildren, and

Whereas, almost flu percent of the dependent children admitted to state hospitals
in 197% had histories of abuse and neglect, and

Whereas, studies of dependency case files in Florida have indicated that 38 per-
cent id tiarae children who were abused or neglected have litter known histories of
status Aiwa. or delinquent behavior, and

Whereas, national studies have shown that child abuse is the reason 1,500 chi!.
dreg a year develop cerehral palmy as a result of brain damage and that many chil-
dren become mentally retarded, avid

Whereas, the Legislature recognizes the costs associated with child abuse and ne-
glect not only with regard to the victimized child and the child's family but also the
hidden costs of child abuse in biter generations, and

Whereas, the ver increasing number of children who are abused heightens the
concern of the legislature about the need to save lives of children who are abused
and neglected, to avoid the physical and emotional suffering caused by the abuse

nd neglect, and the need to reevaluate the approach the state has heretofore taken
with regard to this inimeimely complex and important family problem.

Now, therefore, be it enacted by the legialittune of the State of Florida:
Scet WU 1 Section $'27 075, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

117:1 Prevent ion of Awe and neglect of children.
11 ImrtiNv.- -The incidence of known child abuse and neglect has in-

cresed rapidly over the past 5 jaws. The impact that abuse and neglect has on the
VICtilOIMI child, siblings, family structure, and inevitably on all citizens of the state
has caused the Legislature to determine that the prevention of child abuse and nee
OM shall he a priority of this state. To further this end, it is the intent of the Leg-
islature that a comprehensive approach for the prevention of child abuse and ne-
glect lie developed for the state and that this planned. comprehensive approach be
used 4l% a IN8S18 fur Ranting.

0 PLAN loos COMMO:IIENSIVP APPROAell.
NO The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall develop ii Kline

plan on the prevention of child abuse and neglect and shall suhmit the plan to the
Speaker of the House. the President of the Senate, 'old the Governor no later than
intniar 1. 111$3 The lk.istrtmeni of Education shall participate and fully cooperate
in the dePlopment of the state plan at hoth the state and local level. Purthermore.
appropriate local agencies and organizations shall be provided an opportunity In
artICOsote In I he (11.elo011ioi out the state plan at the local level. Appropriate focal

groups and orgamtations shall include, but not be limited to, community mental
health center, wombat' ad (item program for children under the circuit Court
whim] hoard of thl local school districts, district human rights advocacy ColnIllitlee,
private or public organization or program with recognized expertise in working with
children who tire ,exanlly :domed. physically abused, emotionally abused, or neglect-
ed noel wilh the Wadies of such Adam', private or public program or organization
with ekpert1Se III maternal and Want health care, multidisciplinary child protection
team. child dayenre center, law enforcement, and circuit court, if a guardian ad
!item !program I. not awtilable in the local area The state plan to he pnwided to the'
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Legislature awl the Gmraor shall include, as a minimum, the information re-
quired .4 the various whops in paragraph tb).

Ito The development col the comprehensive state plan shall he accomplished in the
Hallowing manner:

I The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall establish an inter
program tusk force comprised of representatives from the Children, Youth and Fam-
ilies Program Office, the Children s Medical Services Program Office. the Alcohol,
Urns; Abuse and Mental Health Program Office, the Health Program Office, the De-
velopmntal Services Program Office. and the Office of Evaluation. Representatives
or the Department of Law knforcenient and of the' Deptrtment of Education shall
serve as ex officio members of the interprogram task force. '1'he interprograrn task
force shall he responsihle for the following:

a. Developing se plan of action for better coordination and integration of the goals,
activities, and funding pertaining to the prevention of child abuse and neglect con-
ducted by the department in order to maximize staff and resources at the state
level The plan of action shall be included in the state plan.

h Providing a basic format to be utilized by the districts in the preparation of
local plans of action in order to provide for uniformity in the district plans and to
provide for greater ease in compiling information for the state plan.

c. Providing the districts with technicall assistance in the development of local
plans of action, if requested.

d Examining the local plans to determine if all the requirements of the local
plans have been met and if they have not, the task force shall inform the districts of
the deficiency and request the additional information needed.

e Preparing the state plan for submission to the Legislature and the Governor.
Such preparation shall include the collapsing of information obtained from the local
plans, cooperative plans with the Department of Education, and the plan of action
for coordination and integration of departmental activities into one comprehensive
plate. The cimipaensiye plan shall include a section reflecting general conditions
and needs, analysis of variations based on population or geographic areas, identified
prhlenis, and recommendations for change. In essence, the plan shall provide an
analysis and summary of each element of the local plans to provide a statewide per-
spective The plan shall also include each separate local plan of action.

f Working with the specified state agency in fulfilling the requirements of sub-
paragraphs 2., 3., .1.. and :4.

2 The Depart meet of Education and the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services shall work together in developing ways to inform and instruct appropriate
district school personnel in all scSool districts in the detection of child abuse and
neglect and the proper action that should be taken in suspected cases of abuse and
neglect. The plan for accomplishing this end shall be included in the state plan.

3 The Department of Law Enforcement and the Department of Health and Reha
Initiative Services shall work together in developing ways to inform and instruct ap-
ionopriate local law enforcement personnel in the detection of child abuse and ne-
glect mid the proper action that should be taken in suspected cases of abuse and
neglect.

1 Within existing appropriations, the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Nrvierm shall work with other appropriate public and private agencies to emphasize
ffOrts to educate the general public about the problem of and ways to detect child
obase and neglect and the roper twins' that should be taken in suspected cases of
alois and neglect The plan for accoinplishing this end shall be included in the
state plan

The Department of Education and the Depertrnent of Health and Rehabilitative
Services shall work together an the enhancement or adaptation of curriculum mate-
rial', to assist instructional personnel in providing instruction through a multidisci
pliestry approach me child abuse and neglect identification, intervention, and pre-
vention The rtirrieultan materials shall be 14eared towar3 a sequential program of
Ilea ile111,11 at the four progressional levels K-3, .1-6, 7-9, and 10-12. Strategies for
encouraging all school dip tricts to utilize the curriculum are to be included in the
comprehensive state plan on child abuse and neglect prevention.

Each district of the Department of health and Rehabilitative Services shall de-
velop a plum for 11.4 specific geographic area. The plan developed at the district level

be sale/lined tie the interprograni task force for utilization in preparing the
qatI. plan The dea net local plan of action shall be prepared with the involvement
and :issisliinee of the local agencies mid organizations listed its paragraph tat as well
as representatives from those departmental district offices participating in child
atai.e and neglct treatment and prevention. In order to accomplish this the district
ailionnst rat pr in each district shall establish a task force on the prevention of child
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abuse .Dill neglect Thy theirwt adimoistrotor shit,' appoint the members of the task
berm ID tooniatice with tile inembermhip requirements of this act. In addition, the
deslrect isintinistrato, shall ensure that each subdistrict is represented on the task
risn..e and if the district does not have subdistricts the district administrator shall
ensure that both urban and rural areas are represented on the task force. The task
force shall develop a written statement clearly identifying its operating procedures,
purpose. overall responsibilities, and method of meeting responsibilities. The district
plan ul suction to be prepared by the task force shall include, but not be limited to

a ihunwiatition of the magnitude of the problem of child abuse. including
sexual abuse, physical shuse, and emotional ahume, and neglect in its geographical
area

Ii A description of programs currently serving abused and neglected children and
their Willies anti child abuse and neglect prevention programs, including inform-
t ion on impact of programs, cost effectiveness, and sources of funding.

c A continuum of programs and services necessary for a comprehensive approach
tee all types of child °hump and neglec prevention as well as a brief description of
such prograins and serviees

II A description. documentation, and priority ranking of local needs related to
child Muse and neglect prevention based upon the continuum.

e. A plan for steps to be taken in .--toting identified needs, including the coordina.
turn and integration of services to ovoid unnecessary duplication and cost, and alter-
native funding strategies for meeting needs through the reallocation of existing re-
siairces. utilization of volunteers. contracting with local universities for services, and
local goverimieot 01 privide agency funding.

f A description of barriers to accomplishment of a comprehensive approach to
child abuse and neglect prevention.

g Recommendations for changes that can be accomplished only at the state pro-
gram level or by legislative action. The district local plan of action shall be submit-
ted to the interpregrain task force hy Noverni.er 1, 19142.

I31 lNIOND AND S114111:4/111:NT PLANS.
Ilo All budget requests suhmitted hy the Department of Health and Rehabilitative

Services, the Department of Eduaitioa, or any other agency to the Legislature for
funding ot child Awes and neglect prevention efforts shall be based on the state
plan developed pursuant to this section.

the At least hiennially. the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services at
the state and district le voles and other agencies listed in subsection (2Xat shall read-
dress the plait and make necessary revisions. Such revisions shall be submitted to
the Speaker of the Mame of Representatives and the President of the Senate no
later than slam try 1. 19M, and by January 1 of alternate years thereafter.

Section 2 sls %Hy appropriation provided for the implementation of this act shall
be (11DrIIDed ID each district based on the percentage of the total Este reported
cases eta child abuse and neglect reported in the district and the percentage of the
total stair popolationat risk of abuse and neglect in the district with equal weight
being given to each factor. The distribution of the funds to each district shall be
contunteni upon the completion of the plan of action for the prevention of child
abuse and neglect for the district as required in section 1 of this act and the accept.

of the plan as being complete by the intro rrogram task force. If a district fails
to proolo se Weal phut of action that includes all of the required elements by No-
veniher I. 19e2. all hinds identified for use hy that district shall be redistributed hy
he Depart hood of Health and Rehahilitative Services to one or more districts based

upon additional proposals submitted for utilization of the forfeited funds for preven
tern programs for child ahuse and neglect The interprogram task force shall select
rhos proposals to be funded.

.2. llv utilizing the inforinotion contained in the district local plan of action and
the priorities established in the plan, the district shall develop a request for propos.
al'. to Alain proposals For meeting identified priority needs. Such proposals shall be
ranked by ,tbe group that participated in the development of the district plan. The
priorair ranking shall he' made according to the extent the proposals meet identified
cited'. rIlernI for cost effectiveness, provision for an evaluation component that will
pro% Ile outcome data, provision fair a parenting education component, and n deter
111111.110D1 these Ihr prOput4111 provides a mechanism for coordinating and integrating.. wiAi other services that ore considered necessary for working with the
tori.:64 population Ones' the proposals have been analyzed and ranked In order of
preference. Ole list Audi be submitted to the interprograni task force. After each
district's proposals have been determined to lw complete. each district will he Wil-
l-11.d anal the tousling released In the district
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Section :1 This act %hall take effect upon becoming a law. except that section 2
shall take effect July 1. 19$2

Mr. ANTHONY. Thank you very much, Dr. Whitworth.
Mr. Bliley, I think I will let you begin inasmuch as one of the

panel members happens to come from your State; even from your
city.

Hopefully the chairman will be back. He is proud to have you
here, Dr. Whitworth, showing what the State of Florida has done.

Mr. Bliley?
Mr. liku.Kv. I have some questions I am going to give to you and

you can respond in writing. But in light of the time I will only ask
a couple.

Dr. loontana, I was very impressed with your testimony. Could
you tell me what the cost of the safety program is in the city of
New Yor

Dr. FONTANA. The cost is about $200,000. We talk about the one
child being admitted fur a night or 2 nights. It is probably $80 a
night, or less than $80 a night for a child being rescued from a
child situation.

Mr. 111.11.Kv. Thank you very much. I will have some other ques-
tions for you. But we have a time problem.

Ms. Schuchert, it is nice you could join us today. One question. In
your testimony you said that programs developed by Parents Anon-
ymous are based on what families say they need, not what others
say they need. Could you please elaborate on that, and perhaps
give sonic examples of both kinds of programs?

Ms. SeatiouotT. I think all of us in the field who have been
studying families for a number of years have learned a great deal
from them. If we take time to listen to what they say their needs
are, and develop sensitive programs to respond to those needs, we
find that the services offered are more effective. So I think all of us
have learned from the people we serve in terms of

Mr. Can you give us some examples?
Mr. SeIttictiKRT. Parents Anonymous is one example. The pro-

gram developed for the corrections system in Virginia is another. I
think we have learned that volunteers are a great resource because
familk% need to have a model for parenting. We are treating par-
ents who were not parented in their own growing up years, so we
are finding that one has to go back and have that feeling of having
one's needs met in order to provide for the needs of the children.
Si) WI* have learned that the use of volunteers is very helpful as
well from the parents we serve.

Mr. BULKY. Thank you very much Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANTium. Thank you, Mr. Bliley.
I would like to thank all of the member.; of the panel. I think

your testimony has Lontributed greatly to our record. Each of you
have independently, though, hit on a couple areas that I am per-
sonally concerned about, even before I came to the meeting.

Two of you have highlighted problems that may be as ^ result of
something that Congress was doing in a different area: ni.,t is, the
medicare area. I would like to touch on that first.

Dr. Green. you said you supported what Dr. Fontana said about
the hict that the Congress vats trying to save the medicare system
whet' we put in prospective payment. We now have a medicare cost
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containment program with Dit(Vs. ')o you have any suggestions to
make to this committee that we might pass on to the committees of
jurisdiction about this particular problem? Is your :ssociation fol-
lowing up with the proper officials of the committee of proper ju-
risdiction to see that legislation will not hinder your efforts?

Dr. Fontana, first.
Or. looNTANA. I think it is a real problem that has to be worked

on by the legislators and people having to do with hospitals' admin-
istration and fiscal matters, because right now we cannot admit a
child for social reasons. It has to have a medical problem. If we can
find some kind of medicaid reimbursement to pay for that child's I
night or 2 nights until the social problems or family problems are
dealt with, and that child is either placed back with the parents or
placed in the social program with foster care or whatever, the
point to be made is that there are a lot of empty pediatric beds
today in hospitals that are not being filled that could be filled so
that a crisis nursery could be in every hospital.

The only stumbling block is the process of payment. Hospitals
will not accept a child unless they get paid for it, There is no way,
no diagnosis we know of that we can put on a child that comes in
unless the child has been abused. Once a child is abused and bat-
tered there is no problem about admitting the child. But if the
child is on the verge of being battered or abused or even killed and
the mother wants to drop the child off as a rescue operation, there
is no way of that child being admitted.

Mr. ANTHONY. You say this really is an unintended conseouence
of trying to solve the escalation in health care costs. But you con-
sider it to be a major problem in dealing with the child abuse prob-
lems?

Dr. FONTANA. I think it is a major problem in view of the escala-
tion of child abuse. We are thinking about $0 percent of our fami-
lies today that are going to be troubled, not enoug to bring a
family to a hospital setting but in our 2 years the nu.nber of chil-
dren we have seen, we have ha,' over 4,000 parent help calls- -

Mr. ANTHONY. You gave a staggering figure. You said a 15 per-
cent growth factor in child abuse. Why? With all the programs we
have ongoing across the United States why is there a 15 per-
cent--

1)r FONTANA, Even more so. why are two children dying every
week in New York City? And I am sure the same is going on
throughout the country. The fact is that we have had an epidemic
of teenage pregnancies; ti00,000 keep their babies and there are
babies raising babies without any pat onting. Parenting is not some-
thing yoo are born with. It is something that is modeled. They
haven't It id this parenting input.

Second is the divorce and separation, that epidemic in this coun-
try, in addition to she fact we are having increase in alcoholism
and drug addiction.

Last but not least, the economy where patents have to go out to
work or parents are not working and taking their frustrations out
on their kid. We are talking about verbal or physical abuse. You
don't necessarily have to tweak a kid's arm by abusing at child. you
can tweak his spirit "you're dumb. you're a whore, get out of my
way.
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WIu the Government is doing at the present time, instead of in-
creasing funding for children and the family support system it is
decreasing. As 1 mentioned, we are concerned **bout a handicapped
child, Baby Jane Doe. That is fine; we should be concerned eout
handicapped children. But what about the 4,000 children that die
in the country that are normal children? Yet, the funds are being
cut, Sixteen million dollars are being provided, which means if
there are a million kids being **bused that is $16 per child. It is ri-
diculous.

Mr. ANTHONY. 1 don't know if you saw "60 Minutes" last night.
1)r. FONTANA. Yes, 1 did.
Mr. ANTHONY. The parents of Baby Doe made the same point you

are making from your position of expertise. I take it your program
is funded by New York City?

Dr. FONTANA. Yes.
Mr. ANTHONY. Your program is funded by the District of Colum-

bia, or in-house?
Dr. GREEN. Medicaid program, a variety of small grants. No Fed-

eral funds at the present time.
Mr. ANTHONY. Dr. Whitworth, yours is strictly a State program?
Dr. WHITWORTH. About 90 percent State, 10 percent Federal.
Mr. ANTHONY. The one you are with, Ms. Schuchert, is Parents

Anonymous, which does get some Federal funding?
Ms. SCHIJCIIRRT. Through our national office; Federal funds are

paying seed moneys for our children's programs right now. That is
all. The rest of us have independent funding.

Mr. ANTHONY. That brings me back to the most sensitive part of
the issue. What is the proper role for the Federal Government? I
think that is what we are trying to determine today so we can es-
tablish some type of record as to whether or not $16.2 million in
one small preventive and treating child abuse program is suffi-
cient, or if we need to expand the program with dollars, or expand
it into what you referred to as networking.

1)r. FONTANA. Mr. Anthony, this--- -
Mr. ANTHONY. What do you see as the Federal Government's

role?
Mr. FONTANA. It has to be to recognize the fact that we are abus-

ing and neglecting our children. We are not providing them with
the necessary support systems. We are spending more money on
fragmenting families than on keeping families together. I think the
Government has to recognize first that children are this nation's
most important natural resource. There is the future our society, if
we are allowing them to go out on city streets and be kicked out
and throwaways and runaways.

The point I am trying to make is that I don't believe, well, 20
years 00 when I spoke to Senator Humphrey about child abuse
and we tried to get the Senate together with Dr. Kenipe and Dr.
Helfer. the renitirks made by some people in legislation was "I read
about child ahuse in one of the magazines." In other words, I don't
believe tlw community n well as the people that are running our
country recognim.. the fa ict that child abuse s one of the most im-
portant medical s;witil problems we have to be confronted with, It
lieds into the crime and violence we are seeing in our country, and
feeds into the juvenile delinquency rate. All these things. It is not a
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matter of just one child being abused and a parent abusing a child.
It ig4 a fact that it is destruction or our family unit, deterioration of
our society.

Mr. ANTHONY. Let me interrupt you there. Let us say that is a
given, we all agree with that. But in the Congress we have differ-
ent viewpoints as to how you solve a problem. Some say you just
can't throw money at the problem and solve it. Some say that you
can put more money into these programs and solve the problem, I
am trying to ask you what the Federal Government's role is in this
problem. You have all stated in your testimony that funding is a
problem. You have approached it from different directions because
you are involved in it from different directions, But I am in the
rederal Governinent. That is really about the only part that I can
play right now other than making recommendations to the Gover-
nor of the State or Arkansas or to our local community, trying to
establish some of the programs that you have going.

But for instance, should the National Institutes of Health be in-
volved in this? Can we do more through vocation& education and
maternal and child health programs? I am asking if there are
other programs available to network with? Can we network what
we have already going in the Federal Government to tie the pro-
grams together in a more comprehensive, cohesive action? I agree
with you and am well aware of the problem. I spent 10 years of my
life before coming to Congress dealing with child abuse of all kinds
from the judicial standpoint as a deputy and as an elected pros-
ecuting attorney for a five county area. It is a terrible problem and
a problem not many people really understand. When I would go
back and tell my friends and members of my family some of the
things going on in their community, they had a hard time even ac-
knowledging or believing me until something happened with one of
their close friends. Invariably they would come and say, "Hey, let
me tell you what I just found out about?' So just making people
aware, No. 1, I think is a very severe problem.

Dr. Gaki.:N. More than that. Prior to 1973, when there was no
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, there were only three
or four States in the country that had reasonable programs ad-
dressing child abuse and neglect. In the 10 years since the National
Center has been in existence there has been considerable improve-
ment in the identification, in the management, in the follow up of
children across the country.

The Federal Government should act as a catalyst to make cer-
tain that programs develop not only at the Federal level but also to
stimulate States to develop their own programs, and to support and
monitor and evaluate those programs.

Dr. 1:11NTANA. The National Center at the first 5, b years started
developing innovative programs. We now know those innovative
program; which have been found effective, multidisciplinary Pr.'
prom+ is effective in 80 percent of the most deprived individua., .o
we can turn him around and keep him together. We know that. As
far as I am concerned, being involved with the National Center, a
great deal of that money went right down the tubes. We shouldn't
allow that to happen to Government money. I think what we can
do is be able to take that money and put it into programs;, replia-
tion of programs we have found to be effective throughout the
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country. We 1111V41 10 'MVP at National Center. But that National
Center also as we first proposed which it never carried out is to
have a committee of people who can have some input in policymak-
ing and directive so that grants that are approved are not being
approved by simply the bureaucracy who has been in there :-10
years and is not really concerned about what is happening out on
the front line, but to have people involved in programs to make
joint decisions as what programs should be funded and what s3uld
not, which is not g9ing on at this point.

Mr. ANTHONY. Ms. Schuchert.
Ms. SCHUCHERT. Dovetailing your statement. Dr. Fontana, is the

fact that the National Center now has an even more important role
in keeping us all together and helping us know what everyone else
is doing. Your dismantling Regional Resource Centers on Children,
Youth and Families at the end or 1 he year. They have helped us
network and it helped coordinate programs for children, youth and
families on the regional level. Without those centers I see the Na
tional ('enter as being a conduit for information, national voice for
child abuse and neglect. It is one that needs to be heard if we are
going to I icluente our communities.

Another issue is the moneys you send to States. The moneys that
you give to health and mental regardation, social services, correc
tions, is pretty categorical. Prevention priorities tend to be at the
low end of the priority totem pole, if you will. If you can think of
some ways to encoktrage States to reprioritize prevention in a
higher strata so that all of the agencies who work with families
will look at prevention as more appropriate and cost effective than
warehousing or providing services, hopefully this will help us treat
fhmilies better because the focus has to be prevention.

Mr. ANTHONY. Dr. Whitworth, we will let you be the cleanup
batter.

Or. Wilerwoirrit. To N. they amplify that comment, as you look
around at v..trious States you will find some are doing a very good
job as far 1104 spending dollars on prevention, and also child abuse in
general. One concept that may well be effective for those States
that are not doing that, who are not addressing the issue, is the
potential for matching funds, for the individual States to have to
come up wi'.h dollars to be able to tap Federal dollars to get sup-
port for the programs they want to get started.

Clearly, 1 would not like States that have done a good job to not
be able to get continuation of funds. But at the same time, looking
at it from a national perspective I would like to see some effort
made on the national level to encourage States to get involved. One
way to do that is to provide dollars with a hook.

Ms. ScilialivitT. 96-272 i.-; a beginning. OK. Are you familiar
with providing treatment services to children before they leave
their homes? That is a good beginning. Let us expand on that

Mr. ANTHONY. i would like to thank the panelists, and the other
people who have testified, on behalf of the chairman and other
members of our task force I think that this is just a small begin-
ning in trying to est:dill:4h u good public record so that we can
make some decisions as to how to correct, what I must agree with
you. front personal experience. is a :orrible problem. We haven't re-
solved it over the years or with all the effort we have put into it.
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We Idiould establish it am one of our national priorities. We will try
to find the proper answers and submit suggestions to the proper
cominittees of jurisdiction.

I would like to close on this note. I happen to serve on another
committee that has jurisdiction over the medicare issue. I was right
in the middle of trying to establish prospective payment. I know we
have a report due to the Congress on how it is working. I would
love to work with you two gentlemen, and look at possible correc-
tions and solutions to what I know is an unintended, problem. I
would also like to take a look to see if there may be a way to help
solve the problem by using another piece of legislation.

The task force hearing is now adjourned subject to the call of the
Chair.

1Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the task force was adjourned, to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.'

IMMerial submitted for inclusion in the record follows:
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Responses to Additional Questions from the honorable William Whitest
by Anne N. Cohn

I.Q. What do we know specifically about the causes and precipitating events
leading to child abuse? What can we do to prevent child *buss end neglect
by addrepains some of the underlying causes/

A. to my paper "An Approach to Preventing Child Abuse" (attached) the answer
to this question is discussed is doteli end includes numerous references
to the salient literature. See particularly pp.148.

2.q. Now might we address the complicated issues of both prevention and treat-
ment to areas where promising mechanisms are not is place or likely to be
In plaee for quite a while?

A. We have found two critical ingredients is waving this problem. ?fret,
there is a need for a eitisen-based, volunteer-based committee Which pulls
together all of the differentsegoests of of conmunity or state - -peofessional,
business, gooernment, civic- -so that collectively this group can identify
the greatest needs and begin to respond to them. The WPC* chapter, of
which we now have A6, is the model of Whet I as talking shout. Second,
there is a need for a state -level Children's Trust Tend which can .rovide
email grants to communities for the development of ladle services. Raving
said this, 1 do believe that the primary responsibility for treatment to
different than prevention.

i believe that putting quality treatment_ services in place where they do
n ot already *stet is ultimately the responsibility of sowernment; yet
Nivtn scarce resourcee, there are easy promising approaches which govern
moat can encovrage which are not costly end have been shown to he effectiwe.
I refer specificailp to Parents Anonymous-type group, and parent aide pro-
grams. If a state had a Children's Trust Pend, feed mottles from these
could be used to eneovrage the development of such programs end of state
citizen committee could help in identifying seeds. On the other hand,
communities, neighborhoods, local citismul can, 1 believe, play the signif-
leant role In the prevention ares, working through hespitels,schools, cos-
*unity centers and neighborhood groups aid develop needed prevention pro.
g rain such as prevention education.

3.Q. We often see that obese is vein-generational in character. What dove
know about that? And, what kind of efforts have been successful in break-
ing the cycle of abuse?

A. Study after study shows us that abusive parents had setiously problematic
childhood., usuary characterised by *busses neglect. Rettardlwas of the

form of abuse or neglect, it is clear that the way one is parented has a
lot to do with t ,e way one parents. Thus. while sons studies have foiled
to prove that there is a one-to-ono correlation between physical abuse, the
evidence is that child abuse is multi-generational.

4ur data base on "breaking the cycle" is week, but suggests the following
avonnra as promialOgl

therapy fur the abused child to help the child owarcome the emotional
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mad devalopseetal problem, which result Eros abuse

* self-help groups for bused children. (such se the Perforce Anony-
sous Childress groups) to °venoms the scars otisbuse. partico,
July the toilful, of isoletioa and low sett esteem

* self help groups for young edam she were doomed se children to
help this come to terms with the problem they may have as parents

* r alas end support programs for new v.rents to help this develop
positive approaches to parenting than they otherwise would have.

4.q. There to tepidly growing public encamps about the problems and come-
cantos of physics' owl sexual abuse, in part because of broad educational
efforts end the resultt of 'accessed reporting. What dove know about the
problem, sod prevention of *mammal abuse of children that is usually less
visible but just es insidious ss ether types of abuse?

A. We know a Mir amount (.!though certainly not se such as them is to know)
about emotional meltrestment of children. I recommend to you the Gsrbsrino'e
paper entitled 'emotional Maltreatment ot CR:lames published by the No-
tions/ Committee tor !roulettes ot Child Abuses (attached).

What we know You lit4le about is the prevention of emotional abuse, largely
become so Itttis sod has bee. dome in this ores. Of the very few promising
sirocco is s fils doss by the Junior League and other. io Illinois called
*Ask Peter* which ecositises parents to the harsh *act of cabal abuse.
Decease the dynamics of emotional end physical abuse are quite staler, it
to reasonable to assume that =ova the physical abuse promotion strategies
would be effective emotional maltreatment prevention strategies
This is conjecture at this potato however. become of the paucity of work is
this area.

S.Q. We know that the consequences of chile abuse and neglect are costly is every
geese. What dove fumy shout the cost of treatiD4 s child who has been *hosed
and his teal,/ Now each does it coot to provide promotive services?

A. As emumble and as compelling ss treasent and preventive cost Mares ere.
the truth is that we have been using rather shabby figures for quits s while.
There is a greet need for a troll done study ou the cost sod cost effectiveness
of aromatic* treatment and prevention strategies.

1 use figures from the first National Ivaluation ktudy of Child Abuse end
Neglect Demonstration project, s study which I directed and which was con-
plated 6 years sp. That use the first and to my knertedge only study to
Bite which has looked it issues o cost ottectivesess The study was limited
to treatment approaches. It showed that the average costs for 6 mouths of
investigation treatment for a Easily reported for abuse or neglect melt (I 11165.
The cost of thorepeuticslly treating so abused child forme year was on
overage . These figure* do not include legal/judicial or medical metes
So. even 6 yeas ago. total tre.t0Oht costs was higher than these figures.

The coat of preventive services obviously vsriss dramatically, depending epos
the type of preveitIve service you ere catkins about. A self -help group for
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formetly abused childten ma, havo Maoist no costs associated with it. A
home health visitors program, in which a trained visitot visits a family
reaulatly durtng the first year after birth end provides a variety of am-
cilliaty eetvice. could cost $2000 or iv per family. flee figure. are not
available at this time and ate desperately needed.

e.g. We have heard it great deal about the Impottence of prenatal care in ensuring
healthy child and family development. You note its role in helping to pest-
ilent problems of child elated. What are some of the **lot concerns in this
area and what are the implicati. la fur federal and local public policies
regarding prenatal care and patent education',

A. Prenatal care is
points of elev.
risk for abuse.
cd can tesult In
undetetending of
their children.
result in such a

quite important in child abuse ptevention from at least 2
first, low bitth weight and sickly babies ate at greater
Pour medical and nutritienel care during the prenatal pert-
such intent conditions. Second, new patent. without an
child care or child development are at greater risk to abuse
Lack of parenting education luring the prenatal period tin
prenatal condition.

Tlse iSpattafte of comprehensive prenatai eine, which includes pateetlet edu-
cation end child development as a critical component, is clear. HOW we
guarantee such quality care to all new parents is a tough 'emotion. One
avenue is to assure that any federal (or state) funds used for prenatal care
carry teguircsonts about what such care 'lipoid include. A second Me to bet-
ter educate the medical commuoity about the importance of such comprehensive
prenatal care. A thicd is to educate prospective parents about their need
fur such care. If we can then create a public demand for such care and a pro-
ieeelonol rapacity to respond, we will certainly be closer to our goat than
WO are now.

In closing, let me reiterate ay sense of the importance of the Children's
Trust fund. The ttust fund is a very !special way to assure that despetately
needed dollars are generate for community-be/0d prevention activitiesthe
kinds of aettvities I haul talked about in all of my answers above. I be-

lieve that there is a very clear rola Pot the federal government to play with
respect to these trust funds. A piece of legislature which enabled the fed-
eral government to provide matching funds to states which create such trust
tondo would be an invaluable incentive. The level of such matching funds
could be capped (a) by the number of tbildren in a state, eg. SOC per child
under 12 and (b) by time, ea. for the first five years after the fund is
enacted. States with trust funds already in place could also be rewarded with
S years of matching funds. To assure appropriate controls, trust fund. del-.
tars, Instil state generated and the federal match, would have to be used ex-
elusively for community-based prevention activities, as determined bite state-
wide cinema committee. With such patameters, federal sppropristion would
not ~fed about $20 million annually or $100 million in total.

Thank you.

encl:"Am Aerr4glt to preventing Child Abuse"
"Emotional Maltreatment of Children"
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children's hospital
notional medico! center 1t t omen **taut evi **selectee as rents

esesermset et i leo 14444 IN 411b 011,11011.11 a1 4.1.... ',I 111t46106 IINtSoo I,
0410 Wok no citortot Rig *Ned ltkitom . 1m 00 r

May 11, 19114

Congressman George Miller
rhatrman
"infect Coirenittee on Children,

Youth, and f tatilies
U.S. House of Representattves
Roam OH'/

limas office Nadel's, Annex 2
Washington, I 2os is

near Cengressinen Millers

Mona yora for your letter of May 1. It was my planate to participate in the Select
I niniiiittee hearing on "Child Abuse* What We Know About PrgerentIon Strategies." As
*Ai requested, I em *climate the corrected transcript of my remarks.

I would offer the followirq response to Congressmen William Lehman'* question* "Whet
can we do to help treatment and prevention systems mesh better to address both the
Komodo's, oral looderlying causes of abuse more effectively?*

I irst, it is important to bear to mind that, in the country as a whole, resources for
both treatment end prevention of child abuse end neglect ore severely limited.
this (yokes It extremely difficult to develop Nod maintain strong and consistent
collaborative efforts among the many agencies and professions needed to Wide*
the problem effectively. More resources are needed.

I urther, all ton often existirq resources, especially at the community level, are s
froomeitted and dyseomnhicstlys that effective coordinated efforts are
difficult. A memo shookl be found to enhance and encourage collaborative
efforts.

4secondly, the federal government should develop incentives to foster more
community initiators* in the ores of child abuse and neglect -- more outreach,
morn education, and more networking among all concerned. Too often,
unfortunately, the reverse is the case. The most recent example it the Final
Revision of oM11 n ocular A-122 "Cost Principles for Nonprofit Orgenizetiens." if
these rules becnme effective, I believe they can only have o chilling effect on the
ability of community groups to protect vulnerable children.

Pie" n let me know if I can provide any further btforinetion. Thank you egein for the
upon tunny to tette Wirt ot the deliberations of the Select Committee.

Sincerely,

. .

,
0

le (-ft t 4 ety ate
t rederick C. Green, MA J.
Aesoiate Director
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Kb. *sot et ittpreintattins
etteCTCOimaTMOSI

ammilearvountAMPAANUIS
mous tr. MOWS larre realiarlear I

WeamassamPC MIS

May 1444

Leonard L. Lieber, LCSIO

Ese,otive Dime.*
Patrons Anonymous
/MO Rumtborne niilevard, Sults 1D8
Torrence, CaIllornia 9050S

Isar M. Lieber;

0 fs. 11101M.10.
Ramat IS Ha

W O. Sato elatess air potemoi appteelettoe for your appestinte before the
N 4.8011 tonality. on Children, Youth. and Families at our Marling Mums
What SOU Knott About Prevention Strategies.* held In Weabhutton on Mareb 12. I

sestet sr schedule did nut permit ma to he time, but t Unow from reading the
esana.ript the your partIcIpetim contributed greatly toward taking time beefing
A MK 4 nee.

fhv :.elect Comittes Is n. be proems ul editing the tramerlpt of the bear-
Ink tar poblitation. It would ee helpful if you mould go over the enclosed ,101
o f voot testimony to assure tiwt it Is accurate, and return it to us with any
neteseary rartectims.

In addition, leprosentAtivm WIIIIem Leheen end Timms J. Utley, Jr. lave
'mammy.' that the (*timing questions be mewered for the records

Louvre..moo Lefmn

en ploased to learn of the rebuts that the federal investment is sell -help
pawed. has helped to I go. This and our other testimony sunset that
vr hnow quite a bit about %w in confront and prevent the problem of child
alaao ems more deliberately and In a more coordinated way. Now haw. Parents
Snouynoue program typically dealt with Lames of coordination of services
in their local communities'

QPPAIP'APAP

I. Now mush is Parent. Anonymous doing in the ate* of primary preventIoni
that in, prevention of child alums before a flrst incident?

WA{ AtV the lettere' dolling which pa to the Patents Anonymous nations%

orsesfaatien used?
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I. Why will Parents Anonamose be losing Its Worst support at the end et
this year? Whet effect vill the hiss of federal support hove un fecal

iamtrs of Parente Amenygrue

4. 1 on vety %optimised cub your ides of daveloplos a notional Polity or

.0 this country. Oe you (tad testotmice to the ides of building

elibelp programs within 0We-serving *galley settings?

lot es agate espresso ay thanker sad that of lb. inlet naggers of the committer.

for Your Isiah:way.

Shed

Chairmen
Select Coalmine° ye Children,

Youth, and Pantiles

tai/ 1

If mgrs.
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PARENTS ANONYMOUS
Identificellen Toesimmet Pnlvention of Quid Abu*

044110na0 011oce

77330 Wm ohnowileulmood, Sour XX
taw". Catiouoroy110406
tampion.* 47131 3/ i 3001

too I we i0000171 0363 CabforoomOnlv (0001367 OM

May R, 1144

fongtes-man George Miller
chairman, 'brio t Comnittee on Childreo. Yuuth
and land I to
chum st.' thS NOWA. f lc p B011 ding - Anne* I
Washioutun, O.C. MSIS

°ear Congressman Miller,

We are responding o your request to review and corrert testimony
which was given at o ornalttee hearings in Washington on Marsh

I have taken the liberty of going through all of the material and
naye made a number of corrections, all Of whiLit are marked in red,
r. regoested.

40411lobel It. the following are responses f other question, posed
1,$ ccolrey,men trillium and 011141:

Respon4101 10 C_VIIPMSPId0 kehmen'S question $
go the local level, Parents Anonymous (wont/Aims use networking
helseen the privet. and Public wcillc% to deal with 100'01041104
of .ervire,-

fen .t PA programs are staffed by volunteers who ere often key comminfty
leaders and key professionals is child abuse and neglect service
own le.. their role, are $0 help eStahlish PA adult and children's
program'. end make their Ur. t lc i.o. evaIlahlIity k00100 to both the lay

.eryi. «mmunit les.

of our onrerros Is In lower the t of human services and avoid
NO hat loci sty inapt ving many different Wyk. levet. in PA
owe Ion,,, this issue Is better addressed.

Iteppunc. to corogressinfit kl llc,y s (erections:II Parent. Anonymous' role In Primary preientIon has been ertenclve
fi r wan/ ee4v. and has increased with our Advent of children's treat-
On l none ,

lout tally. our national and %tate MO phone %toothy.. rep olvi. thnusands
ci all 4000,1 I 1 y from yo tq parnt% who ere worried about their
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potential for atoms, and oeglt Dolt needs are addressed via phone and referral%
are made to local support and .01 spline services to crevent their fear% from becoming

ceoliced.

since Mt, we have been developing a nationwide network of programs for abused
children. Member% are of ages from infancy through age 18 years. Parenting education
programs for tern parent.., at well as pregnant teens, treatment programs for younger
children. etc. are all primary prevention program% designed to break the cycle of
chlia abuse,

furthermore. parenting education I. commonly Mond as a resource for adult members of
PA programs, 1111: is a built.in plan to stop child abuse !ram re-occurring In younger
families who may yet have more children.

(1) federal dollar% to the PA national organization are used for several meier areas,

the single largest category 1% to provide small seed support grants of about $4,000
tsvn to the approtImatAt ill children's treatment program sites, they are engaged
In primarily volunteer operated. locally autonomous intervention and primary prevention

program.. the PA national office administer% and coordinates the program from whence
valuable data is obtained which is used by community member% and professional% both in
this country and beyond.

Oa PA national office staff also serve% in a similar oordinating opacity for our
stale office/organization% serving over 40 states. We also serve many community
groups not necessarily a part of larger organizations.

she PA national office operate% the nation's most well-known toll free resource line
for parents at risk of child abuse, referring them to local PA and other help resources.

Printed materials have been a major product of the PA national office for many years,
current funding helps lo support Frontiers, the nation's most widely read publication.
containing a variety of timely and practical articles on child abuse prevention and
treatment, written by persons engaged in the field throughout the country.

PA national calf are also involved in public edwation efforts, including National
Child Abuse Prevention Rooth and national oldie activities via newspaper and electronic
media.

We are also responsible for helping to expand services for American military families
(here and ahroad) who fact special life stosses putting them at risk of child abuse.
coorainating PA service% In this category A more a responsibility of a national
nffice than state offices, though there is a PA coordinating unit in Germany for
military families stationed In that part of the world.

tither federal antlers are used for salaries of 40, staff person% here. office rent.
supplies, etc,

II) the Parents Anonymous national organization is faced with losing federal support
on February 28. tns. This :% because of HA 1404's lack of specific language authoriz-
ing assistance to other titan statewide self-help program% in the field of child abuse.
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elaos eithin the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect also precluded support,
a. fonds had been earmarked for demonstration and research activities, and the like.

luss f federal support to the PA stational organization would have a deep and lasting
eftr1 ,es -.tate and Iola, PA organizations. Inasmuch as the PA national office
serwes a, a national clearinghouse and coordinating body for the national PA network,
the linkage in the inter.tate PA network would be virtually removed.

men, 10.41 chapters nuw (and in the future) 4 ndent on the national office would have
no .tio.!ive leadership. Our military colleag would be without direct assistance,
as cell.

the growth and development .1 the new children's programs would be stalled and the
national parent referral system would 'ce interrupted.

to .hort, what progress we have made thus far would be greatly halted and further
ectinnuirs which PA's inst-effective program generates would be brought to a stand-still.

(4) uhen we began lb years ago, there was tremendous resistance, mostly In professional
circles, to the use of self-help and volunteerism in the chlid abuse field.

'Ono, then, as PA has been evaluated and as our program has grown and involved thousands
of ommunity volunteers and t-rofessionati, the credibility and value of our approach
has grown.

!hue and more state level sod.' service O. .cotives, national and community leaders,
religious organizations, corporstions, leg Jative bodies et al have backed PA efforts
with public and private funds, :personal endorsements, donated time, goods and services.

1110 are ,tell pullets of resistance to self-help, minty among those persons who have
heel. trained in service fields which based upon high fee-for-service standards.

However. the PA pt wan. and other self-help efforts are growing, flourishing and
..nstantio proving their merit. Justifying a permanent place In our social structure.

We trot that the responses to the questions posed by Congressmen Lehman and Bliley
are smith teat, as is the edited and corrected material from the hearings. Thank you
fur mar .0pp..rt of and Interest in nor efforts.

.11

Sincerely,

i/

F./. sq. .res°
eonard I.. Heber tCSW
laecullve Director
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U.*. 100110 of itepreotototibesi
SitICT COMMIIIII till

Olittlat YOUTH. AND IMAtIES
Inconi-Sell sowsaimeseesime Seem 8

Varmateu.0 4 JON'

111. 1. 1,1. Whitt., rth
1.',". lie at% .t tee/
144 kIon 1 1 1e. !tor hl.r )....t)to

be.tr pr. WbirMot tit:

Noy I. 1984

N.1440 04.01. rap"
411.0401.011040--.

Satorst *t tat

nolo is to express my personal Aparer lotion for your appearance before the
..I... t tsmittets on Children. Youth. and Thrill ie. at our hearing. "Child Abuser
9.it ore KUM/ About Prevention Strategies." held to Washington on March 12. 1

i.stl sv ginedule 414 no permtt me to be There, but I know from reading the
trausetipt that von' partielpation contributed greatly leotard making the hearlog
a au.. .es.

floe Sett( t , ..wal r t po is env In the process of editing the transcript of the hear-
ing for plshl 1...ti Ion, It would be helpful If you would go over the enclosed ropy
I your rest I mo'., 0.n Rayne that it Is sever/Au. and return it to us with any
114.4 l'54.141 4 orrect toss.

In ..4.1 1 1 1..u. romp...moo William lehman has 'I/neared that the following questiono
be arerweted for the hearing ',eon':

1. Who ore the maim. problems that the state has encountered 1 implementing
the statewide Mid ohuor FueventIon effort! flow have these farm.* hrrnslrettI'

.., s. ever. It t1. di s :Oust bto .urcl Ist 1 !fiat ion of prevent Ion Ind treatment
441f011.1: 11 US' L t114. '.tats.,

1. 111 .1.1? 0.1.1.. ate 101 al .141 01 11 0 and Orirat servIre group* integrated Into
the itattride pogranot it oho Moe arid district levels? What gaps retool*

1.1 iv again esprego my thank.. and that of the other ambers of the coardittee.
i .1 vour tee! imoriv

Ito rely.

.ton I 'III I I N
1...1 40411

Wit, I . "'felt tee orb I h 1 lareh,
1 aoh, 411.1 vomit lee

111 1 ....op...
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i
COLI.161 OF solOICINE Dineen, Y OF FLORIDA GAIMESY11.1.1 32410

0EPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS

May e. lee

honorable George Miller
Chairman
Select Cement*, on Children.

Youth. and recedes
Rum N? 30$ House Office

Building Annex 2
Washington. D.C. ?OS'S

Dear Representative Miller:

In response to your letter of May I, 1904, I have evised my
testimony only slightly and es returning it for inclusion in the
record.

in response to the requests from Representative Lehman. the
fialsowing statement has also been prepared for inclusion in the
record.

The ital. aide prevention effort is organised through a State Task
force on the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, and each of the
eleven NRS districts in the State has a separate task force. Implemen
titian hss been a problem in those districts which found difficulty in
organising priorities or on which difficulty was encountered in finding
Provider groups and agencies which could provide high quality prevention
services because of their orientation and training. Cross consultation
between districts has largely solved this problem, but the effect of
quarterly to yearly review of program effectiveness should serve to
largely eliminate the problem in the future.

Prevention and treatment efforts are underway statewide. but
evenness of distribution is a problem. Urban areas are very electively
served. end rural areas are well served in some areas and marginally
served in other areas. Several plans to better serve all rural areas
in general are now under study, and the need for satellite treatment
teams is well recognised, but not yet funded.

There is a state and district outdate to involve private and ad
vocacy groups in the functions of local and state task forces. the
tonstotuency for children is currently being developed on a statewide
basis, as well as a slate chapter of the National Committee for Prevention
of Child Abuse. These agencies will be integrated at both decision
making levels in allocation of funds and program review. Great care
has been taken to select a cross section of the community in this
process. However, gaps do remain in some districts, especially
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revolving around the need for mental health centers to be more
responsive to the needs of abusive families, especially in the area of
sexual abuse.

I hope these comments will be helpful to you. If I can be of
any further assi.tance in the future, I will be happy to do so.

Pik

Lnclosures

'nuttily.

Please reply to.

S. M. Whitworth, M.O.
65S West 8th Street
Jacksonville, FL 32209

175

Whitworth, M.D.
late Professor of Pediatrics

ltd Abuse and Neglect
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OA. jIlook of itpregnitatibts
MICK COMNINIEll 011

COM.011101. COMO. me eablimi
frOWNS-in 0010101.00 *OMB asap

Wasoonoi 0.C. Mil

sift. est 1. Fontana, ti.D.

na. New York foundling Hospital
lit. third AVeeee
4.1* yoris New York 1011/1

g"t lit. roman*:

Hey 1, 19114

4.14040010MOIM4

-----
00410400 ea

this Is to *sprees my petentsel epprerietion for your appeerence before the

.viett Iummittee nn Children. Youth. end Families et our hearing. "Child Abuses
Inuit We Know About Prevention Stroteglee," held in Veskingtom on Match 12. 1

roof, ay schedule did not permit me to be there, blot I know from reeding the
ttaoarr1pt that your partirlpation couttlbuted grottly toward making the hearing

GOO.

The Select to:mitts* Is now im the poem's of editing the transcript of the Istsit
fag fur publication. It would be helpful I you would go ovet the ~lased ropy
l your testimony to assure that It le er .ate. and totem it to ue with any

ee«att correction*

to addition. geprenenretires William Lehman and Thomas J. hilloy. Jr. have sub-
mitted ***silo's* and requested that they be answered for the Mooring record:

Coats e seem! Lehaan

10 awe teftlOoffp .0411 have noted the stigma etteehed to child abuse. Dow
.aft we help abutters and potenttal abusers confront their roblemo more

forthrightly In light 01 community artitudeet

What tee some of the special problem. you and your colleague* fare In trying
to prevent the problem* ol child abuse in a *slot urban center like New York

City' Now are they or might they be addtessedt

14 4ioa404h Bliley

I. 10 your taftifpfy. yon, Off that baiteting if the last phase or the maltreat.-
ment ape:trots. hes* filet wean that by the time a rhil.1 In battered for the
ittst time. be has prblably hers enperieneing other, lea* visible, forms
of those for some time?
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Vlow en. 1. V011%1%16 4.11. May i 1454

2. Yo o say That child mes ban been increasing at a rate of bout ISV per
year. tn. you even 1St per year over the pat fete treat.. or °vet longer
period of time., such as 10 or IS years? What is the rler* 'or the
Inereabat

1. Are the pa of children to rhs criefe care nureery teftred to any

veli -help ar00P$ Web ? rants nnonyroust If mat, why nett

let me tteto extort... my rhaniot. and that of the (abet members of the committee
tor Your teetisony.

Slobotelt.

(atria./ MLLES

tbatroan
irtect Committee an Chiblrenr

tooth. end female.

1:14/1

toilosotes
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May 21, 1984

George Miller
Chairman
Select Compittceon Children,

Youth, and families
Room M2. 305 Nouse Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

My dear Chairman Miller,

I have enclosed at your request an edited transcript of my remarks
mode at your Committee hearing in Washington on March 12, 1984. In

addition i have sulvaitted answers to the questions requested by
RepresentativesWilliam Lehman and Thomas J. Bliley, Jr.

I do hope and pray that the information gathered by your Committee
will provide the needed stimulus and direction urgently needed to safeguard
the health and welfare of our nation's children and families.

1 wish once again to express my gratitude to you and the Committee
for having given me the opportunity to be of help in this Important
matter.

int2 *4 12

Respectfully,

Vincent J. Fontana, M.D.
Medical Director
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jea/Leaqclueangee it er

1) In your testimony, you have noted the etigma attached to child
abuse. Now can we help abusers and potential abusers confront
their pmtlems sore forthrightly in light of community attitudes?

This is a tough question, which suggests a double response,
directed at both the comminity and parents. It also involves hew
we pNifeesionals portray the problem of chlld maltreatment. Twenty
fifteen, and perhaps even ten years ago, we used pictures of abused
children to dramatize the seriousness of the problem and to over-
come widespread reluctance of many people, professionals as well
as the general public, to acknowledge the existence df child abuse
end neglect. Many of us have pulled away from this'approach, now
that chlld seltreatment has been widely recognized as an important
social reality and problem. This old approach, if still used with
the general public, only inflames resentment agalut parents end
reduces the chance that fearful parents will seek help.

Unfortunately, the approach taken by the media frequently
is 101am:tory, especially In its coverage of biztare or horrendous
cases, which constitute s very small proportion of the total child
protective services caseload. For example, out of more that 50,000
children reported as abused or neglected in New York City each year,
between 100 and 150 die from abuse or neglect, bqt fatality cases
are likely to receive widespread coverage an4 present a misperception
of all abusing parents as monstrous sadists or criminals. It is
very difficult to get the media to present a more temperate - and
sot, rellistIc - picture of the total phenomena of ealld abuse
and neglect.

This problem is compounded when a child fatality occurs in
a family which hes been previously reported for suspected child
abuse or aeglect; such noises appear to wen that the system failed.
in its obligations to protect ehildrus. Mispdgementa say have
occurred in some or many of these cases, whch now We everyone
an easier hindsight SOSOOBOOAt. Talking about the wider contexts
of child maltreatment and the problems in providing adequate child
protective services is very difficult in such ciraumetanwe - one
appears, or can be made to ap'pear, Si an apologist for the system
ors participant in a cover-up. As an example, least week in New
York City, the Inspector General of the Human Resources Administration
issued a report exlmining 21 cases in which an employee of the
child protective service made oletas of agency mishandling or mal-
feecance; eigLt of the cases involved child fatalities, going back
to 1970. There wan massive ntwil media *overage, some of it sensation-
alized. One reed. i'.g the attached letter to the editor of a Long
Island paper, condeming parents who abuse their children.

I would suggest the following remedies: (1) working with
the media to portray more. sensitively the human dimensions of child
abuse and neglect. not the sensational aspects. The TV movie, *Some-
thing About Willa,* about sexual abuie, la an example of a positive
media impart on a very diStOrblog and disruptive type of child abuse.
0.) public awareness compaios which em?healze, not merely reporting
or protecting children, but the conditions or problems of parents
which lead to abuse or neglect/ (3) public campaigns and media
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Programa designed t, re101 paronta qn4 to encourage self. referrals;
(4) the establishment of services capable of handling such self.-
referrals, which otherwise Would be a cruel bees; (5) differential
handling by child protective agencies end law enforcement agencies
when parents voluntarily seek help and are then reported as a'
consequence. The recent Celifornla case in which s stepfather
sought help for Sexual abuse, was then reported and prosecuted, and
his step-daughter was detained or incarcerated as a recalcitrant
material witness illustrates the need to build administrative and
proceedur'l safeguards for parents who voluntarily seek help on their
owe. They should not be treated as if someone else reported or turned
them in.

2) What are some of the special problems you and ye,er colleagues face
in trying to prevent the problems of child Wm. In a major urban
venter Ilks New York City? How are they or might they be addressed?

Coordination, communication, oval cooperation become difficult
in a large urban center ouch as New York City. 1 de not know how
representative our problems may be other other lama urban centers,
but these issues have been endemic to protecting children in many
communities throughtout the United States, even in places which
are not classified as large Urban canters. Although these issues
boons.° magnified as more individuals become involved in a social
p.bles, there is another reason for this ISM., which is independadr
of geographical or demographical size.

The phenomena of child abuse and neglect are multi-faceted,
and the intervention System required to respond, as determined by
various law:, and procedures, is multi-disciplinary. Doctors, nurses,
psychologiats, social workers, protective case workers, teachers,
policemen, district attorneys, attorneys for the parents and the
children, judges. probation workers, are some of the professionals
who can become involved In a case. Each discipl'ne has Its own
methuda, perspectives, and biases. Many of these disciplines are
antagonistic to each other, and they operate in different systems
which may contest over turf or territoriality concerns.

The multi-disciplinary approach many of us have recommended
during the last ten years or 'so has been proven effective. but it
is not as widespread as the literature depicts it is an ideal
more than a reality.It hes been easier to implement in smaller
communities where the innate closeness and cooperativeness of
professionals and citizens may be greater. Otte, the number of
reported cases, the number of professionals, is a frequent explanation
for why the multidisciplinary approach has not bean implemented
in New York City as a regular mechanism for handling cases. Such
multidisciplinary tonal' do exist in the City, but they discuss
only a handful of cases. They do present greeter problems of
administrative coordination in a large urban center, but I am not
convinced this is an insuperable obstacle. The average caseload of
individual social workers lawyers. doctors, etc., ie not necessarily
larger in New York City; indeed. the average caseload per CPS worker
beepers to be Manor in New York City than in many smaller
communttlea » we have not axportenced reductions In CPS staff,

h: actually 1pet.t6 throaaed during Mayor Kcchos administration.
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The City, as well an the Mayor's Task Force on :htid Abuse
and Neglpct and en inter-agency planning committee eatabltehed by the
Human Rowmrcea Administration and the Deputy Mayor for Operation's
office is begining to look at ways to improve the relationship between
child protleltive services and the various professional disciplines
involved in reported child abuse and neglect cases. The antagonisms,
diotrilit, &unto about the efficacy of CPS intervention ve to
be addressed before we can truly establish a multi-disciplinary epproabh
to child protection, CPS needs to be sufficiently improved to convince
professionals and the public that children can be proteoted end parents
helped, This will be necessary to maintain public support for the social
servicos approach, rather thou alternative eppruuchea each ae law
enforcement, to child protection.

These issu)s also affect the establishment of prevention
maims. Through the Islands of Safety, we have hegrin a program to
nelp parents in crisis, parents on the verge of child maltreatment,
or aelt-roterring parents who have already abused or meglected a child.
More general preventive programs, which deal with underlying societal
trends or values which may affect the Occurrence of maltreatment are
more difficc:t to demonstrate effectively -- there is less societal
acts tans of them. A proalsing area is parent education, of which
there are two tve.,st (1) pu,oly dydatdc prpgrams for school children
or for ndultn: laid (2) theraputically oriented programs for troubled
pAren, . with or without an abuse or neglect problem. We are begin
to woot tqworda the developeent of such programs, A Citizens Task
1411,,o, jrrintly chained by the wifo of Governor Cuomo and the State
t!ommissioner of Foetal Services. has made this its top priority.

The theraputically oriented parent education programs may
also bp able to play a creels' role in reuniting families whose children
have been placed in foster care. There is increasing concern that the
efforts, nationally and within the states, to reduce) foster care may
endanger children by keeping them inappropriately with their parents
or returning them home prematurel There have been some fatality oases
in which this was an issue. Many seater care prairaR1 our tntly do not
have the prograeatic means of dealing with parenting issues -- an
underlyint reason for placement. When the children are in placement,
there is no way to measure any change or improvement in the parenting
skills of the parents as a result, paycpd- eocial assessments or judg-
ments are made without critical data on parenting skills. The theraputical
oriented parent education programs may be able to fill this critio'
gap in child welfare assessment and planning for ohildren; these
programs could be an important means of rudely reuniting ninnies.
We are looking at this isme and may recommend a demomstration program
to test the feasibility as 1 necessity of incorporating therapUtia
parent education programs into all foster care or substitute care
programs.

3) In your testimony, you say that battering Li the last phase of the
maltreatment spectrum. Does that mean that by the time a child is
battered for the first time, he has probably coon experiencing
other, less visible, forms of abuse for some time?
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In some cases, the degree of physical abuse escalates over
time, becoming more severe as the child cows older or the problems
afri!eting the parent increase or the parent's coping abilities are
progresaibeiy overwhelmed or weakened. This does not hoPPhh in all
cases, some cases begin with high,neer fatal, or Mal abuse from
the beglning or very early in the life of the child, Including new
bores. The spectrum or oontinuum model of abuse includes this aspect

This yodel also acknowledges that issues of abuse and neglect
may occur in the same family or happen to the same ohild According to
the American Humane Association, between 170 and 24% of protective
service cases involve "multiple maltreatment" (the range varies
depending upon who the child's caretaker is). The spectres nr
continuum model refleots the mixture of abuse and neglect in some
cases.

This model is also used to indicate a linear progression
in severity of abuse as well as neglect. In some oases, the degree
of severity. In tense of condition or consequences, meTremain
constant although chronic, In such cases, different children or
families are considered to be at different points in the eontcinuuh,
or different parts of the spectrum. The model this+, describes the
totality of the phenomena of child abuse and neglect in terms of
different degrees of severity,

4) You Goy that child abuse has been increasing at a rate of about 15%
per year. Do you seen 15% per year over the last few years, or over
a longer period of'time, such as 10 or 15 years? What is the reason
for the increase?

The Amerloan Humane Association, whioh has been collecting
data on reported oases since 1976 has found that the 'magnitude of
the intros,: from year to year is actuallyaeoreealng.0 The AMA reorta

following increases since 19761 (1) 29% increase
to

1977 over 19761
2) 1)% increase in 19701 (3) 16% increase in 19791 (4) 110 increase

19110; and (4) an 8,6 increase in 1901. The AMA offers the following
anslyeiss

The apparent levelling off of reporting follows
a period of rapid development of stet* reporting
systems, during which the total numberof mortis
was sensitive to the introduotion of new state
legislation and polloy. For example, neglect was
not considered a reportable condition in all
jurisdictions until' 1979. While state systems
continue to change, the ohenges are more a setter
of refinement in technology than addition of new
reportable conditions.

There is merit to this anoints. It is important to note
that my reference to increaaes is over time and that when I talk
about protective service caseloads, I am including abuse as well us
negloo. canoe, as in the AHA. i am not Intimately familiar with the
methflihtogy of the AHA, but I do know that an inoreasing number of
atuttlhave been providing them with data since 1976. I *assume they

have taken thin into account In computing the rate of mutual Inoreses
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in reports. New York State has had a consistent reporting law,
involving both abuse and neglect, since 1973. The following table
shows the pattern of increases in New York'State,since 1974, the
first full year of the operationalizaZion of the new law.

Inc Mra Must a Mama

1974 29, 912 59,636

1975 30,t:10 +496 63,365 .6%

1976 37,638 22N 73,28b .16%

1977 39,682 .5% 75.762 316

1978 45,337 14% 85,640 13g

1979 51,842 .14% 92,404 .8g

1900 55.937 06% 97,403 4,51.

1981 64,421. 1511 112.662 +1696

1992 69,739 4,8g 120,207 .7%

Based on our experience in New York State, it seems accurate
to day that during tMe last 'IL years, there has been an annual increase
of obout 13%. I would note that there have been sharp fluoustions
from year to year, which no one has explained: I can surmise that the
increase in the rate of the increase in 1961 reflects the state take-
over of the central register in New York City because the state accepts
sore reports than the citye'whickperformed a heavier or stronger
screening. The important fact is that the increase continues and shows
no clan of abating. Therchas not iron a decrease in ens single year
since the 1973 law vas implemented. from 1174 to 1982. the number of
reports state-W.1e has increased 133%. and the number of children

ported 10, t4creased 10116.

There is a strong potential for continued increases in reported
cases. The National Incidence Study estimated the professionals who
report cases do not report 62% of the at wad or ne looted children
known to them. We have no estimates for non-report among average
citizens family members, relatives. friends, nel bora -- who make
beteeen 40,6 and 60g of all reports, depending uuppon state. The
impact of increased reporting during a time of.budget and staff
reduction, in many communties raises a serious challenge to our
commitment and capacity for protecting endangered Children, The rate
of unfounding reports has been increasing; cases ore being closed
Flu L:kly, and inveatigations are delayed. In some areas, the telephone,
rithqr than a how vlait, has become a prime love tigetive tool. No
can expe.:t the impact un the liven of children tome more Apparent
in the years ahead.
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The reasons for these increases ere a source of speculation.
The implementation of new reporting laws and public awareneas
campaigns certainly have played a major role. Creator recognition of
child maltreatment, greeter willingness to do something about it also
have mode a contribution, Thera is also the likelihood on an
Marooning incidence, although the evidence is not olea The stress
model widely flood to explain the causes of abuse and neglect leads
us to expect that when unemployment increases, when the family is
under greater change stresses. when social values ere in flux, that
abuse and neglect are likely to Manes* es well,

5) Are the parents of children in the crisis nursery referred to
any self help groups, such as Parents Anoymous? If not why not?

When such groups exist in the neighborhoods where the parents live.
such referrals are made, Parents Anonymous is not firmly established
in New York City, for a variety of complicated reasons, mad a new
effort to do something is just begining,

We have found referrals to parent aid programs godparent
education programs, as well as to traditional family services and
counselling programs to be effective. Some of these programs have
self-heip componenta.
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NSW" SUNDAY. MAY 4, 111114

Letters
Faee Up to Child Abuse

Lately the media has been fall of gee go.
rise regarding child molesters and tchi abusers.
These stories are not new. It has become a "hot item*
and it is finally being given the attention that is so
long overdue.

As a mother of two youngster., it cores are to
death to think that anyone, anywhere. an fell *-
tin to these sick, vile people. Who is safe? When I
was a child, people didn't have to worry to the en.
trims degree that we do in today's society.

I urge all parents to 'educate their children
against the possible consequences of talking to
strangers, etc. Every elementary school should hod
tute a program to educate young children about
these dangers.

Of atm, no one wants to frighten children, but
perhaps something in the form of playacting or a
puppet shod can get the moisep across. Afterward,

quid= and answer period with trained
would be helpftd.

At the very least, when a mien is convicted of
this most heinous aims, he must be quarantined
from the rest of society; the e initi of parole
must not exist. Too many times 4 have read about a
child molester /murderer who has bad a previous
retard of such crimes.

shlikT personal opkdon is that the death penalty
be reinstated foe the animals who commit

those horrendous acts.
Per those of you who would dlisgres, let me SU&

gest that you investigate and _perhaps listen to the
confessions of these criminals. Look at the police pic-
tures of the broken and often sexually mutilated lit
de bodies of those defenseless children.

If this letter sounds hush to some, it was meant
to be. This is not a pretty subject and it must be dealt
with, since it is not likely to p away.

. June IL Harris
Huntington
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April 2S, I'M

Re Peeibelle rissigstli
tur Mouse select Committee om
Children, Youth 4 'milks
Mow SOS
Souse Ammo et
Seilhimmton 11.C. 20S1S

OW NO Piiitgatlit

I am rewording "pr ramily lineal trauma team Project Report
for April 1 111111 to June 30, 1IRI, it the request of he A.
Moot um ommun t y Meat I Ne410 Center Aseaciates.

II I can be of out father &solecistic, plea** let me knot..

Sincerely

alnefs4rdeet....

P. L. Richardson. Lieutenant
Acting Commending Officer
Youth Pivieian

ltRJbn

En.,

PerWifiorBotkpli4kmkOlt,VrivoillS01
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'ANIL? SEXUAL TRONA TRAM

PROJECT REPORT

4 .1.-81 to 6 .10-113

PREPAREM Ott
RARFM NECOLIA VERER

PROMICeoRomams
WPM POLICE DEP/4E1MM
KoRIOLK, VIRGINIA 23501

Introduction

The Norfolk really Reseal Trauma Teem utilizes a muIti.disciplimarp

team approach to dealing with turista:illy sexual abuse of childtan.

and lit designated as the primary investigative unit of such abuse

for the city of Norton. This tans is comprised of Child Protection

Workers. Police Investigators. and Comaftwealth Attorneys. For each

reported case. the investigative "team" consist/1 of one Child

Protection Novices and one Police Inveetigetos. The team utilizes

existing community resources and vests cooperatively with schools.

psychiatric treatment teems. probation officers. hospitals. Parents

Rotted and the military.

Due to lack of coordination between Child Protective Services and

the Police Department in the levostigntlem of incest cases. clasifi -

maim' regarding reporting and investIgetIve procedures woo indicated.

A need was identified for the two eginclob to work together and

:.tan!ardise procedures in order to provide more comprehensive and

well-integrated services to the families involved.

The concept wan designed to Involve bnth the Palen Department and

Child Protective r.erviees in isvealigations tree the outwit, and to

provide c viinatimo of servIcee between end moot all dietiPlines

involved.
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Vital"

Statistics for 1980 showed SS reports of child sexual abuse to

Department of Social forefeet', with no indication as to whether

those were founded or what loterVenties or services were provided.

Correspondist statistics free the Polies Oepartneet for the Ma,

year showed five staunch for child usual abuse with no isdiestiest

of the eventual outcome.

Several factors were involved regarding this discrepancy. A reciprocal

reporting law between 088 and the police is non-oxietent is the Consosweelth.

Child Protective Services is sedated by law as the agency which lamest* -

goitre child abuse and setleet. 81 law, this mosey has the discretion of

not reporting abuse or neglect seises it is a Class V tales, or 'Ave.

Child Protective iervieesomereised this prerogative is good faith is the

belie. that seri/fees could be provided to the families involved without

the intervention of the courts. The fallacy of this belief eYolege lies

in the very Sabin: of the crime itself, the personality characterietice

of the offenders, and the dyeasies el the dystouctional fondly unit.

This incestuous activity cannot occur mein in secrecy. The offender*

are vat often secretive, sanifalatiVo, coercive and rely en the lack

of concrete evidence and the fact that often their spouses will protect

them. Even when they adult to the probles, there is no may to **force

continuance in * long-term tresteent plan or to adequately monitor the

child. cane histories ahoy that this is compulsive behavior Avid doss

set dissipate slopIP become it boa been uncovered. Per those convicted,

usually * short prison tern is received, after which the offender return.
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home to contioue ilia abnoe only to go to great lengths to ensure it remain&

owe'. rithcr way, rho child remains the loser, and suffers deep and

long-lasting emotional damage.

Being aware of the dynaules of the 1000StUOU4 family, tho two departments

agreed to rethink the entire process and through careful planning and

seseArch formulated rho following objectives'

1. Lorre:too repotting to both departments

2. utilize a team approach to invostigntions

3. prosecute all offenders

4. remove the offendor from the hose rather thin the child

S. eliminate, or reduce the probability of, the child testifying
in court

6. rehabilitate offenders

7. provide therapeutic intervention for the child and ethos
family membets

8. stabilise and reunite' family units

9. provide long -term follow -up to Prevent further sexual
nbuso.

To incorporate these concepts into a viable framework, a highly

specialized Wait was needed; readily identifiable by the public

as supportive and not punitive, and easily accesaiblo to all pro«

fessiooala within rho community. As a 'vault, the Family Sexual

TruUM3 roam ass formed and originally woo eusprisod of two polite

officers. six eyelid workers, one prosecutor, one coordinator and

one director. is achieve the goal of conompity.based multi- disciplinary
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intervention in intrafamily child sexual dam. the foliation procedures

were isplemeeted.

An extensive community outreach program was begun to educate the public

se to the problem and the nouns by which to effectively deal with it.

This was accomplished through ongoing multi-media presentations visit

newep4per, public service announcements on the radio. radio and tole«

vision talk shows. special television documentaries, massive pamphlet

distribution, a opcakere bureau, and training cad education programs

for agency prefeeninnals.

Team uembeca vest provided with extensive training in the dynamics of

child sexual *bow. opts:int interviewing techniquon, psychology of the

victim and offende., communication skills, and ethical and professional

issues.

Intake and working procedures were developed and the investigative teems

began worlieg in tendon from point of intake to final court disposition.

This eliminated kucCeSOWO and repetitive questioning of the victim and

prevented the offender Iron colluding with the victim end other family

Mambo:Mu. Thin teChniqUe provided an unpredicted benefit. When offenders

are Interviewed (without prier knowledge of the report), they more readily

confess which eliminates the necessity for the child's testimony in court.

It eimplifiee the tresecutiss process, and provides the necessary initial

compoasut of seeneftbful rehabilitation, which is to admit that a problem

'mien* and begin to take responsibility for their actions.
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Through the cooperation of the prosecutor dad the courts, and based on

the recommendations of the psychiatric treatment teams, offenders Were

able to be considered for tftermest ea 41 condition of probation rather

thee incarceration. Although they remained outside the home with no

eleteet with the child, they mere required to attend Parents United,

continue in therapy as 1048 44 deemed necessary by the treatment teems,

and support their families if head of the household. Therapeutic inter

'cooties provided a veana ter tinily webers to sealedlate the trauma,

gain knowledge and understanding of the dynamicr involved, begin to

relate to one soother in new we and reunite as a family volt at some

point.

tyeereoLplayieW

The purpose of a coordinated multi- disciplinary a,preach le to provide

a consistent, empathic and effective toothed of deal's* with letestemilY

child sexual abuse. The print, concern of all team members is the ego..

tionel end physical well -being of the child 40 a member of the fa 'IY

unit. Aiy end all actions token are based on this premise. The teen

members are goal oriented toward prompt investigation sod service delivery,

skilled end sensitive treatment of the child and other featly tombola,

and providing additional resources or referrals when needed.

The focus of the Police hepartwent is to inveetigste and determine the

extent of the allegations, and when (vended, to identify, charge and

street the offender. The toeuo of Protective Servicen is to investigate,

enense protection of the child end to provide featly aoseeement end case

emnsgeecnt.
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The teem usually respouds withift 24 hours to any complaint received.

Through skilled And sensitive interviewing, the alleged offenseis are

determined to be founded or unfounded, and modical/legal evidence collected

when appropriate. The combined investigative procedures from the PecePec-

tivos of social work and dew eniorcescet produce a complete sod comprehensive

profile Of each weber of the family unit.

initial contact is made either to Child Protective Services or the Police

Departoent by the child, family member or other outside source. The Agency

team ember first receiving the toll immodlately epnreeta the other team

somber and the two work in tandem from this point on. The eemPletnest is

interviewed, the child, other family members, ony other relevant individuals,

and the offender. if the allegations are founded, the offender is charged

and attested as prscribed by state law or city ordinance as determined by

the investigation. The child remain* in the hone whenever operable, pre,-

video the atmosphere is supportive.

The focus of the Conmoowealth Attorney is to prosecute the offender. Ic

Shetld he noted fist the Comuonessith Attotuey has no authority OWN a cave

until the delendaat in actually charged with a criminal offense, is by law

the official elected to mae.e the decisions on how I case is to be prosecuted,

sad represents the commonwealth of Virginie and in this capacity maul to

protect not Nay the victim but aloe the public in evety way ronsonably

ref:liable. is the Norfolk cowrie the prosecution of criminal eases is on

a cae-to-ease hauls, and each case is considered in light of ito own peculiar

ottlectt. The initial heating in Juvenile and DemeAtit Itrantions Court is held
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the following weekday morning. the court.. function is to decide whether a

echo has been comnitto4 and to 'mesa punishment. At initial came' hearings,

it will he the general policy that the teem rocoommod any one of the fon/mini

I. Ike offender reside elsewhere other than the home

Z. the offender have no contact with the child

3. the offender participate is evaluation and proscribed treatment
.with the treatment teas

4. the offender participate in Parente United

S. the offender, when head of the household, provide financial
support is eha family.

To be a candidata for divagates, to be rehabilitative ITOOtawat so an al-

tornative ea incarceration, the offender is required to be cooperative to

the fullest extent with all disciplInes.involvad is the investigation, die -

positio., evaluation and treatment, prosecution and mositorin4 Process.

Cooperation constitutes=

I. admitting that a problem exists

2. admission of the offense through a verbal and 'dread
agreement

3. reretaseat to ovaluatiso and treatment

4. adherence to condition. of bond

S. waiver of preliminary hearing

6. agreement ea plead guilty as charged

7, fell compliance with ccaditions of probation.

The focus of the psychiatric treatment toms is to provide theraPestie

iaterreation and supportive services to facilitate rehabilitation of
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the offender and stabilisation of member' OP the family unit. Child,

famitY wenkers, and offender are initially involved in individual

counseling, which eventually inada to combined family therapy. The

therapists work closely with the probation and social e0TViceil to ensure

the welfare of the child.

Medical examination for the child is sebedu'ed when doomed necessary

to providelreatment of injured and/or diseased children, and to pro -

serve medical/legal evidence.

folloving completion of the judicial promo., Probation Doparttente

follow the offender to ensure that conditions of probation are set.

Mn throat of inearcertatioft in moot inetenco' is the impetus that

will coupe the offender to participate in and accept psychiatric

treatment, provatt committing further acts of sexual abuse. and assume

a more appropriate parenting tole,

Parents United, naughtero and Sons Veiled, and Adults Molested As

Children wet mul through scan gem, interaction provide

support and self-awarenews in a therapeutic vetting for n11 fondly

mambors. 'these Met:: wads in conjunction with the therapists but cot os

a embetitute for psychiatric tveatment. Attendeneo is mandator; for

perpetrators and is monitored by the Probation Department.

The project coordinator ensures coordination of ineostigation,

disposition and folic*: -up of nil come and acts as a 'Lesion

between covaranne comiimnity etelleiee me well as the primary

discipline involved.

By identifying common goals, comprehensive and well-intogratad

re.41ees to the child victim, holly members and offender' are

toll .4.
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& Procedure Amenemeof 4 godivocths

During the first year of the project loony changes occurred as s worlds*

teoulcdse wan acquired. Stmangtbs and wooknesaes veto assessed via

mothly staff matinso.

Although the investigative teams and premiums were in plaeo and

the tO441.101% was working smoothly, it Soon became apparent that the

project was falling short of its original goals. A nesd was identified

to re-examine policy and procedure, and clearly define goals and objectives.

One main problem was that the majority of cases wore' handled through

Juvenile Court. with no assigned probation officers to supervise cow.

dittoes of probation for o!fonders. Since Social Maskers wore assigned

as rose am/users, they yore also relosated the task of monitoring

condition of offender probatieu as volt as monitorinA the child and

family. This proved to be an unworkable concept, as it Put the social

werhor in the dual role of both child advocate and offender probationer,

creating role confusion for both worker and client. As the caseload

inemesid, ti also became logistically iopossiblo to adequately mottos

the numbers of people involved. Subnoquontly, all felons ware bound

over to Circuit Court, and cases involving a misdemeanor and remaining

in Juvenile Court Were assigned to Juvenile Probation. A mechanism

was doeignad to backtrack and assign Otobatioi to offenders not followed

to the past.
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In conjunction with enforcing probation Potent, United had not

developed a system of verifying attendance or absences et required

meetings. Therapist* Needed clarificatioN on to what WO expected

of than by the Court as well as a mechasion to torainate therapy

when appropriate. It woo brought to the otteution of the Commoswealth

Attorney that known Violations of probation veto not WINS Monad

nor did there seem to he a mechanisn to deal with this.

The key factor involved kora was * mad for bettor eommunication

between ell disciplines and the probation officer. It woo wood

that any seeded chows in conditions of probation or violatioNo

of probation needed to be brought to the attention of the court

and coordinated through the probation officer assigned.

.11trengtbs A Weakneoanqs

Currently, two Police Ismostigatera and two Child Protection Workers

are essigned to the investinative team. The COmmonovalth Attorney*

ore assigned en e rotating basis under the supervision of the Reed

of the Juvenile Division. Probation officers ere nosipood through

two specific supervisors. Tho psychiatric teems ore assigned on a

rotating basis by the social workers.

Coordination of this project has been difficult from the outset.

Although a mecharism fee coordination was supplied, it aeon becamo

unworkable. Inch ngency had a preconceived notion of their role

with the Trauma Tees and remained protective of their turf in terms

of past politico and procedures. This does net allow the flexibility

needed for the coopratio* effort required of * multidisciplinory

team. Within the coordination functisa, there is no role of authority
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orplaca in the decision making process. The edventage of this

i. it tequires sad emotes a Jemeeratie polio making process.

however, the disadvantage is that no ose person or group Ass the

final vote as to any particular policy or procedure. It all WOO.

a workable system exists, If any one agency disagrees end cheeses

not to adhere to STOW MMUS*. that agency ultimately impede.

the eunetionine of thenit as a whole and b000tao a negative controlling

fetter in the teem concept. The entrant thrust is to facilitate inter-

agency cooperation end provide communitymareneno, proCessionel staff

training, and prevention etailvonn.

Although the commanding officers of the Pollee Department initiated

the project and have been extremely supportive, frost of the inveeti-.

gators in the Youth Division have been resistant to change and have not

been willing to accept the new imestigotive techniques or endorse the

concept of rehabilitation as opposed to incarceration. The Division of

Sotto) Services bee been reluctant to relinquieh control an case nevegere

and are.inconsiereet in their policies regarding the investigation of

these cases. however, time four individuals who ere turrently assigned

to the inottOtiratiOo Leman are motivated, highly skilled, sensitive and

cooperative, and are indiestive of the bieheet quality of profennionallem

available Webb' each department.

There is a fairly rapid rate of turnover among the Commonwealth Attorneys

in the Juvenile bivision, old there hes been some reluctance to provide

training to familiarise thane attorneys with the dynamic. of intrefemiliel

child sexual &lune and the nothings of the project itself. gowevet, the

head of the Juvenile Division hap developed a unique policy for handling

theme caeca, wholebearteMY supports the concept of rehabilitation of
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offenders, and 10 sillier to oupport Probation Department on violations

Of probation. Few children have been required to testify in court, and

whatever the prasetution does is teasistant/y in the beat interest of

the child involved.

The psychiatric 'vestment teams are highly tompetitive as a 66$1644 of

the health care isduscry and rely oe the teen social workers for referrals.

Although oach of the three faciliri#a have agreed to accept clients with

no financial resources', share is re equitable system of Weftsl for these

indigent patina's. Subsequently, certain facilities as, et times be over-

loaded with such clients, which does not allow for adequate goatinusty of

care. The more paaitice aspect of all the psychiatric fattlities utilised

by the teas is the quality of omits' evatlablo. each facility is well

stored with Mewled and highly skilled professionals who have a great

deal of expertise in the svalustioo end treatment of child sexual abuse.

Parents United of Norfolk's., had difficulty in cemennitatIng with the

coordination component of the team, which is indicative of some in house

malfunction. On the other hand, the benefit provided by the organisation

in terms of support !or its neohore in ins non-threatening atmosphere is

invaluable. As there ore Parente' United cheptara in two adjacent cities,

offenders are allowed to attend meoriess is other eommunities in order to

fulfill their prohationary obligation for mandatory attendance.

The Probation Deportment follows offenders closely. The staff is aware

Of the peraanality dynamic* in terms of the manipulation and denial which

occur, and arc not reluctant to ettictly 4111614% CORAitiel8 of probation.

Their role in dearly defined and services Aft well coordinated with inter

disciplinary ageneles.
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Through the comprehennive coordination offorte of this project. a Princty

Prevention Project hns been developed for ntedents in 140 Nerlolk Punic

Schools, grades kindergarten through sixth. A Pilot project was implemented

in six school. and received an overwhelmingly positive response eras

administration, teachers, parents and atudenta. The evaluation was ear-

ducted by two individuals, ore from Media Services and one from health cod

Physical education. Thin program utilises the film "ttho Do You Tell?" in

conjunction with a teacher training videotape, and will be incotporated

as a regular port of the curriculum in the fall of 1963 for annual pro

Santatfea to grades ono, three and five. Altbough there is uo way to

accurately measure the impact of sorb a prevention program, hopefully

many incident. v411 be prevented which otherwise may have occurred or

continued undetected.

Quarterly iateraguncy conferences have been an integral part of the

coordination of services. These conference. have provided a means for

Improved working relationships by allowing tesm agencies to interact

with one,another, address probles areas, and strengthen existing workable

policies.

Through the eyepiece of this highly specialised nulti4isciplinary team

approdch to child sexual abuse, reporting has increased drastically, it

has improved merrier delivery to the population it addresses, and has

increased the cooperative efforts between and among the agencies involved.

A flow chart is inrluded in Attachment A, Statistics for the period

4441 to 6-30-$3 are included in Attachment 11. Cost effectiveness

lies been realised by utilising existing community resources wherever

possible. The coat reduction to the Deportment of Corrections in terms

Of opo.laCaneratiOn alone in of interest. Current eatimeltd cost of
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providing residence in a secure facility for one yor is 626,000 per

individual. With 63 individuals diverted from incarceration, cost

eduction of 61636,000 has been realised.

amkaplons 6 Pecennoodationst

Sexual Abuse is one aspect of the allure of children within the broad

opecteum of child *toss and neglect. The individual end fanny dynamics,

however, are unique in both the origin and manifestation. Subsequently,

it is the recommendation of the coordination component of this project

that all child sexual Ouse, particularly that °coursing %pickle the

family, be treated as a separate and distinct entity, and that the

investigation and intervention retain specialised to facilitate. a

process which is preventive and curative, not punitive, and to pro-

tect one best interests of the child.

It should be noted that this is not just a pepial interest group, but

a collective of individuals, both child end adult, alto are faced with

very unique life circumstances and special needs. The totally oboery

able godly dysfunction is not a resole of the incestuous activity, but

rather the incestoose activity is result of a dysfunctional family

unit: cemprOacil initially of adults who are oxbibitini moladeptive

behaviors as a coping mechanism as a result of their own incomplete

personality development.

As this type of activity is clearly criminal behavior, as described

in the statutea of the legislative Code of Virginia, it becomes

necessary to ineorporate the total intervention protosn as a function

of the criminal justlet. system. This by all 01410,1 d000 toe exclude,
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but clearly indicatoo the need for inclusions. of the bonen service'

and resources conpostont, 'kith is coecurreat with the philosophy of

the Juvesils Court in regard topeovidies the wide Tonne of serums

which Ora necessary to Juvenile victims of trio'. This philosophy

reinforces the importseco of maintainieg a multi-disciplinary spistusch

to this complex lame.

Doe to the complomitysd the coordination process involved in such s

vesture, it seems most feasible to implement **official volley to

mcommodats a trauma TOM Case Confet'ace ea a moethly basis. This

policy would denoestrste a conscious sad oesperativa. sod highly visi-

ble effort within the commusity toward sespossibla action on behalf

of those victinised and tirsumstised children. The mein function of

nostbly Case Conference would be to revtowleetreesee, smell eases

pending adjudication cad provide follow -up on eases after final court

diepositiee. The emphasis would be oe the child rather then the offender.

This Trope& Tens would be tenPrised of one represeatetivo from the

following *gentle& and appointed by their respective moneys (I) Police,

(2) Child Protection, (3) Commeowealth Attecney (A) Participating psychl-

atric facilities, (5) Juvenile Probation, (6) Adult Probation, (7) Percate

enitee. 0) Public Schools. (9) Waal Regional Medical Center. The Team

Coordinator should he appointed from within the representation, and be

responsible for chairing the conference and facilitating interagency

communication and cooperation.

Perches loceomendations Includes

1, Implementation of a Child Abuse Unit within the Police Department

with child Protection workers assigned to the Veit to ensure con-
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tinuanee of the specialised Investigative procedures already in

place. This Veit would provide for the overlap of extreme or

difficult physical abuse eases which currently ate channeled to

the team, but with no mechanism for official precodure.

2. replete the feasibility of establishing a Child Sexual Abuse Treat

meat cement though the courts. This Unit Weld have the caps

bility ptovidine olfeudet evaluation, diagnostic services for child

victims and individual and group therapy for all family aembera.

This type et service could readily address the growing problem of

needed services fot families who do not have the financial resources

for privately contracted psychiattie cote. It should operate in

conjunction with, but not in replacement of, Parents United. As

there is a great deal of expertise within the private scoter in

the treatment of child sexual abuse, it mould seem logical to

coatraet for services from within these specialised facilities.

Currently, the individuals refetred fot poet:tattle treatment by

the Trauma Team arc receiving individual thetapy. The seaefit

derived from group therapy, and the subsequent peer interaction

and positive role models provided by co- facilitators han been

well docueented by clinical professionals utilising this coneupt.

it is reeonmended that a committee be formed to explore the

mechanism and funding (memos available to inplement such a cow.

cept. The committee should be a rueresentative of: the State or

National Parente United orgsniestion, the local Parents United

orannitatien, eaeh private psychiatric facility cutrently utilised,

Juvenile Court Jedree, DepArtmeut of Social Services, Juvenile

Probation, Adult Probation. Navy Yaelly Advocacy Program.
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3. Provide a group home facility for sexually *bused children whose

best interests ate served by removal from their loom. Duo to

the special seeds of theta children, particularly adolescents,

traditional foster care and currently existinC croup home tscill

ties for children with behavior disorders is not adequate. This

typo of facility can beet sleet the needs of these children if tbsy

are pieced in a nontkrestooing and supportive environment with a

therapeutic milieu.

individual and group therapy could be provided in-house snd/or in

conjunction with the proposed Child Sexual Abuse Treatment com-

ponent. Currently, children placed in Loiter care, home of tole'

Uwe', and croup hones must be !unspotted by Trauma Team social

workers to and trou individual therapy. this is en indiscriminate,

time- consuming and inappropriate use of highly skilled professionals

with increasingly heavy caseloads. Mest likely, the implementation

of this type of facility would fall enact the purview of the tresot

meet of Social Services or the courts.
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The criterion uraed for referring into the program are: pregnancy.
unplanned or urfranted, social, geographic or linguistic isolation;
ages marital status: history of abuse: drug/alcohol abuser low
self esteems Cootie life style: poverty: =brume of amenity
Jervicesi criminal or mental illness record: poor health or lac
intelligence of 4:others physical disabilities of baby f/r oroblem
birth.

The clients arc folioed by the Center's parenting consultants.
Met of the visits take Nam in the client's con hare.

At the beginning of our involvement the problems clients present are
often ones of survival. The most pressing needs are far food,
housing. and sicplies for tha now child. low Mame housing, land-
:-ircis that will accept a io-ten and a child an welfare. and a Warnings
ability to am up with the deposits needed to establish a harm are
ievere problems. *ay of our clients are liviny in overcame:led apart-
ments, a fee in shacks, cars, or moving Lan one house to another,
staying with friends.

What we hopeAuquct to aoxeeilish:
In our work with theme parents we hope to increase their self esteem
and parenting capabilities by using a goal-task oriented approach to
problem solving. Wa are educating and training Patents in the areas
of intimacy and bonding, child developnent, relaticaships and
cremunication, stress menagrorant, and parenting. Ir providing informa-
tion and amass to coninunity resources, we aspect to diminish the stress
escalated by and stoning frail denographic, linguistic and social
isolation, and the Jack of finanuial resouroe for aloquatt food,
clothing and housing.

I expect to see rioted inprovarent in participants' abilities to
conmunicate more effectively, to form positive, intimate relationships
with pars and their children, to cope with the pressures of parenting
and hate NatAgenent.

Ultimately, we eicpect to dramatically reduce the incidence of child abuse/
noghtct in those families receiving our services. kb are working in con-
junction with U.C., Berkeley, School of Social Welfare to research the
effects of this kind of support program. Who believe that our findings
will collaborate the Cblorab findings which not only stated reduction in
the incidisice of abuse/neglect in the group of climbs receiving services,
but also saved the state a substantial worm of coney by eliminating
tie* nhort tom met of the invoivisrent of Children's Protective Services,
criminal justice systan, mental health WOkketrIle melical care and foster
care wets,
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The researcth we are conductisvi in conjunction with this service
project will expand cur krowledvs of the relationships imtween
parenting, parent aL stress, bonding and attar:taste, and the
problem of child abuse and neglect. itai also baileye that cur
findings will concur with previous studies which have shown that
prevention program; provided during the perinatal period are cost
effective. The resultant savings will provide scarce funds nax
being spelt on treatment, intervention, criminal justice, court
costs, "Mimi and psychalixiical treatment expensce for the
abused child as well as foster care for out of lure placement.

It is time that the cycle of abuse be ended, and we are pleased
that your committee is dealing with this martial issue.

Sincerely,

....4.4.44. i,/,.. ct AL ir>ly

Susan Hacking, Ph.D. t.
Child-hinsit Enrichment Project
thonlinawr
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What Neve Ws Learned About Preventing Child Abuse,
An Overview of the "Community end Minority Group Action

To Prevent Child Abuse and Neglect"
Pintos'

Ellen Grey, besserch Associate
Motional Committee for Prevention of Child Abs.'

lntroduction

Study end service in the field of child *buss, is im oozy other 'rose of
sift .--mantel end physical heetthis piecing increased emphasis on preven-
tion. The reasons ors the use across all fields: the alternative cowrie
IS too costly. It is eestly in dollar' and costly in the rats end cense-
queecei of failure. The trestsent of many 'fend end environmental problems
is often s case of too little mercies, given too lots, with too-low success
rotes (1).

The ere' of child abuse prevention is still in is embryonic Age. how"'

e ver. Public health conceptsthe historical framework for current proves-
tion efforler-do not translate easily to s phenesinon of multiple. end
largely unknown. etiology. Profeision4le and volunteers ors costing out in
many directions to find effective and efficient treys to presets family

lisslth. reduce foully risk, build anticipatory coping skills. Sous of the
Massie' they hove employed hove 'ROW Pest public popularity (s.g.
family-centered birthing practices). Others are less well known bosses'
they are newer (self core programs for "latch-key children*); because they
e re in one professional system (early and periodic screening, diagnosis end
trestsent program* Wall in the health core spites); or becsuas they oper-
ate behind the icons' (legislative edvsescy for a Children'' Trust Fund on
the stets !ial). All 're ine4equottly tests! (2).

In MP the Motional Center on Child Abuse and Neglect in the Children's
bureau of the Administrotien for Children, Teuth end Vanities of the Federal

goverment embarked on s conewnity-b'a'd prevention progres to learn sore

' bout how to prevent 'buss, Is October of that year they 'worded eleven )
112 Year grants to communities to conduct demonstration projects :a the are-
as of preventive perinatal ioterventieer; parent education; community educa-

tion. information. end referral; and public awareness and education using
the dramatic arts and the soolis.1 The National Conmittes for Prevention of

Child Abuse was *worded s grant to provide collaborative 'venation of

A The author dishes to acknowledge the assistance of the following people in
compiling end analyzing the dotes Jean biLoonardi. Linda garret(' John
Cosgrove. Mary Key Duggan, Sue Nulinewski.

A Thz demonstration program' wee entitled "Community and Minority Group Ac-
tion to Prevent Child Abu.' end Neglect." A brief description of Gosh of
the eleven progress is included in Appendis A.
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aech of these progress.' This reseetch hes just ended and hes contributed to
tie knowledge in the field, particularly with resort to those progress which
do not require large -scale end continuing involvement of professionals.

The study employ e tongs of reseetch techniques end strategies, leered
to the unique cher.ctsr of each of the demonstration arboreal' sad destine
with the particular challeoges of evaluating prevention. The follewins dis-
cussion teammates the teeeerch findings by type of skretegy.

Perinatal Prentenn

Your of the programs in the demonstration roomd-the perinetel poograms-
-are variation on the them of galling the eerlist peseible intervention in
the lift cycle of the individual. The first of these strategies is seta,
and extended maternal-intent contact. Building oa reeeetch findings of
readiness for interaction of mother end child right otter birth (3, 4. 51.
the theory has de:eloped that successful mother-child bonding may 'ley s vi-
tal role in preventing future pmenting diturbences. Severe! torts of this
hypothesis hove suggested that I) Getty and extended contact promotes at-
taaiment between wither end baby 161, 2) the enhanced attachment is still in
efect and observeble when the baby is s year old 171, and 3) having mother
end baby "room" together in the hospital during the poet-mitten period re-
sults in fewer problem with inadequate parenting IS).

following up on these studies, Vanderbilt University Medical School dts
onstreted with s group of young, low - incase moters end their babies. three
variations of increesel post-partum contact -- immediate contact in the deliv-
ory room. rooming -in. and s combination of .irly end extended contectend
estebliehed s protocol tot safe implementetion in if hospital setting. Mess-
uted under the purview of this study - -before and otter the variation in
contect were experiencedwere cognitive underetending, attitudes, and vol-
ups relate: to child obese; and *others' attachment, closeness, confidence
end idealisation of the intent. There were no differences on these dimen-
sions between time points, nor were there differences between contect groups
on any of the dimensions studied.*

Whet eight be surmised fres these results is that elthough there are in-
dicetions that Getty end extended contact bring about attachment end bond-
ing, it is probably not s one-to-one relationship (the settler end tenger
the contect, the stronger the bond), and is probably verieble across

* Grant 090-CA-204S. Deportment of lleelth and Human Services, "Collaborative
Reeeerch of Community and Minority Creep Action to Prevent Child Abuec and
Neglect.''

Grant 490-CA-213S, Deportment of Health ynd Hymen Services. Demonstration
of Early and Extended Postpartum Contact between potent and Newborn and
Effects Upon Child Maltreatment."

8 These statements of findings end those following ere, of feceeeity, brief
end uneccoopenied by docusentetion. Readers 4ntereettod in detailed pros-
entetenn ere encoureeed to obtsin the full research reports, itemized in
Appendix S, froe the National Consittce for Prevention of Child Abuse, 332
South Michigan Ave., Suite 1250, Chicago. Illinois. 60604.
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populations. For instence, a very young nether in s non-supportive family
situation say be sore likely to "bond" with her baby if her own needs for
nurturnce are ddressd after she gives birth than it she his the baby - -end
impl:ed xpecttions--thrust it her isseditely.

An extension of the early contact concrpt io that at the participatory
birth xpariencs. Advocated under this philosophy ere the inclusion of the
husband or another supportive person throughout the birth process: @sism
participation of the Wier in her own delivery: recovery roes equipped
for s quiet tics for mother, tether and baby to 'pond together: rooming -in;

end sibling visitation.

In s five-county arse in Indium. the thirst Family Support Project took a
Woos approch to encouraging this typo of progressing. The prOcss con-
sisted of establishing Parinstal Planning Groups made up of obstetrical d-
portment supervisors, directors Of nursing, social service and mdicl con-
sultsnts. childbirth educators end community lesdrsi people whoalthough
professionile in many caseswere volunteering their time to dvocet *nu
plan for changes that could help provide on optimum bonding experience for
fealties.

It was found that these community organization techniques were quite ef-
fective in significantly snaring the hlth core systm os it relates to
childbirth to *eke it sore participatory and humane. Delivering mothers end
their families were found to feel very good bout experiencing childbirth in
this stmosphr. Tno sedition of most of the discrete changes and services
honever, was not shown to have a significant input on mothers' closeness to
the baby. or confidence in coring for the newborn. One exception is the
privets tins between psrnts end baby otter childbirth. Sone osocition
between this opportunity end incrsd closeness and confidence wee found.
Although short-tors and lasting benefits for the child con as inferred from
this association. this was not directly saurod.

A third variation of the prinatl intervention those is the array of d-
ucetionel and skill develOriont interventions that con be made. Within this
group of strategies there is veilable tO the mother during the post-prtus
period a coring pollen who helps her Isom what her baby can do and how to

core for him. Particularly stressed hero are support. education. end activ-
ities designed to foster the comfort end ttachmont between psrants end
child, such as discussion of the uniqueness of the particular child, down-
stretion of his rospense cer.oilities. sad techniques to contort his. The

helping person, whether oelth professional or vOlisidr, is trind to be
sensitive to and knowldgebl shout the stresses childbirth creates for the
mother and fmily and has to des' With them. The final step in this attempt

to give permits end baby the best possible start together is follow-up
program to build on the relationship the mother began with the particular
nurse or volunteer Who offered hie support end ducetion during her hospital
stop.

Perinatel Pos:tive Parenting. Oichiaen State University project yes one
such progrom.' In the hopitsl, information we, dispensed by volunteers and
by vey of project - developed vidotpes brought right into the *other's

Groot 090-CA-2142. Department of Ilslth end Human Services.

Grant #90-CA-2131, Deportment of Health end Human Services.
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hospital room. Volunteers also made home visits to those who elected to re-
ceive t. am. where they demonstrated intent capabilities end infant stipula-
tion activities end offered the parents an opportunity to discuss any ques-
tions or concerns they sight boys.

Evaluation showed that thee, educational intervention, delivered by sup-
portive volunteers to first-time mothers were effective in reducing unreal-
istic expectations of their children. These volunteer services mods strides
toverd reducing role reversal as well (the expectation of mothers that their
babies would in goes loot tees core of thco). Idealization of the intent by
the 'mother, however. vas uneffocted by these interventions.

The remaining perinatal strategy. which can be called perinatal support.
combines elements of the other three, with en emphasis on reduc:ng isolation
end stress in the new soother, end coapensatiog for nurturing otitis end
ebilitiee in which she may be deficient due to her own early experiences.
The Pride-In-Parenthood program in Norfolk. Virginia sought to provide sup-
port and education true a trained family Friend Is project-trained parapro-
fessional) to Navy families and young inner-city couples about to experience
parenthood for the first tiee.

The proves, chiefly through the efforts of the Easily friends, provided
to its participants en opportunity for peer interaction and support by es-
tablishing groups of first-ties permits. It prepared the participants for
childbirth by encouraging thee to toile Lamaze preparation for natural child-
birth cleaves. The program encouraged the tether' premiers during labor
and delivery, and provided an opportunity for physical catgut between pa-
rents and nevborn to promote bonding. It provided dutetiv* in child cora.
nutrition. and money menseeeent through the vehicle of the parents group.
It linked parent, up vitb community resources to provide them with recrea-

tion. social contacts. and self-development. The emphasis was on improving
the fesilies' chance, for secceestul parenting by giving the permits coping
stills and reducing their isolation. The one-te.one relationship with the
Family friend wee critical.

Pride - In-Parenthood displayed weak. but positive attests tram the program
with measured differences in the mothers' attitude, towards their children,
end improvement in wonting attitudes essociated with abuse. The pertici-
pants' enthusiastic ,upport of the project was also theught to be en indica-
tor of success. se it vas pert of the plan for perpetuation of the project
'het forger recipients of the service would become 'amity Friends to other

new parents.

Grant 190-CA-2139, Deportment of Nselth ond Humeri Services.
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Cultnistly Relevant Pernt Education

Another arse of child bus prevention programming represented by two of
the demonstration projects is culturally relevant parent education. Psrent
durstion is not s new c^ncept; progress !Ike P.I.T. and S.T.E.P, have en-
joyed considrbl popularity in the lest decode. Culturs-spocific progress
Sr. relatively new ides. however. with s logicsl consectin to child bus
provention. One application seeks to address the unique perorating problems
of en ethnic and +economic subcultui in the United States. the other to deal
with the epeeist confusions end frustrations of an issigrant population.

The first is exemplified in Project C.A.N. Prevent. pert of the Avance
Prira-Child tdOcation Program in San Antonio, Tones.' The Avarice program

was originstly designed to id Hispanic parents of low socioscesomic status
in their efforts to help their children overcool, problems in the school and

society. The ream takes cooprabnive nooroch to preventing and over-
casting these probloos, dealing wit! such hvironmentl conditions as irols-
tion, stress end *console status; end such psychologie', cultural and du-
ntional processes as bonding and affection. discipline, end child growth
and development. Project C.A.K. P esveAt was designed to xmin the tove-
santioned forces and their affects through on extensive needs asssment in
their target community end incorporate the results into s model 10-senth pa-
renting curriculum that they would than deliver to parents. Individuals
were solicitsi for the propos, wore provided With hose visiting and child
core. end became part of the Avence "family."
The project intended to touch on every are. of childrring through their

cosbintion of didactic ducetion, skill modeling, and supportive xpri-
once.. In so doing. project planners hoped else to have an aspect on the
prevalenc of child oboes end neglect in the population.

Indicetion ere that their hopes ware confirmed. The Participants in
this program wore sore knowldgbl in mesas elated to retains a child f-
fctively, sure positive in their childraring ttltuds, oor will!ng and
able to ngotit socil support for themselves in times of stress. land sore
hopeful bout the future after completing the proves) than they wore before,
and sore so than mothers of a sioilr background who hadn't participtd in
the progrs.

In contrast to the Wel-immersion ducetional approach of Project C.A,N.
Prevent. the Pn-Asian Period Education project. under that uspices of the

Union of Pn-Asian Communities. sought only to highlight the prnting is-
sues of rlevnc to recently rrived webers of four Asian ethnic communi-
ti (lpnss, Samaria Filipino. end Vietname)." Specifically, the pro-
ject set out to fcilitat for that participent, development of insight into
the role that culturel velu end attitudes play in cbildrring. The par-

ticipants could thereby reduce the culture Shock, disheriony in family !if
end socialisation problem of parents and children Met are so prevalent

*song new imsigrents to s country. Conflict between pronto adhrisg to
their trsditionl wonting prctices end beliefs and children who ere rap-
idly "Asoricaniting" would be reduced by minims re to the parenting belief
systems of both cultures and the opportunity to Valk out the issues in the
supportive atsospher of s group. according to the tenets of this program.

' Croat #90-CA-2143, Doprtont of Hlth end Moan Services.

'0 Croat PO-CA-2144, Doprtsnt of Hith end Nilson Services.
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Videnc that these goals wore mooched includes positive perticipent
feedback. changed attitudes and belief concerning some of the most profile'
atic issues, and cteerer conceptions by the participants of the differences

between their culture and "maisetrees American culture" with reference to
childreering. Responses to the group soloed to very igaificently according
tc the cultures treditions of the individual ethnic group. and acculturation
levels of the meeker, howeirPr. Clorly, different group vented and got
different thing from the parenting group experience.

In addition to provost consisting of intorventime with identified indi-
vidual cliente i.e., parent, of e 'pacific culture, ell now parasite or

first-time perente, there were program, in this demonstration effort that
were aimed et the public in general. ION of these promoted public awareness
e nd education veins the esdi of live dress and videotaped dramatic oen-
Ltions. They wee InterAct: Street /Matra for Parents," end the Waiver-
ity of hidAmersce's child Owe project, "Clow to Nome.""

Through laterAct, a troupe of ectors dramatized liaises materiel for
parents woo go not, for *umber of memo, peke use of traditional parent
e ducetsoa es/vices in a saris. of short, single-point sketcher. The per-
former promoted information on childreering sad coping kille in the tope
of reducing family 'trees that might lead to shoes and neglect. Performeac-
se included topics ouch ere tre.. management, diffusion of eager, realistic
role opectetioas for family member., bow to sok for help, end hew to devel-
op support ordeals.

The group performed in 'hopping coterie. grocery er perking tote. mil-
itary hoe, leoincome housing developments, employment service waiting
roomwherever there ere parent,. Readouts were sod. svoileble that de-
arthed the mein points of particular program end provided information
,bout meow for parent.. Troupe member. gave on-theepot remoras end
referral information when it wale solicited.

The slits were intentionally funny. Humor looted to diffuse the iateseity
of the subject matter, drew the audience into the performance and minimize
the feeling on the pert of the observer. that they were being preached to.

Audience members were tooted on attitudes targeted by thee. 'kits before
and after V.:, performance, through an innovative sonintrueive design. Ps
'wits were strongly poeitivei relevant attitude. changed significantly for
etch ()kit pretested. For ample, there was ignificantly leo agreement
with the tstemeats, "Speaking i the beet way to get tide to do what you
want Mom to." and "You can't let children get away with a thing, or they
will be after .sing the 'kite than before. General audiences had
sere attitude change than audience, doeignated se "high rist" or "proles-
eionsl." although in the totter aes this was Waves of a "ceiling effect:"
that is, their worse were high to bogie with. Whether the chamgs is atti-
tude or acquietion of method. of coping with striae persist beyond the test-
ing point vse not sdareesed by the evaluation, but it is clear that s !ergs

mobil' of 140140 vote ruched sad that they "got the mseesgs" the project
wee sending.

1, Great 090CA2177, Deportment of Oselth sad Nunn Service.,

11 Grant .90-CA -2141, Deportment of Health and Human Service..
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"Close to Nate is s filmed mini-erie of three half-hour dammetie

pieces with iaterwoven characters dealing with three important issues fat
parents: What con I realistically hope for and expect from my child; flow

amp 1 handle thee. difficult, highly stressful noes when nothing's going
right; Now can I deal with changes that ciao toe maw and too feet?

The University of Nid-America chose these issues because meet wants
find them difficult at ono time sr another. Vereelietie expectatiome,
high - stress eit.:etiose, and disturbing change are often at the root a fam-
ily crisis. And they are key elements in many awes of child abuse or neg-
lect.

Their purpose in producing these filos was not to point an angry finger
it parents who fail. loch film tills the story of a parent and a family in
difficulty. No character is perfect. but nobody is a villein either. Like
moot Waste, tba bathers and fathers in the tills are concerned *bout find-
ing better ways to live together in a family. Like moot parents, they are

still learning to commnuicate with each abet end with their children. Like

ell parents, lb., sometimes sake mistakes; but they also succeed.

The "Close to Rome" film were shown to varied audiences that were cul-
turally diverse and included many first-time and tentage parents and preg-
nant adolescents is well as child welfare social workers, teachers, and
heath care professionals. The audience responses to the three sonmeete of
the series were, en the awls. positive. although net unicorn arose seg-
ments. The stories soused the attention of the viewers, elicited strata
feelings end elieulated discussion. Some short-term attitude change use ev-
idenced, although not to a statistically significant degree. The films wore
accepted by diverse racist and cultural groups as being appropriate, for the
seat pert. Several agencies involved in the ovation., these expreeeml.in-
tereet In hiving the tepee available to them for use w'th client groups oe a
focus for discussion and tunnies.

Community -wide Education, 4sta...ties led Referral prolate

There were three other proves. bonefitting whole communities in this

demmonetration round. Programs in this group sought to provide parent and
family education and courses on ebildreering skills for adults through pub-
lic schools and coesunity aducotion methods; strengthen iefermel helping
n etworks through the isprovament of intonation zed referral services. end
mount public education regarding family support resources through the public
media. the program funded to demonstrate this approach all served waive
communities. The first served the lately rural island community of oath-
west mmeabington Stet; another served the Slockfeet Indian Reservation in

granting, Neatens and a third related to the throe meet imneVerabied black
census trat in Atlanta, Georoie.

In many ways these programs were the moot ambitious of tbo demonstra-
tions. Changing whole commuoitiea is a tremendous tea, and the likelihood
of their impact being widely recognized is elin. The drawback is exacerbat-
e d by two facto *bout coemunity based prevention preplan 1) it is widely
accepted tt " community ewnerehie of tbo pole and methodology of communi-
ty ;hangs is as essential component of significant change it the community

level and 2) it is difficult to meows the effectiveness of program* with
tbo community is their target.
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Community ownership wee en issue for each of these progress is a
different way. The Cussed. Islands (rihiligton). Prinory Prevention Pert -
norshies project. sought to increase the awareness of both the professional
and ley Community. to isitist she trongthea services aimed et sduciog
preenl sad teeny stress, and to coordinate and ossify the Mirk of commu-
n ity provides. into a cohesive Ireton. IlawoVe. Very early in this denim-
trotion, the tersest and Jost ophitietd of the tour project counties

began resisting the project' networkiag attempts. As a result. the project
lenity eircumveatd that county in their ensuing efforts. In spits of
this, it can be id that the projest ffetd substantial change in its
etehent arse during its perstion.

For the Stockiest Indian reservation end the inner-city Attests census
tracts that made up the catchment ores of Project Network, community ownr-
hip issues wore of another sort. Seth those seversty deprived communities
.t ouswht ecutomed to having outside proaramparticulorly government
progress - -thrust upon them. For the most port they bad fit no .woorhip of
those programs whtoev. Thoy wore skeptical and without he,' in regard
to these new interventions.

The projects took very different tucks With these two commuaitios, how-
e ver. Although the Sielifoot Child Abuse Prevention" project was operated
e xclusively by the Steeliest ladles. and was in that en "mood" by the
:amenity. the nods! was I professional and en authoritarian one. The pro-
ject stuff emoted en ostensive public awareness campaign tlliag community
embers what they were doing Imo* in reiioa their chitdran. The setsiel
wee treightforwrd. end focused on ngaiVe parenting 'ionises.

In costliest. Project Networks' was acutely sensitive to the history of
short-lived and marginally helpful programs imposed oa their target communi-
ty. sought to provide quits different uporience. Perhaps this task was
mods owe difficutt by the tact that this project, although toasted in the
trgt community. wee cosprstive Venture between Atlanta University and
the Department of Peeity sad Children' Services. Community spreattion
was built into the teem ppoach by employing a 'solidest COOISSeth from each
senses tract, but the tersest part of the educational sod mensting inter-
ventions were provided oy &rudest students.

Community ownership was incomplete at the end of the funding period for
this this project. but this get was still being veined toward after funds
wore expended. Significant is the fast that rather than toeing a 'sterol
outgrowth of the porticipstory and helpful experiences see unity residents
had through Project Network. calamity ownership was teething for Ail*
this project had to drew up detailed plans, left for the immunity la the
form of a volunteer treiniag MuSt at the sad of the 'rejoin.

That all three et these eesunity adstties/infornaties end referral pro
gram ecomplihed soot of their pole in educating their target populations
e nd networking the existing geneses in their etchment areas is indisputa-
ble. the Cussed: Islands project (Primary Prevention Partnership) made suer

66 Grant #90-CA -Moto Deportment of Health sad Nyman SerVie.

44 Grunt 990-CA-2145, Deprteent of Health end Homan Service.

4. Grunt 090-CA Department of Health and Human Seri/se.
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SO presentstions to the public of Jeri@ and distributed 15,600 copies of
pfejsetNovslopsd meteriets. they planned, provided, reerdinelod and/or
co-sponsored it tort 160 in-service leaning sassier, workshops and con-
termer to members of the provider community. !My wore incinerate* in
developing continuing @derail/go and core college courses on Child abuse and
neglect and falsity stress-raided subjects that ran is @WOO 10-11SMILOO
courses end eduested 19$ 'Where. I&R systems were developed is two of

their target counties during the project period. Community import later-
views indicated in overall mermen' Of iscressed personal knowledge om the
port of the professional commumity, ieereed public ~epees about child
abuse and seglect, improvement in the coordilstor and referred outwork among
service providers, and lacrosse@ in the kinds of service. Offered for the
treater' of prevention of child abuse and artect,

The Clubfoot Child Abuse Project pestered end ostensively disseminated
materiels on child Our end neglect to 00 ley community vie the major sor-
vie providers in the legs!, heath, ei.frolios and welfare systems. They
introduced sorrel innevelive outreach efforts to involve @immunity members
in participatory went-0410 rtiviiies. principal representatives of the
legal, heath, 'decals* and wafer. systen **pressed the opinion that COS'
amity awaaesss of the reuses and offsets Of child obese and neglect is-
crossed duress the period the project was in operation.

in erition, the Sleckiest project toff participutud in significant and
contisuous roles to: implored the Indies Child Wolfer Act in the removal
e nd placasont of Stockiest child:eat negotiate agreements between the Tribe
and Stets Social end Ishabilitstion Services for fester hose lisconsing and
financial responsibility in the ascendent of abused, asaseted and dependent
children.* and provide on alternative to jail for nom-criminal juvenile of-
fenders,

Project Network provided preventive counseling services to 2$ frilis,
trained numerous community end outside professionts in child arse sad fem.
ily stress issues, @Oersted community pronto in rely areas of childreorieg
e nd coping techniouse, and produced and dieseniaated en estessive directory
of services for chitdren and youth, Through esteiblieldng its Credibility
with community residents se well es with agerelos and institutiens servimg
the corrity, the project showed that while the orifices currently *veils -
kb, sight not be *doges's, they could be sore effectively utilised through
project mediation.

The effect of the efforts of these three projects oa the lives of the in-
dividual in these arse@ mat remain unclear, however, Child abuse rotes
cannot be considered a yard stick beams@ reporting (and undoubtedly &aci-
difies/ of child Obese is iscreasing nearly everywhere, and indeed reported
cases revs in all Ors@ of these samounities over the project time period.
(In seas issiences this say *civilly be e pod sign of isareased sooners
e nd loss releasers to report oppropriets rase.) Controlled studies era

not feasible on the cross-reemunity level, particularly with communities es
unique se the Stockiest reservetion. ter pre- and post testing of individ-
vet eduestionst efforts gives only s shorl-tangs indication of effect and is
compliested by the diversity of oduestioad presentstions presented by each

Prelim'. At best we can only infer from community aspect interviewing the
difference these ostensive efforts will actual, mks to particular trills@
e nd in the overall incidence in the long run.
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Withou. assive end costly pidmiologicl studies, progress of thin sort
will continue to be undertaken on their taco validity. They will be evalu-
ated timely on the basis of whether they performed the ctivitis they eid
they would, end on the basil of the opinion of key community informant. se
to their effect, Whether the community come. to "owe the objective and
techniques of the project. will weigh heavily in 'he final ilecieies* bout
their ffctiven.... Trhps sore I. then with any at the other kind. of
denontrtion in thin prevention prehron. the render will *Ain hie huh do-
trmination se to whether the memmity-tossod program "worked" a child
"bums prevention trtgi.

Conclusion

Whet, Mon, hove we learned free tbe eleven project/ Those date, when
conidrs in the centt of their prcurors, uggt that bonding and at-
techment are such sore complex showmen. than we might othrwi hav
thought. Although providing the accoutrements of fanily-cntrd, humane
childbirth say contribute to reduced parenting diturbanc for some. "yetis-
otie chinos in Mdicl intitution and those 'service. toot 'surround this
ere probably inadequate to effect the ntil relationship between parent
end children in the "gamete.

This i tr4m lo of provision of rly and tended contact orrngement
in the hopiael. Tory 'specific effect, but in different direction., say
have concealed one nothr out in thee. anelyee, producing the nendrmotic
results. Who the prticipnt are, .41 what they bring to the .itution in
the way of etrength. nvironmntl 'support. and beckground, clrly should
be taken into account in pleasing thee kind of progress. Pinot, however,
the rletive influence of thee chrctritics in itutional element. an
tb ability to benefit from ouch program* most be determined.

Another tbang we leernd from thee demOntration i that .ducatioa can
be effective in altering parenting attitude. la the perinatl hospital n-
virensnt, the potprtuo home environment, and the didactic group 'setting,
attitude. known to be seeociated with child oboes and neglect wore loosened.
It i eeeentiel to relit.. however. that in every coos tole education was
diptesed within a uppeative relationship; and in soot ca... it wee en.-
twee. relationship. {Remember that seeeurble ettitude change in permit.
wee largely "boost in the Prograo that made 'ostensive institutional chaos.",
but did not *coign prticuler helping person, to the families rVed by that
yetem.)

rubs, thin i simply the replacement of e pbnomenoe that used to it
in our ocity through the Wended family - -the yMing woman being empethi-
molly taught bow to be a mother by her own mother. Perhaps it more Mew
bier the neturel helpina relationship that would eeiet in semmuniti and
neighborhood before these anVirenments dieppeerd for use peplA Or
perhaps the model ie short one of &entering, oleo natural relationship for
those with ccs lo a sotential mentor. In any c, it i the natural-
nos., M. meeting of eaverel need* eieulteneouely, the reciprocity of ben-
efit for 'other and vo:untr that loom. to be the uccul teeter in this
prevention teethed,

W loused that prevention of child ebu prop's.. con be conducted et
the loco! level. With the "'sceptics of the two univerity-run project. (and
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ono of the, was actually conducted it a defined community. some distance
tram the university), these programs took on rather ambitious goals without
relying on extensive bureaucracies and the budgets that go with them. Pert

and parcel of this finding is the confirmation that paraprofessionals and
volunteers ere accepted end effective in delivering supportive and 'dote
tionsl programs to individuals on a preventive basin- -that is, to Peoria who
have neither been identified is having a need, *or sought out soy hied of
service. It had bees reasonably welt established that ley semesters and
lay therapists Sr. in efficient and effective addition to treeteent programs
(see, for exempla, Cohn (101); but the intuition that they weold be effec-
tive in preventieo programs stood in peed of empirical corroboration.

W. learned thot the demOnstration project structure (*.opted with the
stets of the sit of evaluation research it prevention) is, for the most
part, iasidequate to measurably effect the quality of family life for whole
communities. In many ways, information and referral sad community education
progress raise community expectations about continuing services that oft.*
cannot be not beyond the domometration grant period.

Ws learned that the creative art's ors efectiVe communicators of Preven-
tive information; that !hey stimulate disunites of seeningfut tspice, allow
the introduction of highly sensitive materiel sod fcilitets the reaching of

lugs numbers of people. including groups traditionally thought of as
cessible.

There us. of course. nanY things the research Of these dsoonstrstioos
did not tell us. Ws do not know about the individual and subgroup variation
in susceptibility to those program. (although the date exist to investigote
this). In both the highly and the lose-sueeessivi Program thong ere oleo'
sifications of people who do better or worse than others; who they ors end
why they wore attested in a particular way ere significant question* to rue-
sus further.

Ws do not *new how lasting any of the Witte of those progress on pa
rents wilt be beyond the final measurements. There wee little opportunity
for longitodinel foltew-up in this study, and the changes measured fa, day
could conesivebly have disappeared the next. Moreover. we do not know that
any of those programs prevented child *boss that would have occurred without
them. Long -torn prospective research is the only goy to come close to n-
swering that question. and even that sonnet tell us who would hove abused
thole children. Pronimate measures of effectiveness ere nearly @Ways the
host outcome that con be obtained for prevention propene of this Motors

(101.

nosily, we do not brow About the geoerelimsbility of these programs.

Can these results be replicated eletwhers, or ere they simply artifacts Of

these Portico's, conditions? These ere ell vetid questions that should be
studied. Per the tine being, sows of those strotegies look promising.
There is tosses for the community in general and, in perticolor, members of
these professions sad system* that can no longer adequately treat child
buss sites the feet, to advocate for their continued operation end evalua-
tion.
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becommendetiono

On the bale of the @siian of observing end ovulating those cloven
demoostretion projects over the course of three and s half years, II number

of recenandetions can be sale to MCCAN end to the cossack and demenstre-
lion wasting and funding calamity outside of the tovernmoot. The first
close of these recommendations hem to do with programing. lie can recommend

numb* of program types to be manakin at the community level and funded
by PCCAN and ethers. One type of project recommended is programs responsive
to perticul cultural groups. Programs that will develop specific techni-
ques and saterists for on. or p feu elatod cultural groups ere emissary
e nd can odd substantially to our 'vault knowledge of how to deliver pram.-
live intorantioos. The Pan Asia Parent &Nation Program demonstrated the
vast differences between troupe often perceived as ono (Asians): end that
program end. to a greeter *aunt. the Avail. C.A.N. Prevent program shoved
that s culture bead program can be very powerful in transferring knowledge
and changing attitudes.

Ile would also recommend conducting progress wars volunteers or parspro-
fessionele work oneto-one with parents, perhaps @steadies the contact point
boyond the perinetsi period to other points in the life @polo. These parent
sides could work with families during the thild's preschool period, for te-
stae.. whops sail% contact through all baby clinks or day ear* cen-
ters. families of school age children could be contacted through the

schools. Extending the concepts of permit education and support delivered
in the coolest of s special empathic relationship later is the life cycle
would sake that service @walkable to those who may not hews had access to
supportive perinstel aperients@ and it would provide a "refresher" mai-
once for some perentseasthing that may be needed due to the shifting
n eeds end concerns stimuleted by children' pessage through developmental
stages no matter how helpful s perinotel program may have boos.

Our third recommenatiOn would be that thaw be more programs demenstret-
a employing the entlaiosent India and using concepts from that* sad
television. ?has media and the techniques associated with them could be
applied to problems of netle6t es sell as *bass ad would be particularly
suited to dueling with specific and timely onvirommatal @trawls misted tO
child buss; unemployment, depression, divorce. single parenthood. The

ability of the mass =die end the enterteinant format to engage otherwise
unreachable estments of the popaletion augers for their ingression utilise.,

ties in privative efforts,

further research of several typos is lse suggested by this ovulation.
The first type indicated is spidemiolotial study. Nay potentially helpful
findings has cone out of such studies that could have an impact on our
thiaing bout child abuse prevention (e.g. the findings retailing high risk
neighborhoods tlli end the upset 0! changes in the work force side (123).
Wu need to continue to refine our knowledge of the correlates of child
abuse, the domearephic versetions. attitudes, heavier@ and sociel condi-
tions that eccompeny high rotes of child buss. so that they an be Ursula
by Prevention programa. Nand-iohend with these efforts would a sothodole-
tinily sound needs *easement surveys of well-defined communities such as
that conducted by Project C.A.N. Prevent in Son Antonio. yielding eau more
specific information bout risk factors.

follow-up studies must be edwoceted. The strategies represented by this
desonstretion program that were found to be successful as well as others
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e at be followed through the period of risk for child abuse - -in many ewes
this would be the duration of chiteloodaather then just through the eat
opportune period fa intervention ad ovulation. This 'search includes
both assessing the longevity of the proximal goat ettaisenti such es atti-
tude chase, us welt u linking the issediste goals with the ultimate reduc-
tion in child abuse. Studies such es these represented by this collabora-
tive research effect are only first step toreh these longitudinal
resserh endoeveres but they should be utilised u this first step and not
considered to be ends in themselves.

Vs Reed cospretiwe studies of prevention strategies. Successful ele-
ments of prevention progress can be identified by studies such as this one.
Dotetsining whet cosbinatioes of these @temente acs soot effective in reduc-
ing the incidence of child abuse is necessary outgratb of this ressorch.
This harks beck to the necessity of tilaine prevention progress to the
particulac chars:autistice of communities. In those area wirers we hove
soaringly conflicting results fres evalustion research, such es the studies
on the phosemeson of "bonding" end the contriatiess to it sods by sueb in-
terventions es arty and :deeded '0.V-status contact. in depth eroes-pra
gra study is recommended to determdes the ability of different presses ele-
ments and coat:taloa of tbs to affect the parent &slant reletioeship and
the risk for abuse given worries environmental conditions and client sharer
teristios.

An isportent coosideration is toot of cost effectiveness. Attbeugh most
of the laterwentions offered tbrough this dneastration program me TSIO'
tiwely :Responsive. they are not of equal cost, eves if they were ',quoit),

e ffective. Cost effectiveness measurement technique can be applied to 'se-
venties efforts (131, and they should be included wherever possible in as-
sessing the volitive value of different service sixes in prorating child
abuse and neglect.
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Commurity end Minority Group Action to
Prevent Child Abase and Neglect Demonstration Projects

Peri:mist Proarems

Oomoostration of tarty and Gets:Wed Postpertum Contact Setweea
Parente and Newborn and Mffset upon Child Noltrorstmont
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine
Nashville, Tennessee

Objectives 1. To develop three types of ineressed postpartum contact
between parent and child, determine the frequency of
child maltreatment after such type of contact.

2. To establish s protocol by which ssrly and sato:de:1
contact can be implemented in s general hospital netting
without ondJe disruption of staff or harm to the infest.

Perinstat Positive Peranting
Institute for fruity i Child Study
Michigan State University
Last Lensing, Michigan

Objective: To provide mew went with volunteer support and informa-
tion/referral on parent - child relationships, early child
growth and mevotepsent, :misting coamonity resemrses end ac-
tivities, toys, astute!a and boobs about their newborn;
itsd **doting of the skills needed to cars for an infant; and

the Opportunity to interact with ether now parents and to
shore their suds and concords.

Rural family Support Projeat
Quince Consulting Center
Columbus, Indiana

Objectives To prevent child abuse and neglect by promoting a healthy pa-
rent child bend, @flacks:wet, and relationship through the

provision of a supportive perinatel environment end continu-
ing services for rare faailies.

Pride in Psrsnthood
The Henning Council
Norfolk, Varginio
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Objective; to demonstrate the effectiveness of a prinery prevention of
child abuse program delivered by a trained parent aide to
first -tins parent" beginning in the prenetel stage, contain-
ins o perinatal beading component, and lasting approximately
tbreugh the baby'. ninth nenth of age.

rent klguqUis

Project C.A.P. Prevent
Avenel; Parent Child 2ducat/on Program
Son Antonio. teem;

Objectives t. to identify teeters sad conditions that nay be indicators
for potentiet child abuse and neglect among low SIS Mei-
can-Amer ism nether,.

2. to develop e comprehmaive parenting education mode
which is responsive to the needs of the identified target
population and which address the prevention of child
abuse and neglect.

Pen Afien Parent BOvestien Project
Onion of Pm Asian Communities
San Oiego. Cetifernie

Objective; 1. to provide primary prevention of child abuse services for
various Pen Asian ethnic comunitim, including Alamos,
Samoan, Filipino, and Vietnams', and to provide oath
participant the opportunity to learn about the 'tallest-
tie' and differences in ebildrearing end socialisation
batmen their matures and the seimotreen culture.

2. to develop material 'beet each of the target group" to
include a description of veto's and attitudes tweed
children, the role and relationship of childreen in the
family and intended tinily, shildreming practices sad
coping shills to be used for coattail mermemo training.
to davit., primary prevention guide for use with Pan
Asian American parent,.
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OMR

Usti 12 014A-
friary Prevention of Child Abuse Tolovielea Program
iniveraity of Mid -ivories

Lincoln. Paraiba

Objectives to predate a series et thrso belt-beer tolevielas dreams for
broadcast a public television network' and videotaped for
wee with persist taints& and other ideation groups. litorioe

will highlight aspect. It bonsai family life which are
etraefol and tell lead to child 'Woo. awl 011*f womb
ouggatiass. Print ateriala vill be database to eceompay
videotapes fee eduatisa groups.

Inter -at* Street !bistro for terset$
Penal for !amity LiVies
Togas, Washingtea

Objatives To reduce the passibility of child obese and realest by tab -
lag theatre preaitetiems insorperatiag inforciatia ea chit
inhering sad coping skills to bard to reach potato. to ef-
fort a) grassroots tattoo" to people who morally do net
utilise convent tonal parent odeiatien services: b) intona-
tion and iodating shills in a way that paple can aseily Mr'
sorb and wee: is) parasite a choose to help theaselvee by pro-
viding alteratives to asgstive or imagistg parent behavior.

Community Averayse/lnforation sad Referrst

elechteet Information and Referral Project ter the
Prinery !royalties of Child Abase and Neglect
Olachteet Tribe
Orovalag. neatens

Objectives To develop an swamies in tho illsateet reservation eemani-
ty sheet child abuse and neglect end to *snot **amenity

agate is verb capaetivoly to s) 'Nista* this awareness
and b) participate in child bums end neglect prevention se.
tivitiee. which will include presentations to school, and
ether **amenity grape, personal averease catatonia, end
pirating damsels.

Primary Prevention Cortaro Lip
Cascade Iolanda Cosprehenaive Camenity Mental health Center
Mt. Vernon. Washington
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Objectives Bdueetien of multiple prefeesional groups (e.g., educelies
clergy. 'medical) in a four county carol area as to the &mei -
dosses of child abuse in the ores, sees ideslifiestion, proper
reepesse sad techniques fee prevention. Developsest of es

infersetios end reVervel systole shish viii be eseeeeible is
ell professional end supportive services to facilities is the
project estahnenl ores.

Prejeal Nelverk
Attests Uaivsristy Scheel of Social Verb
Attests, Georgie

Objective; Te build e ceapcoheseive community setverli to support feel
lies in the prevesties of child abuse sad neglect through lhe
Ossetia* of task fortes, potent groups, sad en istersetios
sad referral slits.. To offer aosemnity educative, parenting
shills training end preventive geussaiing of isdividuele.
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Decussate Roletod to the Coltsborative Research
of Commuoity sad Minority Croup Sallee
To Provost Child Abuse sod Neglect

tine' Reports Collehorative Reeoerch of Community and Minority Group
Action to Provost Child Shoo sod *sleet, Notional Committee far Pro
verities of Child Abuse, 1093,

Volume I Perimetal tatiorvostiosa
Volume II Cutture-Sased Peewit Iduestion Programs
Volume 111 Public Avorsosee sod &distills* Delos the Creative Arts
Volume IT Commumity-Ilide Sduestioe, Information sod Roferrat

Programs

chill Abuse ?meatiest Proloct Trellis' (interim document). National
Committee for 'wrestles of Child Abuse. 1911.

"Porisetel Support Programs* A Strategy for the Primary Prevestiss of
Child Abuse," :poorest 21 Movoition, Vet, 2, $o. 3, IOW.

Svelustieg Child dug Travesties proem', Miami Committee for Per
maim of Child Atom IOU, semogrephi

Mthsocentrie Porseptions of ChIldroaring 'motto's is Protestive Soo-
viols," with Jolla Cosgrove, skill am igi Intuit jntornotional

1,11222i0 vol. 1. Nei 4, IOU.
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Paitr*RNb STATstARNT i'v mlc AlAIMIK. AND DOW PROOLEMS AINIOCIATION OF NORTH
MONICA

This Statement is in response to congressional bearings hold

by the Nouse Select Committee on Children Youth and Families concern-

ing the prevent ton of child abuse. It presents the concerns of the

Alcohol and Drug Problems Association of North America' (ADPAI, re

garding the relationship between child abuse and drug and alcohol

abuse. ADPA welcomes this opportunity to express its views on this

important societal issue to the committee.

ADPA was organized in L949 as a national association of state

officials responsible for alcoholism programming in each of their

respective states. in recent years, ADPA has broadened its efforts

to include all those professionaily engaged in the alcohol and drug

;Amu. field. Accordingly, .Air members new consist not only of state

officials, but also representatives of community based treatment,

prevention. ed4e4tton, and research &genet's, as well as Individual

professionals and others interested in the alCohol and drug field.

Over 9,000 professionals are represented by ADPA.

Child abuse is a major problem in the United States, although

the number and severity of child abuse cases per year is unknown due

to the reluctance of its victims to report each incident. *mem.

studios do indicate that there is a significant relationship between

alcohol, other drug abuse and child abuse. Slut again, because of

inadequate research and data, this relationship is unclear. It Le

estimated. however, that alcohol may play a role in one-third of all

reported cases of child abuse.

Incidents of family violence. ie. child abuse, will not be re

duced unless the alcohol or other d.ug problem Is treated. This
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concept is evident in data provided by tho National Institute on

Alcohol Abuse and Alcohoiism. An analysis of the National Alcohol

Profile Information System data, retreived from almost SOO NIAAh

funded treatment programs, shows that thirty-five percent of persons

entering these programs reported fighting and quarreling with others

as a measure of their behavioral impairment. Six months after ester

ing the program, there was a reduction of thirty-mine percent in the

number of people reporting this behavior (19701. Therefore, there

is some Indication that treatmentfor alcoholism can reduce violence

by alcoholics.

Treating the alcohol or other drug problem will not neceessarily

stop the violence. *mover, it is easier to address the violence

it thd alcohol or other drug probiems are resolved first. According

to Lt. Commander Daniel W. Maine of the Naval Regional Medical

Center in Long Beach CA., "Unless the alcoholism is treated, any

apparent success in case management will be temporary 40d 'bandaid'

treatment at best." In addition* Mayer and Black (1977) have found

that aicoholics who were bei.g treated for their alcoholism were

able to recognize the potential for abuse of their children and to

develop ways to deal with situations which might lead to abuse.

National and State efforts to address the problem of child

abuse must take into account the family history of alcohol and other

iruc, abuse. Sociai service agencies, hospitals, alcoholism treat-

ment programs and shelters are not recognising this Isgerative

relationship. According to Margaret N. Hindman in her article on

family violence, "Pew services aimed at abused children and bettered

wives focus on alcohol involvement. Even in cases where the abuser
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is identified as an alcoholic, the issue of treating the alcohol

abuse is not always pursued. This functions as a serious barrier

to treatment in the view of some professionals.'

ADPA has several recommendations for responding to child abuse

and alcohol/drug problems.

The federal Government should take a leadership role by fund -

ing programs which'

1. Provide training for substaace abuse professionals and

child abuse professionals on the interrelatedness of

tnese two issues;

2. Provide training for stealth and social service profess

aiosals in the identification of alcohol and drug problems

in child abuse situations;

3. Provide demonstration programs to test various models

that provide a comprehensive approach for treatment of

families where alcohol/drug problems and child abuse are

4
present;

4. Provide research which explores the relationship between

alcohol and other drug usage, alcoholism and drug addic-

tion and child abuses

S. support programs to increase volunteer efforts in addrees

lag child abuse problems.

The federal Government should recommend to states that they'

1. Develop licensure standards for alcohol/drug treatment

Programs requiring that they have cooperative agreements

with local child abuse prodir.AS have appropriate intake

questions to determine the possibility of child abuse
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and require training fur staff on issues of child *bassi

2. Develop licensure standards for ehild abuse treatment

programs requiring that they have cooperative agreements

with local alcohol/drug treatment programs. have appropri-

ate intake questions to determine the possibility of

alcohol or drug related problems and require training for

staff on issues of alcohol and/or drug problems.

In conclusion. ADPA urges the committee to see the treatment of

alcohol/drug abuse problems as on integral part in the prevention

of child abuse. it is known that there is a definite association

between these two issues. If we are to see the eventual decline in

child abuse incidents, we must start with the treatment.of the abusers.

who often have an alcohol and/or drug abuse problem.

fication of drug abusers and alcoholic child abusers will provide

the abuser with a quick placement in 4 treatment program which irate -

grates exploration of the connection between alcohol and violence.

In addition, the child victim w411 be more quickly referred to the

social service or other appropriate agency for interventive action.

thus insuring safety for the child.
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Ns. Johanna Schochstr
Director
Parsers Anonymous of Vitginia
1212 Vilest Aromas
Richmond. Virginia 23227

Aver OM. ScAtacherr;

Nay 1, 1144

snow Heals

Thls is co empress my personal 40'Ssetatioo for your @opossums Defers the
select Coostrree on Childs's. tooth. sod Families se Our heating. "Child Almost
Whet Me Know About Proweettos SrmiteSiml." held to ileghloStso on Mirth 12. I
tesret ny schedule did net parnit us Oo be those. but I know from reading cis

transcript chat Your PotticlivItion contributed greatly tat004 making the hullos
success.

The Select Co !tees is now is the process of statist rho transerlpt of the best-
ing roc puhltcstion. 11 would be helpful tf you wood se over the enclosed copy
or your rearloosy to :moors rime it is securats. Mg return It to MB Will any
encossary corrections.

Is addition, Septosenrolivea Valles tehose and Thome' J. Olney. Jr. have sub-
tatted gurattone and Asked chat they be answered for the henries recordt

conireeauen Whoa

I. Nov are volunteers used in your community programs re odds's" specific child
elms, riees and the associated featly end oeviroemmtral stresses that sight
have led to abuser

I. In whir waved* your progress work with local :gentles and privets psovidass
to reach sad servo abusing or potentially Ouster; lentlies1 Whf is that
cooperation and norwarkins lopartesc. and bow hes it beep achieved to yew
coanunity?

FonAicessaaelliiin

I. In youc testimony. you arm. chat permutes class*, will do the shuolve
parent way Itrrie good 1( his emotional needs ors nor not first. Tot many
program, peva re he hosed on the ids chat giving parents these classes will
help then to satin chi posittve soli -inns neesseary for good parenting.
Leung you comong on this dirretosce in approachr
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2. Whet kind et feaiil Ufa Morsels, weld y like so see isPleeseged in
cM orhoolst You hems said chat thee' classes would be wither sea educa-
tion spy the coaching of meals. Mot mould they lecluds1

1. You have std to your satinet that yes often find yourselves civil, to
Wile Met proposals vich a sew twist, Just is order to notch someone's
eye. OD you believe chat there hoe bees a disprepottioaate sweet of

emPheeis awe to resift up with "new end innovative" approaches?

4. Nal does the PIS par fmailY emit of Paresis Anonymous compere with oast
approaches available to Parents It Pitpiniat Now dove the Parents Anonymous
success tote compere with that of ethel scrollable pcoareast

Lot MO aildis exposes my thanks, and that of the east members of the committee,
for your tostimmoy.

Pineeteilf.

OCORGE HILLER
°mimic
Select Comities ea Children.

Youth, end Psailies

401
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Nutrias ANONYMOUS of VRGINIA,
limilksike -Mumma Pomenlhate Caldletras

1212 New Avenue
ilochnond. Wipe 2322?

BM41101

August 10, 1984

Congressman George Miller
Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and families
Room 112-385 Douse Office Building
Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Miller,

I am writing in response to the questions contained in your
letter dated may let. Thank you for your interest and the oppor
tunity to respond to additional questions.

2211201 fELCUMMIll

1. Trained volunteers are available by telephone 24 hours a
day, to parents in crisis. Their responsibility is to
listen to the parent and offer resources to help meet his
needs. If the parent attends a local chapter he/she also
has the other parents available to him as well as profess-
ionally trained volunteers, called sponsors. who work with
the chapter. These services help break family isolation
and build self-esteem.

In conjunction with chapter meetings, volunteers also
provide transportation for families to Parents Anonymous
meetings. Parents in the chapters are encouraged to car-
pool whenever possible.

Sponsors will also make home visits if necessary to
deal with crisis situations, They may transport parents
to doctor appointments or to the hospital in emergencies.
Most offer additional supportive service to parents or
connect them with agencies who can help, as well.

Trained volunteers also provide services to children
through various play therapy and teen support programs.
Most meet weekly for at least two hours. Volunteers for
the teen programs are usually available by telephone during
the week for crisis counseling.

Some Parents Anonymous organisations sponsor and/or
maintain crisis nurseries which give parents time out from
the children as an alternative to abusive situations.

234
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The availability of volunteers in the manners described,
serves to provide alternate channeling of stress and anger
into more appropriate outlets. The networking initiated
by P.A. volunteers helps crest* a stronger 'support system
for families under stress, thus building trust in the
community.

2. If communities are to adequately serve multi - problem families,
each agency in the support system must be aware of what the
others are doing, so as not to confuse families with con..
Meting advise or dilute the effectiveness of others'
efforts. This networking effort helps families build trust
when they see agencies working together for their benefit,
and also aids agencies through mutual cooperation. However.
there are many barriers to this concepts terries, confi-
dentiality, lack of communication and lack of trust. Our
strategy in Virginia has beam that of developing personal
relationships with the directors and staffs of public and
private agencies. Our feeling has been that if a trusting
relationship can be established through personal contact.
then communication will develop, turfism will diminish and
confidentiality issues can be worked out cooperatively.

We have endeavored to become aware of agencies' needs
and whenever possible we have offered to help. ties free
staff training, serve on boards and multidisciplinary teams.
resource for speaking engagements, etc.)

When working with state agencies we use the approach
of getting to know the state level staff and asking them
to enctourage their local people to use our services or
help establish P.A. chapters if none exist.

cnoressaan Hllilev

In regard to family life education curricula in schools, the
virginia Department of Education does not mandate the teaching of
such curricula in Virginia schools. The Department has just pub-
lished a booklet entitled, "Family Life Education - Curriculum
Guidelines ", but does not advocate implementation. They leave the
decision entirely in the hands of local school boards. Independent
living skills are a major part of what should be taught. The
Department states in the booklet, "Community interests and values
may present some school divisions from using some of the content
contained in the instructional sheets".

The State School-Age Parents Committee on which I serve deals
with issues relating to teenage pregnancy and parenthood. A member
of this group, ben Greenberg, drafted legislation last year which
would mandate schools to teach some form of Family Life Education.
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IJR lS4 was carried over to the 19SS General Assembly studios.
Many people see the value of teaching children how to be independent,
responsible. caring adults, within our school system. Resserber
parenting is the moat difficult job in the world and the one for
which we receive the least amount of training.

In rweard to the question concerning fundingt More organisations
need funding than there is public or private money available.
Therefore. criteria have been established to aid with the allocation
of funds, however. moat public and private criteria include guide-
lines for "new and/or innovative ideas or approaches". Moat wont
to provide seed money to get a program started. Funds to keep a
successful program going are few and tar between. Competition for
funds has partaaliy created this problem. The Federal Register
demonstrates this philosophy. I feel federal money should be
divided to insure the survival of those programs which hive proven
successful. Of course. funds need to be available for developing
more and varied approaches to societies' multitude of needs. But.
private non-profit organisations like Parents Anonymous. must be
gcoett consideration by public and private funding sources if we are
to continue the high quality programs we now have.

sincerely.

slier* mot Nahieti eseetex'.

J mute Schuchert.
xecutive Director
P.A. of Va.. Inc.

JS/atp

eet

Enclosure
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AbOSTIDNAL KOSPOSSI SY Mt JOSANA Seattanntr

in regard to the question concernine parenting claim) and their useftdnese for
parents with problems:

First. let me state that this as not a blanket statement. However, the majority
of parents we serve don't haw ft ability to see past their own needs. This Is be-
cause many of their bask emotio,.... needs for acceptance (love and nurturing), secu-
rity, trust, freedom to be who they are, etc. were never met. Until you experience
those positive feelings, the taking on of academic information and ability to care
about meeting the needs of others become low priorities. So, expecting people to
learn skills in a parenting clam to help respond to 'lair children'e needs, when they
are still trying to get their own needs met has not proven very succeseftal. This same
phenomenon can be observed in abused children: One of the first indicates' we may
be aware of in indentifying an abused child (on who is not getting emotional or
physical needs met) is dropping school grades. If that child receives no intervention
he will grow up biologically but not emotionally. He will still be trying 41 find him-
self and may continue to do badly in school; may drop . ut; may not be r .e to hold a

may get into delinquent behavior, d ug or alcohol abuse, etc. T. child my
a parent and develop parenting It is likely that he will not seek a

parenting clam or drop out if he starts. What he needs first is some reparenting.
Concerning the question of the effectieness of the P.A. approach and the low cost

of service: Three national studies have been conducted regarding the omen of the
P.A. approach. All three concluded that P.A. is the most effective treatment re-
source of its kind, especially when used in conjunction with a parent aid program
which is also seen as an effective treatment method. The three studies were done by
Behavior Associates. Tuscan Arizona; Berkeley Planning Associates, Berkeley. Cali-
fornia; and Health and Human Services. I am not aware of any studies which Low
been done on the State level in this area.

The cost effectiveness of Parents Anonymous vs other major provide.' of treat-
ment is as follows:

Parents Anonymousno fee; $75 per year per family.
Family and Children's Servicesliding scale, fee $1-$40 per hour per person.
Public Service Agencies figures not available at this time.
Private Therapy$40-$75 per hour per person.

O
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